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Towards Integrated Process Supervision:
Current Status and Future Directions

Venkat Venkatasubramanran
Laboratory for Intelligent Process Systems, School of Chemical Engineering,

Purdue University, W. Lafayette, IN 47907, USA.

Abstract Process supervision deals with tasks that are executed to operate a process plant safely and
economically. These tasks can be classified as data acquisition, regulatory control, monitoring, data
reconciliation, fault diagnosis, supervisory control, scheduling and planning. While these operational tasks
may be intrinsically different from each other, they are, however, closely related and can not be treated in
isolation. Hence, there exists a clear need for an integrated framework so that the operational decision-making
can be made more comprehensively and effectively. While such an integrated approach is very compelling and

desirable, achieving it is no simple task as there are many challenges in realizing integration. In this paper, we
review these challenges and indentify the underlying issues which need to be addressed for achieving an

integrated approach to process supervision. riy'e discuss the role of artificial intelligence in this context and
how it provides a problem-solving platform for integration. 'We also survey the current status of automated

approaches to operations and conclude with some thoughts on future directions.

Key Words. Artificial intelligence; Failure detection; Integrated plant control; Monitoring

1. INTRODUCTION

Integrated process supervision is the overall,
coordinated, management of different operational tasks
in a process plant. These operational tasks can be
hierarchically categorized as data acquisition,
regulatory control, monitoring, fault diagnosis,
supervisory control, scheduling and planning. The
lower level of the hierarchy involves layers that deal
with tasks such as data acquisition and regulatory
control. At the intermediate level, one has layers for
the tasks of monitoring, data reconciliation,
diagnosis, and supervisory control. At a higher level,
one has the layers that perform plant-wide
optimization, scheduling and planning of process

operations. At the lower level, the perspective is
local in characler, like that ol a reguiatory controlier
which is limited to implementing a functional
relationship (e.g. the control law) between the
manipulated and controlled variables. The
intermediate level is concerned with coordination
between units, unit optimization and monitoring of
production and operating constraints. It also performs
fault diagnosis and suggests recovery from these
malfunctions. At the higher level, the perspective is
more global in character, like that of planning of
process operations.

The overall problem of integrated process supervision
involves several subproblem areas that are related to

each other and can not really be treated as individual

problems in isolation. For example, low-level
events such as controller failure or some other
equipment malfunction, can have a significant
impact on the higher-level plans by calling for the
revision ofplanned schedules. Likewise, higher level
decisions have a serious impact on lower level
activities such as supervisory and regulatory control.
In the case of data reconciliation, traditionally one
does not consider parameter drifts and structural faults
as part of the problem. However, an integrated view
is necessary for reconciliation ofmeasured data in the
presence of process faults. Thus, while these
operational tasks may be intrinsically different from
each other, they are, however, closely related to each

other and can not be treated as isolated tasks. Hence,
we need an approach wherein all these different tasks
-.-. ,- 1-.-. :,-L--,-. .^) r-.^ ^ ^:.^-l^.,-:f:^i f-^-^,.,^-l- ^-luall uc llll,(iglaleu llltu a slllË|tr ulllllçu lldlllþwulA 4ltu

so that the operational decision-making can be made
more comprehensively and more effectively.

Over the years, a variety of tools and techniques have
been developed to address these tasks. They include
process modeling and simulation techniques, large
scale linear and nonlinear optimization methods,
advanced model-based and knowledge-based process

control techniques, model-based data reconciliation
methods, and statistical, neural net-based and
knowledge-based fault detection and diagnosis
methods. While no single tool or technique can
solve the entire process supervision problem by
itself, the proliferation of disparate tools imposes
barriers to task integration by fragmenting system
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implementation as well as the solution process.
Such fragmentation also impedes the understanding
of the results and complicates their communication
and implementation. This is one of the key
challenges towards integration.

\ilhile an integrated approach is very compelling and
desirable, achieving it is no simple task as there are
many challenges in realizing integration. The intent
of this survey paper is not so much to provide the
answers but to try to identify the key challenges
faced, the related fundamental issues, and review the
current status and the emerging trends. In this
perspective, we will also examine the role of
artificial intelligence in integration. Since the scope
of this exercise is very broad, we will mainly focus
our discussion on the integration of low-level and
intermediate-level tasks, namely, the tasks of
regulatory control, data reconciliation, monitoring,
diagnosis, and supervisory control in this paper.

2. PROBLEM SOLVING PARADIGMS IN
PROCESS SUPERVISION

The common problem-solving paradigms that
underlie integrated process supervision can be
categorized as pattern recognition and classification,
symbolic reasoning, and optimization. Many of the
taks in process supervision can be handled in
different ways. For example, process fault detection
can be treated as a statistical classification problem
where one tests a measurement against a null
hypothesis that the process is normal. Alternatively,
by considering a fault to be a parameter clisturbance,
fault diagnosis can be treated as a parameter
estimation problem [Isermann, 1984]. Yet another
view is to treat fault diagnosis as a classification of
measurement data into fault groups using neural
networks. In addition, we also have qualitative
methods for fault diagnosis that use causal models of
the process to search for the source of abnormality.
This is a symbolic reasoning problem. Thus, the use
of quite different solution methodologies for the same
problem poses serious challenges towards integration.
Since this is a central issue in integration, a better
understanding of these problem solving paradigms in
terms of their domain of application, types of
problems that can be solved using these techniques,
advantages and disadvantages is essential. To this end,
a brief overview of these various problem-solving
paradigms is provided in this section,

2.1. Pattern classification approach:
Syntactic pattern recognition is concerned with
classifying symbolic information into a given set of
classes. The classification task may be guided by a
set of rules or grammar that defines the membership
relationships or mapping between the patterns and
the classes. Alternatively, one could specify this
guiding information by a causal model (e.g., in the
case of diagnosis) or in general by a set of
constraints. Statistical pattern classification, on the

other hand, is concerned with classifying numeric
information into a given set of classes. Many
problems in process operations can be categorized
into one of these classification tasks. For example,
reasoning about the cause of an abnormality in a
process behavior can be considered as a syntactic or
statistical pattern classification problem:

. Classifying sensor measurements into one of the
fault classes. This is considered as a syntactic
classification problem when the reasoning is based
on causal models. It is statistical classification,
when the numeric values of the measurements are
used.

. Classifying temporal trends of sensor
measurements into one of the known classes. Time
series information of the sensors can be used directly
for statistical classification or an abstracted syntactic
representation of the measurements for symbolic
reasoning purposes.

. Data reconciliation can be posed as a statistical
classification problem where one tests a measurement
against a null hypothesis to detect any gross sensor
faults. In the absence of any gross errors, the data is
then rectified to reduce the effect ofrandom noise.

. In modeling for control, composite models can be
developed by using classification. For example,
choosing the proper model to use can be decided based
on the operating regime the process is in and this can
be solved as a pattern classifìcation problem.

2.2. Symbolic reasoning approach:
In symbolic reasoning, one often addresses three
different kinds of reasoning. They are abductive,
inductive and default reasonings. Abduction is the
generation of a hypothetical explanation (or cause) for
what has been observed. Unlike simple logical
deduction, \ve can get more than one answer in
abductive reasoning. Since there is no general way to
decide between alternatives, the best one can do is to
find a hypothesis that is most probable. Thus,
abduction can be thought of as reasoning where we
weigh the evidences in the presence of uncertainty.
Searching for the cause of an abnormality in a process
system is thus an abductive reasoning. In MODEX2
[Venkatasu'oramanian and Rich, i9881, a mociei baseci
expert system for fault diagnosis, abductive reasoning
is used to generate hypotheses for the sources of
faults. In addition, abduction also provides
explanations of how the cause could have resulted in
the abnormality observed. Such a facility is useful in
providing decision support to plant operators. Use of
proper knowledge representation technique matters a
great deal in determining the computational effort.
Model based reasoning allows for efficient bottom-up
abduction by suggesting proper rules to try out.
Efficiency of such bottom-up search in abduction is
considerable lCharniak and McDermott, 19841.
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Early work in learning concentrated on systems for
pattern classification and game playing. Inductive
learning is the classification of a set of experiences
into categories or concepts. Inductive learning is
performed when one generalizes or specializes a

concapt definition learned so that it includes all
experiences that belong to the concept and exclude
those that do not. The clear definition of a concept or
category is rarely simple because of the great variety
of experiences and uncertainty (noisy data or
observations). For this reason, one prefers an
adaptive learning scheme. An example of such an
adaptive learning scheme is failure-driven learning.
Failure-driven learning is refining a concept from
failures of expectations as one accumulates related
experiences. The failure of heuristic judgernent in
detecting a source of malfunction in fault diagnosis
can trigger a change in the knowledge (or rule) that
resulted in the judgement IRich and
Venkatasubramanian, 19891. Experiences with
abnormalities in a plant can be used to generate rules
that relate a set of observations with specific causes.
One can refine this experiential knowledge over time
by generalizing to successful cases not covered and
specializing when exceptions are noticed.

One frequently makes default assumptions on the
values of various quantities that are manipulated, with
the intention of allowing specific reasons for other
values to override the current values (e.g. since the
outlet is blocked, the flow is now zero), or of
rejecting the default if it leads to an inconsistency
(e.g. since the outlet of the tank is blocked, there
cannot be a decrease in tank level). A fundamental
feature of default reasoning is that it is
nonmonotonic. In traditional logic, once a fact is
deduced, it is considered to remain true for the rest of
the reasoning. This is what one means by
monotonic. However, as new evidence arises, often
one needs to revise the deduced facts to maintain
logical consistency. Let us consider our previous
argument where we deduced that the tank level cannot
decrease (since the outlet of the tank is blocked).
After this deduction, if we get new evidence that the
tank has a large leak, we will have to retract the
conclusion that the tank level cannot decrease. Such
a reasoning where retraction of deductions is allowed
is nonmonotonic. Default reasoning or
nonmonotonic reasoning is an invaluable tool in
dealing with situations where all the information is
not available at a time or if one has to reason about
many, probably inconsistent, cases simultaneously.
Reiter [1987] has shown how default logic can be
used for reasoning about multiple faults or causes for
an abnormality. Reasoning with assumptions
explicitly is a related concept IKavuri and
Venkatasubramanian, 1992).

2.3. Optimization approach:
Optimization problems in process operations such as

model identification fall under the continuous case,
while problems such as allocation of plant resources
requiring discrete decisions are combinatorial
optimization problems. For example, plant-wide

scheduling and optimization in the continuous case
and assignment and allocation of plant resources in
cases which require the sharing of manufacturing
resources between different products are examples of
optimization problems in planning. Other examples
are:

. Management of inventories and maintenance
planning.
. Online estimation of process model, for
optimization and model-based process control, data
reconciliation, parameter estimation for fault
diagnosis.
. Online prediction of the performance of an operating
plant.
. Online optimization of control profiles in batch and
continuous operations.

Most of the planning problems which are discrete
optimization problems are usually solved off-line and
hence one can try to solve really large problems. In
contrast, most of the continuous optimization
problems have to be solved on-line and hence
computational effort becomes an important
consideration here. Other concerns include
convergence problems in multi-dimensional search
spaces and local minima problems in continuous
nonlinear optimization problems.

3. INTEGRATED PROCESS SUPERVISION:
CHALLENGES AND THE ROLE OF AI

Though an integrated framework is very attractive in
terms of the benefits it can provide, there are a
number of conceptual and implementational
challenges that have to be overcome before an
industry-wide tbllowing of this approach takes place.
This section discusses the key requirements and the
role ofAI in addressing these challenges.

i. It is necessary to reason about process operations
without assuming accurate models.

In most cases, plant behavior is not accurately
known. Even rigorous models are not adequate to
predict plant behavior with satisfying accuracy.
Furthermore, configuration of plants change during
their lifetime. Process operating conditions may
r¡qrrr r',ilh tho .lomonrl" lnr rli lFarant nrnrlrrntc ^"^'1"^-r-l
in the plant. All of these force the operators to make
their operating decisions with approximate models of
process behavior. AI provides us with techniques for
developing qualitative and approximate models,
doing inexact reasoning, etc. to cope with situations
such as this.

ä. It is necessary to reason with incomplete and/or
uncertain information about the process.

Operators often face situations where they receive
conflicting information about the status of the
process or the various process units. This could be
due to faulty sensors, for example. Also, they often
deal with situations when all the information needed
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about the process may not be available. Thus,
operators are forced to reason and make assessments
about the process with incomplete and/or uncertain
data. Realizing these operational constraints in
practice and having a means to handle
incompleteness and uncertainty is essential to the
decision making process. Again, artificial
intelligence techniques play a useful role in handling
this requirement of an automated system.

äi. It is necessary to understand, and hence represent,
process behavior at different levels o.f detail
depending on the nature of the task.

The amount of information that is available to the
operator is often sufficient to understand the essentials
of the behavior of a process. However, the
voluminous data results in an information clutter and
the operator is now faced with the task of gleaning
the important features he needs from this vast amount
of data. Information from process measurements,
perhaps over an entire month, needs to be organized
so that he can get a more global picture of a seçtion
or the overall plant easily. Given the large size of
plants and different information requirements of tasks,
it is necessary to reason with knowledge at different
levels of detail. Reasoning with knowledge at
different levels of detail is a difficult task as one has
to carefully ensure the consistency of the information
at different levels of detail. Given the information
clutter, it is inevitable that the operator have some
way to look at the required information in a compact
way. For example in a process plant, there may be
as many as 1500 process variables observed every two
seconds for behavior during a selected period [Bailey,
19841. The trends are displayed on monitors and there
can be two, four or eight process variables displayed
per screen at any one time. This dictates the need for
a hierarchic organization from process subsystems to
loop clusters down to single loops. This also
emphasizes the need for an automated framework for
extracting important qualitative features of process
behavior from raw sensor data. Powerful knowledge
representation and pattern classification techniques of
AI are indispensable for this problem.

iv. It is necessary to make assumptions about a
process when modeling or describing it. One has to
ensure the validity and consistency of these
assumptions.

When a process unit is described by a model, the
model is constructed based on some assumptions,
mostly assumptions of normal behavior. However,
in diagnostic applications, these assumptions may
be violated. In order to avoid inconsistencies, it is

necessary to explicitly consider and change the model
and the assumptions during the reasoning process.
What is needed is a representation of the process
model that can represent the process behavior for a

given set of assumptions. It is necessary to
explicitly define the underlying assumptions, have a

scheme to verify the consistency of these
assumptions and choose the process model based on
these assumptions.

As an example, consider the problem of controlling
a process, The controller configuration, parameters
and the control law are determined by the
mathematical models of the process and the
controller. The success of the control scheme
crucially depends upon whether the assumptions that
underlie these models are still valid. For example,
models assume that the sensors provide accurate
information. In the case of a gross fault in the
sensor, the controller action not only becomes
ineffective but may even cause adverse proÇess

behavior. Similarly in a hierarchical model for
process operations, the decisions made at a higher
level can have significant impact on the lower level
implementations and thus their assumptions are
crucial. Failing to detect the violation of an
assumption can result in a gross disruption of the
operations. AI provides us with the framework for
treating assumptions explicitly, thereby making the
automated system readily alert to assumptions
violation.

v. It is necessary to integrate tasks and solution
approaches. This requires integrating different
problem-solving paradigms, knowledge representation
schemes, and search techniques.

To effectively provide an integrated framework, one
neecls to carefully address the knowledge
representation and search issues. It is necessary to
represent structural, functional and behavioral
information about the process. 'We can think of these
as three complementary sources of information each
organized hierarchically. One needs to address how
the three hierarchies are built and how they interact.
One of the key functions of such a knowledge
representation is to let one examine the process at any
preferred level of detail in any desired hierarchy. For
example, for the task of process fault diagnosis, one
is concerned with structural information within the
individual units and the overall connectivity of the
process. For planning tasks, one may take a higher-
level perspective on the process plant, lumping many
units together as a larger, abstract, input-output
module. The different tasks may employ different
problem-solving paradigms which, in turn, would call
for different representation and search strategies. A1l
of these need to integrated to offer a complete
perspective ofprocess operations. Due to the character
of the issues involved in here, artificial intelligence
plays a crucial role.
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vi. It is necessqry to keep the role of an operator
primary and active, not secondary and passive, in the
operating environment that is managed with the
assistance of on-line intelligent systems.

While it might be acceptable ro delegate all rhe
control to computers when we are dealing with
regulatory control problems, it might be more risky
to do so when it comes to supervisory and higher-
level decision-making. This is due to the character of
the problems and issues involved as well as due to
the limitations of current intelligent systems. In
addition, one has other concerns such as the liability
and legal aspects of this problem. Thus, it is
important to have the operators actively involved in
the decision-making process and make the on-line
intelligent systems play an advisory role. This is
also necessary to keep the operators'skills sharp, as

otherwise their skills could deteriorate over time due
to their increased dependence on the advisory systems
as a crutch. There is a delicate balance that has to be
achieved here. Since the operator's role would be
primary, this creates special demands on the design
ofthe advisory systems, such as:

. simple, operator-friendly user-interfaces

. emphasis on visual, graphical display of
information for ease of understanding

. structured, guided access to data and knowledge
about process status and behavior

. explanatory capabilities to offer insights into
the systems reasoning and recommendations

Thus, the design of such systems should be operator-
centered, with his or her needs and capabilities in
mind. Such a perspective places considerable
emphasis on man-machine interaction issues and the
nature of the user-interface, which are important
requirements that will benefit from artificial
intelligence techniques.

One can see from this discussion that the use of AI
techniques to face these challenges is not only
desirable, but also necessary.

4. CURRENT STATUS OF AUTOMATION
IN PROCESS SUPERVISION: A BRIEF
REVIEW

The main focus of this paper is to address issues in
integrated process supervision for the low-level and
intermediate-level tasks. As mentioned before, these
tasks are: regulatory control, process monitoring,
fault diagnosis, data reconciliation and supervisory
control. In this section, the current status of
automation of these tasks are briefly reviewed.

4.1, Process Monitoring
Process monitoring refers to the task of identifying
the state of the system from sensor data. Process
trend analysis and prediction are important
components of process monitoring. Knowing the
currenf process trends, the causes that drive them,
and the possible future evolution of these trends are

essential for supervisory decision making. The
central issues here are representing and reasoning
with temporal evolution of process trends, multi-
scale data, sensor noise and data uncertainties, and
cause and effect models of process trends. Recent
research in this area has shown some promise for
integrated supervision applications. Stephanopoulos
recognized the importance of process trend
representation for higher-level process integration
early on and developed a formal framework. This
framework handles temporal data, reasonable
discontinuous and continuous functions, and the
abstraction of semi-quantitative and qualitative trends
(Cheung and Stephanopoulos, 1989).

Venkatasubramanian and co-workers (Janusz and
Venkatasubramanian, 1991; Rengaswamy and
Venkatasubramanian, 1992) developed a similar
approach in their qualitative representation scheme.
The fundamental element in their representation
scheme is the primitive. They use a finite difference
method to calculate the first and second derivatives of
the process trend changes and based on these values
the primitives are identified. For noisy data, neural
networks are used to extract the primitives as they
are noise-tolerant. The ability to handle noise is
incorporated in two stages. At a lower level, the
neural net-based pattern classification approach is
used to identify the fundamental features of the
trends. At a higher level, the syntactic information
is abstracted and represented in a hierarchical fashion
with an error Çorrecting code smoothing out the
errors made at the lower level. Such syntactic
approaches are suitable for hierarchical representation
of the trend information and for developing error
correcting codes, which eliminate the effects of high
noise and outliers.

Multilevel abstraction of important events in a
process trend is possible through scale-space filtering
through the use of a bank of filters each sensitive to
certain localized region in the time-frequency domain
(Marr and Hidreth, 1980). An example of such a
filter that has been extensively used in image
processing ir V'G, where G is a Gaussian

distribution (Marr and Hidreth, 1980). Another
important recent development in this area is the
emergence of wavelet-based frameworks. The recent
work of Bakshi and Stephanopoulos (1992) using
wavelet networks for representing trends shows
considerable promise.

4.2. Fault detection and diagnosis
Fault detection and diagnosis is concerned with the
detection of abnormal behavior and the identification
of their causal origins. Over the recent years, there
has bee¡-r considerable progress f.owards the
automation of fault detection and diagnosis. A
general description of fault diagnosis would include
the following kinds of abnormalities:
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Gross parameter changes in a model
In any modeling, there are processes occurring below
the selected level of detail. These unmodeled
processes are lumped as parameters. "Parameter
faults" arise when there is a disturbance entering the
process from the environment through one or more
parameters. An example of such a fault is a change
in the concentration of the reactant in a reactor feed or
the change in the activity of a catalyst.

Structural changes

Structural changes refer to changes in the model
itself. They occur due to hard failures in equipment.
Structural faults result in a change in the information-
flow between various variables. This corresponds to
dropping the appropriate model equations and
restructuring the other equations to describe the
current situation in the process. An example of a

structural fault would be a controller failure which
would imply that the manipulated variable is no
longer functionally dependent on the controlled
variable.

Malfunctioning s ensors and actuators
Gross errors usually occur in actuators and sensors.

There could be a fixed failure, a constant bias
(positive or negative) or an out-of-range failure.
These are also important faults that need to be
identified quickly in view of the fact that some of the
instruments might provide feedback signals which
are essential for the control of the plant .

The solution strategies for fault diagnosis range from
purely qualitative to purely quantitative, with
various combinations in between. There are different
perspectives from which one can view the problem
of fault diagnosis. One can look at the fault
diagnosis problem from the perspective of the
transformations the measurements go through before
arriving at the final solution. Figure 1 shows these
transformations.

Fig. l. Transformations in a Fault Diagnostic
System

Measurement space is the space of sensor
measurements that is available to perform fault
diagnosis. Feature space is the space ofreduced set of
features representative of the measurement space that
is developed by transfonning the measurement space

usinga priorl knowledge about the process. A set of
decision variables are developed from the feature
space, and class space is the set of integers indexing
each individual fault and an additional integer to
represent the normal operation of the process and is

the final interpretation delivered to the user by the
diagnostic system. The transformation from feature
space to decision space is performed by a search
technique that tries to minimize the mismatch
between the actual observations and the observations
for different faulty modes, either in a qualitative or
quantitative manner. For example, symbolic
reasoning is done qualitatively where one tries to
minimize the mismatch between the observation
(sensor i is low, sensor j is high and so on) and the
template for various faulty modes. In contrast, in
parameter estimation methods the mismatch is a

least squares norm and is minimized by searching in
a parameter space that models the various faults. The
transformation from the decision space to class space
is effected using either thresholding, template
matching or symbolic reasoning as the case may be.
Hence, the two important components in a

diagnostic system are the a priori knowledge and the
search technique used.

One can view diagnostic systems from either of
these two perspectives as well. A general
classification of fault diagnostic systems can be done
based on the three different solution methods used.

They are: Knowledge-based, Analytical model-based,
and Pattern recognition-based methods, Each of
these diagnostic methods is a combination of a

particular type of a priori knowledge and a search
technique. Knowledge-based systems predominantly
use qualitative models of the process in tandem with
different search techniques. The quantitative model-
based approaches rely on mathematically
representing the inconsistencies between the actual
and expected behavior as residuals. Pattern
recognition is the task of assigning a pattern to one
of k predetermiried classes. The knowledge about
these classes is usually obtained from process
history data. Under each of these general solution
philosophies there are many combinations of a priori
knowledge and search techniques and is not possible

to enumerate all these combinations. Hence, the
attempt here is to provide a flavor for some of these

methods.

Knowledge-based methods
In this subsection, knowledge-based techniques are
illustrated with the aid of some typical approaches to
fault diagnosis.

Hypothesize-and-test Using Causal Models:

There are many approaches to the design of model-
based expert systems for chemicai process fauit
diagnosis. One approach is the hypothesis/test
strategy. A rigorous approach to hypothesis
formulation is the method of O'Shima and
coworkers (Iri et. al., 1979; Shiozaki et. al., 1985).

l:catürc Spacc llcision Spacc Cl¡ss Slace
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The basic premise of this approach is that, for a

fault hypothesis to be considered viable, causal
pathways must link the proposed fault origin with
all observed abnormal measurements. A signed
digraph is used as the representation of the
influences between the process variables.

Another class of model-based reasoning methods
used for diagnosis use agenda-based search
techniques. An example of this approach is
MODEX (Rich and Venkatasubramanian,l9ST),
which is a system developed to reason from first-
principles model-based knowledge. It extension,
MODEX2 (Venkatasubramanian and Rich, 1988),
is a two-tiered approach using a compiled
knowledge-base at the top tier and a deep-level
causal model at the second tier.

Finite State-Space Search of Fault Trees:

Fault trees provide a computational means for
combining logic to analyze system faults. To
perform consistent diagnosis from fault trees, the
trees must comprehensively represent the process

causal relationships. To ensure this consistency,
causal models in the form of signed digraphs are

developed. Causal fault trees are developed from these

digraphs (Lapp and Powers, 1977). Fault trees
determine causal pathways through which primal
events (faults) can propagate through the system to
cause the top event (some significant malfunction).

Once a fault-tree is synthesized, the information from
it is storecl in the form of cut sets. Cut sets

exhaustively specify all possible paths in the digraph
resulting from the fault. Kramer and Palowitch
(1989) developed a method of deriving rules for
diagnosing faults from signed digraphs. Ulerich and

Powers (1987) used digraph models to include human
operator action and failure models due to operator
action. They also illustrate how real-time data can be

used to infer events in a control loop.

Search in malfunction hypotheses hierarchy:

Knowledge within these systems is organized as a
hierarchy of maifunction hypotheses, represeniing
different levels of process abstraction (Ramesh, et.

a1., 1992). Each level of hierarchy represents an

increasing level ofprocess detail. Under the establish-
refine strategy, a hypothesis under consideration is
evaluated by examining the knowledge-groups
associated with it. The search mechanism consists of
exploring the hierarchy in a top-down fashion and a
rnalfunciion hypoiheses is oompletely valiclatetl.

Analytical Model-based Approaches:
The analytical model-based approaches require
knowledge about the process in terms of either input-
output models or first principles quantitative models

based on mass and energy balance equations. Here,
the following techniques are used.

Observer-based Fault Detection and Isolation:
The main focus in observer-based fault detection and
isolation is the generation of a set of residuals which
detect and uniquely identify different faults. These
residuals should be robust in that the decisions should
not be corrupted in the face of unknown inputs.
Unknown inputs here include unstructured
uncertainties such as process and measurement noise
and modeling uncertainties. The aim of observers is
to come up with an error innovation sequence like

e(k+l) = Fe(k) - TKf(k) (1)
where F is the observer system matrix and T is the
input transformation matrix, and K is the fault
distribution matrix.
If no faults occur in the process, f(k) = g 1¡"n

e(k+l) = Fe(k) (2)
If the absolute value of the eigenvalues of F are less

than l, then e(k) -> 0 as lç -¡-.
In the absence of any faults, this observer will track
the process independent of the unknown inputs d(k) to
the process. Hence these are known as an unknown
input observers. The necessary and sufficiency
condition for the existence of these kinds of observers
are described in Frank and Wunnenberg (1989).

Parity-Space Approach:
Parity equations are suitably arranged forms of the
input-output model of the plant. The basic idea is to
check the parity (consistency) of these input-output
models of the plant by using the sensor outputs
(measurements) and known process inputs. The idea
of the approach is to reanange the model structure so

as to get the best isolation of the failures. Chow and

Willsky (1984) proposed a procedure to generate
parity equations from the state-space representation of
a dynamic system. Gertler and Singer (1990)
extended this to statistical isolability under noisy
conditions by defining marginal sizes for fault alarms,
All these methods are limited to failures that do not
include gross process parameter drifts. However, they
are an attractive alternative owing to their ability to
cietermine, a priori, isoia'oiiity of ciifferent fauits. A
general scheme for considering both direct and
temporal redundancy in parity equation generation is
provided by Chow and Wilsky (1986). In contrast,
voting techniques are often used in systems that
possess high degree of parallel hardware redundancy
(Willsky, 1976).

Parameter Estimation:
Diagnosis of parameter drifts which are not
measurable directly requires on-line parameter
estimation methods. Accurate parametric models of
the process are needed, usually in the continuous
domain in the form of ordinary and partial differential
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equations. Young (1981) and Isermann (1984)
surveyed different parameter estimation techniques
such as least squares, instrumental variables and
estimation via discrete-time models.

Pattern Cassification Methods:
Pattern classification using process history data is
usually performed using either statistical and non-
statistical techniques. Bayes classifier is one of the
more popular classifiers using the statistical
properties of the input data. Neural networks have
proved to be a popular non-statistical approach to
pattern recognition.

Parametric and Non-parametric Classifiers:

Statistical pattern classification methods again can be
roughly compartmentalized into two components: (i)
a priori knowledge; assumption about the form of
Probability Density Function (PDF) available, and
(ii) search technique; the classifier design. Estimation
of PDF (Fukunaga, 1972) can be classified as

parametric and non-parametric estimation and the
classifier can be also designed either in a parametric or
non-parametric fashion.

Neural Networks as Classifiers:

A lot of interest has been shown in the recent
literature in the application of neural networks for
the task of pattern classification in fault diagnosis
(Hoskins and Himmelblau, 1988; Kavuri and
Venkatasubramanian, 1994). To understand neural
networks better it helps to view them from a

statistical pattcrn rccognition pcrspcctivc. Lct us
consider a standard two layer neural network. The
first layer connecting the input to the hidden nodes
tries to estimate the PDF for each class and the
second layer connecting the hidden nodes and the
output acts as a classifier. It is not surprising then
that the network based classifiers are inferior to
parametric classifiers when the density information
for the class is available. When the assumption of a

functional form for the density function could be
made, parametric classifiers are a better choice.
However, for a general classification problem, an ø
priori choice cannot be made for the functional form
of the density. Moreover, the data available for the
classes may not be enough to develop
approximations to the density function. In such
cases, non-parametric classifiers such as the network
based classifiers are to be prefened.

As a general comparison of these different
approaches, one can state that knowledge-based
systems can be used where fundamental principles
based approaches are more difficult or lacking, where
there is an abundance of experience but not enough
detail available to develop accurate quantitative

models. However, they suffer from the resolution
problems resulting from the ambiguity in qualitative
reasoning. Parity space and observer-based
approaches (analytical model-based methods) are
shown to be equivalent in that they can be developed
to generate the same residuals. Merits and demerits
of one group carry to the other. These methods
provide design schemes in which the effects of
unknown disturbances can be minimized, isolability
conditions ascertained, and sensitivity analysis
performed in a consistent manner. The cost for
obtaining these advantages are mainly modeling
effort, computational effort, and the restrictions that
one places on the class of acceptable models. Pattern
classifiers are constructed solely based on process
history data. The main advantages of classifiers are:
their real-time performance, ease of knowledge
acquisition, and applicability to a wide variety of
systems. There are some limitations to methods
which are based solely on process history data. It is
the limitation of their generalization capability
outside of the training data. This problem is
alleviated by radial and ellipsoidal units by avoiding
a decision in case there are no similar training
patterns in that region. This allows the network to
detect unfamiliar situations arising from novel
faults. Besides its lack of ability to generalize to
unfamiliar regions of measurement space, classifiers
based solely on process history data also have
difficulties in identifying multiple faults.

The review of the fault diagnosis approaches
presented here does not adequately cover the
considerable body of work that is available in the
literature. This review is necessarily brief due to
spatial constraints. For a more thorough review the
reader is referred to Venkatasubramanian et. al.

ltee4l.

4.3. Data Reconciliation
Data reconciliation can be viewed as a quantitative
fault diagnosis problem with the focus on detecting
sensor faults and sensor biases. Another important
goal is to remove the measurement noise from

.l^+^ 1^ ^-L^-^^ ll ^ ^^-r-^t ^^-f^----^^yrvwuùù u4l4 Lw vllll4¡¡vv tllv vutltlv¡ Pçllultlt4rluç,
Data reconciliation usually consists ofthree parts: (i)
identification of the biased parameter, (ii) estimation
of the bias, and (iii) rectification of the sensor
measurements.

Romagnoli and Stephanopoulos (1981) proposed a
systematic method for identifying the source and
location of gross errors in linear systems under
steady-state conditions. There are three levels to their
proposed strategy. (i) A structured search of the
balance equations for measurements with gross
errors. (ii) Sequential search ofthe balance equations
that reduces the search further. (iii) Another level of
sequential search that identifies the gross error. Mah
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and Tamhane (1982) proposed a statistical test on the
residuals to identify gross error.

Crowe, et. al. (1983) proposed a matrix projection
method for data reconciliation problems for the linear
case. Valko and Vajda (1987) introduced the idea of
decoupling the parameter estimation problem from
the state variable estimation problem. Though the
original problem is not naturally decomposable in
this manner, the rationale for doing this is that one
always has good initial values for the state variables,
whereas, it is hard to provide good initial values for
the parameters. Recently, Liebman et. al. (1992)
proposed a nonlinear programming methodology for
data reconçiliation in nonlinear processes under
transient conditions.

Most practical processes are nonlinear in nature and
hence linear reconciliation methods might not be
adequate for practical problems. Also, steady-state
reconciliation methods might prove ineffective in
handling transients. In this context, the nonlinear
programming approach proposed by Liebman, et al.
(1992) is quite promising. The issues that have to be
addressed in this approach are, computational
complexity in the case of large-scale nonlinear
problems and nonconvexity problems.

4.4. Supervisory Control
Supervisory control, typically, has a variety of
functions. It includes model updating, controller
tuning, reacting to equipment failures, "gain
scheduling" to reflect changes in the disturbance
variables, changes in the process, and so on. It might
also include, for example, in hatch plant automafion,
dealing with sequential controls and exception
handling. It could also potentially include
automatically making major changes in controller
configurations or control algorithms to reflect process
changes, online optimization, automated startups and
shutdowns of continuous plants and scheduling.
These are knowledge intensive tasks and knowledge-
based methods have been proposed previously in the
literature.

Kraus and Myron [1984] presented a self-tuning
controller that uses pattern recognition techniques.
^,,+^*^+:^ ^^-+-^ll^-^ ^-^ ¿,..^^l 
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practice. The control engineer perturbs the closed
loop, observes the pattern of response, and compares
this response to the desired pattern. Then, using his
experience, he adjusts the control parameters. The
pattern recognition based self-tuning PID algorithm
monitors the closed-loop recovery following a set
point or load disturbance and automatically calculates
the P, I and D so as to minimize the process recovery
time, subject to user-specifiable damping and
overshoot constraints. Cooper and Lalonde (1990)
have presented the idea of detecting naturally-
occurring input excitation events based on the recent
history of manipulated process input and also the
calculation of model gains to develop a continuous
gain schedule function for better control of nonlinear

systems. The utility of knowledge-based expert
systems in performing diagnostics and tuning control
systems in real-time has been discussed by Arzen
(1991). The formal integration of pattern recognition
techniques in control systems to design "Intelligent
Controllers" has been proposed by Stephanopoulos
(1991).

5. BRINGING IT ALL
FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN
PROCESS SUPERVISION

TOGETHER;
INTEGRATED

As we reviewed in the last section, there has been
considerable progress made in the last decade in
developing efficient solution strategies for the various
operational tasks. In this section, a perspective on
how these paradigms, tools, and techniques in process
operations might evolve and come together in the
near future is presented. To this effect, first, one
possible integration framework is discussed. The
intent here is to discuss the nature and the extent of
interaction that might occur between the various tasks
in such a framework. Then, some perspectives on
how the conceptualization and solution techniques for
these various tasks themselves might develop is
provided.

5.1. A Framework for Integrated Process
Supervision:
One can approach the formulation of an integration
framework from different viewpoints such as: (i)
information flow, (ii) flow and management of data
(iii) functional blocks view, and (iv) knowledge
management. From the perspective of operational
tasks, the most important facet of the integration
framework is the functional blocks view and one such
interpretation of the integration framework is provided
in Fig. 2. The figure shows the structure and the
interfacing of various process operational tasks and
the information-flow dependence between modules
that perform these tasks. The main functions of the
monitoring system are to provide concise executive
summaries to be presented to the operator, extract and
abstract hierarchical trend explanation to be passed on
to a diagnostic system and, detect and remove
outliers. The fault diagnostic system houses difïerent
kinds of knowledge like rules, temporal patterns,
causal models and pattern information. The diagnostic
system assists the operator in identifying the root
cause of the problems and also passes on this
information to both supervisory control and data
reconciliation modules. The data reconciliation
module estimates the values of the parameters to be
sent to the supervisory control module and also
provides the regulatory control with the reconciled
process data. Supervisory control module would have
the complete information about the state of the
process. The supervisory system would utilize the
trend information and the diagnostic information to
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suggest any changes needed at the regulatory control
level.

Fig.2. A framework for Integrated Process
Supervision

5.2. Process Monitoring
The important recent developments in the field of
process monitoring have been the advances made in
statistical process monitoring and syntactic pattern
recognition, as noted earlier. The ultimate use of
process monitoring is in diagnosis. The integration
of these monitoring techniques with diagnosis is
still not fully developed. One needs to see
improvements in this regard in the future. Also, the
recognition of operators as an important part of the
operational decision-making has put an onus on the
monitoring systems. The monitoring systems
should be able to provide information to the
operators in a way that they ea,n r_lndersta.nd them.
These systems should also be able to interact with
the operators, take suggestions from them and
interpret these suggestions for the other operational
tasks. Hence, one needs integration of Natural
Language Processors (NLP) into typical monitoring
systems in the future.

5.3. Fault Diagnosis
One of thc important undcrlying points in all fault
diagnosis methods is the inadequacy of a single
method to handle all the requirements for a diagnostic
classifier. Though all the methods are restricted, in
the sense that they are only as good as the quality of
information provided, still some methods might be

better suited for a particular problem at hand than
others. Hence, hybrid methods where different
methods work in conjunction to perform collective
problem-solving are an attractive alternative. For
example, fault explanation through a causal chain is
best done through the use of digraphs, whereas, fault
isolation might be very difficult using digraphs due to
the inherent ambiguities in qualitative models.
Analytical model based methods are superior in this
regard. Hence, hybrid methods might provide a
general powerful problem-solving approach. Consider
another example, where a pattern-based classifier and a
trend-based classifier are used sequentially for
improved search. The pattern based classifìer localizes
the search based purely on the spatial organization of
various fault patterns. Once this is done, a trend based
classifier can take the set of fault hypotheses to see if
they can be further distinguished based on the
temporal pattern they exhibit. One can hope to
improve the resolution characteristics of an overall
diagnostic framework by combining various
approaches like these.

There has been some work on hybrid architectures.
The two-tier approach by Venkatasubramanian and
Rich (1988) using compiled and model based
knowledge is an example of a hybrid approach. Frank
(1990) advocates the use of knowledge-based methods
to complement the existing analytical and
algorithmical methods of fault detection. The
combination of methods allows one to evaluate
different kinds of knowledge in one single framework
for better decision making. The resulting overall fault
detection scheme would have a knowledge base
consisting of both heuristic knowledge and analytical
models, data base, inference engine and explanation
component. These methods provide promising
prospects for the solution of general diagnostic
problems.

Dynamic simulation in diagnosis;
When one has access to dynamic models of a process,
one should take advantage of such models in real-time
diagnosis. However, this is not usually done due to
the complexity of the models and the difficulties
involved in integrating diverse approaches in a single
framework, But using a framework such as the one in
Figure 2, a hybrid system would be feasible.

The basic idea here is to use a signed digraph for
doing fault diagnosis at a first level. The
completeness for a diagnostic system using digraphs
is usually quite good, whereas, the resolution might
be poor. The digraph will come up with a
malfunction hypotheses set which would also include
the actual fault(s). A prioritizer will then order the
faults for further validation. Under a single fault
assumption, the faults can be simulated using on-line
first principles model. The simulated data and actual
data can be compared using trend modeling approaches
for validation. Through a hybrid approach like this,
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one can hope for improved completeness and
resolution in a diagnostic module.

5.4. Data Reconciliation
As mentioned before, most attempts in the past had
restricted themselves to linear and/or small systems.
With the recent progress in optimization and the
emphasis on plant-wide control, people are
attempting large-scale nonlinear optimization
problems. From a purely computational point of
view, if the only bottleneck is the "largeness" of
these problems, it may be handled by faster
computers,parallel computing and more efficient
algorithms. However, there are other issues like local
minima problems inherent in many nonlinear process
situations which makes the solution to large-scale
nonlinear optimization methods very difficult,
particularly in real-time. Hence, one needs to think of
new ways of formulating the problem and new
solution strategies drawing from different fields that
might mitigate this complexity. For example, instead
of using purely gradient-based approaches, one can
think of a combination of qualitative and quantitative
approach. Diagnostic qualitative knowledge can be
used to reduce the search space and provide good
initial guesses thereby enhancing the performance of
the data reconciliation module.

5.5. Supervisory control
While there has been a lot of work in regulatory
control over the years, much less attention has been
devoted to supervisory control issues (Garcia et. al.,
1991). As noted earlier, supervisory control includes
model updating, controller tuning, reacting to
equipment failures, changes in controller
configurations or control algorithms to reflect
process changes, online optimization, automated
startups and shutdowns and so on. The following
outlines some of the important issues to be addressed
in the context of controller performance.

Identifi cation of out-of-tune controllers :

The simplest kind of supervisory control action one
can think of is the monitoring of individual control
loops. In doing this a test signal is sent periodically
to perturb the closed loop system to a small degree.
By using pattern matching techniques on the
reerrlfanf ôrrfnrrf nf fhe ncrfrrrherl cr¡cfcm ône crn
identify out-of-tune controllers or controllers with
degraded performance. Once the problematic
controllers are identified, they can be tuned using
rules in a knowledge-based system or other
techniques.

Designing controllers for various inputs:
Generally, there is no single perfect controller for all
kinds of input disturbances. A controller designed for
a step input in a particular variable might not give
acceptable performance if there is a ramp input in
that variable. Furthermore a control system cannot
be designed to work well for disturbances in all the
input variables. These issues might become crucial
if the system is being operated under tight quality

control requirements. This is another area where one
might see future developments in supervisory
control systems. A supervisory control system can
adaptively toggle between various control laws based
on the specification about the state of the plant. This
specification about the state of the plant can be
provided by a combination of sensor trends, fault
hypotheses from the diagnostic system and the
estimates from the data reconciliation module.

Updatelhe rnodgl to redesign controller:
Other than the input disturbances, there can be some
structural changes in the plant model itself. In such a
situation the different kinds ofcontrollers previously
designed might no longer be valid. This could call
for redesigning the controllers. This is another place
where one might use the information from the
diagnostic system to update the model. Once the
model is updated, one can decide about the
controllers that are affected by this change in the
model. V/ith this new information from the model, a
redesign of the controllers can be performed.

Variable pairing selection :

The variable pairing for the controller depends to a
great extent on the state of the system. Once there is
a change in the state of the system, the original
pairing might no longer be optimal. There might
exist new pairings corresponding to the state of the
system that might provide optimal control action.
By using methods like Relative Gain Arrays (RGA)
and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
techniques in conjunction with knowledge-based
systems, a supervisory control module can advise the
operator of the different options available and
suggest an optimal configuration.

Detunins and reconlisuration of controllers:
In case of process upsets one might want to continue
production in the system with minimal impact.
Having minimal impact on the system might call
for reconfiguration of the controllers in the system.
This can be done effectively if one has built-in
redundancy in the control system in the design stage
itself. To this end one might need to detune some
controllers and bring into operation other controllers.
Having bypass lines and rerouting streams might be
another way of moving variability in the process to
l:f{'^-^-1 l^^^1:^-^ ñ^+,.-:-^ ^f ^^-+-^'lI^- -:^L+ -I-^ulllçtçltL ltrLaLlultù. ugLutrt¡rË wt vul¡tlullçl llllËtlr 4rùu

be done in the case of unanticipated instability in the
system.

User specified. online. interactive design o f
controllers:
Another kind of activity that the supervisory control
module can do is the online interactive design of
control parameters. In a typical plant, operating
strategies change form time to time. Such changes
might necessitate the redesign of control parameters.
In some situations, for example, one might want a

small settling time without worrying too much
about the overshoot in the response. In contrast, in
some other situation, one might want as small a
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overshoot as possible without any constraint on the
settling time. These factors are altered by using the
control parameters. In such situations the
supervisory control module can have an interactive
session with the operator to identify optimal
controller parameters.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this paper is to present some
perspectives on the current status of integrated
process supervision and identify future directions.
The focus of the paper is primarily on the
integration of low-level and middle-level tasks such
as regulatory control, process monitoring, diagnosis,
data reconciliation and supervisory control. While
these operational tasks may be intrinsically different
from each other, they are, however, closely related
and can not be treated in isolation. Hence, there
exists a strong and clear need for an integrated
framework so that the operational decision-making
can be made more comprehensively and more
effectively. In such a unified framework, it would be
relatively easier to see the effect of various choices
in some particular task at hand on the different
aspects of the overall operational picture.

While the advantages of integrated process
supervision are quite clear, achieving it is no simple
task as there are many challenges. In this paper, we
reviewed these challenges and identified the
underlying issues which need to be addressed. In this
context, we discuss the key role being played by
artificial intelligence methodologies. After
considerable experimentation and introspection over
the past decade, AI applications in process
operations are begining to show considerable
promise. AI has provided a means for developing an

integrated platform that allows for reasoning with
different forms and levels of representation about
different tasks. Most importantly, it has helped
focus research in academia on issues that are of
practical importance but appeared too distant for
conventional methodologies. This paper also
revieweci ihe current status of automating the various
operational tasks and identified some future
directions to pursue towards integration. While we
do have a long, challenging road ahead ofus towards
total integration, and we do need to have much more
accomplished to achieve a satisfactory integrated
solution to process supervision, the journey so far
has been quite encouraging.
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A MODEL FOR INTEGRATIOT{ OF KNOWLEDGE.BASED
COMPONENTS IN EXISTING PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
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Aachen University ofTechnology, Lehrstuhlfiir Informatik III, Ahor¡ut.55, D - 52074 Aachen, Germany.

Abstract: Integration of knowledge-based and conventional systems is a particularly hard problem because of the com-
plete incompatibility of data structures of this two kinds of systems. The weak points of knowledge-based systems such as

poor performance, enornous resource requirements and incomprehensibility hinder a wider acceptance of knowledge-
based approaches in process control. The new approach for the integration of knowledge-based and conventional systems
provides a wrified data model for both worlds, offers a suucturing mechanisms for the rule and the fact base and improves
the performance. The main con&ibution of this work is a new statically and strongly typed knowledge-based language
fully compatible with C+-¡, which constructs provide for type-safe and efficient integration with conventional components.
A parricularly important point is that no modification of the conventional code and no conversions of the data are needed"
providing for exchangeability of paradigms in process control applications.

Keywords: Knowledge engineering; expert systems; software engineering; programming languages; process conftol

1. INTRODUCTION 2. PROBLEMS OF KB SYSTEMS IN
PROCESS CONTROL

Knowledge-based (KB) and rule-based systems are the
most successful areas of artificial intelligence. Their popu-
larity comes from the fact that besides algorithmic knowl-
edge, many problems require the use of heuristics which
cannot be efficiently expressed by algorithms. Many heuris-
tics are represented in a form ofrules but the conventional
programming languages cannot represent and execute the
rules directly. Rule-based systems are considered to be the
most commonly used of the various types of KB systems,
because rules are a natural and very common format used

by experts to express problem-solving knowledge in many
types of domains (Gonzales and Goforth, 1993). However,
in spiæ of many successful applications, failures of KB sys-
tems in industrial applications are not uncommon.

The paper is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 problems
with rule-based representåtions and integration of KB and
conventional systems are discussed. The main ideas of the
ne\ry approach are introduced in Chapter 3. Abstract data
type operations and event generation are associated by
mechanisms described in Chapær 4. In Chapter 5 handling
of generated events, integration on the architectural level
and structuring of the rule space are presented. Embedding
in the conventional application is presented in Chapter 6.
At the end, a summary of what we have accomplished is
given.

Problems of KB systems and rule-based knowledge repre-
sentation will be explained on an example which describes
a system for control ofgroups ofpumps in a process control
system. The architecture of the system implemented in a
conventional programming language is depicted on Fig. l.
It consists of a main module, which uses ttre PumpOontrol
module for the control of pumps. Information about charac-
teristics of the transported fluids are provided by ttre mod-
ule Fluid. Other parts of the system are not of importance
for the example.

Problem domain knowledge about pump control is given
mainly in a form of rules, while containing some algorith-
mic parts. The PumpControl module, while implemented
in a conventional programming language, exhibits two
severe d¡awbacks.

The system is incomprehensible and the knowledge in the
system is nol maintainable: the realization of the rule sys-
tem is scattered in a large number of y'-statements of the
conventional language; there is no obvious conespondence
bet\,/een rules in the problem domain and rules in the
implementation.
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PumpSystem
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Fig. 1. Conventional Pump System

The second d¡awback is that the system is not reus-

able: ¡he inferencing me¡hanism of the rule system is
intertwined with the implementation of rules; the
implemented inferencing mechanism cannot be sepa-

rated and used in a similar application.

However, the implementation of a rule-based system

in conventional languages has also an advantage: the

integrability with other components and perþr-
mance are very good since the system uses the con-
ventional language with its efficient data structures.

Additionally, the problem can be divided into several

units using the modularizaúon capabilities of modern
programming languages.

Trying ûo represent the knowledge more directly, the

developers are now rying to make use of a KB com-
ponent for the Pumpoontrol. However, the incorpo-
ration of the KB sysæm in the application is not easy:

an additional nontrivial software component,
KBlnterface, must be developed for the integration
of the KB component and the conventional part. Its
main function is to perform translation of data
between the KB and conventional components. The
resulting a¡chitecture is presented in Fig. 2.

This solution exhibits a large number of problems.
The inability of KB systems to be integrated into
already existing data processing environments is
here, as well as is in many other cases, the most
important drawback. Papers on development of KB
systems report that the integraúon with conventional
systems \ryas the most difficult and time consuming
part (Irgon et al., 1990), and in some cases was no[
achievable at all (Lazzara and Marcinkovski, 1986).

Many of the modern KB systems are able to run on
conventional hardware platforms, but their use of

Fig. 2. Pump System - The ES Implementation

completely different languages makes system inte-
gration very hard. On the lowest, level, their data
structures are not compatible, what makes expensive
translations necessary in order to achieve the bare
communication between two parts of a system. It is
often the case, especially on less powerful hardware,

that the inægration can be achieved only via external
media - e.g. local area network or file system (lVong
et a|.,1988). This problem becomes particularly
painful when the system has to process large vol-
umes of data and when complex data structures have

to be maintained simultaneously in both systems
(Bacvanski, 1992).

Newer generation KB tools tårgeted to general pur-
pose hardware.are often implemented in conven-
tional procedural languages, but it is frequently the
case that they simulate mechanisms and data struc-
tures of Lisp-like languages. That has as conse-
quence that those as "fully integrable" advertised
systems have only elementary data types compatible
with conventional languages. There have been
attempts to overcome few of the integration deficien-
cies using various approaches, as described by
(Attali and Franchi-Zanettaccí, 1987:' B*ler et al.,
1988; van Biema et ø1., 1990; Collard, 1988; Inælli-
Corp, 1990; Madhav, 1990; Nuutila et al., 1987).
Neverttreless, these attempts introduce improvements
to some of the problems, but they do not offer sup-
port for the integration on a high level, nor they
present a methodology for development of heteroge-
neous, KB and conventional software components.

Further, KB systems do not have facilities for struc-
turing the system into modules. This results in large
monolithic systems which are hard to maintain when
the number of rules becomes large. That holds also
for the structuring of the fact base - there is no encap-
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class Pump {
void seuemp(int t);

)

class ChangePumpTemp :public Event {
ChangePumpTemp(Pump'p, int temp) ;

); 
"'

USES uses

o
(¡)

g
o$

events Pump {
after vo¡d sel_temp(int t) =

Change PumpTemp(this, t) ;

);

rb_class PumpOontrol{
reacts_on

ChangePumpTemp .cpt

ADT from the conventional
pa¡t

uses

Event constructor associated with the
abstract daø type operation; its termina-
tion generates the event which starts the
rule-based class instance.

Fig. 3. Integration of Events with Abstract Data Types

sulation mechanism. This means that data in KB sys-
tems can be freely modified jeopardizing the
semantic integrity which can be enforced by allow-
ing access only to operations delined in the interface
of the abstract data type.

3. A NEW MODEL FOR INTEGRATION

From the analysis of the drawbacks of the integration
capabilities of existing KB systems and conventional
components it can be concluded that a new approach
should be developed. The goal is to provide a system
which combines good characteristics of conventional
and KB solutions. This results in a new KB language
which is fully integrable with a conventional lan-
guage. In addition, this new language should have
structuring facilities and constructs which provide a
high-level interface to the conventional parts of the
application, and this interface must be strongly typed.
A unifred data model is to be provided in order to ci¡-
cumvent costly translations from one to another da[a
format and to prevent inconsistencies which occur
when the KB and the conventional system process
replicated data with the same semantics.

In forward chaining KB systems, inference engine is
activated by changes of data attributes. Since our
approach respects the encapsulation ofdata, we can-
not allow usage of this mechanism. Data in abstract
data types (ADT) can be accessed only by operations
defined in the interface of the type. Therefore, in our
approach, the invocation or the termination of the
ADT operation is a significant point during program

Eventtype definition - a conventional abstract data
type

USES

Rule-based class which reacts on the gener-
ated event

execution which can st,art the inference mechanism.
The operations of ADTs are associated with creation
of events which are handled by special rule units.
Data structures of the conventional system thus
become f.he fact base of the KB system.

A language that provides for multiparadigm develop-
ment of systems conmbinig procedural, object-ori-
ented, and rule-based paradigms is developed as a
rule-based extension of C++. New concepts and lan-
guage constructs are dehned in a separate language
layer which do not cause interference with already
existing language constructs. This provides for a full
reusability of code written without using the exten-
sions in a standard C++ context.

4. THE EVENT INTERFACE

In order to associate the generation of events with
invocation or termination of the ADT operations, a
special language construct is introduced. It respects
encapsulation and, what is particularly important for
real-world applications, leaves the definitions of
ADTs and the data intact.Fwther, it enables genera-
tion of any event types, as clefined by the developer.
Arbitrary type definitions can serve as event types,
but event types typically contain a reference to the
object that changed its state. Additionally, other
informations can be contained in the event. l¿tet the
rules in the rule units can make use of this additional
information, thus reducing unnecessary pattern
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matching and therefore improving the overall perfor-
mance of the system.

In order t¡r associate an operaúon of an ADT with an

event type, the developer deûnes first a type that will
serve as an event. After that, in the events definition
the creation of the event is bound to the invocation or
the termination of an ADT operation (Fig. 3). Leav-
ing the conventional language and data intact allows
for full reusability of existing conventional compo-
nents and data.

The event binding definitions are compiled by an

event compiler, and implementations of the ADT
operations are instrumented with statements which
create the instances of events and invoke the Event-
Manager of the appropriate event class to perform
multicasting of the event instance to the interested
parties. The EventManager classes are generated by
the compiler and are fully transparent to ths devel-
oper.

In the event constructor, all data members of the

ADT can be used, as well as parameters of the opera-

tion.

5. TTM RULE-BASED CLASS
INTERFACE

The main functions of the rb_class construct are to
provide a structuring and encapsulalion mechanism

for rules and to facilitate integration with other
rb_classes and conventional components. Addition-
all¡ it contains a pragma for the compiler to direct
which inference machine to select for the particular
rb_class. The rb_class construct was developed by
having in mind structuring concepts of the program-
ming in the large methodology.

The most important construct here is the reacts_on
clause which defines on which types of incoming
events the rb_class reacts. Besides, the from part
limits the objects from which the events should
come. Since the usage of arbitrary collections is
allowed, the name and signature of the function for
the membership test is not known by the system.
Therefore, after the condition reserved word, the
expression which forms tl¡e membership test is writ-
ten, The test can also serve for testing of other, spe-
cial conditions which control the work of the
instance of the rb_class. Fig. 4 illustrates the
rb_class for the PumpControl component. Besides
from particular objects, a rule-based class can
declare that it is interested in events regardless of
their source, what is done by the keyword combina-
don from anywhere.

rb_class PumpOontrol{
reacts_on ChangePu mpTemP .cPt

from List<Pump*>' monitored_pumps
cond¡t¡on monitored_pu mps->

member(cpt->pump0);
reacts_on ChangeFluidMaxTemp'cf mt

from anywhere;

inference_eng ine ForwardChainer;

rule PumpTooHot {
reacts_on change PumpTemp;

)

Fig. 4. Rule-Based Class PumpOontrol

This system supports forwa¡d chaining, but the con-
crete variants of inference engines can be selected
from the inference engines in the library. After the
declaration of the inference engine, declaration of
rules follow. The declarations of rules contain the
name of the rule and specifications on which events a
rule reacts. Full implementation of the rules iscon-
øined in the implementâtion part.

Another important novelty in our approach is that the
rules can directly access events that caused their exe-
cution. Since tl¡e events typically contain a reference

to the object that changed its value, there is no need

to pcrform pattern matching to find the object. How-
ever, pattern matching cannot be eliminated in all sit-
uations. In contrary to other approaches, where a
special kind of collection must be used for data used

in pattern matching, in this model pattem matching is
available on arbitrary collections. The malches_on
construct in rules can define the way how to iterate
over the collection (including plain arrays from the
conventional language). A rule from ttre Pumpoon-
trol rb_class is given in the Fig.4.

rrrla Prrrnnf\Innilnr " PrmnTnnl-lnl I
.'.9.'']-

l/ direct access to the event:
reacts_on ChangePumpTemp .cpt 

;

ll local variablesfor the rule:
{PumP*P=cpt->PumPç;}

¡f (p->temp() > p->fluid0->max_tempfl)
then {

operator << "Pump " << p->name$
<< "too hot, slowing down 25%";

p->sel-power(p->power0' 0.75) ;

)
);
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6. EMBEDDING IN CONVENTIONAL
APPLICATIONS

The rb_classes are compiled by a compiler which
translates them to C++. An interesting characteristics
of our approach is that the compiler uses building
blocks on a high level ofabsraction. It actually gen-
erates a whole softwa¡e architecture for the KB sys-
tem, while using components from the reusable and
extensible library of KB components implemented as
C++ classes. Generated classes for rule-based classes
and rules inherit from the abstract components given
in the KB library. The construction of the building
blocks and the organization of the developed soft-
ware architectu¡es for integrable KB systems are out
of scope of this paper.

Translated units have a set of operations which pro-
vide for integration with conventional part and which
control the inference engine. After creation of the
rule-based class instance, the operation set_-
external_objecls connects the data from the con-
ventional part with the reference names in the rule-
based class (defined by the from construct). After the
initialization, the operation start can be invoked after
which the rule-based class instance becomes active
and reacts on incoming events.

Since rule-based classes are translated to C++
classes, multiple instantiation is possible. This offers
the possibility to partition the observed system and to
associate separate rule-based classes for monitoring
of different objects or collections. That also improves
the performance since the number of objects that
must be considered in pattern matching is reduced.
The integration of the PumpControl in the system is
given in the Fig. 4.

ll colections of pumps which we will control
List<Pump*> . pump_groupl ;

ll creation of the KB instance
PumpConlrol pu mp_ctrl0 ;

ll pumps are now the "fact base" :
^..H^ ^¡-lpur I rp_ulr r.ùEt_sxrsil tat (JoJecIS(pufrìp_groupl );

ll instance of the KB system is set to the state where
ll il canreact onincoming events generated by
ll the operations ofother classes
pump_ctrl.start0;

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
V/ORK

The new model for integration of KB systems in con-
ventional environments strengths the potential to
apply KB systems in process control applications.
The most important contributions of this approach
are the strongly typed KB language which isp//y
compatible with C++ and provides a unified data
madel for conventional and KB systems. No conver-
sions between data are necessary. Additionally, mod-
ern software engineering principles are respected,
and new concepts for ttre integration of conventional
and KB systems defined. A particularly imporønt
point is that the conventional components do not
need to be modified in order to make use of the KB
system, nor 1o be used by KB components. The trans-
lation to C++ provides for good performance and
small memory requirements.

Another aspect of the project is a construction of a
CASE tool which supports building of heterogeneous
software systems. This tool is going to be integrated
with tools from a conventional software engineering
context by using messages over a network. Besides
aspects of interconnection and organization of KB
systems, applicability of various match algorithms
and their coexistence with information hiding mech-
anisms of ADTs are still to be examined.

Further, it would be particularly interesting to extend
the concepts presented in this work wifh language
constructs for real-time programming. This will pro-
vide an opportunity to develop high-performance
real-time KB systems.

The presented approach can be extended to distrib-
uted systems as well. Events in the system do not
need to be limited to notifications of rule-based
classes in the same program. The EventManager
can as well create events that are distributed over a
network. Such services can be realized without much
effort by using distributed communication facilities,
such as ToolTalk (SunSoft, l99l) or CORBA (Object
Management Group, 199 l).
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Abstract: A technique to achieve real-time computing throughput from rule-based expert
systems is discussed. Using compilation, compâction, and parallelization techniques, this
research synthesizes a set of concurrently executable Ada tasks from a knowledgê base of
rules. A-prototype compilation system based on this approach has demonstrated speedups in
excess of 100X along with increased embeddability of the knowledge base. Tñe woit< is
being extended into a software engineering development environment for expert systems
whereby programming constructs from both the procedural and rule-based languãge dómains
a¡e made available to the user. The approach strives to present the engineer with
programming templates that protect him from the intricate Conrol mechanisms of the
inference engine and to enable him to concentrate on problem solving at higher levels of
abstraction.

Key Words: Artificial Intelligence; Expert Systems; Heuristic Programming; Inference
Processes; Knowledge Engineering; Pa¡atlel Processing; software Engineering 
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1. Introduction
In recent years, rule-based expert systems have
been proposed as a means for implementing
complex decision-intensive processes for real-time
embedded systems. Numerous characteristics of
rule-based systems make them advantageous for the
programming of knowledge-intensive systems;
however, many real-time applications, such as those
encountered in typical process control situations,
will require inferencing throughputs exceeding
those currently provided by commercial expert
system shells. Also, data interfaces with other
softwa¡e modules is not as efficient as would be
desired in an integrated system. Finally, the large
memory requirements of a full-capability inference
engine hampers its embeddabiliry. These problems
are expected to worsen as larger knowledge-based
systems are developed to handle more sophisticated
tasks. Therefore, although rule-basãd expert,
systems offer a unique programming paradigm and
can be rapidly prototyped using commercial tools,
some means of converting them into resource-
efficient representations is needed. This paper
describes ESCAPE (Expert System Compilation
And Parallelization Envi¡onment), a prototype tool
which has been built as part of a reiearctr þroject
examining the application of software engineering
and re-engineering principles to rule-based systems
in order to achieve the performance levels required
for real-time embedded systems.

2. Objectives
The objectives for ESCAPE were formulated by
observing the techniques being used by various
expert systems development teams working on
actual projects. All of the knowledge bases
examined were to be implemented in applications
where, not only speed, but also embeddability and
memory size were important issues. Although there
were expected differences in the programming
styles of the individual teams, it. became apparent
that there were some common patterns of
development being applied.

In particular, because expert systems æchnology is
¡al¡ri.,^1,, ^L^^-,^,¡ +1,^+ ..-^i^^¿^ ..rlli-l-- ^¡v¡qlrvvrJ ¡¡vwr wv vuùvrvw ll¡4lPrUJl^/lJ UUrølrl5 <1

knowledge-based approach usually took a
conservative design path and first implemented a
prototype. The main purpose of the prototype was
to demonstrate the capability and functional
correctness of the design specification and the
expert system. Since these prototypes were
developed using only a minimal amount of
manporffer and funds, they were usually
implemented on a readily available commercial ofT'-
the-shelf (COTS) expert system development
package. By using the built-in inference engine,
user-friendly interface, and extensive debugging
facilities provided by the COTS tool, the softwa¡e
development task was simplified considerably and
the many advantages of using expert systems were
cost-effectively realized.
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Unfortunately, there ale some serious deficiencies
associated with this development scheme. One of
the most serious problems is that of slow execution

speed. Delays of a few seconds or even minutes to

vèrify proper functional operaf,ion of a prototype
might be ãcceptable. However, such processing

delays are clearly unacceptable in a fielded version

of the expert system operating in a real-time
computing environment' The speed problem is

caused mainly by the overhead associated with the

slow, interpretive inference engine of the expert

system. Two other problems arise during the

conversion of the prototype into a deliverable
version. First, very few COTS packages are

directly embeddable with procedural software
languages. Second, converting such a plototype
into a deliverable is complicated because of the lack
of a development methodology during the
prootyping phase. In particular, exercising control
ôner the rulè nring order in the inference engine's
agenda mechanism often proved difficult. The

result is that the expert, system developed on the

COTS tool is useful only to the extent of being a
conceptual prototype and must undergo a time-
consuming manual re-engineering process before
actual fielding on the target platform.

Ideally, one wants to preserve the convenience and

cost-effectiveness of using a COTS tool during
prototype development while not sacrificing
þerformance in the delivered version. This desire

ipawned the following short, medium, and long-
term goals foTESCAPE:

1) Provide a capabitity whereby a knowledge
base developed on a COTS tool could be efficiently
executed, embedded, and integrated with real-time
procedural softwa¡e.

2) Enable the developer to separate pure
heuristics from their associated control by giving
him programming constructs from both the rule-
based and procedural language domains.

3) Establish a software engineering envi¡onment
for rule-based systems which enforces good design
methodology and a framework for hierarchical,
reusable, templaæ-based objects.

3. APProach
ESCAPE facilitates these capabilities by
automaticallv converting the COTS prototype rule
base into multitasking Ada softwa¡e which satisfies

the performance and embeddability demands of
real-time expert systems. Presently, ESCAPE has

been augmented with a control specification
environment thereby achieving the first and second
objectives. The object-oriented template-based
representâtion for rule-based systems represents on-

going work. Each of these evolutionary stages for
ESCAPE a¡e described below.

3.1) Embedding and Integrating Knowledge-
Bases. The overall purpose of the ESCAPE
environment is to generate knowledge-based
systems that will acf as embedded components of
larger software systems. In typical expert system

stretts, "embedded" means thal the interpretive
inference engine executes as an autonomous

subprocess of the software system, virtually
sepãrate from the embedding application.- In
ESC¡.pE, however, the knowledge base (KB)
becomes a standard procedural package (e'g. an

Ada or'C'library unit) that is integrated into the

softwa¡e system. The KB actually becomes an

object of the system with methods to dispatch
opêrations from within the software environment.
This approach results in a tight coupling of all
componènts of the system, offering an effici-ery and

practical means to integrate and embed KBs in
ioftware applications. ESCAPE uses a synergistic

approach incorporating compilation, compaction,
and parallelization of a knowledge base to re-

engineer it into a more efficient form.

Compilation of the KB is accomplished by
ransforming the essence of the expert system from

its rule-based format into a more streamlined,
procedural language structure. As depicæd in
iigure 1, the built-in inference engine of the COTS

tool eases programmer development by allowing
rules to be incrementally entered ino the KB in an

unordered fashion. Unfortunately, this convenience

requires a significant amount of run time overhead

associated with the iterative, interpretive, inferencs

cycle. For a rule base which has a ståtic data and

control structure, a significant amount of the
processing time is unnecessarily expended in the

match and select phases of the inference engine

cycle. Compilation can effectively pre-determine

the execution sequence for the rules in the KB and

instill organized conEol flow into the structure of
the geneiated procedural code. An overhead task
perfórmed once during compilation avoids the
penalty of repeaæd searches during run time.

K now le{ c
Basc ol Rules C o rllict

Sol

'l: Fects
As¡ert rd

2: Match

3: S. bct

Â a¡ rvl¡wulñ¡¡lg
Memory

Fig. 1. Interpretive Inference Cycle'

Compaction of code size is achieved by selectively
compiling only those features of the inference
engine aðtually used by a particular KB. We
obierved that a typical KB utilizes only a small
fraction of the totâl set of programmatic features

provided by a COTS expert system development
itrett. ny using a selective, RISC-like philosophy
during compilation whereby only those
programming constructs actually used by a

particular KB are converted into equivalent Ada
code, unnecessary feâtures can be eliminated from
the inference engine offering an additional savings

in terms of processing time and memory space.
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Parallelization is accomplished by performing an
analysis of the data and control dependencies within
the KB during compilation to identify and extract
the implicit parallelism among rules. By
partitioning the KB into groups of rules which are
data independent, we can generate a set of tasks
which can execute in parallel on separate nodes of a
multi-processor machine, thereby converting a
sequential process into a parallel one. The number
of tasks extracted is left as an adjustable parameter
to enable tuning for the target machine architecture.
For example, given the number of nodes available
on the parallel processor platform, a heuristic goal
for ESCAPE would be ro parrition rhe rule baselnto
the same number of equal-sized independent tåsks.

3.2) Control Knowledge Specification

A knowledge base is intended to capture a set of
heuristic statements typically performed by a
human expert in assessing a situation. The
application of these heuristics is what we term the
conÍrol of the knowledge base. It is important to
distinguish between knowledge itself (the rules
stating condition-action pairs) and the control
(specifying when to enable and fire the rules)
[Erm84]. A common problem faced by knowledge
engineers developing iule-based systers is how to
capture and specify control information without
contaminating the knowledge with tool-specific
inference engine directives. Adding meta-rules or
control conditions to either the predicate or action
side of the rules increases the complexity of the
knowledge base and destroys the clean, modular
nature of the heuristics. Representing inference
engine control constructs in the rule base as rules
themselves undermines the premise of the rule base
programming paradigm and creates a rigid,
unmanageable KB. In the ESCAPE environment,
we strive to separate knowledge from control by
introducing two separate user interfaces -- one for
the encoding of knowledge, and the other for the
encoding of cont¡ol.

Separating domain knowledge from control
knowledge in rule-based systems has seieral
advantages. In particular, it allows the rule base to
be purely decla¡ative in nature, and therefore,
simpler. This separation also promotes the
application of sound software engineering
principles to the development of rule-based exnert
systems and avoids the performance "downfall"
associated with them, i.e. the flatness of the rule
base. Instead of having new data enter the system
and the entire base of knowledge applied against it
to compete for control of the dispatching agenda,
the control environment enables the enginèer to
instill structure into the knowledge base. These
reasons justify a separation of domain knowledge
from control. By giving the user access to both
programming paradigms, he can use the best
representation for each type of information he needs
to code : rule-based programming constructs for
heuristics, and procedural programming constructs
for control. In ESCAPE, the control constructs
provided a¡e those typical of most procedural
programming languages.

Fig.2. Meta Interface MainWindow

ESCAPE's environment for specifying rule base
control was developed using a graphical interactive
interface (fig. 2). This method of presentation and
organization expresses two key concepts behind
ESCAPE's approach to heuristic/control separation.

. No "new language" needs to be mastered by
the engineer before productivity can begin. The
interface is intuitively centered around the
constructs of the control language; the "editor"
in which the control will be specified is a
menu-based, fill in the blank metaphor. The
engineer will, for example, select (from the
construct buttons) a while loop -- the editor
then builds a template representing the while
loop and all its syntax and insølls blanks to be
filled by the programmer.

. A graphical expression of the control allows
for the language to be iteratively complex. In
other words, there are default settings for the
majority of the control constructs. As the user
needs more complex, special purpose control,
these defaults can be visualized and edited at
va¡ious levels ofdelail. For a user needing only
the minimal expression of control, the
underlying mechanisms and complexities are
hidden.

The left side of the control interface (figure 2)
depicts the control constructs that the proposed
environment will support (While, For, If, etc.).
The right icon bar is where the elements of conFol
are automatically (from the input rule base) and
interactively (from the user) summarized into
selection windows for use by the control engineer.
The "R" icon, for example, when clicked on, will
display a scrolling list -- this list identifies all rules
existing in the rule base about which conüol can be
asserted. The "R*" icon invokes a similar list
structure to display the va¡ious clusters of rules to
use in organizing the control.

A rule cluster (or "knowledge island") is a group of
rules which inference on a related set of data. For
example, in a KB which diagnosed automobile
drivetrain faults, two possible clusters might be
engine related rules and transmission related rules.
Note that the rule clusters in the KB are
automatically identified by ESCAPE during the
parallelization step through data dependency
analysis. In this manner, Lhe engineer need not be
burdened with separating the rules into logical
groups during the development stage (although
doing so would probably increase their rcadability).
These clusters generally represent the macro-level

wtiþ (tcr.htr¡t) þ{ir
d.tdrtÉ (t?d.lrypo I, tcrt.hypoz)
h (n¡G-sct 1 )
wfth (t6r.rtrt. 1.0)

do (ni¿-srtz)
with (htrn.l - S,O, lng.¡t.2 -'tc't')
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heuristics which an engineer needs to exert control
over. For instance, he might specify that

transmission related faults are to be handled only

after all engine relafed faults have been processed'

A typical cóntrol programming session flows in the

following general fashion:

(l) Click on the button representing- the

desired control construct ffiile, For, If, Case,

Determine, Do, Package, etc.)'

(2) In the text window, the syntax for the

ieiecte¿ control construct is displayed in
template fashion (i.e., with blanks to be filled
in).

(3) From the rule and rule cluster icons, select

the control progÌam variables to fill the blanks

in the template. Alternatively, additional
control constructs can be selected to fill the

template blanks (e.g', nested loops, nested ifs).

(4) Package the set of control constructs

synthesized into a "procedure" representing a

unified task to be performed over the rule base.

3.3) Template-Based Knowledge Fngineering

The basic "types of procedural language control"
described above form the most basic stâtements of
control that can be said about the use of the domain

knowledge. However, an engineer working at this

level of detailed design may lose focus on the

higher-level structure of the problem. 
, 
Therefore,

*ã see the need to build a higher level of control
abstraction and expression. To achieve this long-

term goal, we offer an expandable set of templates

that capture typical KB tasks, allow the user to
select â tempÍate for use, and then allow for the

encoding oi knowledge and control in each

applicabie aspect of the template. For example, an

A{ search tKorg0l template could be built in¡o the

ESCAPE environment. Below, we describe
Heuristic Search as one such high level problem

structurg and as a scenario of a knowledge æmplate

which could be prototyped in our ESCAPE system.

We refer the reader to [Cha86] for a good

discussion of several other problem solving
structures whose incorporation into our template

base is ongoing research.

The Heuristic Search TemPlate

Many expert tasks can be viewed as sets of
seemingly disjoint heuristics that need to
continuáliy assess the environment state and

suggest appropriate actions to this state. Each "set

of treurisiiðs" -- a subtask in the expert domain --

applies to a set of input assignments (input state)

anà outputs one or more output assignments (output

state(s)). This process can be viewed as a search

for the "best" output stâte derivable from the input
constraints via application of the heuristic subtasks'

Thus, a builrin search template that provides the

framework for a generalized sea¡ch algorithm along

with the most commonly used variations of
constituent heuristic subtasks would be useful to the

programmer. Figure 3 demonstrates the process

Uetrln¿ the Heuristic Search æmplate:

õ UEcMdbl
Et 1bçb("6'tqd)W
I UÉMrd[b¡iM.d¿

Fig. 3. Heuristic SearchTemPlate

. The clear ovals represent knowledge-based

tasks that the engineei constructs in the control

environment and imports to the organizational

template.
. The shaded boxes represent template
functions that are managed by the system and

automatically expanded at compile time to

form a compiete embedded reasoning task'

. The black box represents the data model

constructed for the domain and imported into

the organizational temPlate.

There is a tight interaction between the organization

metaphor, tñe meta subusking, and theencoding of
the kìowledge. Within the entire KB development
process, theõnly "language" the engin-eer needs to

L" u*t" of is that of the domain shell. The Meø
Environment is an interactive point-and-click high

level specification and the Organization Templates

g.n".ui. forms in the domain shell for required data

ãnd knowledge input. Thus, in three levels of
problem aelcripiion (domain, control, and

iemplate), the undèrlying Maæh-select-Act cycle of
a ruie-based inference engine was never referred to'

Instead, the problems weie formed around template

orsanizaúon structures invoking domain subtasks'

Th"e user is therêby protected from the deøils of the

specific underlying inference engine-shell. Problem

decomposition alõng the levels of Organization,
Represèntation, and Control alleviate the need to

.nóo¿" anything but domain knowledge at the level

of the rule bas". tttis is the exact goal the ESCAPE

environment is striving to achieve: top-down
expert system design suõh that all issues of conrol
or'problem solving organization are removed and

captureci separate fiom the dor¡rain knowledgc base'

4. ImPlementation
'We completed a prototype to evaluate the

effectiveness of our approach. We chose to
interface to a commeicially available object-

oriented expert systems shell, Nexpert Object' For

the target 
-compited 

language, we chose Ada'

Although the following discussion uses rule syntåx

peculiar to that of Nexpert and tasking mechanisms

ävailable in Ada, the concepts can be generically
adopted to almost any rule-based expert,,system
whi-ch needs to be converted into parallelized,
compiled form. The prototype was intended to

operate on a sub-set of functions found in the

Nìxpert KB. This sub-set of inferencing capability

OPcúo¡

EEII
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4. CONTROL SYSTEM

A control system can be seen as a collection of
loosely coupled data handlers, producers and con-
sumers of time-discrete data communicating in a lo-
cal area computer network. Common exarnples of
data handlers ue: Process Interface interacting with
the conf¡olled process and supplying current meas-
urements to and receiving control commands from
other handlersi Data Base storing daø and control
commands in a persistent data base; Datu Visualizer
displaying time-dependent data as two and tluee-
dimensional computer graphics and video images;
finally Process Animntor displaying animated proc-
ess flowcharts and interacting with the human opera-
tor. Other handlers that are of prirnary interest here
execute instances of particular computational
classes.

The key feature of a data handler is its software
structrrre involving a data interface, a function li-
brary, a piece of real-time softwa¡e and a graphical
user interface.

4.1. Data Interface

The daø interface, a common data bus lying at the
core of the system architecture, provides a collectiolr
of procedures for the manipulation of data objects.

Data objects are repositories for temporal data. Each
data object has a circular buffer storing a lirnited
amount of the most recent datå sorted by a time key
of fine granularity. Due to its record-like sfucture, a
data object can be made persistent, i.e. it can be as-
sociated with a relation within a relational data base.
For long-lived objects large amounts of data can be
stored in this way.

However, a data object is not merely a passive data
store. Any handler can register itself as a recipient of
object's data. The object will then supply rhe handler
with cunent data for further processing. This data-
driven mode of communication is crucial to the
processing of data in real time.

Using the ciara inieriace, a han<iier can create a new
daø object and delete an existing one, store data in
an object, register itself as a data recipient, wait for
and receive incoming data and finally read data us-
ing a time and a component selection. Turning back
to the example of two functions connected by a com-
mon data stream, the producer-consumer relation
can now be expressed in terms of the data interface
calls. A handler creates a daø object S and succes-
sively stores in it results computed by the function
A; a dat¿ handler (not necessarily a different one)
registers itself as a recipient of S and provides B
with data incoming from A.

Structurally, the data interface is a software layer

hiding three dara bases related to data objects: (l) a
volatile data base consisting ofbounded buffers and
data routing software, (2) a permanent data base
corrsisting of persistent relations, and (3) a renwte
data base involving network softwa¡e for referenc-
ing data objects across lhe computer network.

4.2. Function Library

Since data handlers essentially are interpreters, the
computations they cany out have to be represented
as data structures.

The relational data model can be used to efficiently
model such distinct compuüational objects as differ-
ence equations, crisp and fizzy rules, linguistic
variables, membership functions and multilayered
neural networks, provided that a normalized data
representation for them can be found. For example,
a numerical model can be defined by a few relations
for named constants and variables, expressions con-
verted to the executable postfix form, parameter
lists for input and result variables, and subprogram
hierarchies. A fiizzy controller can be defined by
three tables, one for the linguistic variables, one for
the ¡nembership functions and one for the fuzzy
rules. A backpropagation neural controller also re-
quires three tables, one for the network layers, one
for the layer units, and one for the weight matrices.
The function frÍilnes, i.e. generic data streams and
generic stream components, require two more rela-
tions colnlnon to alt computational classes.

4.3. Real-Tirne Software

Obviously, fîom the rnultitude of predefined library
functions only a subset is needed within an active
application. When starting an application, the rela-
tional description of involved functions is trans-
forrned into resident data structures for efficient
processing in real time.

The prirnu'y requirement for a real-time øsk is that
it has to be completed within a specified period or
by a deadline. There are many scheduling algo-
rithms for real-time tasks aimed at meeting time
constraints. For exarnple, the nrte monotoning
scheduling theory (Sha and Goodenough (1990))
ensu'es that all real-time tasks meet their deadlines,
provided that the overall time utilization lies below
a certain bound.

However, the task execution time is never consúant
and is often unbounded due to transient overloads.
A typical exarnple of a transient overload is a high-
variance response time of numerical iterations, AI
search algorithms or communication requests. The
method of imprecise computations (Liu et. al.
(1994)) helps to maintain the schedulability of time-
critical tasks i¡r a system suffering from Fansient
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overloads. A time-critical øsk contains a mandatory

part which must be always complete and an optional

patt *ttictt completes under nonnal conditions pro-

ãucing a final or a precise result. Occasionally, how-

ever, the task is caused to leave the optional part

unfinished and produces partial or imprecise results.

A simpler version of the imprecise computation

scheme can be proposed for a data flow control sys-

rcm. Again, a conEol task consists of a mandatory

part of varying duration and an optional or a'last-
ðhance' part of predictable duration. The mandatory

paÍ may or may not þ completed by the deadline'

in the former case, the task is able to deliver a de-

sired result. In the latter case, the task leaves the

mandatory part as soon as the time limit is to be

reached and enters the last-chance part to provide

default or approximate results.

To achieve predictable scheduling of time-critical

computations, the time bounds like execution time,

execution deadline, communication delay or spâce

between events must be known. A practical method

of evaluating the temporal behavior of a real-tilne

system is run-time monitoring, i.e. collecting of per-

formance data during a test or a nonnal operation'

As the mairi activity in the data flow schetne is the

event-driven propagation of time-stamped data, it is
feasible to observe the timing related to data and,

thus, the timing related to the functions themselves'

In summaty, real-time software for a control system

require an appropriate scheduling schetna to guaran-

tee predictable response times and to cope with tran-

sienì overloads. For a recent survey of scheduling

methods and other aspects of real-tilne computing

see Krishna and Lee (1994).

4.4. Graphical User Interface

Each function class requires a development environ-

ment to create new class instances and to combine

them into a control application. The core of the de-

velopment environment is a library of function pto-

totypes and ready-to-run applications. The visible

part oi the cieveiopmeni envirolulreiri is a grapliical

user interface.

For the numerical class, a user interface consisting

of a syntax-oriented text editor zutd menu-driven

dialogues for compiling and testing numerical ex-

pressions is appropriate. A truly graphical interface

lor editing the membership functions and displaying

the confiol surface is required fot afuzzy conEoller'

A matrix editor for a Kalman filter and a state-space

observer as well as a graphic editor showing the to-

pology of a neural network and srength of connec-

iion" u*ong the network units are further examples

of class-dependent user interfaces.

Vy'hen working with many function classes, the

problern of guiding the user through different gra-

phical interfaces arises. This problem will be dis-

cussed in the next section.

5. DATAFLOWGRAPHS

A visual representâtion of data flow is a hierar-

chized directed graph, whose nodes stand for func'

tions and whose edges stand for steams.

The abstraction of hierarchy allows to replâce a

number of related functions by a single graph node

in a recunent tnanner. A node representing one hier-

archy level is called a virtual node. A real node,on

the contrary, represents a computable function, i.e. a

process model or a control algorithm. Control engi-

neers are very well farniliar with the æchnique of
decomposing complex applications into a hierarchy

of sirnpler functions via multi-level functional block

diagrans, i.e. hierarchized directed graphs.

A software tool for constructing directed graphs is a

graph editor (for an example of an extendible graph

editor see Newbery Paulisch (1993). The graph edi-

tor supports the user by the automatic layout, checks

for connection constraints and graph completeness,

navigation within the hierarchy, graph persistence,

etc.

The graph editor generates two different descrip-

tions of a complete and a correct graph. The fint
one preserves precisely the graph hierarchy and the

visual layout. This form is necessary to reconstruct a

graph retrieved from a library' The second form is a

reacly-to-run, or a 'flat', graph free of auxiliary

symbols like virtual nodes. It only consists of real

nodes arrmgecl in a topological order following the

'first-ploducer-then-consumer' rule. This form is
necessary to run the aPPlication.

Again, the relational data model provides the under-

lying pararligm for describing data flow graphs. One

group of relations defines data types of sEeam com-

ponents, graphical symbols for nodes and connec-
4^.. f---^.:^- Ânnrhor

tlons, all(l llitlllç5 lul lullLllurr PrutvrJl!ù. ôr¡v!¡¡w¡

group describes the graph hierarchy and visual

pro¡rerites. The last defines executable graphs.

The graph eclitor can be regarded as a primary (or

c lass-inclependen t) graphical user interface interact-

ing with secondary (or class-dependent) interfaces

plovided by inclividual data handlers. For example,

if the user is going to change interactively some pa-

rameters of a running model, he navigates within the

graph hierarchy until he points at a real node repre-

senting the rnoclel. As the internal structure of the

model is unknown to the graph editor, it sends a

message to the data handler which in turn provides

the user with an appropriate dialogue.
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6. SUMMARY

This section summarizes main notions used to de-
scribe the system architecture.

A conrol application is a collection of process mod-
els and control algorithms (represented as data flow
functions) and data objects (represented as data
streams). A datå object is an active repository for
time-discreæ data. Functions are linked together via
streams and have temporal properties necessary to
schedule them in real time. Function entities are
class members. Class examples are: Unstructured,
numerical, rule-based, neural network and fuzzy
controller. A control application is defined by the
relational data model and represented as a directed
hierarchized graph. A conf¡ol system consists of a
library of function prototypes, a library of ready-to-
run applications and distributed software called data
handlers. Data handlers execute control applications
in real time.

7. DEFICIENCIES

There are three main sources of possible li¡nitations
of the proposed architecture:

o The communication and synchronization rnecha-
nisms intrinsic to the data flow scheme,

. the relational data representation, and

o the real-time programming issues.

As shown in Section 2, the data flow scheme offers
a communication mechanism restricted to only two
cases, non-waiting producer and non-waiting or
waiting consumer. However, many control applica-
tions require a more sophisticated interaction among
control tasks. For example, a recent systern for a
computer-aided design of a real-time robot control-
ler ORCADD (Sirnon et. al. (1993)) ernploys as
much as eight modes of interaction atnong the real-
time module tasks. The module tasks, organized as
a finite-state automaton, synchronize their activities
by exchanging signals. Data flow functions, on the

^^-----:^^-^ L -Luilu¿ny, uulluiluiltL;atts Dy cxçftaltglng oala. lnls
suggests that a data flow function should be rather
compared to a more complex ORCADD structure
called a robot task, a collection of module tasks per-
forming desired robotic actions. It follows that the
limitation discussed here can be overcome by intro-
ducing a new function class ilnplementing required
interactions, in this case for finite-state autotnata.
The disadvantage of this solution is that an instance
of the new class becomes a rather weighty entity
serving as a data interface for its internal tasks.

As described in Section 4.1, the structure of a data
object is limited to a one-level data record because
of the one-to-one mapping to a persistent relation.

Mapping of multilevel dala structures is more de_
manding as it requires many relations and a design
procedure called data nonnalization. This raises the
question whether a true object orientation could pro-
vide more flexibility in data structuring.

The realm of real-time programming poses some
irnplementation-dependent problems which are hard
to solve without appropriate language constructs. As
a progranming language Ada was chosen as it sup_
ports concunent and to some degree real-time pro_
gramrning. Ada's support of concunency is limited
to tasks which are basically suiøble for implement-
ing data handlers. A typical data handler consists of
two Ada tasks, ø transporÍer tøslc waiting for new
data and carrying tlìem to o server ¡as,t which car-
ries out actual computations. Unfortunately, Adâ
lacks a lzurguage construct for an asynchronous
tr¿ulsfer of control. This means that it is not possible
to intempt a busy server t¿sk when a time limit
elapses. Another deficiency of Ada is the lack of a
simple synchronization mechanism such as a moni-
tor or a protected region which is necessary to im-
plement irnprecise computrations efficiently. Finally,
a static priority allocation for tasks severely lirnits
scheduling schernes which can be implemented us-
ing Ada. Fortunately, the emerging new standard for
Ada9X is Iikely to bring much needed improve-
ments (for details see Baker and pazy (1991)).

8. PROTOTYPE

A prototype syste¡n called Regulus is being imple-
mented to show the feasibility of the presented con-
cept. Regulus is entirely programmed in Ada, as it is
a general-purpose language supporting large-scale
prograrnming, software reusability, readability and
mululiu'ity in addition to concurrency just men-
tioned. Two prograrnrning techniques related to Ada
arc wortlì mentioning, as tlìey have a positive im-
pact on the software quality and development time.
First, this is an extensive use of generic packages for
absüact data types (the concept of abstract data
ty¡æs is basic for object-oriented nrogramming) im-
plementing dynarnic data structures such as ordered
lists and binary rrees. Second, this is building up
functionality in layers by hiding complexity behind
clear and sirnple interfaces.

Presently, a data interface supporting large data ob-
jects with up to 1000 components and providing a
processing rate of several thousand daø items per
second is cornpletely irnplemented. For the persis-
tent data base Rdb with dynamic SeL has been
used. The underlying network software for the re-
mote data base is DECnet and TCpÂp. A prototype
of the graph editor was developed using OSFMotif
(Przibylla (1993)). For rhe numerical class, a stack-
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oriented, computåtionally complete machine (in-

spired by the MATLAB interpreter) built a¡ound a

numerical library and capable of evaluating arith-

metical and logical expressions in the inverse Polish

notation has been developed. Handlers for other

classes are in preparation. Imprecise computations

will be fully implemented using the new Ada stan-

dârd.

A major sæp in the system development process is

the inroduction of a new data handler. Our experi-

ence shows so far that the design of a new class li-
brary is a straightforward task requiring only a few

days, whereas programming the real-time software

takes much longer. Writing an elaborated' user-

friendly graphical interface, however, seems to be

the most time-demanding task.

9. APPLICATION

The first application of the prototype is a system for

a model-based cont¡ol of a waste incineration pilot

plant. Several hund¡ed analog signals acquired from

a conventional process control system are processed

using polynomial functions and simple statistics. In

addition, a model of combustion based on ¡nass and

heat balances and a predictive model for seçoint

calculation of combustion temperature, ai¡ flow,
fuel flow and oxygen concentration are also com-

puted in real time. Current development includes a

closedJoop control for the setpoints calculated by

the predictive model. Fufher plans comprise a real-

time expert system for knowledge-based plant

startup, supervision and shutdown. Finally, existing

FORTRAN programs for statistical process control

shall be integrated using the frame concept.

10. CONCLUSIONS

The data flow approach to the softwa¡e integration

for real-time process conFol is appealing because it
expresses the basic duality between data and com-

putation in a simple and elegant way. This approach

is probably weii suited ior cont¡oi appiications in

which the emphasis is more on computation than on

communication. One of the key features of the pro-

posed architecture is the pervasive use of the rela-

tional data model. This suggests that a control

system based on this architecture is particularly well

suited for large-scale applications.
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CONTROLLER VERIFICATION USING
QUALITATIVE REASONING

E. GAZI, W.D. SEIDER and L.H. UNGAR
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Abstract-. The performance of a heterogeneous (gain scheduting) controller is verified, for the
control of a CSTR with a reversible exothermic reaction, in the íace of sizable d.isfurbances and
under. uncertainty. A qualitative reasoning technique, NSIM, is usø to ¡uil¿ and simulate semi-
quantitative models with both parametric and non-parametric uncertainty. Bounds on the state
variables are determined that ¿re guaranteed to incluãe aü of the soluúons to the uncertain model,
and hence, this æchnique can be used fo¡ automatic proof construction.

Key \Vords. Control system analysis; chemical industry; qualitative reasoning; semi-guantitative
models; heterogeneous controllers;

INÏRODUCTION

In this manuscript, a combination of simple
controllers is used for the control of a non-ünèar
chemical process, and closed-loop stability is
proven, when fhere is uncertainty in the model and
sizable disturbances ar€ anticipated. Since many
models of chemical processes are incompletely
known, it is of practical importance to Oesigñ
controllers that perform well when the dynamìc
behavior of the plant differs from that aescribea Uy
its model. Model uncertainty can be either structu¡al
(non-parametric) or parametric; fhat is, the terms in
lhe equations that govern the plant may not be
known exactly, or the parameters and the
disturbances may be known only within rough
bounds. Although techniques exist to deal with
parametric uncertainty, the representation and
simulation of nonlinear models with inexact
functional relationships has not been add¡essed as
effectively. A qualitative reasoning technique is
proposed here for this purpose.

The problem of predicting behavioral bounds on
uncertain systems has been add¡essed in æveral ways
in control theory. For linea¡ systems, through the
use of Internal Model Control (IMC), Zañriou and
Morari (1989) have established a methodology for
the design of robust controllers in the face of
pa¡ametric uncertainty. Sensitivity analysis
(Thornton, 1987) is often used to invèstigate-the
effect of perfurbations, but involves uncertainty in
pañmeters or initial conditions only. Monte Carlo
techniques a¡e also used to compute behavioral
bounds. However, they have been applied only with
uncertain parameters (see Gazi et al. (1994b) for a
recent extension fo non-parametric uncefainty), are

computationally expensive (especialty as the number
of uncertain parameters increases), and thei¡
predictions are only guaranteed in the limit of an
infinit€ number of samples.

Qualitative reasoning methods have been developed
to handle imprecise models using the rules of
qualitative mathematics (Forbus, 1984; Kuipers,
1986). They deal with states of incomplete
lnowledge better than differential or difference
equations, since qualitative descriptions of
parameters (e.g., the level of a tank betrveen 0 and
full) md functional relationships (e.g., pressure
monotonically increases with the level in the tank)
ae sufficienl Thus, they permit the construction of
models without assumptions about functional forms
or specific values for uncertain constants.
Qualitative simulations have been completed for
simple chemical processes by Dalle Molle et ol.
(1988, 1990). More complicated processes are
difficult to handle qualitatively because the rcsults
are too ambiguous to be useful. To circumvent this,
numerical information, such as bounds on the
variables and fi¡nctions, has been added @erteant and
Kuipers, l99l; Iþy and Kuipers, 1993). These so-
e,alled semi-quantitatíve models yield results that are
more p'recise. Vinson and Ungar (1993) have used
this technique for process monitoring and fault
detection and diagnosis.

In this work, the NSIM algorithm (Kay and Kuipers,
1993) is used to verify the sråbitiry oi a CSTR with
a reversible exothermic reaction, controlled by a
combination of simple controllers. In the next
section, a brief description of the process and the
conroller is provided, followed by a description of
the NSIM technique, as well as some results.
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CSTR PROCESS

The methodology is illusrated'for the conûol of a
CSTR in which the reversible exothermic reaction

¡\A<=R
k-l

is ca¡ried out. Note that this reactor, inspite of its
rather simple reaction, exhibits a maximum in the

conversioñ as a function of temperatufe, that
presents special conFol problems. Three ODEs, two

mass balances and an energy balance, model the

process illusfaæd in Figure 1:

(Ai-A)-k1A+k-1 R (1)

(Ri-R)+k1 A-k-rR Q)

ff c*t A-k-rR)*å cri-Ð (3)

where k1 = Ctexp{'QI/RT} and k-t = C-texp{-Q-

r/Rf ¡. The parameter values and the steady'state

operating conditions given by Economou ¿t ¿I'
(i9S6) ire reproduced in Table 1. A, R and T
represent the Àtate va¡iables of the system, and a¡e

the concentrations of the species and the temperaure

in the reactor, respectively. The inlet temperature is

selected as the manipulated variable. A control
objective is to operate the reactor as close to the

mãximum conversion as possible, while
maintaining the stability of the closedloop system

in the faceõf sizable distu¡bances. The equilibrium
conversion increases with the reactor temperature at

lower temperatures and decreases at higher
temperatueì (Figure 2a). Thus, the- gain of the

plant changes sign as a function of the reactor

ierp"*noe-, which can cause a controller designed

with a linearized model and a fixed gain to become

unstable.

A heterogeneous conEoller (Kuipers and Isröm,
1992) is 

-used to conrol the process. It combines

simpie control elements across regions (usually

oveilapping) of state space, with a smooth transition

be¡peén û¡è different regions. It offers the advantage
ñ -- ñr ---¿_ll^-\ La¡

tllat eacn elemenl (usu¡luy a r uf rr çu¡¡uuue¡,, r¡o
well known and theoretically proven properties and

is implemented easily. The globat con-trol law,

u { x } , is defined as ttre weighted average of the local

conEol laws, ui{x}:

u{x}=!,ai{*}u¡{*} Ia¡{x} =1 (4)

ii
where x is the vector of staæ và¡iables and q{ x } is a

monotonic (not necessarily linear) function of x, that

may be regarded as a measu¡e of the appr-opriateness

of ápplyiríg the local control law i. As illusraæd in

Figúie-3, contoller I is used when 0 S x < a'

coirouer 2 when b s x s c. and contoller 3 when d

S x. In the intermediate regions, ab and cd,

combinations of conrollers I and 2 and2 and 3 are

used, respectively. Such heterogeneous con8ollers
can thui be viewed as an extension of gain

scheduling (Shamma and'Athans, 1990)' where a

specific dntot law is selected for a given operating

rågion with smooth tra¡¡sitions between conEollers

as-the process shifts be¡*'een operating regions' The

ability of heærogeneous controllers to guarantee

stability (robustness) and good Performance, in the

face of distubutces, for simplg linear processes is

demonstrated by Kuipers and Äsröm (1992). They

are also applied for the control of this CSTR process

by Gazi et al. (1993).

A heterogeneous controller, having th¡ee elements,

is implerñenæd herein. It consists of a proportional

contro[er having a negative gain in the low-
þmperatures regiõn, a proportional conroller having

a positive gain in the high-æmperature region and a

zero-actioñ (dead-band) controller in the region
around the maximum of the conversion-temp€rature
curve; i.e.,

Ti = Ti, + low{T} Kl ß-\) + norm{T} Ç
(R-RJ + hi{r} Kh (R-RJ (Ð

where the functions, low{T}, norm{T} and hi{T}'
repfes€nt the appropriaæness measures for the low,
normal and high temperature regions, respectively,

as defined in figue 2b,and KZ,{n,K-¡ are the

corresponding connoller gains with Kl< 0,. Ktl = I
and Kì > O (figu¡e 2a). Rs is the set-point for R
and \, is the assæiaæd inlet æmperature.

RESTJLTS

Although the controller is designe{ b,a¡ed on the

nominal process model, it is of practical imporønce

to verify that the closed-loop plant will remain

stable in the face of distu¡bances, even when there is

significant model uncertainty.. A qualitative
reasoning technique is used herein a¡¡ a means to

represent and simrilate tl¡e inaccu¡ate model.

QSIM (Kuipers, 1986) provides a framework for
Aìvetoiing'models in 

-the form of qualitative

Ciffere¡itiat-equations (QDEsL whicl-are absractions

of ordinary dífferential equations (ODE¡)' where the

raluæ of tire variables aredescribed qualiøtively and

the functional relationships between the variables

may be tnown incompletety. The co¡sFaints are

^..ir:¿^¡:.,- o--.oocinnc invnlvino the commOntlu4l¡BlrY9 w^y¡wùù¡v¡¡u

mathematical operations, such as addition,
multiplication, ahd differentiation, as well as

a¡bidry monotonic functions. Given a QDE and a

qualitative descriptioir of an initial state, QSIM
derives a tnee of qualitative staæ descriptions, where

the oaths from the root to the leaves of the tree

reptoent the possible behaviors of the system.

UsuallV functional relationships and parameters are

corpuied using experimental data and are expressed

with some unðertainty. tn NSIM (Kuipers, 1989;

Kav and KuiDers, 1993), an extension of QSIM'
orár.t.rs máv be assigred lower and upper bounds

änd functions inay be bounded by lower and upper

envelopes. thus forming Semi-Quantitative
Differential Equations (SQDEs)' With these bounds'

dA
d
dR
ô
dr
d

I
f
I
Í
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NSIM eliminates behaviors that are inconsistent
with the numerical information, while placing
bounds on rhe remaining behaviors. NSIM piøuc.õ
bounds on the tajectories of the sfate variables that
are guaranteed to include all of the behaviors
consistent with the approximaæ model.

Suppose that the SQDEs a¡e written as a system of
equadons of the form ¡1=¡11), where f¡ is an
expression composed of addition, subträction,
multiplication, and division operations and a¡birary
monotonic functions (monotonically increasing,
l"f*, ot decreasing, trf). Civen ã SqóE and an
initial condition, NSIM derives and numerically
integrates an efiremal system of ODEs, whosê
solution is guaranteed to bound all solutions of the
SQDE. The ext¡emal equations are generated by
compufing, for each state variable x¡, the lower anð
upper bounds on the first derivátive (i.e., the
expressions L{f¡} and U{fi}) using the rules in Table
z, as proven by Kay (1991). The table is applied
recursively to the subexpressions of f¡. Minimal and
maximal equations are derived to deiine a dynamic
envelope for each state variable, and hence, a n-fh
order system results in a 2n-th order system.

Once the extremal system is found, it is integrated
using a standard integration technique such as the
Runge-Kutta method. It is theoréücally proven
(Kay, 1991) that, when the extremal system bounds
the solution of the SeDE at t = 0, it bounds the
solution at all times.

Simulations of the reactor with the heterogeneous
controller, using NSM, were carried ouf for several
distu¡bances under parametric and non-parametric
uncertainties. The goal was to verify the conditions
under which the controller is guaran'æed to keep the
process stable. As explained in Gazi et al. (1994a),
NSIM determines bounds that are guaranteed to
include all of the solutions to fhe SQDEs, but these
are consenr/ative. Thus, when the NSIM bôunds a¡e
stable, it is guaranteed that the famity of ODEs
represented by the SQDEs is also stabte. However,
when a NSIM bound is unstable, no conclusions are
possible. At least one of the sets of ODEs
represented by the SQDEs is unsøble (but this may
be a physically unrealistic one).

Gazi et al. (t994a) identify the sou¡ce of the
conservatism of the NSIM algorithm and propose
improvements to reduce it. Figure 4 shóws the
rÊsponse of the sysæm for a disturbance that adjusts
the reactor temperature such that T = 435 K, as
predicted by NsIM with and without the
lmprovements. Even with small paramehic
uncertainty, the bounds produced by the pure NSIM
algorithm diverge, although the closed-loop system
is søble.

Using the improved NSIM technique, it can be
shown that the plant remains stable Íor a range of
the controller gains. Figure 5 shows the bounds on
the response for a step change in ,\ (Ai e 10.85,
0.901 molll), when K¿e [-1050, -950] and K¡ e
t90. 1001.

Moreover, stabitity can be proven in the face of
sizable parametric and non-parametric uncertainties
and distu¡bances. As an example, stability is
ensured for the case when a disû¡rbance is inroduced
tlat adjusts tlrc reactor temperah¡re within [415, 420]
K, as illustrated in Figure 6. In this case, there ii
parametric uncertainty (A¡ e [0.85, 0.90] mol/L)
and non-parametric uncertainty in the rate constånts:

ll T exp{-Q1/Rr¡ 5 kl < 5200 exp{-Qr/RT}
0.99 106 T exp{-Q-1/RT} s k-l <

2.4 tÚ T exp{Q-r¡RT) (O

For larger distu¡bances, however, the NSIM bounds
may diverge, due to conservatism, even when the
plant is actually closed-loop stable, as shown in
Gazi et al. (1994b).

CONCLUSIONS

NSIM can be used effectively for controller
verification. [t utilizes functions and parameters
that are imperfectly l¡lown ûo determine bounds that
are guaranteed to include all possible solutions of the
uncertain system. Thus, it can be used for automatic
proof of stability. Given a set of semi-quantitative
differential equations, NSIM automatically derives an
extremal system of ODEs, by bounding the fi¡st
derivatives of the state variables. Although the
bounds produced by the pure NSIM algorithm are
very conservative, an improved algorithm (Gazi et
ø1.,1994a) can provide usefr¡l results.

This technique is rsed to verig closedJoop stability
for a CSTR with a reversible exothermiC reaction,
under parameric and non-paramenic uncelainty and
in the face of sizable dist¡¡¡bances. It is shown thæ a
combination of simple controllers is adequate to
keep the reactoi stabte under the class of distr¡rbances
considered, føconsiderable model uncertainty and for
a range of connoller gains.

As compared to existing techniques, NSIM offers the
advantage of p'roviding prmfs for nonlinear systems,
even with non-parametric uncerainty. However, the
results, even of the improved NSIM, may be very
consenrative, especially for highly coupled systems.
Therefore, NSIM is more effective for combihations
of simple con8ollers such as in the heterogeneous
conEoller used herein. The technique would be more
difficult to implement for model-based controllers
(e.9., a Model-predictive Controller) where the
NSIM bounds should be too broad to draw
meanin gful conclusions.

In the fr¡ture, the technique will be tested for more
complex chemical processes with sizable
uncertainties and disn¡rbances, including faults. An
inporqnt applicuion of this methodology is likely
to be for the automatic verification of safery net
control actions to prevent plants from moving into
haza¡dous operating regimes when faults a¡e
encountered. In this applicæion, the stability of the
controller can be tesfed 'rith respect to a library of
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Table 2 Translation table for extremal expressions.

Iæt F{fi} be the lower or upper bound on xi (p=L or

Þ=IÐ. xi is the state variable with derivative fi, x¡

is any other state variable, c is a constant, and A and

B denote any subexpression. The subscript I (u)

denotes lower (upper) bound or envelope.
Reprodrrced from l(ay and Kuipers (1993).
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^bstrâct: 
Il this paper, lhe Dyilamic Mastcr Plart hgic Diagran (DMPLD) is int¡oduccd for repræenting tle time-depcndcnt

bchavior of complcx physical s/s1c¡ns (fædback, time-lagged dcpcndcncy, autoconclation, trend, elc.). Expcts mry ¿ccom¡rcse
a contplex system hierarchically, artl motJel dre dynmic bchavior of its subsyslerns and components scpamte from e¿c| otllc¡.
A DMPLD is a hicruclúsl st&cture wlúch cnable a user to dccompose a dynmic system into dynarnically s¡ble a¡¿
itrdcpcnrJcnt subsystcms. Us¡ìg a DMPLD, dcgrct of succcs (or failure), approximatc full-s€le sytem physical valucs, ard
uatsilion cffccts iil thc sysem c¡m be ustl. Ar cxamplc of using DMPLD for controlling a dynmic sygem is p¡csenlcd.

Kcy Wortls: Rcliability theory, Systc¡n malysis, Tirnelomail malysis, Dymic res¡rome, Fuzy ønuol, Expert sytems,
Knowlcdgc elginccring, Lrtclligent builtlilg control.

1. INTRODUCTION

As we look back upon the history of science alld
engirìeeriJlg, we cannot help but notice the importance of
larorvledge representation. Knowledge representation
supports a mediurn to communicate and share knowledge
anìong people. A good representation method may also
become a useful tool for system analysis and design.

As a research area ilt its own right, lalowledge
representation has evolved within the field of a¡tificial
intelligence (AI), wlrere it continues to play a central
role. l-¡nproventent iì colnputer capabilities has euabled
us to lransfer specific fìelds of knowledge ilto an expert
systern. Tlìe procedure for transfening system knowledge
into a cornputer acceptable representation is a two stages
process:

I. developlnent of a logical representation of the
general systen a]ld its component interactions,

2. development of a dynamic representation
describing physical behavior of the system and its
components.

While modelling a systemlevel expert system, the
klror.vledge representatior! oftell in.,,o!.,'es e!e¡nents of
inescapable complexity. It has been shown by many
researchers (Simon, 1982; Rasmussen, 1985) that most of
the complex systems a.re formed tfuough some hierarchic
evolution. As such, they can be best described and
represented tluough hierarchic frameworks. For system
lcrowledge representation, logic diagrams (e.g., fault tree,
event tree, success tree, goal tree, master plant logic
diagranr, etc.) are proven to be powerful hierarchic
methods to represent the system knowledge (Kim and
Ivlodanes, 1987; Poucet, 1990; Chen and Modarres,
1992;Dezfuli, Modanes and Meyer, 1994; Hu, Modanes
and Marksberry, 1994). Wlúle these representations aÍe
popular for performilg the first stage described above,
they are limited to model the time-dependent behavior of
tlìe system (i.e., how the system or its subordinates acts
of reacts to the extemal o¡ furtemal environmental
clìanges occumed during its operating). Îlre modeling of

the dynamic behavior (i.e., the second stage described
above) is the focus of this paper.

A variety of mathematical simulato¡s have been
developed and applied to plant operations. Trus, book
knowledge may be transfered into compiex physical
relationships to simulate and predict the dynamic
behavior of the system. However, this woulcl be very
costly, ilefficient, and most of the time unnecessary.

Some researchers such as de Klee¡ (1984) and Felkel
(1990) have proposed dynamic models based on ¡raive
physics to simplify the mathematical relationslúps of
systems and infer behavio¡ from the system st¡ucture.
Other researchers (Kosko, 1992; Sugeno 1993) have used
fuzzy logic concept for modelling dynamic relationships.
The naive physics has high potential for representing
complex relations. The problem is, however, that for
large systems in use today, the complexity of the
lnowledge will be prohibitive for a naive physics
approach. A decomposition algoritirm (e.g., MpLD) can
alleviate some of the shortcomings. However, MpLD is
a static and logically based approach. I¡r this paper, we
will report the extention of the traditional MpLD models
to dynamic modelling of complex systems, The MpLD
*^rL-J l--- L ,, ,i¡¡¡çr¡rw ¡rau ueen ute oasls ror mowteoge fep¡esentatlolt
(the fust stage) in ou¡ ¡esearch.

The MPLD has proven to be a powerful method for
modeling complex physical systems (e.g., nuclear power
plant), and clearly shows the intenelationship between
functions, systems, subsystems and components, as
shown in Fig. l. The MPLD can logically and
hierarchically display the functions, subfunctions and the
manner in which various hardware, software, and people
interact with each othe¡ to achieve these functions. ln
essence, the hierarchy of the MpLD is displayed by a
dependency matrix in form a lattice. For each subsystem,
hardware, human, etc. , the success paths are shown on
the top. Or the left side of the lattice, the set of
supporting elements needed a¡e displayed. Since these
supporting elements may require other supporting
elements, another hie¡a¡chy and intenelationshþ may
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also be shown to display this complexity' lnformal

relationships such as common cause failu¡es may also be

modeled ii MPLD structures. More details about MPLD

is discussed by Hunt and Moda¡res (1987), Modanes

(1992), Dezfuli et at. (1994), and Hu et al' (1994)'

Since one important characteristic and advantage of the

MPLD is its lattice representation which models system-

to-system (or subsystem-to-subsystem) interactions, it

allows for an easy integration of dynamic fuzzy logic

concept into the classical MPLD. l¡r tlús concept, the

physióal behavior is assumed to be represetrted by

ir,tera"tions betweett va¡ious levcls of hierarchy' The

degree of i-rlteractions is govemed by the physics laws

which describe this interaction. Complex physical

relations can be represented by fuzzy relationships

(rules). Therefore, the system can be modeled using

iinre-dependent fuzzy logic' Accordingiy' the logical

relationihips modeled in an MPLD is accompanied by a

corr".pouding physical relationships by fuzzifyfurg such

relationships. Tlterefore, it is highly desirabie to develop

a new diagram that combines the MPLD (the first stage

process) and tlie fuzzy logic concept (tlìe second stage

þrocess) togetlìer to analyze the dynamic effect or

tehavior of tlie system (e'g., due to an incipient failure)'

T1ús new diagram is called Dynamic Master Plant Logic

Diagram (DMPLD).

The basic concept of usirg the Dynamic Master Plant

Logic Diagram (DMPLD) to model the tralrsition

belnvior oiplant systems has been discussed by Hu and

Modanes (f994a, 1994b), and will be reviewed in tlús

paper. Conceptually, the DMPLD allows the experts to

specify the dègree of'success (or failure) i¡ realized a

desireà operatirtg futtction, approximate temporal values

of the góvering parameters, and transition effects of a

subsysteln olì other subsystenl or on the system' etc"

Lr tlris paper, time-dependent behavior of physical

systerns is classified and discussed in Section 2' Time-

dependent fuzzy logic a¡rd the basic concepts of the

ptøplO are reviewed in Section 3. Examples of using

the DMPLD to organize different types of time-

dependent behavior are discussed in Section 4' As an

exãmple, the DMPLD representation for an intelligent

building control system is discussed.

2. TIME-DEPENDENT BEHAVIOR
OF PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

specific state (probabilistic output) based on the

past or cunent deterministic history of tlìe

system. For exarnple, if we continue pumping

water into the tank, it will overflow somethnes in

the future. This is different than a transition,

since tank-overflow þehavior) is not ongoirg,
but it will happen if we do not charge the curreltt

t¡end.
o Scheduled Transition (or Trend).

A scheduled transition (or trend) is a sa:rdby

status that system is scheduled (not ongoittg) to

start a üaxsition (or a trend)' sometimes ilì tlìe
future. For example, assume â redundant battery

can only provide power for 5 minutes. As such,

once the redundant battery is enabled, the system

is scheduled to lose its power 5 minutes later if
no other power source is enabled witlún tltis
period.

o Uncertain T¡ansition (or Trend).

An uncertain transition (o¡ a trend) addresses that

the behavior is caused randomly because of the

uncertain natue of a system status or lack of
knowledge about the system response. A
üansition (or a trend) will be triggered if such a

random input happens. For example, an operator

accidently pressirg a wrong button may trigger a

Î¡ansition (or a trend).

Table 2 shows another popular classification wlúch is

based on variable input-output relations (Panlcatz' 1991)'

By such, some major time{ependent behaviors are:

Time-Lagqed.
TimeJagged relationslúp assumes that the output

variable is affected by the cunent and the past

data of other va¡iables.

Autoconelated.
Autoconelated (self-conelated) addresses that the

ouþut variable may depend on its own past

values.

Feedback.
Feedback add¡esses that the system letums part

of the output as its own inputs, especially so as

to modify the output.

We will show i¡ the next section that a DMPLD ca¡t

represent and model the timedependent behaviors

classified i¡ Tables I and 2.

Table 1 Time-Dependent Transition/Trend Behavior

OUTPUT RESPONSE TIME

past oüTent detcr-
minisic
future

prob-
abilistic
future

I
N
P

U
T

T
I
M
E

pÀst slatic t¡airsition uansition trcld

cuænl S¿tic tra¡uition trcnd

determinisic
future

sclroduled

tr¿¡uition

scheduletl

trend

probabilisic
futte

uncenain
traßition

unørtail
ucnd

a

a

a

ra^-^-¡r,,ntlw rimplanendenl behavior can be classified
vv¡¡!vy!ug¡¡J 

'i:r a variety of different ways. Table I shows a

classification based on response time. As such, time'

dependent behaviors of a physical system has one or

more of the following Properties:

Transition.
A ttuntition addresses an ongoing process which

a system is transfenilg from one static state to

another i¡l a deterministic time. A traltsition can

be stopped only if the condition is no longer held

or the target static state is reached. For example,

when a tank is leaking (a behavior), the tank

transitions from a fuli level (state) to no water

(another static state). If we stop the leak,

behavior is changed to anotlter stable state'

Trend.
ft.n¿ it the potential that a system will reach a

a

o
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Table 2 Major Time-Dependent Behaviors
Classified bv Variable Relations

culfcnt
x(t)

cunent
x(r)

cunent
x(r)

cuÌ¡cnt
x(r)

wlúch is a functiol of

cutrcnt
x

past X

cuncnl
Y

par Y

is callcd

time-
laggcd

auto-
conclalcd

51åtic feedback

Y e { variablcs olhcr drm X }

Once CTST_MPLD is used to decompose a large systern
into locally isolated subsysrems, DMPLD is applied to
model the dynamic behavior of these subsysìãms, as
shown in Fig. 2.

ln this section, we frst int¡oduce the basic concepts of
time-dependent fwzy logic, and then explain the
notatio¡s and symbology of a DMpLD. Examples of
using DMPLD to model and represent timedeiendent
behaviors a¡e discussed at next sect.ion.

3.1. Time-Deoendent Fuzzy Logic Ooe¡ations

Fuzzy logic is based on the concepts of fuzzy sets and
symbolic iogic (Zadeh, 1976). Here, ,,timelependent',
addresses cases whe¡e the system states are also a
ñ¡rction of time.

apply tim*dependenl tuzy logh 
¡1.,¡1¡9le states

3. DYNAMIC MPLD

DMPLD is a logic-based diagram. lt is al extention of
the GTST and MPLD decomposirion merhod by using
the time-dependent fuzzy logic. The CTST structure was
initially developed as part of a DOE sponsored research
(Hunt and Modarres, 1984) to assess and improve
information systems in a nuclear plant. Subsequenily, it
has been further developed and extended to a number of
other applications (Kirn ald Modanes, 1987; Hrurt and
Modanes, i987; Birky, McAvoy and Moda¡¡es, 19gg;
Chung and Modanes, 1989; Sebo, Marksberry and
Modares, 1989; Chen and Modanes, 1992; Modarres,
1992; Dezfuli et al., 1994; Hu et al., 1994).

MPLD is designed for rwo purposes. One is to show
systems or subsystems, thei¡ functions. For tlús a¡r GTST
is used. fte other purpose is to fepresent the
inter¡elationslúps between various subsystems, especially
between the mair subsystems and the so-called ìupport
subsystems (subsystems that power, control, cool main
system). A CTST_MPLD diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
More detail about CTST_MpLD analysis and application
has been discussed in (Hu e¡ a1.,1994).

Fig. 2. From CTST_MPLD ro DMPLD Morlcllirrg

Similæ to the Boolean logic algebra, dynamic fuzzy
logic may be represented by slighily different
expressions. Classical fuzzy logic operations are time_
independent (i.e. static). The major ¡elations of interest
in static fuzzy logic are described below:
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Complementation law. In fuzzy logic, Kleene,s law is
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Let capital A and B denote fuzzy sets. For a fuzzy set A,

when lts state is changed or the set is activated, Al

indicates that a delay time t is required to perform this

change or activation. Suppose F(o) denotes a logic

relationship of component sets. Accordingly, F(o)t

representsìequirement of a delay time t to perform-this

reiationship, when the state of one or more of its

"onrponetti. 
are changed, The time-dependent operation

rules which are supplemental to the rules discussed

above are:

3.3. Notation for Uncertain Relations in DMPLD

In the previous section, tlie degree of true relationship

T(S) between various systems or subsystems was

considered. Such a degree of truth can bè represented by

fuzzy logic. Figure 4 shows all the major uncertainties

modeled i¡ term of a fuzzy logic i¡ a MPLD, where

Wlren we talk about the DMPLD representation, we are

talking about a family of models (diagrams). That is, for

representing a physical behavior, there is no unique

DMPLD model; rather, experts can come up with

va¡ieties of DMPLDs and different numbers of nodes and

layers, fuzzy sets, and t¡ansition logic. Howeve¡, these

DMPLDs should yield approximately similar results.

state of A (or B) maY be uncertain;

relationships between S, A and B may be

uncertaitr;

logic relation U (or 0 ) may be uncertain.

Relatiouships
oaybe
unk¡rown or
uuærtai[.

S(ates
maybe
unknown or
uucertai[.

Itg. 4. MPLÞ Unc¿nain Rclations

For example, consider a reiationship S where we are

uncertain whether it is equal to A U B or A U C.

Assuming llnt407o S = A U B,and60% S = A U C, the

notation may be:

S - tTr fl (A U B) l r'.0., U ITrn ( AUC) lt-o.o

If T, and Tr represent the possibility of outcomes for S

= A U B or S = A U C respectively, S may be either A

UBoTAUC.

lf Tr and T, are degree of truth relationship (fuzzy

relationship), S may be botlÌ A U B and A U C, in which

sum of degrees may not necessarily add up to one. For

example,

5.IT¡l'l (ÀUB)]r, -o, U IT,n(AUC)]'.ou

The above expression assumes that membership fiurction

of S will not be larger than 0.7.

3.4, Notations and Svmbols of DMPLD

Figure 2 showed a basic DMPLD structue. Table 3
summa¡izes the notations of the DMPLD. Four types of
iogic gates are designe<i io represenî îr're fuzzv logic

rules. Additionally, five different dependency-matrix

nodes a¡e used in DMPLD to desoibe the probability

and the degree of truth in relationships. Using these

notations and symbols, we may organize a DMPLD to
improve the MPLD to represent the time dependency and

the uncertainty.

4. EXAMPLES OF DMPLD REPRESENTATION

a
a

a
9. Dclay law:

S;NOTA,

3.2. Time-Dependent Fuzzy Loeic Evaluations

Tlre procedure of luzzy logic evaluation is not universal'

Bellinan and Giertz (1973) argued that [also discussed by

Alsina, Trillas, and Valverde (1983)1, under reasonable

hypotheses (especially distribution law), the only truth-

fúnctional logióal evaluation for fuzzy sets are tlìe usual

min-max operations' ln this resea¡ch, however, si¡ce the

delay time is cotrsidered, this evaluation shall be time-

dependent. Let Dmf(S(t)) de¡rote the degree of

mernbership function of S(t) at a given time t' For illputs

A and B, tlie fuzzy evaluation procedure for S(t) may be

defined as:

(A')r'4"'
(Vt -À'
Fp¡ o - ¡1o;
F(.)'- F(o ')
F( e', 80,...)' - F(4", 8"",.. )

- D¡n( S(t) )
- mifll Drnf( A(þa) ), Dm( B('b) )' T(S)l'

- Drnf( S(t) )
- nrinl max[ Drnf( A(t'a) ), Drnt( B(t'b) )1, T(S)l'

- Dur( S(r) )
- mturl r - Dmf( A(r-a) ), T(S)],

- Dmf( S(t) )
. rnin[ Dmf( A(t-a) ), T(S)]

wlrerc T(S) is tl¡e unccrtaillty or the degrcc of truth

of tle rclation descrihd by the symbol ;.

S:A'flBb

S:A'UBb

S:A

To understand the impo¡ta¡ce of the dynamic logic

operations, let's compare the following two logic

relations:
A'xnY and B;X[lY'
whcrc r is a tlclaY tirnc ard x = Í

hr Boolean set A, when X and Y change their states (due

to a given behavior), A will change its state

simultarieously. Fuzzy set B is different in that Y takes

^L^-^- irô -lalaë Fidrrrê ? clrows lhe.a oelay tullç I lu lrrdrËv

results of A and B whãn we switch the states of X aÌrd

Y. Pulses are generated when X changes slowly between

0to l.

x

tiiu. 3. A ComDa¡ison Bctwectr A' X flY altrJ

B n * nY' ; whcrc X' NOT Y urd f1S¡' ¡
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Table 3 Basic Symbols of DMPLD Based On
Dynamic Fuzzv Logic

Notation Dscriptlon

'AND' gatc: tllc ¡ni¡Lnurn value of iltputs will bc
tltc output valuc,

'OR' gatc: the maxhnum value of ilìputs wil.l be
thc output valuc.

'AND' trarßition gatc: jf a ncw valuc js rcachcrl
bc[orc its prcvious valuc is mnt out, thc ncw
valuc will ove¡ride the old value, and tlte
t¡arxition time is recounted accordiflgly.

ÆÀ¡+
'OR't¡alsition gâtc: tl¡c valucs will be sent out
æqucntially acconling to tltcir mival timc.

Uncenâin node: drc numbc¡ inside tl¡e nor.te
rcpresents the ucenainty of rclationship. The
minimu¡n bctwcen the ilput degree of
mernbcnhip functiou (únl) and tlìc unc€rtainty is
selecfcd as the output.

ö
Solid bullct norle (i,c., ccnain nodc): rcprcscnts a
ænain relationship tJrat rJireoly propagate tJrc
input drnf ro tJre output únf.

Hollow nodcs (witl no numbcr irsidc): rncaru
c€nâil rcgation in whicl tle outi)ut dmf is (l -
ir4rut <lnf).

Uilcenr¡ì ilcgation: a hollow notle with a bar
above lhc dcgree of ccnâfutty inside. Tlìc output
tlnf is thc minimu¡n bctwec¡r tle ulccrtailtty iltd
(l - input ún0.

Sirnple-crosscd lbrc: lnears no rclatiolulúp (i.e.,
irdepelrdcut nodes).

4.1. Basic Structures in DMPLD

The structures in DMPLDs can be grouped into seven
basic classes: static, unceÍain (or priority) output,
uncertain (or weighted) input, scheduled, time-lagged,
autoconelated, and feedback. A DMPLD model
(diagram) is assembled f¡om these basic structures.

a Static.
A static DMPLD represents a linea¡ or nonlinear
physical relation which is certain and not varied
with time. For example, consider a give behavior
described by tle analog curves which relate O(t)
to A(t) axd B(t). Figure 5(b) represents an
equivalent DMPLD which describes these analog
relations in a fuzzy relation model. Various
tuzzified values of A(t) and BO yield the
simulation result shown in Fig. 5(c).
Uncertain (or P¡iority) Outout.
When the output is not unique for given inputs,
we take advantage of unce¡tain nodes in the
lattice of the DMPLD. For example, as shown in
Fig. 6, one may tum on a fan, o¡ open a window
while feeling hot, And, of course, fo¡ different
people, the comfort range is varied, so the fan
speed js also uncertain.
Unce¡tain (or Weighted) Input.
Sometimes, we a-re uncerlai¡ about the effect of
specific input, or the input has only partial
effects. Uncertain nodes cau be applied on the
left lattice of a DMPLD to rep¡esent an uncertain

or weighted input. For example, in a light rain,
experience of driver would not affect safety. For
heavier rain, degree of safety depends on the
drive/s experience. Assumi¡g thai a th¡eshold
exist at alnost 0,7 (degree of experience), Fig. 7
shows such a DMPLD representation of the
problem.

o(o o()
?

Ilt-
=RJ

(r)

Il(r)
(b)

HI Bc)
(r) (o)

Fig.5. A Sralic DMPLD

o(r)

r¡AN wlNDOW

s(t)

^(r)

FEDLING

Fig.6. A DMPLD with Unccnain Outpüts

E(Ð R(Ð

s(t) = mu [ ( I - R(t) ), nrin ( E(t), 0.7) ]

DrgR Of
SAFETY

ÞomþG

Hl - HIGH

HOT CL ¡CLOSEo
HO r HALF OPEN
OP - ruL! OPEN

1.O

o.7
o.5

o.5 0.7 l.o

a a

Fig. 7. A DMPLD wirl Ïr'eiglrtcd Input.

Scheduled.
Some outputs happen after a require time has
elapsed. As such, t¡ansition logic gates can be
applied to ¡epresent such this effect. For example,
as shown in Fig. 8, an automatic dishwasher
takes 15 minutes to wash, 15 nùrutes to rirse,
and 30 minutes to dry dishes. (one can also use
transparency of rinsing water and humidity of
drying air to control the timer. Such a DMpLD is
static.). At t=0, the washer is tumed on to either
start a wash, a rinse or dry.
Here, the AND transition gate performs a crisp
state change when it reachs the delay time.

a

Dcrrcc of
sA-Iffi

Dqr..OÍ DSrè O(

R(t) -
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a

Time-l¿gged.
So",.t*ãi, the output depends on not only the

cunent ittputs but also on tlle past inputs' For

example, the rate of acceleration can be

calcuiated from the current and the past velocity,

as shown in Fig. 9.

Autoconelated.
I*to*tt"lution add¡esses an output which

depends on its own values in past' Sometinles,

*hil" *" have difficulty to identify the ittputs

describibg a specific behavior (e'g., stocked)' we

may assume the hidden input-output relation may

be represented via an autoconelation' For

example, Figure 10 shows a system's output

wlúch depends on its previous lwo outputs'
'Here, thi OR transition gate performs a

continueous fu 1l-scale state change'

Feedback.
Wr* tlt" output is affected by the inputs and in

tunr, the inputs are affected by the output' a

feedback relation exists. fte structure of a

DMPLD with feedback is similar to an

autoconelated DMPLD but tlte output can letum

to itself (as autoco[elated) or other variables, as

shown in Fig' I1' 
DrsHwAsr¡ER

D(r)

Itig. 8. A Schedulcd DMPLD

7E - ZEFO NH . MqlW HIGH

iw "row rr -NEqnvELow
H . HIGH

ACCïI¡¡ì^TIOÑ

4.2. Case Studv: lntelligent Buildins Coirtrol System

To illust¡ate the GTST-DMPLD process, in this section,

an inteliigent building control system is discussed as an

example. An intelligent building wh.ich can sense i-¡rside

aud outside environment, decide the efficient way of
providing a convenient, comfo¡table and productive

environment for its occupants. It can respond to
occupants' need tluough computer-based models. A
variety of modem technologies (e.g., thermal control, fre
protection, computer network, security system, etc.)

have been applied to the building con[ol system to
achieve important feåtures.

To model an intelligent building conüol system via a

DMPLD, first major system function-support

relationships are decomposed and displayed. As shown

in Fig. 12, the GTST-MPLD method is used to represent

the complex intenelations of the building systems. For

each function or system, mo¡e details can be shown. For

example, in Fig. 13, "Human Comfort and Health" goal

can be decomposed into eight cont¡ol functions:

tempemture, humidity, air motion, dust, odors, acoustics,

liglrting and aesthetics. Support systems, for example,

centeralized ai¡ cond. system and lighting system car
also be decomposed into subsystems.

:

l¡ig. 12. e CTSTTMPLD Decomposition of
an Intelligcnt Building Coutrol Sysem

Itlg. 13. The CTST-MPLD Decomposition of
Subgoal'Comfon & Hcalth'

After the whole building conüol system has been

decomposed into small subsystems, the DMPLD is

applied to model the local control processes and system

dynamics, For example, Figure 14 shows an ai¡ condition

system schematic diagram (Bradshaw,l985). The

DMPLD of MIX for ROOM2 is shown in Fig. 15. This

DMPLD models the dynamic aspects of the relationships
encitcled in the MPLD of Fig. 13. While occupants set

a temperature, MIX will adjust the ratio of cooling and

heating air to matcl¡ the setting temperature. Since the

v(t)

v(t-r)
v0) - v0'i)

1

vELOC¡n

Itig. 9. A Timc'Laggid DMPLD

D(r-¡o)

Itig. 10. An Autoco¡related DMPLD

D(r)

D(IJÐ

(

fr

Ft, ++-t+-," I I

\ a() B(t)

ng, ll. A¡r Autocor¡clated DMPLD
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tenrperature of cooling and heati_ng air depends orr the
temperature of outdoor air, tire ai¡ mixed ratio also
depends. ROOMl may use the similar DMpLD but the
fuzzy ratio of cooling ai¡ must be higher [e.g., a set
(20%,50%,1007o)l because of radjart heat. Tlìe computer
sirnulation result is shown in Fig. 16. We model the
roorn temperature to depend more on the setting
temperature than the outdoor temperature.

E¡hauÊl
Ouldoor Ak

Su ¡0h

lrig. 14. An Air Conditiotr Systcm Schclnatic Djagrun

MIX.C@litrg

OutdoorTcmp. $ttingTcmp.

I.ig. 15. Thc DlitPLD for Fig. 14
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Abstract. A cornbinarion of Mulrilevel Flow Modeling (MFM) and Hybrid Phenonrena Theory (HPT)

is proposed for eflicicut dcsign of engineering systerns. The MFM is a ¡netl.rodolog! to model an

"n!irì""ring 
systern frorn the s-tandpoin-t of ¡neans and goals. One useful application of the HPT is to

d"iiu" ,n.ihe,nrìtical equations describhg a systern's bchavior. A conceptual design procedure

co¡nposes ol I ) goal decornposition, 2) listing up design co¡rst¡ai¡rts, 3) function assigrunent' 4) finding

out suitahle parrs/cornponcìlts and tlìcir corifiguration, and 5) exarnination of the design's behavior'

The paper presenls exlensions to MFM representing detailed infonnation about goals and

parts/cornponents co¡l|ìguration so as to be applied to the steps l) to 3). The HPT is applied for the

step5).Twodesignexatnplesbylheproposedcornbilralionarediscussed.

Key Words. Cornputer-aidcd sysrern designt Functional Modeling; Behavior calculation; MFM; HPT

Brown. et al. (1989) categorize design tctivities
into three classes by mainly considcring the

subprocesses itl the 'gelìerate' part of design'

Aeeording to lheir chssilication. 'class I design' is

defined as an open-endcd creative process resulling

in ill-specified goals. 'Class 2 design' is

chüacler¡zed by the existence of powerful problem

decompositions but with the need of subslantial

modification. The last class, 'class 3 design', is a

rouline process where problern decomposition and

compilcd design plans are known but the design

lask is still loo comPlex.

For the 'cltss 3 design" knowledge-based

approaches such as rule-trased systems or case-

bãied reasortirtg can be applied. However, it is

considered to tre dilficull to perfonn even 'closs 2

design' by using only knowledge-blsed systems at

current status of artificial intclligence technology'

Therefore, ûn effective co-operatioll between

humrns attd compulers is ¡recessary for the other

two classes of design. That is, an effective

krrowledge-based design support syslem is needed

to support the decomposition of goals into subgoals'

instrntiation of design plan, invention of new

parts/comporìetìts, new combination of existing

parts/components and so on.

In this ptper, a combinatioll of Multilevel Flow

Modeling (NßM) (Lind, 1990; 1992; 1993; 1994)

and Hybrid Phenomena Theory GIPT) (Woods'

l99l; 1993) is proposed for the efficient design

('class 2 design') of an engineering sysfem within

the process conûot domain. The MFM is a

methodology for modelling an engineering system

from the standpoint of means and goals. It has

been applied to diagnostic, phnning and man-

machine interface problems. The purpose of the

HPT is to combine qualitative reasoning and

numerical calculation and for example to derive

mathematical equations describing a system's

behavior. In the combination of MFM and HPT,

the MFM is applied to support designers in the

decomposition of goals into subgoals, the

representation of design constraints, the assignment

of funclions to goals/subgoals and representation of
parts/components configurûtion. -The HPT is

applied to derive the behavior of a designed system

needed in lhe'test'part of design activity.

I.INTRODUCTION

A dcsign process can be described as an iferated

activity cornprising 'generûte' and 'test' procedures'

In the 'generale' pÍìrt, a designer make a draft

design by managing the decornposition of golls into

subgoals, ittst¡tlttiation of design plans. invention of

new parts/componelìts, new colnbitration of existing

parts/components, modificûtions of similar designs,

and design constraint satislaction.
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2. A KNOWLEDGE.BASED SUPPORT SYSTEM
FOR FUNCTION-BASED DES IGN

In a conceptual design procedure of the 'class 2
design' of an engineering system, one can observe
thrt designcrs perform the following steps to
complete their design: l) to decom¡nse the design
goals into sub-goals,2) to list up design conditions
¿nd constrairrts, 3) to assigrr functions to achieve
each decomposed goal/subgoal, 4) to identify
suitable parts/components and their confìguration
to realize the functions, and 5) to check if the
behavior of the resulting design $tisfies the
goals/subgoals and design conditions. In this
paper, a functiolr is defined as a useful behavior,
i.e. it is describing teleology alrd is a selected subset
of all possible behaviors, following the definition of
functio¡l in the MFM. The discussions of functions
a¡e detailed in Lind (1993: 1994).

In the dcsign procedure ¡nenfioned above, it is very
importanf not only to decompose goals into
subgoals with suitlble grain size ancl complexity,
but also to dccide whaf functiolls to be assigned to
each goal/subgoal. The decomposition and
assignrnent are leff fo designers in ordinary design
activilies and deperrd on fhe qullily of design.
After the assigrrment of fu¡rctions, designers can
raf her ersily fi¡ld suitable parts/components by
comparing the defi¡rition of a funcfion alrd the
specifìcations ol parts/compotìents under lhe
condition that no new part/component needs to be
inventcd. From the standpoint of attaching
impoflance lo [unction nssignment, the authors call

Decomposrlron ol desrgn
rnto

C language
æl@l€l¡on

this kirrd of design procedure a 'function-based'
design procedure.

The authors are now developing a knowledge-based
interface syslem to support designcrs for a
concepf ual desigrr of the 'class 2 design'. The main
idea of the knowledge-based support syslem is to
combirre effectively rhe MFM and HpT. A
schematic of the funcfion-based design procedure
and the application of the MFM and HpT is shown
in Fig. l. The parts/components data,/linowledge
base contai¡ls the specifications, behavior
knowledge, applicability knowledge, and so on of
parts/components. The MFM is applied to the steps
of goal decomposition and function assignment,
while the HPT is used for system behavior
derivation and calculation. The HPT representation
irr Fig. I is a description (set of statements) of a
syslem according to the HPT syntax. Although
lhere are several knowledge-based subsystems
needed to complele the interface system, this paper
focuses on a discussion o[ the applicrtion of MFM
and HPT.

3. MULTILEVEL FLOW MODELING AND ITS
EXTENSION FOR DESIGN PROBLEMS

The MFM (Lind, 1990; 1992: t993; 1994)
represents intentional aspects of a system frorn the
slandpoint that a system is an artifact, that is, a

man-made purposeful system. The relationships
arnong system goals, subgoals, planf functions, and
conl¡ol functions to achieve goals/subgoals are
represerrted by a means-end structure. The MFM
also represents a system along a whole-part
dimension, that is, a sysfem is represented by a
mulliple of descriptions on diflerent levels of
aggregation. System functions are represcnted by a
set of mass, energy, activify, and information flow
substructures on several levels of abstraction. Mass
and energy flow substructures model ptant
functions, while activity and information flow
substructures model operator îctions and functions
o[ the automateei eontrol svslems.

A distinctive feature of the MFM is the use of a set
of primitive functioll concepts to describe flows of
material, energy, activity, and information. The
flow functio¡ì concepts excluding cont¡ol functions
and their associated symbols a¡e shown in Fig. 2.
Using these concepts, it is possible to represent
knowledge of a sysfem capturing the intentions of
designers of plant and its conl¡ol systems.

The current MFM model represents a system by
mainly the inforrnation about functions among the
information about goals, functions, behaviors, and
structures, that is, l) goal-function relationships
and 2) mass, energy, and information flows of

MFM

Yes
HPT

æde

Erìd

Design protrlem
specúætron

Llsting up desrgn
condrtions and

Assrgnment of f unctrons
to

MFM representatron

5

Cau* ? 4
Find¡ng sunable pans/
components and therr

Parts/
æmponents
knowlêd9e/
data baæ

HPT model

sylern's

Fig. l. Schernatic of function-based design procedure
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Fig. 2. Symbology of goals, furclions and their relationships

functions. In order to apply the MFM to design

problems. it is neccssary to represent in a MFM

model the relationships amorìg goals and abslracted

information about both the components that realize

functions and their configuratioll. Of course, some

of this informaliort is alreldy represented in a

currenl MFM modcl. Thcse are depcndcncies

among gods represented by the hierarchy of goals'

However, sorne cotlversion or inle¡pretltion is

needcd to obtain such informatiolt. Because the

different kinds of informalion should be separately

given to avoid confusion in the understanding of a

syslem. the infonnation atrout goals, functions. alìd

structures must be separately presented for a

designer. This ltecessity and restriction leads olle

to represent necessary informalio¡l for design

problems by multiple laycrs, that is, goal, function,

and struclure layers. The specifications of
goals/subgoals arld relationships of goals/subgoals

are representcd in the goal tayer' The relations

between gotls/subgoals and lunctions are modeled

in the funcliott layer. In the concep(ual desigtt

phase, the ai¡n is not to precisely model the

physical struclure of a systern. Only the recogtlilion

of the same part/componenl is collsidercd Ío bc

important. Therefore, the structure layer keeps

only what cotnponenl realizes a lunction and what

funclions are retlizcd by the satne plr/component
(identity inlormation) amorlg other information

related lo lhe slruclure of a system,

Wh¡lt information should bc represented in the goal

layer and by what notatiolì 'l These problcms are

important in order to represelìt design conditions

and constrainls. In the ordinary design activity'

thcre are conflicting conditions designers musl

mrnrge by cotìstraint satislaction. In addition, it is
important to pltn the rction sequence to solve

divided subgoals (Gofuku, 1993). This is closely

relrted with the priority of goals. Table I

summarizes the irtformalion to be represented in

the goal layer. The notaliorl of these relatiolls is

shown in Fig. 3. The 'quantity specification' of a
goal represents quantitative conditions that the

functions directly contìecled to the goal should

satisfy. A 'support coltdition' represenls the

conditional relafiolt bclween two goals' The set of

3-a) symPathy relation

4) des¡gn pnor¡ty

@--<--@
G2 G1

Fig. 3. Syrnbology of goals/subgoals relationships

support conditiorls fonns a tree of suffìcient

conditions. Among the relations listed, the support

relation is represented implicitly by and can be

derived from the condition-achievement relations in

the cunent MFM. V/hen the achievement of a goal

has some influences to the achievement of another
goal, the two goals ue in a 'dependency relation'.

There are two kinds of dependency relation, that is,

'sympathy relation' and 'conflict relation' according

to the sign of . ittfluences. O¡le must specify the

priority of the goals when the goals are in conflict

relation.

4.IMPLEMENTATION OF

TFIE HYBRID PMNOMENA TMORY

The HPT (Woods, l99l; 1993) integrates fhree

types of knowledge, that is, topoiogicai,
phenomenological, and behavioral aspects of a

system. The HPT generates sttte spâce equations

so that behavior of a system can be calculated from

the syrnbolic descriptions of its structure and

phenomenological knowledge. The idea of the HPT

comes out from a symbolic framework derived from

the Qualitative hocess Theory (QPT) (Forbus;

1984) and the HPT extends the QPT in the

direction of quantitative reasoning' The basic

representationrl entity in the HPT is the 'influence'

int¡oduced in the QPT. Influences express how the

value of a given varirble is affected by one or a set

of other variables when an event occurs such as

boiling, or switching on an electric component in

1 ) quant¡ty specif iætion

^ 
G1. obtainlng steam

V' ¡mass (steam) > 1 kgl

@e

2) support reiat¡on

fO}-_>{Q¡ (ìlì-s^srrpponcrl

dZ - ^v 
(,1

3-Þ) confl¡ct relat¡on
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G2 G1
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G1 G2

(ì I hæ nxrre
priorit¡, thu G2

contents of ¡nformationlnformatron about goals

quantilative ænsÙaints the f unctlons
d¡reclly connecled to a goal should satisly

1) quantitative
specificatlon

rnformation aboul ttle c¡nditlonal relatron

among goals
2) support relation

3) dep€ndency relatlon

a) sympâthY relation

b) confl¡ct relâtion

there are some rnfluences among goals
in the point of goal achievement
achievement ol oæ goal helP another goal

to be achieved
achievement of one qoal prevent another
to Þe ach¡eved

4) design prionty
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the systcm. An influence gives rise to a term in a
stîle space equation in the FIPT although it
specifies what can cause a quantity (lhe
representatiorr o[ a prrameter for an object) to
change in the QPT. There are two kinds of
influences called 'algcbraic influence' and 'dynamic
influence'. An algebraic influe¡rce specifìes how
the influenced value is computed from a set of
influencing variables. On the other hand, a

dynamic influence specilìes how a term affecting
the dcrivafive of the influenced va¡iable is
computed.

Woods (1993) mentions several applications of the
HPT. One uselul application ol it is to be utilized
as a method to derive m¡ìthematical equations
describing a system's be havior by combining
qualitative reasoning and numerical calculation.
The present authors apply thc t{PT to calculate the
behavior of a designed systcm in order to check the
satisftrclion of its design goals, conditions and
constraints.

The prescnt authors have implernented (he HPT in
Smallt¡rlk-80 (Objecrworks/Smalltalk (ParcPlace
Systcms, L992)). Ar rhe presenr srage of rhe
implementltion, there are some resfrictiolrs for the
specificalion of knowledge used in the HPT. In
addition, the authors use a straightforward
approach to implemerrt the subsumption
mechmism of HPT lo ensure consistcrrcy of derived
sfÍìle space equations in cases where two or more
objects (parts/components) are treated irr orre object.
This is llased olt the considcrltion lhût it is unusurl
to treat several objects in one object and to make
detailcd equations for one objccf arnong the objects.
Woods (1993) points out thÍìt the straightlorward
approach has significant side-effects. In spite of
this it is applied in the current implementation.
The authors have developed an additiollal pÍÌrt, thÍìt
is, generating C language cocle to calculafe the
system bch¡rvior fro¡n lhe generaled stûte-space
equations.

J. E,AAIUJ.LT, DESIUN I'KUbLb,M5

This Scction discusses tvrlo example design
protrlcms: ( I ) a hotplate systern discussed by Woods
(1993) and (2) a cenlral heaf irrg sysrem. The MFM
model and the behavior calculation are discussed
for the example (l). Orrly lhe MFM model is
shown for the example (2).

5.1. Hotnl¡rte Exrmnle

This example is 'to desiglt a system producing
steam of 0.5 kg in 20 minutes after switching on
the electric system'. The reason the authors adopt

the example is that lhe knowledge and data of the
hotplate example described in Woods (1993) can be
used in the HPT part of this function-based design.

A designer may specily the main goal G0 (getting
sterun) and represent goals and functions
relationships as the mass flow structure in Fig. 4
(a). Then, the goal Gl (water is boiled) is
connected as the condilion of mass transfer funcf ion
and this goal is achieved by an energy flow
structure. G2 (water is contained) is a goal for the
mass storage. Because water can not be energy
sink if it does not exist, the goal G3 (water exists) is

a condition of energy sink. This goal is achieved by
the mass structure and therefore this chain of
achievement and conditiort relations fonns a loop in
the MFM model.

Secondly, suitable parts/components are assigned to
functions, although several possible candidates
corresponding to the fultctions are supposed. By
serrching the parts/components, suppose the
'wûler', two 'pans', and two 'hotplates' are selected.
The mass capacities of the two prns are different
('pan-l': 0.45 kg, 'pan-2': 0.6 kg). The output
powers of the two hotplates a¡e different ('pan-1': I
kW, 'pan-2': 1.5 kW). The designer will selecr
'pan-2' and 'hotplate-2' because 'pan- l' can nof store
the water of 0.5 kg and the hotplate with greater
heating capacity is better in the restricted time for
production of steam. The assignment results are
represented in the st¡ucture layer as shown in Fig. 4
(b). During the component assignment, the
designer recognizes that the mass storûge and
energy sink should be realized by the srme
ptrt/component. The struclural requiremenl'watcr
container' and. the energy storage iue also
recognized to be realized by the same
part/componenf . These recognitions are
represenled by the fine lines with arrows at both
ends in Fig. a (b).

In parallel with the component assignment, the
relationships among goals are represented in the
goal layer. The results a¡e shown in Fig.4(c). The
quanlity specilication ol Gl is described from the
viewpoint of physical dynamics. From the goals
and functions relatiolrships, one can obtain the
support relalions shown in the figure. The goals
Gl and G2 ue in a conflict relation because one
can not obtain the steam of 0.5 kg in 20 minutes if
the transferred energy per unit time to the wrter is
too small. Suppose Gl has higher priority than G2
in this case. This means that the system is
designed lo obtain the steam as much as the system
can produce in 20 minutes if the two goals are
inconsistent.

Finally, the satisfaction of all goals is checked
based on the behavior of the designed system. By
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(b) Structure layer

G0{mass(steam) >05k9.
obta¡nrng rn 20 m¡n l

G3
{mass(water)
> 0.0 kgl

G1 len€rgy per unrt tme
is hmrtedl

(c) Goal layer
Fig. 4. MFM ¡nodel for hotplate exûlnple

using the authors' implernentation of the HPT, the
slate sptce equalions and their corresponding C
progmm are generíìled. The cÍìlculation results of
the designed systern's behavior indicates thrt the
sfeam of only 0.379 kg will be obtained in 20
minutes. This means thl¡t the goal G0 is not
satisfied. Then, the designer abarìdons the
satisfaction of the goal G2 by the priority setting
shown in Fig. 4 (c). The designer will choose 'pan-
l'. The calculaled behavior of the modilied system

based on re-generating the state space equations
indicates thrt the stearn of 0.405 kg will be

obtained in 20 minufes. The modified system is r
constraint salisfaction solution for the simple
design problem.

5.2. MFM Model of a Central Heating System

This example problem is 'to design a central
heating system mrintlining the temperature of
given room ût 20"C'.

Firstly, goal/subgoals ¿ìre recognized and the
functions to achieve the goals âre represented in the
function layer of the MFM model. A designer
specifies the main goal G0 (roorn temperature at 20

'C) and recognizes the need of energy trrnsport to
ihe room. Then. an energy structure to achieve the
goal is represented as shown by the upper energy
flow structure of Fig. 5 (a). The goal Gl (medium
is circulated) is connected as the conditions of the

energy transfer functions. The goal Gl is achieved
by the circulation circuit and this is represented as

shown by the upper mass {low structure. Because

the medium (water) can not tp circulated without
adding force, one of the two mass transport
functions should be conditioned by the goal G2
(work is done). This goal is achieved by the lower
erìergy flow structure in the figure. The goal G3
(rnedium is available) is recognized to be necessary

in start-up time and in an anornalous situation such

as medium leakage. This goal is achieved by the

bottom mass flow structure.

Then, the detailed information of each goal is given
and relationships among goals are explicitly
represenled in the goal layer of MFM model.

The information in the structure layer is

represented as shown in Fig. 5 (b). For example,
the energy slorage function EStl and the mass

storage function MStl is recognized to be realized
by the same component. The bold lines and an

Íurov/ connecting them indicate that the designer
decides to use the same medium (water) in these
parts. The medium realizes the energy sink
function ESi2 and this fact is indicated by the fìne
li¡le with Íurows connecting ESi2.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a combinÍìtion of the MFM and

f he HPT to execute a 'function-based design'
efficiently for the 'class 2 design' of an engineering
system within the process contlol domain. The
MFM is applied to support designers to express

necessrry information of a design. The multi-
layers composition of a MFM model and the
representat¡on of the relrtionships among
goals/subgoals a¡e shown to be able to represent
systematically the necessary information. The HPT
is applied to calculafe system behavior needed in
the 'test' part of design activity. Two simple design
exercises by the proposed combin¡lion of MFM and
HPT are discussed.
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The authors Ílre presently developing (l) a
knowledge-based subsyslem to indicate to a
designer suitable parts/components to a function or
a set of funcfions and (2) a graphical interface to
input a multi-layers MFM model on a workstation.
In addition, a subsystem to check design producrs is
ncedcd to be developed to complete the knowledge-
based desigrìer support system for function-based
designs.
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Abstr¿ct: I¡ tfie paper a sinrulation enviroluuent for evaluation of knou'ledge based fault diagnostic

systeurs is preseuted. The contribution deals u'ith the concept of the environment that provides an

integration of qualitative and quantitative nlodels. Tlús concept is presented on a simulated water-

coluuur processcontrolled by feedback. The sinlulation enviro¡rment is used to evaluate the potentials

of Multilevel Florv Modclling (NßM) approach to s)'stenr diagnosis. The environment is realized

withiu tlte real-tinle expert sysfellt tool G2.

Kc¡'n,ords: Fault diagnosis, uu¡ltilevel florv ntodels, silllulation. model-based reasoning,

I. INTRODUCTION

The nnin issue in desigrúng a fault detection and

diagnosis systenì is rvlnt kind of ¡rlodels are needed

for a particular process ill order to analt'ze and solve

the fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) problent

successfullt. In addition, oue has to tlúrft of the

follou'ing:
- knouledgc about Ðste¡ìI. process or oblcct: it

could be anall'tical (in tenlrs of first principles)

or empirical relating to rvlnt is obtained

directly' froltt experience,
- perception of faulty behaviour: a set of

features, s)'lììptonts and patlenu tlnt are

assigned to a fault)' beluviour and

- decision about faults: a patlt frorn observable

svnìptoms to a class of faults.

A plethora of ntodels is available to solve this

problenq ranging front purell' qualitative to

analytical (quantitative). In this paper. two diffcrcnt
gpes of utodels lnve been used ill ordcr to

understand diagnostic problenx.

First nlodels are used instead of a real physical '
syste¡n. Tlrey are integrated in tlte concept of the

proposcd "sitrrulation environment", lvhere they can

support two differeltt tasks: to understand the

principles of process and diagnostic analysis and to

nlodel a process used in a validation phase of a
diagnostic Eystem. The latter provides a qualitative

presentation of a process. A Multilevel Flow
Modelling (NßÌO approach (Larssor¡ 1992; Lind,
i988) is useci to suppori reasoning about sympio¡lrrs

and faults. From that point of view it acts as a part

of a diagnostic expert system.

This paper is structured as follows. In the second
part the concept of sitnulation environment is briefly
outlined. Basic ideas of MFM approach to the

diagnosis are stressed in the tlúrd part. As a case

stud)', MFM diagnostic approach is evaluated on a
sinrulated water column process in the founh part.

Following the experience obtained from the

si¡uulation envirolullent, some ideas for further
iurprovenrent of the MFM diagnostics are presented

in the fifth part. Tlrc paper ends up with concluding
renrarks.
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2. CONCEPT OF THE SIMULATON
ENVIRONMENT

Under the notion of sinlulation eu\,irorìllìcrìt we
mean a set of integrated tools and lnethodologies that ,
serve to solve certain problenr by nìearìs of
simulario¡r (Juriðió et â1.,199.1; Krascvec et al.,199{).

When setting the concept of the envirorutìent we
tried to account for the tluee inrportant concepts
(Cellier, 1990; Ölren and Zeiglcr. 1979; Matko
et.al.1992):

concept of separation of the nrodel from
experiment u,lúch iurplies flexibility and
simplicity,

concepl of nrodularity (particular urúts occur in
the self-co¡rtained blocks that fit the input-
output specificatio¡t),

concept of experinrental franle (refers to the
abiliçv of the si¡lrulation enviro¡unent to
enable experinrents on the ntodel that highliglrt
the relevant âspccts of tlte problenr).

In order to nìeet thcse requirenlents tlìe simulation
envirorullent nurst incorporale :

a) ntodular orgarúzrtion.
b) object - orie¡rted stnrcture and
c) it nìust be "opclì". i.e. it ntust allon, inclusion

of the huumll factor.

For these reasons thc sinrulation envirorullent is
inrplenrenled in G2 (GenSy,m Co., 1992). G2
conlbines tluee paradigms: nlle - base inference,
object - oriented prograuuuiug and procedural
progranurúug. Because of tlrose features, we
recogrúzed it as a tool u'lúch is appropriate for
implementing the concepl of si¡uulation enviro¡uncnt
togctlrer n'ith all the requirernents denunded.

fte sinlulation enviro¡uneul consists of the tluee
¡lifforarrr n'rÀ i-.1-^^-nnrrt "'a'l"l-- /Ë:^ t\.(.¡rs r¡ruwPvrrqL¡rt rtrvg(¡t!ù u ¡6. ¡,r,
- a sinrulated process nrodt¡le,
- an alann definition nrodule alld
- a fault diagnosis module.

Tlte sintuloted process nlodulc represeuts the process
belnviour under nonnal u,orkiug conditiolu in the
closed loop. A model, n'lúch i¡lcludes the important
ph¡'sical structurc of thc s1'stcnl. is uscd. A process
is described irì tenr$ of its conrponents aud rclatiorm
tlmt e)iist betu,een theut.

Each process conrponent is nlodcllcd separatel¡'as
an object inside G2 $,ith its ou'n behaviour and
attributes. The u'af in rvhich a conìponent behavcs,

is described by physical (analytical) equations and
qualitative rules. Behaviour of the whole system is
generated by the analysis of internal beluviour of
each component along with relations to other
conìponents.

3ll¡UtAtEO
FñOCEls OAIA

a-rñl¡s

Fig.l. Rcalizrtion of the MFM diagnostic ES and
its place in the sinrulation environment

Measr¡renlents of process variables constitute basic
i¡fommtiou for diagnosis. The diagnostic methods
developed on the MFM nlodels need as an input a
set of nleasured flow signals. But measurements do
not al$'ays relate directly to the level of process
representation (flow values of the MFM functions),
therefore also other types of information must be
used. They can be obtained with one of the
follou'ing nìetlìods: additional sensors, additional
esti¡rmtion using data traluformation (parameter or
st.lte estinution nlethods, statistical methods) or
additional evaluation based on human observations.

Independently of a sirnulated process module, the
^t^...-- )^¿--:/: --- ,,, - ,- , l-,, r.tuttilt .tvJuiltrun t,tuuute lus oeell qevelopgo. A
procedure for each modelled component has been
dehned, wlúch prescribes the way for obtaining the
data fronl its observable variables. The alarm
delidtion ¡nodule performs also a detection function,
Rules rvith "crisp" alann lilnits have been used.

The simulated process has been used to test the
effìcienc1, t,ith wlüch the diagnostic system can
recogrúze possible causes of nulfunctioning. From
tlús point of vierv it is possible to simulate different
faulry' behaviours of the process. All possible fauls
o¡l the plrysical components are known beforehand.
For every possible fault a procedure, which
introduces this fault into the corresponding physical
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component, is irnplemented in tlre /au lt modulc. For

so¡ne faults, it is also possible to dclitrc its

"nìâgnitude". By activating tlte procedure the

correspondittg fault is injected in the sirnulated

process.

3. T}IE MFM APPROACH TO FAULT
DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS

Multilevel Flow Modelling QvfFM) nrethodolog)' luìs

been introduced b1' Lind (Lind, 1988). In the MFM
approach the process is represented by nteans of sets

of intenelated florr' structures describing nuss and

enerry at different levels of abstraction. At the

highest level, general objectives of a parlicular
process are described. At the lo*'er levels tltese

objectives are decolnposed into nlore specific

functiom and eventually into the phl'sical

components (Lind, 1988). The representation is

suitable for contint¡ot¡s processes rrltereas the

topology of the nnss and energ¡' flon's is descnbed.

Hence tlte relevant qualitative aspects of plattt

function in certain operation¿ìl reginte are

encountered.

Goals, functiols and conìpolìellts depend on each

other and can be put in relÍìtiotts b1' nteans of the

aclúeve (or aclúeve by control). condition and realize

relatio¡u. Based on MFM graphs tluee different

strategies for detcctio¡r and diagnosis lnve been

proposed (Larsson.1992): for lììeasltrellìelìl

validation. alantt arull'sis arrd diagrtosis.

A significant contribution to the implcrlrcntation of
the MFM ntethodolog¡' lus been dorle b;' Larsso¡r

(Larsson,l992) tluough tlrc design of an MFM
Toolbox n'ithin G2. It co¡rsists of the t$'o parts:

¡uodule for developing an MFM nrodcl of the

process (defi¡útion of data structures and

graphic elenrenls for building MFM graplt).

a nlodule u'itlt a ntle base tlmt perfontrs a

diagnostic reasotúng task. Several groups of
rules and procedttres are intpletttented: a n¡le

base for s)'lìtâx control of MFM nlodels,

me¿¡sureltìcltt validatiotr, alann anall'sis,

col$equence propagation and fault diagnosis'

The Toolbox has ben developed by Larsson as pÍ¡rt

of his thesis u'ork and n'as urade available to the

Control Laboratory at Delft Universiry of
Teclurolog¡ as part of a nluttlal rcsearch exclnnge.

In the Toolbox the algorithnrs for diagnosis are

independent of tlte process description. Therefore,

the developer of the expert Ð'stettl ¡leeds only to
construct a¡r MFM tttodel for his process using the

Toolbox.

4. A CASE STUDY: A SIMULATED
LABORATORY PLANT UNDER CONTROL

1.1. Process descriplion

The laboratory plant consists of a large container
(see Fig. 2). from rvlúch water is pumped via pipes

and valves into tlrc water column (Butler, 1990).

SI

Fig.2. A $'ater - level Process

Valve 53 is control valve connected via an

electropneunutic tral$ducer to the control computer.

Valve 52 (by-pass valve) is necessary to protect the

punrp front blocking rvhen 53 is closed. Valve Sl
detemúnes the water outflorv from the column.The

$'ater lcvel in the coluuul is measured using a

pressure se¡rsor at tlte bottom of tlte water column.

4.2. lvlFitl model of the laboratory plant

Process analysis u'as performed using a semantic

nenvork to understand the topological and functional

structure of the process. As a result, the MFM
representation is obtained as shown in Fig 3.

Tlre nain goal (Gl) is'. "Keep the level of lhe water

in the column at the rcquireti posiiion." Îús main

goal can be aclúeved by the flow network (a water

flou') controlled by a manâger function (Ml). In this

case PI controller (PFl2) acting on tlrc control valve

is used.

Tlre prinrary flow circuit stårts at the source PFI
(u,ater container), continues through the transport

fu¡rction PF2 (pressure source), balance function

PF3, transport functiott PF4 (control valve) into the

slorage PF5 (rvater colunrn) and tluough the

transpon function PF6 (¡nanual valve) back to the

si¡rk PF7 (u'aler corttainer).
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pressure source works properly. In the MFM nlodel,
the transport functio¡r PF2 (punrp the u'ater) is
conditioned (Cl) by tlte subgoal G2: "Kecp the
punp runnins. " The transport function is available if
the subgoal is fulfìlled. Electrical erìergy needed to
run the punrp is described as arì enerry florv fronl a
source PF8 (power supply). via transport PF9,
power srvitch. and to the si¡ú PFIO, ntotor of the
pump.

lnlormalion llry

Ashieve by
cØlrol

M1

G3

Enelgy llow

Waler liow

G2

Energy llow

Fig.3. The MFM nlodel of thc process

ïre implementation of the colìtrol task (Ml) is
described as arì infonnation florv circuit.
Measuremcnts of laboratory process are pror,idcd
using an observer function PFll (sensor). The
decision about control action is nnde b1, a PI control
algoritlun (PFl2) and the control ou{put is
proceedcd to the control valve tluouglr tlle actor
function (PFl3).

Some functions are directll' rclated to the ph1'sical
components: PFI to the tì'ater contailler. PF2 to the
pressure source. PF4 to the control valve. PF5 to the
water colunul PF6 to the nnnual valve and PF7 to
the u'ater container. etc. In the u'atcr florv circuit
there is also an additional bala¡lce function (PF3). It
is not comected to an1, of the ph1'sical conrponents,
but it has to be present because of s1'ntax reasons.

Tlle MFM nrodel is a sirnplifìed representation of tlle
real process. The sinrplification depelrds on the
purpose of the nlodel. We lnve to be atvare tlnt a

diagnoslic systenr using a simplified ulodel can not
recogúze faults in tlle umrodeled parts of the
system.

4.3. kperimental results

In order to evaluate the diagnostic systenr based on
MFM of the plant a series of experirnents is

performed on the sintulated process rururing in
parallel with the MFM diagnostic expert system
imide G2 (Znidar5ið, 1993).

ïre follorving assumptions have been made:
a) all possible faults of the components are

previously k¡rown and modelled by mears of
changes in parameters of the process model,

b) deliberate sensor configurations could be
applied,

c) sensors are functioning correctly and
d) the process operates in the steady stâte.

The first assumption is relevant for completion of the
process si¡uulator and not for the MFM based
diagnosis wlúch inrplicitly encounters a set of
possible faults (e.g. leaks, breakdown in energ/
supply, etc.). Assumptioru c) and d) $urantee thât
only conrponent faults provoke alarms, othenvise the
MFM based diaguostic module can be confused, i.e.
can put in relation alanrs with the component faults.

A set of experinrents have been done, each
encountering the follou'ing steps:

l. Define tlìe set of measurable process quantities
(levels, flou,s. etc.).

2. Start the process sirnulation by defining the
refereuce value for the water level in the column.
Wait until the process reaches the steady - state,

3. Trigger a single fault or a combination of
faults in the sinrulated water-level process,

4. Apply the MFM diagnostic expert systerL rvhich
mrs in parallel with tlrc simulated process to
diagnose nnlfunctiodng of the simulated
process.

5. Analt'se the diagnostic results by comparison of
the diagnostic explanation with actual causes of
nmlfunctioning.

The experimental results a¡e shown in Table 1. Each
experiment is defined by a set of injected faults and
a sel of process quantities available by
nìeasure¡neuts. As a result of each experiment a set
of rcvealed faults is produced (dashed cells). Injected
faults and nleasurable quantities are marked withu.". Tick rxrr denotes those quantities the
qualitative states of wlúch could be communicated
by'the operator.

The obtained results could be summarized as

follows. Diagnostic precision depends on the site of
faults and sensor positions (measurable quantities).
Generally, with increase of the measurement sites
relevant to the attributes in MFM model the
diagnostic precision increases. Tlús holds pa¡licularly

o-N-G
c2

cl

ffi
PÊA PFg ÞFC
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in cases when measurable attributes are closcly

related to the failed conìponelìt. If tlús is not the

case sonìe of the alants luve to be guessed and. as

a consequence, \ryrollg fault isolation could cnlerge.

Multiple faults catt be diagnosed rvhe¡t the alann

situation can not be explained rvith onl¡' one fault.

INJECTEÞ FAIJLTS

Table l. Experintental results

The treatntellt of alanlx related lo tltc florv fturction
depends on the intenal u'ithin l'lúclt the¡' are

transferred lo tlìe MFM lltodcl. As soon as a

symptom in the siurulated process is recogrúsed, tlte

corresponding alann is transferred to the MFM
nrodel. Alanll on the flo*' function should be

assigned as a prinur-r' failcd. Later o¡1. allother nerv

alann is discovered in the ¡uodel. In tlús case. the

fault propagation algoritlut.t gt¡esses also the failttre
state of the first one orily as a consequence of tlús

neu' alann. Because the prinury failcd fturction is

covered u ith a secondary failed one as a result of
propagation rules. sonle infontlation about faults can

be lost. The problenl is refereed to as a "loss of
diagnostic discri¡lúnation". When tlús problent

appears, the diagnosis of nralfunctiorúng is correct

but is not contplete.

Furthemrore, the concept of goals in the MFM

Ð'ntax is questionable in case of feedback s)'stens,
e.g. in case of leak in the colt¡nut the goal Gl rvill
be maintaiued by feedback (the controller u'ill force

the puntp to provide tttore $'ater). Malfunctiotúng
can be recogrúzed fronl tlte control voltage clnnges,

but the diagnostic system does not use tlús additional

information. It will react too late. For example, if
PF6 is decreased (due to stuck Sl), feedback will
force PF4 to decrease as well. MFM diagrrostic

nlodule might be confused and look for causes of
decreased florvs both on outlet and ir¡let of the water

coluuul (branch with pump and control valve).

"OBSERVAEILE' AUANTITI ES

If there ryere no feedback, MFM would properly

identi$ the outlet branch as source of fault. How to
encounlcr feedback in MFM diagnostic inference is

an issue for further research.

5. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER
ENHANCEMENTS

The potentials of MFM nrethodologr for diagnostics

are not fully classified yet. Anyway, MFM is an

intcresting process representation wiúch couid be

associated to a hierarchy of objects and groups of
objects convenient for vertical and horizontal

diagnostic searches. Tluough tlús study some issues

open lo further research have been identified.

MFM representation operates with flows topologr.
Tlús is bul one aspect of the system behaviour
rvlúch oflen reflects only a part of causal

relationslúps in the system. For example, the MFM
modcl in Fig.3 is in principle not able to account for
irfomration about pressures in the circuit. That

mearc thal conect diagrosis could be expected or¡ly

in tlnse compo¡rcnts whose causal relationships

could be described only by flows (e.g. in water
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2 r¡ (D

3 - ID
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container or u,ater colu¡ruì). Bul ill case of puntps
the flou' alone could lead to i¡ference onl1, about
failures (e.g. pump blocked). In case of faults (e.9.

increased friction in the bearings of the puntp)
proper diagnosis is possible provided the pressure

drop on the punrp is available, u,lmt is beyond the
scope of MFM.

It can be concluded that diagnostic "discrinúnation"
of MFM is quite loose. For exantple, valve and
pump linked in series are regarded as a nlodule tlut
carry out the transport function. Any degradation of
this function (detected tluough the prinrary alamr)
can be assigned to the ntodule but not
unambiguousll' neither to valve nor to the punrp.

In order to increase the diagnostic discrinúnatio¡r
additional diagnostic procedures should be applied
depending on u'lut nleasurerììe¡ìt data are at disposal.
ïrat means tlut MFM perfonm only a part of (op -
doivn diagnostic search. Tlre search on the lorrest
level should be done by other approaches (e.g. fault
trees or paranleter estiuution nrelhod).

A way to increase the diagnostic efficiency (i.e.
shorterúng of the tinre required lo ret,eâl a fault) in
current MFM approach n,ould be b1, ntaking use of
mathenutical ntodels (e.g. static nrodels) of the
process u'hen setting alanlu. I¡r that case the goal
should be fonuulated as "keep the process itr the
working point" so thal the diagnostic search rvill be
triggered whcnet,er tlús goal is violatcd. Note that
tlús does nol irfluence the diagnostic discriurinatiou.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The contribution of this paper regards tlre concept of
sinrulation envirolunent, which can be used to
understand FDD probleuls. The nuin tasks tlnt the
system developer can perfontr using sinrulation
enviromrenl concenìs the anall'sis of the diagnostic
on one side aud evaluation of a FDD systern.
Therefore, thc main features of such experiurental
envirorunent âre nrodular orgarúzrtior\ object
oriented structure and possibilities to include hunran
operator.

By perfontúng experinrerìts olì a sinlulatcd rvarer
level process u'itlun the sinlulation enviro¡unent
sonte properties of MFM approach lo diagnosis lnYe
been evaluated. The advantage of MFM is
decomposition of the process in the hierarchl' of
goals. functioru and co¡nponen(s. Tlús leaves the
opportu¡úties for top - don'n diagnostic search.
Horvever, experinlelìts indicale that MFM has
restricted potentiÍ¡ls in u'lnl regards diagnostic
discrinúnatio¡r si¡rce it relies on florv topology rvlúch
is just a part of causal relatio¡u iu the process.
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MULTI.PARADIGM REASONING FOR MOLECULAR BEAM
EPITAXY CONTROL
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Hughes Research Laboratories, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu, CA 90265' USA

Abstract. We discuss the application of AI and Knowledge Based Systems technology to

process control for Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). The key is the use of a multi-

paradigm expert system architecture combining case-based and rule-based reasoning. This

architeiture addresses traditional issues in knowledge based systems technology,

especially difficulties in knowledge acquisition and the brittleness of traditional rule based

systems. To date this work has covered both IVVI and IIW material.

Key Words. Aritficial intelligence; expert systems; inference processes; information

sciencet knowledge engineering.

1. GOALS
The multi-paradigm system is used to

capture expertise in MBE growth design

and operation. The inputs include layer

compositions, thicknesses and doping

profiles; i.e. the desired structure's

description. The output of the system is a

schedule of MBE operating parameter

values appropriate to growing the desired

structure. Source temperatures, substrate

temperature and shutter sequences afe

examples of such Parameters.

This accomplishes several goals. Cunent

MBE growth systems require Ph.D.-level
personnel to determine the pafameters

required for successful growth runs. One

goal of our system is to enable less skilled

personnel to determine the growth
parameters necessary to achieve a desired

structure; or at least allow them to operate

with as little expert intervention as possible.

In a similar fashion, the system allows a

highly skilled expert to achieve a given

structure with less trial and enor. All of
this cuts costs and allows experts to

concentrate on further research.

Finally, the system is useful as a knowledge
store. This is valuable to individual experts

and at a laboratory level as a way to
preserve expertise independent of the
movement of personnel. One use of
knowledge storing is in the university
setting, where graduate students leave on a
regular basis;'such a system could preserve

their knowledge and pass it on to the next
generation bringing them quickly along the

learning curve. This is of obvious
importance in industry as well.

2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
- GENERAL APPROACH

The multi-paradigm reasoning architecture
combines a particular knowledge structure
and inferencing method.

Although the architecture can be used to
produce a traditional backward or forward
chaining rule-based system, it can also

combine a set of rules with a case-based

reasoner. For a general account ofcase
based reasoning (that does not involve the
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addition of rules as in our multi-paradigm
system) see Kolodner et al. (1989) and
Slade (1991). This is the main, and unique,
feature of the inferencing method. Cases

that represent previously solved problems,
called exemplars, are stored. These
exemplars consist of a set of input values
and a corresponding output set. With each
exemplar there is associated, through a

hierarchy, a set of rules. The rules represent
the theory, or domain knowledge, that is
relevant to that exemplar; some rules may
be shared by more than one exemplar. For
a given exemplar, E, the rules associated
with E, when applied to E's inputs, yield E's
outputs. V/hen a problem is presented to
the system it is matched against the
exemplars using the case-based reasoner.
Roughly speaking, the output that is derived
is that which is generated by the rules of the
most closely matching exemplar.
(Alternatively, one may wish to receive
several outputs from the n closest matching
exemplars.) Essentially, the exemplars act
as a filter for which set of rules to apply to a
problem.

The output for a problem case is not, in
general, the same as that of any of the
exemplars, but is based on the rules of the
closest exemplar (or exemplars). The
reason for the difference is, ofcourse, that
the input parameters of the problem case ¿ìre

most likely different than the input
parameters of even the closest matching
exemplar. Therefore, the rules of the
closest matching case will derive a different
output than that which is on the closest
matching exemplar.

To understand the advantage of the multi-
paradigm approach, one must consider a

common problem with attempting to
produce a standard rule base. Typically
experts cannot explain precisely why they
make a particular decision. They can give
some rough rules of thumb, but there are

often contexts under which such rough rules
do not apply. Furthermore, it is difficult for
experts to characteúze,in any precise

fashion, what all of the exceptions to the
rules are. V/ith a standard rule based
system this is a serious stumbling block to
knowledge acquisition. If one enters the
rules without knowing the exceptions, then
they fire too often; they fire in cases where
an exception holds. If one tries to acquire a
complete and consistent set of rules, one
typically finds that the expert cannor
provide them, or that it is simply too much
of a burden. Issues surounding knowledge
acquisition and encoding when developing
an expert system with a straight rule based
architecture have been well documented in
the past (e.g. Aikins, 1983; Aikins, 1993;
Hayes-Roth et aL,1983; Stefik et a1.,1982:
Srefik et a1.,1993).

With the multi-paradigm system, the expert
describes a previously solved problem (its
inputs and outputs) and then states the rules
(domain knowledge) applicable to it. For
an early account of a multi-paradigm
approach see Aikins (1983). The experr
never needs to explicitly describe what the
exceptions to the rules are. It is only
necessary to give a case description and the
rules that hold for it; it is not necessary to
say what it is about a given case that makes
the associated rules the proper ones. Then
other cases are described where other rules
hold; again it'is not necessary to describe
why different rules hold in the different
cases.

Since rules are associated with particular
exemplars, they are used only in those
contexts where thev are- annrnnriefp. nnf in
contexts that represent an exception to
them. Because of this association with
exemplars there is no need for the rules to
be consistent across exemplars, whereas
consistency would be demanded, and often
extremely difficult to obtain, in a traditional
rule-based system.

As there is no need to write individual rules
that extend over an entire domain space, the
multi-paradigm architecture handles areas
of rapid change, or even discontinuities, in
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the space well. This is because one can

write rules that are entirely different, even

conflicting, to cover different areas of the

problem space, and then associate them

with exemplars that draw a particular input
problem to the appropriate rule set. This
will be illustrated below.

3. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
- SPECIFIC CASE

The structures grown consists of ten to

fifteen layers of different semiconductor
materials. Each layer is described by its
composition, thickness and doping density,

and an entire structure is grown layer by
layer. The parameters that control the

growth include shutter timings, cell and

substrate temperatures and ramp-rates. For
the multi-paradigm expert system, an input
consists of the desired structure's

description, that is its layer sequence.

One prima facie approach would be to store

descriptions of previously grown structures

as exemplars and match the desired

structure against them. It was found,
however, that the growth parameters for
each layer depend only on its composition,
thickness and doping density and on the

composition of its adjacent layers and the

substrate used; the rest of the structure is

irrelevant to growing a particular layer. So,

to determine the growth parameters for each

layer, and hence for the whole structure, we

need only match each layer and its adjacent

layers to previously grown layers and their
arliar:ent levers: we need not mateh entire

'eJr^¿t 
ltv 

'

structures.

The exemplars therefore consist of triples of
layers from previously grown structures

instead of whole structures, and we match

triples of layers from the desired structure

against these exemplars. The exemplar

triples contain descriptions of the center

layer, for which the growth parameters have

been determined, and the layers below and

above it. A triple from the desired structure

consists of descriptions for the center layer,

for which one is trying to derive the growth
parameters, and the layers below and above
it. If the entire desired structure consists of
n layers, then there are n triples from which
one derives the growth parameters for the n
layers. (In the description of a triple, the
layers below or above a given layer may
include the substrate, or if we are at the end
of the structure, the empty layer.)

Matching on triples, instead of entire
structures, has the advantage that one
previously grown structure provides many
exemplars, and one can grow structures
unlike any previously grown ones, and still
make use of past experience. This is
because although a given entire stn¡cture
may not look anything like a previously
grown one, each of its triples may look
much like some triple in some previously
grown structure. This allows a relatively
few previously grown structures to cover a

wide range of the case space.

A set of rules is specified and stored with
each exemplar. These rules are the ones

that the expert deems relevant for
determining the growth parameters for the
exemplar's center layer. When a problem
case, i.e. a structure for which one is
attempting to derive the growth parameters,

has one of its triples match closely to an

exemplar, the rules associated with that
exemplar are applied in order to determine
the growth parameters necessary for
growing the desired triple's center layer.

Some rules m-av be assoeiated with more----- -----J -- -

than one exemplar. In fact, there are a few
rules that apply to all exemplars. But one
of the main features of this approach is that
most rules are associated with just one
exemplar and need not be applicable to a
wide range of cases; they only need to be

applicable to cases that are similar to the
exemplar with which they are associated.

This exemplar-rule structure allows one to
use relatively simple rules. One never has

to struggle to determine complicated
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general rules that form a complete and

consistent rule set. General rules are

included only if they are simple to acquire

and code. Often, generality is sacrificed for
simplicity in the rules and the case

matching acts as a filter so that limited rules

of thumb are not utilized in domains that
fall beyond their scope.

Here is an example to illustrate. The
following is one of the exemplars, call it
El, that we have stored in the current
system.

InGaAs, undoped 42L

AlAs, undoped 24A

InGaAs, undoped 15Ä

Now assume that we wish to grow the

following structure, call it S 1.

InGaAs, n+ 2000.Â,

InGaAs, n 500Ä

InGaAs, undoped 17A

AlAs, undoped 30.4

InGaAs, undoped 45Å

AlAs, undoped 30Å

InGaAs, undoped 17 L

InGaAs, n 500Å

InGaAs, n+ llrm

TnÞ crrhef¡afe.

Layer 4 (counting up from, but not
including, the substrate) in S1 is AlAs and
its relevant triple is

InGaAs, undoped 45Å.

AlAs, undoped 30Ä,

InGaAs, undoped 17 L

lVe see that this triple matches closely to
81. Hence the system will use the rules
from El to set the growth parameters for
layer 4 in S 1. For example, the following
rule, rule-1, is associated with El, as well
as some other exemplars, for setting the Al
cell shutter time.

If
Desired Substrate is InP,

Then
Al_Cell_Shutter_Time =
[(Stored_Al_Cell_Shut_Time x

Desired_Layer_Thickness )/
Stored Layer_Thicknessl

Where Stored*Al_Cell*Shut_Time and
Stored Layer_Thickness are variables that
take on the values of the Al cell shutter time
and stored layer thickness for El. This
same rule is associated with more than one
exemplar and these variables take on
different values when used with different
exemplars.

A similar rule, using an appropriate
constant, derives the Al cell shutter timing
for a different substrate.

Rule-l is very simple, and it is only
applicable in cases very similar to El. We
can utilize such a simple rule only because
the case matcher filters when it is used. For
example, when we attempt to grow layer 7
from S1, it will not match well against El,
but rather some other exemplar. Thus the
rules from this other exemplar, and not rule-
1, will be used.
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Without the multi-paradigm approach, that

is in a straight rule based system, rules such

as rule-1 would be disastrous. Rule-l does

not even contain any mention in its

antecedent that we are attempting to grow a

layer with an Al component. Consider what

would happen in a straight rule based

system if rule-1 were present. rüy'hen we

went to grow layer 7, rule I would fire and

open the Al shutter even though no Al is
desired in layer 7.

Without the multi-paradigm approach, we

would need to encode rules that were much

more complicated than rule-1. For example

a rule such as rule-1* below.
If

Substrate is InP
Desired Composition

Contains Al
Desired Thickness is T + AT
Desired Doping DensitY is D
Al Cell Temperature is C + ÂC

As Cell Temperature is C'+ AC'

Then
Al Shutter Time = F0

'Where after the equality sign would come

some function of the parameters in the

antecedent of the rule.

There are several features to notice about

rule-lx. First, it contains much more

information in its antecedent than rule-1,

and some of the quantities in its antecedent

are not input parameters. For example, Al
cell temperature is not an input parameter, it
ic a arnrr¡th ñârqñêfÞr fhqt rve are fn¡ino fo¡ò q Ël v w l¡¡ ysÀ s¡¡¡vlv

derive. Since some of the parameters in

rule-1* are not input parameters we are

forced to derive their values from yet other

rules. That is, in a straight rule based

system we would need to have considerable

chaining amongst the rules.

One way to look at it is that the cases

contain a great deal of the expertise in the

system, and this expertise needs only be

filled out by a few simple rules for purposes

of extrapolating to similar cases. Once we

match to an exemplar a great deal is already
determined. For example, once we matched
to El, it was already determined what the
Al cell temperature would be, it would be

the same as that used when El was grown,
and we did not need to consider it in the
rule to derive the Al cell shutter timing.
Hence we did not need to mention Al cell
temperature in the rule, nor did we need to
chain to another rule to derive Al cell
temperature.

Vy'e use the Al cell temperature of El
because in cases that are similar to E1, we
know, from our MBE experts, that we
should scale them by adjusting shutter
timings and not temperatures. For
exemplars that should be scaled by
changing a cell temperature, we utilize
other rules. But the point is, once the

system matches to an exemplar, a great deal

is determined. The rules at that point do not
need to do too much work. For example
they do not need to determine whether to
scale by temperature, or shutter timings, or
both, and then derive all of the relevant
values by chaining together.

A normal rule base must cover the entire
problem space, and this can be extremely
difficult if discontinuities are present. V/ith
the multi-paradi gm approach,
discontinuities are taken ca¡e of by utilizing
numerous rule bases, that contain differing
rules representing the differences from one
part of the problem space to another. The
issue of which rule base to use is then
decided by the case matcher. Although it is
difficult to measure, we have certainly
found that in many domains implementing
an expert system is far easier with the
multi-paradigm architecture than with a

straight rule base.

This multi-paradigm approach greatly
enhances, and essentially automates
knowledge acquisition. This is because

much of the knowledge is stored in the
exemplars, and the exemplars can be
automatically acquired from any standard
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computer file. (Even if they must be typed
in, it is still a simple task rhat does not
require an expert.)

Once the exemplars are acquired, one must
"manually" acquire the necessary rules from
the experts, but this is much system. It is
much easier to show an expert a stored
exemplar and ask how to scale it, than it is
to acquire the complete rule set that would
be necessary in a traditional rule based
system.
The expert need not give general, complete,
and consistent rules. Just rules of thumb for
scaling the particular exemplar in question.
We do not need, for example, complicated
rules defining when to scale by temperature,
when by shutter timings and when by both.

4. CONCLUSION
Whether or not the multi-paradigm
approach is superior to a traditional rule
base depends on both the availability of
data with which to form exemplars and the
complexity of the rules, if one were to write
a traditional rule base. Essentially, the
better one can cover the problem space with
exemplars, the less work the rules have to
do. So, if exemplars are easy to come by,
as they are in our MBE domain, and the
rules would be complicated in a traditional
rule base, then it is best to use the multi-
paradigm approach. However, if exemplars
are difficult to come by, and/or the rules for
a traditional rule base would be simple, then
a straight rule based system may be best.

The multi-paradigm architecture outlined
above is meant to achieve ease of
knowledge acquisition and encoding while
producing a system that can free expert time
and act as a knowledge store. It depends on
the development of a general reasoning
approach that has many uses. In the area of
process control we have thus far focused on
MBE, but the multi-paradigm architecture
promises to be useful in other control
domains as well.

This work was funded in parr by ARpA
under Agreement Number MDA972-93_H_
0005.
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CANCELLATION CONTROLLER BASED ON FUZZY
RELATIONAL MATRIX AND COMPARISON \MITH
OTHER CONTROL ALGORITHMS

Igor Skrjanc, Drago Matko
Faculty of Blectrical and Computer Engineering
TrZaõka 25, 61000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

Abstract. In the paper the cancellation controller based on the in-

.'"tr" t"rry relational model is presented. The inverse fuzzy relational

model is obtained using the input error model. The proposed algorithm

is implemented on nonlineal process which has varying time constant

and the plocess gain according to the operating point. The comparison

between th" .urr..llation controller based on inverse process fuzzy rela-

tional model and robust classical algorithms shows some advantages of

the first algorithm. The described algorithm can be a useful tool in the

case the nonlinear system control'

Keywords. fuzzy control, identification

1. INTRODUCTION

The cancellation coirtroller based on the
inverse luzzy relational model represents

one of approaches where the inverse dy-

namics model of the process plant is re-

quired. The inverse dynamics model ap-

proach to the control is very well known in
the area of the neural networks systems.

After introduction in the first section, in
the second section the identification algo-

rithm is presented. The model of the pro-

cess is represented by means of the luzzy
relational matrix with fuzzified input vari-

ables. In the first step of this identifica-
tion algorithm the input-output data of
dynamical system are collected. In the
next step the fuzzy variables should be

defined for all input and all output vari-

ables of the observed dynamical system.

All input-output data have to be fuzzifred,
because the algorithm deals with fuzzy val-

ues. The most important part of algorithm
is the definition of the Ltzzy model struc-

ture. The fiizzy relational matrix .El of the

observed process is calculated on the basis

of the fuzzified data. To obtain the opti-
mal relational matrix an optimisation al-

gorithm has to be used'

In the third section the cancellation con-

troller based on fii,zzy relational matrix
model is desoibed. Its application to a

nonlinear plant and comparison with ro-

bust PI and GPC algorithms is presented

in the fourth section. The nonlinearity of
the plant exhibits as variable process gain

and variable time constants.

2. THE FUZZY RELATIO-
NAL MATRIX MODEL

The cancellation controller in our case ls

based on the inverse finzy relation mod-
el. The fuzzy relational model could be
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obtained using the identification algorith-
m (4 ) which represents a slightly different
approach from that proposed by B.Czogala
and W.Pedricz (3 ). The key element of
this method is based on simplified defuzzi-
fication which could be in the case of two
input and one output model expressed as

I-Lt tlt Pijr;ja:ffi, (1)

where pij represents the element of ma-
trix S which is composed of input variables
fuzzy sets as follows

s: pLo p,, (2)

where p.,, and p.,, stand for fuzzy sets of
input variables z1 and u2, respectively and
o stands for compositional operator which
can be a simple scalar product or min op-
erator.

The dimension of S matrix which repre-
sents actually the structure of the mod-
el depends from the dimension of input
fuzzy sets p.,, and ¡t,u2. If the the dimen-
sion 1 x m for vector ¡t,u, and dimension
1 x n for vector pu2 aÍe assumed then the
dimension nr x n for the fuzzy data ma-
trix S is obtained. The fuzzy relational
matrix R, which represents the fuzzy rela-
tional matrix model of the process consists
of elements r;, described in equation I and
wherei:1,...)m and j-1,...,n. The
both matrix can be expressed as follows

lltt
þzt

The vector r and s are formed of the ma-
trix fiL and S elements, respectively and
can be described as follows

r : (r¡re...Tt,-...rm7rn¿2... r^n)T (5)

B : (ptlttz... lttn.'. lt,nlltm2. .. p^r)f . (6)

The equation 1 can be according to the
proposed notation described in the follow-
ing vector form

sT.r
v- sT.I (7)

where stands for scalar product and f
defines a vector of ones with the same di-
mension (r.* x 1) as s

f : (1,1,1,.'. ,1)t. (8)

The equation 7 has to be reshaped in the
form

sT.r-sT.Ia. (e)

Calculating the fuzzy data vector s for
each time instant ú, the equation 9 could
be described as an equation with dynami-
cal variable

s"(¿) . t'': sr (t). I y(t). (10)

If the measurment are made in the equidis-
tant time instants t : tt,t = tzr... ,,t :
tk,.-.,,t : t¡¡ the linear matrix equation
can be formed in the following way

and

J--

R-

lttz
þzz

þmt l1^2

lltn
þzn

Itr^n

I

J'

l

(ól

(4)

s" (¿t ) sr(¿r) .IaUt)

ftt Tt2
Tzt Tzz

T1

T2

sr (te) s"(rÈ) .I vQ*) .(i1)r-n

n

The matrix .l? represents the transforma-
tion from the input fitzzy domain to the
crisp output domain. The fuzzy relational
matrix can be considered as a mathemati-
cal model of the observed process.

sÎ(¿/v) s"(¿N) .ry(tw)

The equation 11 can be also described in
the matrix form

ú .r : T. (12)

The solution of the overdeterminated sys-

Tm7 Tm2 rn1,n
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k-nu Yr

Fig. 1. The general form of the f't'zzy
relational model

tem described in equation 12 could be ob-

tained as an optimal solution of vector r
using the least square method by mini-
mizing the criterion function in the least-

squales sence.

The optimal estimated value of vector r
can be expressed in the equation

¡ : (vritr)-tvrT (13)

where ú stands î.or l:uzzifr'ed data matrix
with dimension /[ x (n'rn) where N rep-

resents the number of time instants, and

]| denotes the data matrix with dimension
lúx1.

In the case of more sofisticated dynamrc-
s the proper choice of input variables has

to be made according to the quality of the
model. The choice of the structure of the
fuzzy relational matrix model is the most
important and difÊcult part of identifica-
t,ion a.lsorithm and has to tre made inter-
actively using the simulation.

In general the complex dynamics can be

modelled using the structure of the model
which is presented on Fig. 1. The complex
dynamics require higher number of input
variables which results nomore infis'zzy rc'
lational matrix. In this case the model
can be described in luzzy relational ten-

sor for three input variables and the fiizzy
relational .F|i form model in general. The
model can be represented as a matrix in r¿

dimensional space.

3. CANCBLLATION CON-
TROLLER BASED ON
FUZZY RELATIONAL
MATRIX MODEL

The cancellation controller is ussually de-

signed for servo- or model- following con-

trol. The main idea of this approach is

to design a controller which prescribes the

desired behaviour of the closed-loop sys-

tem given by the model transfer function
G-(t). The closed-loop transfer function
should be equal to the desired model trans-
fer function G-(t)

Y( z\
G*(z) : ì-ç¡:

G,(z
1 t G,(z)Gr(z)

14)

where Gr(r) and G,(z) are Process and

controller transfer functions, respectively.

The controller transfer function follows im-
mediatly from equation 14

t G*(z)G,("): G,6ffi. (15)

The cancellation controller based on htzzy

relational model could be presented in the
following forrn

G*(r):
I - G^(z)

(16)

s? .r"
qE- 

'T Ìa'.r
(1 7)

where the second equation represents the
cancellation part which is given by the vec-

tor s and the fuzzy relational vector ?"

which is given by the matrix .El".

The close-loop system with the cancella-

tion controller based on fitzzy relational
matrix is presented on Fig. 2. The pro-

posed algorithm has been tested on the

simple nonlinear process where the gain

and the time constant of the process vary

with the operating Point.

up(")
(r)E
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q"G)
l4^(s) z-t

Rc Plant

Fig. 2

upk
uk

The closed-loop system lvith
cancellation controller based on
luzzy ¡elational matrix

{

Fis. 4

50 100

u

um

Fig. 3. The input error model

4. FUZZY CANCEL-
LATION CONTROL OF
NONLINEAR PLANT

The nonlinear process which has been cho-
sen can be described with difference equa-
tion

u*+t: (0.8930 * 0.0371y¡)vo + ffi. (18)

The fuzzy controller cancellation matrix
R" should be defined as the inverse fuzzy
model of the process. The inverse fuzzy
model is obtained using input error model
as shown on Fig. 3. The f.uzzy relational
matrix inverse is obtained by the identifi-
^-+:^- ^l-^-:+L* ^^ --^..:^-.^l-- ^L^--.- l-v&vrvtt o!óvr I urtlll oÐ pt g v r\Juù¡J ùI¡vw ll. llt
the case of modelling the inverse process
of the first order the inputs into the iden-
tification algorithm are y(Ä.) and y(fr - 1)
and the output is u(k - 1).

The obtained inverse process fuzzy rcla-
tional model of the nonlinear system ex-
pressed in equation 18 can be described
in the following form

The reference and output signal
and control signal in the case of
the fizzy cancellation control

The fiizzy inverse relational model of the
process is equal to the cancellation rela-
tional matrix .Fl" : Rf,2 and the pre-
scribed model transfer function is equal
G^(t) - *m. The results of control
are shown on Fig. 4. The output signal
dynamics is equal to the prescribed dy-
namics in the whole operating area. The
method is compered with robust PI and
with GPC algorithm. Both algorithms are
designed for the operating area around ze-
ro. The results obtained using the discrete
robust PI controller with transfer fi:nction
Gpt(r) - UHg are presented on Fig. 5.
In the case of GPC algorithm with pa-
rameters fi -- 0rTz : 10, N" = 2 and
À = 0 the results are shown on Fig. 6. The
transfer function of the GPC controller is
Gcpc(") : ry. It can be seen that
the results obtained using the proposed
cancellatio n fuzzy algorithm exhibit better
performance in comparison to the classi-
cal robust algorithms. Proposed algorithm
could be seen as an useful tool in the case
of nonlinear dynamics of first or second or-
der.

v

0 200
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I

50

The reference and outPut signal

and control signal in the case of
robust PI controller

5. CONCLUSION

In the paper the cancellation controller
based on the inverse process luzzy model

is presented. Using the identification algo-

rithm based on the finzy relational ma-

trix the nature of nonlinear process can

be satìsfactorily described. The results

obtained using the cancellation controller
based on inverse process fiizzy relational
model show some features in the case of

nonlinear systems of first or second order'

The main disadvantage of proposed algo-

rithm is complicated structure of the mod-

el and time consuming identification in the

case of higher order process dynamics.
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COMPARiSON OF INTERPOLATIONS IN FUZZY CONTROL

B. KOVALERCHIJK, H. YUSUPBV, and N. KOVALERCHUK

Uzin/orm, ZasÀlrent. l+/ED ¿.rrùÍ uê¡s¿ ¿y
8 Druzrrby Narodoo St. fash/cen¿. ,7OOO43, Llzbel<istcln,CIS

Abstract. An alternative interpolation is offered for fui:y control. It decre-
¡¡ses! (i) runtine" (ii) cooplicated defu¡;ifi.côtion, (iii) tuninq of antecedent
and consegueni. membership functions by "blind- optiniration and iiv) necessity
of ill-{otrnded operations such as ¡in and na:t for corrnectives. Tl¡e deviatio¡r
betueen Handani and onfered (second) lnterpolation is no nore than 5.0s2 o+
the fuzzy set snpport for linear inlèrpolation (non syooetrical tuo-
dimensional case).For sycmetrical two-dimensional c¡rse both linear and non
lineâl' second inte'polations give the sane devi¿rtions no oore than s.Osi:.
For one-dimensional case they qive deviation no oore than l.SZ of the support.
For non-normali:ed menbership funct.ions the deviation from linear interpol:rli-
on is about 7i,-777 ol the support.

Key hlords. Fu=:y control. interpolation. error analysis; lineari¡ation tech-
niqrres¡ csntrolLers

l.Ii,iTRODUCTItt¡

ïhel.e are a lot of problems in fuzzy con-tral as general cJesign nrethodoloqy, heu-
r iE.tic turring rulEE. tråining data.where. r.¡hen ancl iisr+ to r-rse this techrriqrie(l'ior-acell et al. .L??i,: Ai-zen ei. cl. ,lg?3¡[,íìawonn, 19?f,).

The Second Interpc,låtion approach (Kova-
lerchlrll eL aL. . 19?j;6al ichet et aL. , 1g?3:
F.aynrond et aI . . 1?93¡ lleyer-Gramann, 1ggf,)is devEloped in the paper in contrastr.¡ith llan¡dani. Suqeno and ssrnÉ others(FirEt Interpolåtion) to improve fuz=y
LU¡ILIU¡-

The pLir-pose oç the First Interpolation
i s to f i rrd fur=ry ÈsntFol syster¡ p as i n-terpolation of a real input,/ourtput func-
tion /. Here. the input is a state spatreand¡'or variationg of its components. Theorttput is a control set. The ¡!!!f-n!aÈ-p a€
the Second Interpoiati"" i=-t"-iiãã--o¡å-
ceþrise function \ as interpolation offrr:zy control systenr ,p (Fi9.1).

Let the First Interpolation p be suffi-
ciently close to the real function f andthe Second Interpolatir:n \ giveg +-he sameprecision of p interpolation. Then the
Second Interpolation À can be used inste-
ad of the real function p in control-

". NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

First
I nter-
polation

Second
I nter-
polation

Þue to different terms in the field below
several variants fronr (Horacel< e¿ aL,
19?3¡ Klawonn.l99J: Galichet eL a¿. !99j.
t4eyer-Eramann .199J) and others are gi-
ven.X=íx] is an input. Usuaily X is àstate space andz'or var-iations of its và-
r iables.
U=tu) is a control set (output. control-
Ier-'s or-rtput), i.e.U is the set of cont-
rol or action variables.
f(x)=u Ç{x)=u; X(x)=u) is an inpnt./or-rt-
out mao (I/O map. I/O frroetion). -E;tarnpie fsr x. ,.:ie,aei-iî-ã-lîput vatuee is an error. E=ta] is an universe to thevariable er¡o¡.
À¿ is a uc¿r¿o¿ ion of ¿h.e erro¡ lc¡¿cjn6e o/er¡o¡).
ÂE={ôe} is an universe to the variable
càcn6e ol error, tA l. is the set of lin-
S!ll--Þ!& terms (marks) for errors E. usu-
al ly as Î.jL ( Neqative Large) .l.ll.l (Negative
l*ledium), NS (Negative Small),ZR (Aplroxi-
mately Zero). PS (positive Small). pÈl
(Positive l'4edium). pL (positive Large).
tB ] is è set of linouistic terms (Ãart:s)

J_
fc¡r errors ÄE.
F,(c):p (Ac) are inout membershio functi-
ons of fuzzy sets for linguistic ter-msA,8. for inputs c and Â¿.rJ
å! is the oeak value (modal point) of the
memberghip function ¡ri (é).

-reà onc)unp Lr

erpo¡l on P

u::yI em

onr a a

it -Piecewise fn¡rctiorr

Fig. l. Correspondences of irrrerpolations
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Normal ized, Intersection ' (overlapping=1 ¡

lf memberEhip fr-tnctions ¡/! and !r*r, ta-

lles place if /.tt(å.*r)=O, Pr*.(ari=l-t artd

gr (x) +p +r 
(x) =1 (see f iq.2) .

b is the peall valne (modal point) of the
J

nembershiP function ¡-¡ (Àei ¡

Lr =Lr. is the peal< vallte (modal point)
rJ k

of the output gg¡!þCf=h¡-P function P*("rj)

is sutpported by a lot of successful app-
lications of fu:zY controi'

HatheqeljcgI arounlents' For - any -. Al{D:

õ"t"t1""=. OR-operations. defurzificati-
on procedure, and basic membership func-
tions with a compact support. the r-esul-
ting fuzzy cont¡-ol's èrÊ !!dJgj=-è-! åÞPro-
ximators. IL lneans that they are caoåbie
ãF "pp.o*imating 

any real continrtous
control function on ð compatrt set to ar-
bitrary accLtr-acy (l'louyerr e¿ ¿l ' 19çf,)
Blrt some of these results are not conet-
ruct i ve.

I{VL NL I{5 7F" PS PL PVL

s -zx-t o 1 ? f,x

Bauer e¿ al. (199i) and Leie
offered Some csnstrustive
the For one-dimensional
mrrlti-dimensional case for

et ¿t..199f,)
algoritlrms

Fut
clasg
for

e¿

f ot-
in
of

f i ne
aL.

Fis. ?. Normali=ed intersected member=hip
functions (over IaPPing =1 )

ÉaÉe.
5c)fne

fltnctions "the Possibilities
tuning are quite linrited" (Ëauer
l?93). 5o a lot of "blintl"
tunings were offered.

empirical

,p(x)=u is a Fltzzv Rule Based Control ler
or Fu¡¡v ÇcI!-f-g!LC-f. (Horacel< et al. '1993).Frrriy contr-oller includes;
1) Fu¡:ification as a conversion

crisp input{measurement) -} fuzzy input
2) Rrrle evaluation ¿rs a conversion

fltr.zy irrPr-rt -) fu::Y outPrtL
f,) Defuz¿ification as a conversion

f uz:y outtpt-tt -;' cr isp output (control-
ier act ion) .
Cû6 is the Center of Gravity (procedure
fcrr defutzrification) -

ËOA is the Center of Area (procedttr-e for
ciefuzzif ication).
iU ;1 is the get of I inguistic termg for

k

var iable cor¿¿ro¿ ¿er ou¿F'U¿.
RJ is ttre Linqr-ristic Rule;
IF ¿ is A Al'lÐ Ac, is B, THEi'l t..,i= U,

Tfre Corrtr-ol. Aloorithm is a set of I ingn-
istic ruies Rt.R'....Rk of the form RJ

corrnected by ELSE.
(a.b.u ) isaPeall

I I rJ

ooint. orototvoe).
Fl'l={ia.b.u )} is

r I tt

tuni nq

r¡hich al I tlre correlations with the fuz-
zy sets are implicitly defined. The rows
(E) . columns {ÀE) and entr ies (U) of Rl'1

represent the positions in the unive¡rses
that cort-espond t.o the peall values of the
membership functions.
p<-x) is the First fnte¡e.q¡-ètlon oÍ f(x)
L/0 map.
p<x)=.{< v..P¡1.CO6. {¡-l. (c ) ) . {u. (Ae) }, {¡-ru (u) })
is llamdani fuzzY controiier
À(x) is the Second Interoolation of l/O
nap /(x).
it(x)=X(xrFM). t¡: (c)). tUr(Aa)). tF*(ut)))
and the CO6 are not the årguments of À'
Fut tu (¿ ) ), t¡r (Äe ) ). t¡r, (u) ) ) mnst meet

'r ' J k

requirernents of norrnal ized intersection
(overlapping is equal to 1 ) for best
interpolation as it is gltown below.

f,. EASE FOR FIRST II{TERPOLATIOI'¡.

The first interpolation has enrpirical and
mathematical justifications. which ar-e
given below.

Empirical arcuments. If people control a
plant effectively for a lorrq tern they
often can formulate their strategy in the
for-nr of fuzey linguistic rules. Ttris idea

4, TUIIING PROËEDURES åND TRAII'¡II'IG DATA

4. r ,'Ftl indÍ Fmnir-ical Trrni nn

Dynamic behavior of control sy=tem de-
pånrjs on the shape of membership functi-
r:ns. The systent can pr-esent a limit cyc-
1e, a quasi-periodicity clr a chaos' Tu-
ning of c{rntrol systern by optimi;ation
technique must Preserve these feature'-
anci does not generate meaningless iingui-
stic terrns.

a Rule

point (known

l'latrix, in

Disadvantaqes of "blind" tuning of fuz:y
control systems for First Interpolation
erere consicjered by Pfeiffer e¿ al ' (i99il)
and Pedrych.et dL. (1ç9f,). "The optimi:a-
tion simultáneous of both I/O inte¡-faces
and linguistic sutbsystem with no integri-
ty consiraints can generate meaninqless
linguristic terms" (Pedrych e¿ ¿l' ' 19?*1'
p. riçt¡1. "It is not efficient to åpply
any "bl ind" nurnerical optirni=ation pr-o-
cedure not using Iinquristic inFormation
to design a fuzry control system insteåd
of direitly optimizinç the corlventiorral
co¡rtrol charasteristic" (Ffeiffer e¿ ol '
1993, p. 14O7).

The Second Interpolation allows to impro-
ve a tuning procedur-e for the First In-
terpolation or to substitute it'

The "bI ind" optimi¡ation of interpoiation
inclutdes seårching ideas as Neural l'lets
and 6enetic Algorithms if they are used
vlithout sufficient modification for fu=zy
control.

4.2.Turnino Procedure

Different tuning ideas have been offered
to reduce the nlrmber of rLtles and to cre-
åte new ones in synthesizing a Çu=zy
system. They concern I/t interfacer mem-

bership functions and I inguistic system'
In particular ån idea oÇ Fuz:Y Self-
Brgani=ing Controllers is being developecí
by 6utierres et aL. (1ç93).

The Second Interpolation give= ð Nåy to
tune fu:zy control systems less heuristi-
cally. It concerns the number of member-
ship functionsrtheir shape and charåcte-
ristiË points.
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4. i. Traininq Data

The colìection of valid training data can
be difficr-rlt. At the nompnt the nurnber of
clLister-s presen'ued in each input anÈl ti-'¡
eai:h ourtput n¡ust be detÊrn¡inÉd å priori.
An e¡:tension wouìd be tc incorporate å
hierarchical clustering algorithnr wirjch
¡cjcÍed clrrsters as needed, tl¡urE antomati-
cal ly qenerat inc¡ the ep_q¡_Eltm qC1¡þg¡ of
¡1e-ftþ-e¡.ãhlp_ func!þ.ns for each inpurt årrd
outprrt.

The Second Interpolation approach al.lons;
to develop this idea- Feall points of
menrbership functiolrs are natural training
data. The optimun number of training data
can be found starting from normalized set
of nembership f unct j.ons dLre to thei r ef-
fi.ciency for- preci.se interpolation.

5. SECüÌ\¡D IITTERFDLATIür'l

The Second interpolation is based on the
seiect iorr of :
(i) membership functions:
( i i ) peah Luni ng poi nts (prototypes) :
(iii) piece-wise linear interpoiation
Lretween prototypes:
(iv) preci.sior¡ estimationg of the in-
terpol at ion.

Tlris Irrterpolation is made without such
"inri.irect" elements of the First Inter--
polation as compl icated defn¡:ification
and tnrring t:f bo+-h antecedent arrd conse-
qrrent membership functions on thr: base of
"bì ind" optinri:ation approaches.

Thr-. "bL ind" approaches cån bt: used å#-
te¡ the second interpolatit:n for further
optimi:ation. In particr_rlar it can be
måcje fclr controì sysLems under constra-
ints. For exampìe csntrol system ¡¡ith apiecenicei linear I/O function and lir¡e-
Àr constraints can be tf]o complex for
linear programming method.

Strict linear interpolatit¡n is
l'leyer--6rarnann { 19?f,i for
with practicaiiy the same

the
membership fun-

given by
controì ler

líc¡valerchuh et aL.
oL. i 19?:l) and Ray-
but for o+-her t-norm

ó.6EI{ERAL STATEIIENT

Éelow some heuristic. common sÉnse sLlÞpo-
sitions of fuzry control are expiicated to
improve it. improvemenL of fur:y controL
systems can be made through:
1) runtime of calculations¡
2) precision of calculations¡
.i) time and procedrtre f o¡ Lrtni ng of the
system I
4) empiricè1 jLtstification of the system.

For thege pLtrpose the gerrei-aì statement
(6) is forrnulated:
(6) 6eneral stalement. Þiamdani El¿rj)¿ con-
trol is g kind of guasi-linear interpoìa-
tion t¡f known points l_g¡=!-e!yp_e-ãl of in-
put/outout ggp. l'lamdani input,/output map
(function) u=p(x) can be sufficientiy
exact represenleC by p_f-ec.,erLi_Ê-Clj.!-É_ql
fltnctíc¡¡ of x. This resurlt Nas showrr(líovalerchull e¿ al. . 199f,) for orìe-
C-iOg!åf_elìÃl case. Last one means that
the premise of "if-then" rlrles is a sin-
gle l inguistic valne. Her e inputs and
outputs ar-e triangular ¡nernbership functi-
ons with over-lappinq =i. See fiq,î.

ihe maximnm diEtànce between outputs of
the I inear anci Mancia¡ri control iers is
proportional to the ciisLance betrceen the
nearest peali points of rnember=hip functi-
ons of ontpuf- (Gaì ichet et a¿ , 19ç3) .
l'iutmerical estimations of this cii=tance
are given in iliovalerchuk Êt al, . lg9f,) ,

ïht¡ d!a!-g¡çe i= no nor-e tiran 2-5?l of the
fuzzy sets support for- one-dimensionaÌ
cage ånd as we shou be.l ow i t i s no mor e
than 5. il57: for symmetrical t¡lo-dirnensio-
nal cage- Êelo¡r a modificatiol'ì 61 of 6e-
neral Staternent G is forrnuìated on the
base of Raymonci's et Õ,L. i1993) pàper_

G1-6eneral statement i. l.lanlcj:rni. iui:-¡¿control is a ouasi-gqnare interpolati-
t:n of !¡g¡¡ ¡:oints (prototvpes) of input¿
outout map for two-dimensional case.
Here l,larndarri. function u=p(x) can be slrf-
ficiently exact represented by a set of
!Lpn-.]r¡Cêf. flrnct ions of x¡

¡1=ç{x)=<dx .x )=li x+k x+l( x x +iÍI Z 7 Z Atz I
This p(x) is called a doubte linear- func-
tion. The two-dimensional case means that
premises of "if-then" rules år-e Al'lD-
connections of two i inguistic values.
The distance is 5.û571 of the support for
symmetrical cage and ii.57l o support for
non-symmetr ical case foi norrl i near i nter'-polation The result holds for the sd.ße
ð:;; in (KovãIer-chuk e¿ at..1gg.l) inpurts
and outputs (triangular membership fulrc-
tions with overlapping -1).

7. ONE-D I l']EÌ'¡S ¡ ùNAL CASE

EeIow three representationg of linguisti.c
terrns {NL, Nl'lr t{S. ZR. FS, Ptl, PL} are consi de-
red:

(R1 ) non-intersecteci intervals. Lin-
c¡uistic terrns ar-e repre.sented by usual
intervals without fuz.ry sets.

(R2) partly-intersected fu:zy sets(RS) normalized-intersected fur:y sets(overlapping =l). llaximum of ¡r rlf sne
flrzzy set is a minimlrm o# the next. See
fi9.2.

Rough piecewise interpcllation is obtained
for (Rl) for intermediate points. In the

ct i ons as rrseci by
trYtJJ r tlàllchet e¿
ßc nd a.t .tL. (1ç9f,).
¿¡rci t-collor-m.

"Algebreic product" is used ingtead c¡f
tl-re minimum (t-norm) anC "L¡c¡unrjed sLlm,'
i nçtead of the maximrrm (t*conorm) in
i'ian¡rj¿n! centroì le:.. ËeLoy¿ -ju=t î,!a¡¡da¡i
control systems àre cansidered.

6al.ichet e¿ cr¿. (1?91) ånd Ffeiffer eL
aL. ( 1993) represented conditions of
strict linear ir¡teroolation ior Hamdani
Ëe.[ì+-f_S.À-Ig:. l'la i n of t hem are output ' snot ovet-laooinq. rectangular membership
functions and normal ized triangular in-
put's rnernbership functions.

Here dne to not overlapFing therÊ are a
lot of intermediate poirrts x with

Lr (¡(x))=iS.'outpul.
Tlre ìasL value is a natural inclex of
reìiability of tlre interpolation for s¡i-
ven x. Hence the interpolatiorr is unreli-
èble for such [tind of intermediate
¡:oints. So below more reliable interpo-
lations r¿ith overlapping output member-
ship functiong are con5idered
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case (R?) the interpolation is more pre-
cise.In the case (Ri) the interpolation
for interrnediate points is the best' The

deviations from t'lamdani scheme åre no
mor-e than 2137- oÇ the of support of con-
sidered fuzry sets- It proves the state-
ment on quå5i-lineår interpolation for
each nearest peak points. So ån åccep-
table piecewise linear function u=À(¿)
ex i sts.

B.IÌ'IPROVEHENT OF FUZZY COT{TROL RUNTIME

Decreasing of runtime is ån important
problem. According to Tilli (1993) åpPly-
ing furzy control often requires a fast
exåcution ({1ms) of the inference algo-
rithm and high precision ()lCr bit) ' The
standard hardware cannot execúte the sta-
ndarci llarndani l'lÊlx-MIl'l inferrence with the
COG (Center of Gravity) defuzzification
quick enough {Tilli' 1993). Special hlrd-
ware golutions typical have resoluttions
in the range 4 to ó Fit-
An alternative infer-ence and defu=¡ifi-
cation methods have made a progress in
these problems on standard processors
(Ti t i i . 199:) . But tl-rese results are ba-
sed just on faster reali¡ation of t-norms
t-conorms and usual defurzification met-
hods as CO6' COA without interpolation'

The geconcj interpolation apprc.raclr decre-
ases runtirne significantly in comparison
r.rith Ti 1ì i ( 19çf,) resul'ts becaltse of sintp-
Ie piecet:ise interpolation can be ccllnpu-
t-ed f aster -

ç. FRECISIOT{ OF PIECET¡JISE LINEAR
I¡,¡TERPOLATION FtR SYI'1ï'IETRICAL C'lSÊ

f. i,Linear I/O Functions for Trianoles

An input plane is dívided into triangles'
For- each of them iinear interpolation is
c¡ffereC. ihen Lhey åre compared lrith l'1am-

dani I/O function and non linear interpo-
ìaLion of Raymond et a. (199f,). In lagt
one tlre inpltt plane j.s tlivided into squa-
res. It is one of the reason of differen-
ces ilr precision sf two ve¡-siot.ls' Trian-
gulation allows to irnprove precision of
interpol.ation.

Let uts given outPut values
u2ut>u>>ulo oo lt 01

,^ r\\ - /ô I I - ll ñì -'l-or rnpuL PU¡llLÞ lvrv/ t

(1.1). then linear interpotation for
(x,x ) from the triangle with vertices

t2
{(O.0)¡ (l.O); (1.1)'

9.2.Non Linear I/O Functions for Squares

I'lon-linear interpolation (double linear
interpolation) is considered for the
points: (O,O)¡ (O, 1): (1.11) ; (1'1) anci

torltoo='rrltro
(l-x ) (1-x )u +x. (1-x^)u-^+
'' '-1'-- z oo t z lo
+(1-x )x u +x x u- -= u (f,)

'- '-t' z ol I Z OO

Below
given
(1993)

(f,) and accomPanYing formltla=
in original ter-ms of FaYmond et
for better comParison:
ll-ßl(1-o )r-r +d (1-ß)u

ttJLJ!+lJ
+(l-cr )ßu +aß u = u

!tJ+lJllJ

ål-e
aL.

vrill be
(u -u )x +

1000 1

(Fig.3) and for
wi th vert iceE

{u -u )x+
11 c)tr

LIoo
uto

txr X txt

(u -u )x+ u = u (1)
Itlozoo

(x.x ) from the triangle
l2

{(OrO)¡ (O.1)¡ (1'1> wili be

(u -u )x* u = u (2)
oroo200

So there is just one forrnula for all squ-
are(O.O):(O.1)¡(1,O); {1.1) not dividing
them as in (1) and (2) for trianqles' As
Last dividing of the square allowg to
pre:;erve and increase the precision of
i nterpo I at i on.

9.3.Mamdani I/O Function

Let us consider a formula for min-max
method for elementary nesh (square) Íar
symmetr- ical caÉe ."J=..*rJ*, (Raymond et

al, 1993, P.154)
u = P(erò'e)=C/D, (5)

MrñMcx

where
C=nr¿xt(rnin(cr , 11 ); m¿n(d . ' ß -) lu +

i'''J r+l J+l !J

+m¿n(cr ,ß)u .+mta(a,ß...)u.... (6)
'''- -- - i.+l " j i+rj . J*1 tJ+f

D=mc¿xt(m¿n(d 'ß ):mÚn(a 'ß ))+
! J !+l J+l

+mrn(ar*r, ß.) + nLin(d 'ß¡rÌ 
(7)

a =¡.r, 
(Aa ) ; P =l.r., (c ) i

or*r=!i., (aa): ÊJ*i=lrr*t ("i '
here ¿ is the error and A¿ is the veria-
tion cf the err-or Äc 'u l\o) ttt. (Ae) ;p (e) ;¡L ., (e) are i nput
-r.--'',i!+t -. j .J+t

membership functions of futzzy sets for
I inguistic terms Ar, A¡*1, ts r E¡*r fo¡-

inputs c and À¿. Let us consider for
normalized tr-iangular membership funsti-
c}n5

a =l-cx . ß. =1-ß.i+t t l+1 J

and estimatt uyinMox

i. e. for
a+ß=lz a

iJl+l

Due to (9)
ß.=l-cr and ß

It

(B)

*or antidiagonaÌ '

+t3 =1l+t
(9)

I lL|=1-cr ru
j+t !+1 !

9.4. Transformat. ion

Using (10) formulas (6)r(7) can be rewri-
ten
C=¡nax[(min(cr ,1-a );rntn(l-a ,a )]u +

i' ! I ! tJ

+m¿n( l-cr , 1-a.)u .+m¿rL(cr , d )u . -!' i i+tj t ! LJ+l

and
¡nin(a , l-cr.)u. +( l-a.)u .+ cl.u .''----i' i i-j i r+lj t tJ+l
B=nin(q., l-cr )+(1-cr )+a.= mtn(4., i-d.)+1

i!ii.!!

Let cr.¿1-d. then
tt

C=(1-a )u .+(1-o.)u. .+ d u. _=
! !j I l+l! t lJ+l

=(l-cr)(u +u )+ cf.u
t !l t+lJ t lJ+f

D=2(1-a.)+ de?-d
t!t

u =C/D=t(1-d)(u +u - )+
Mlnlfdx ! lJ t+lJ

2

1o

0 1

(11)

( Ii,

( 13)

( 14)
uol u

t1
o

a) b) c)

Fig.3. Elementary meEh for interpolation

o
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See Fig. -1 bi . Let, ðlso Û.5 <a.51 then
Lr-,*__.=(l-d)(1+r)=f,(1-d )/(2-a', (I7lmlnma)( ! ! r

Tl're forñula (17) gives values from (16)
for vertices of the square as argnments.

+ ctLr 7/(2-a )t lJ+l !
Let i=j=t) and

Lt =Lr =1¡ u =2¡L( =C).tJ t+1J+l t+lJ !J+t

So it is suffj.cient for =ymmetricaltrase to cclnsider just orre of the forrnurlag
(1). (2). It meant. that one linear inter-
polationer:ists for simple svmmetr-icaÌ
cåse fc¡r the 5quår'e (Fig.jb) instead of
non-l i near .¡_Éeæ_pl_E!!ejf of F.aymond e ¿

al. (199f,) with the same preci=ion ås in
(3). Our interpolation can be simpìer
co_!ptf!E!.
If Lr =q +q i+q j íor ali i.j. whererl o r .ì

q rq !q are constantg, Then it wiLt be'oLJ

linear interpolation instead of piece-
wige linear interpolation. Ihe proof is
ànå I ogous.
Let u =Lr .¡ u -u =u -u .rJ t+1J+1 tJ+1 r+lJ+l !+tJ \J'

there exist two linear frtnctions: a mesh
function T.. for eåch elementary rnesh

!J
t ransfar mat i on

T (u )=t+tu
!J tJ ô I OO

T (u )=t*tu!j i+tJ o tro
T.(u )=t +t urJrJ+1olo1

T (u )=t+tu!J t+lJ+1 o 11!

and an inverse functi.on T-r with coeff:.-
cientst andt 

tJ

(t
I.F these coefficients a¡'e not equal ior
different elementâry meshes it is suffici-
er¡t to keep. coefficients in--tead of mem-
bership functions par-ameters and to use
(1) as common linear interpolation for
a1l. elenentar-y meshes. See fig-4-

(x.x)+T+(i)+T-l-.
a z rJ iJ

mesh valt-res Ì inear
input transfo¡-- interpo- inverse

mation lation

Fiq.4. Transformation

1cl. FRECISIBN OF PiECE[4iSË LII{EAR
INTERPOLATIOI'¡ FOR NOll-SYr'l¡lETRICAL CASE

For- non-symrnetrical case two sinple line-
ar interpolàtione åre rnore precise than
square (dor-rble linear) interpolation. Let
us shoh, it for the same case as in (F;ay-
mond e¿ d¿.. 19?f,.pp.154-155) for n(]n-
symnretr-ical case þrith uoo=t,or=rrr.íUro. It
is clear. that for the part of antidiago-
nal with a lO.5 I inear interpolation (:)

!

gives :ero-error. For semianti.diagonal
-,i+k ^ >f¡ q ¡t ...itl L^ !L^ >6il¡r LãÞÉ dÞ

was considered above for (1i in the chap-
ter 9.5 with the errclr -O- 1O1. 5o two
linear interpolations decrease er-ror- to
zer-o in one half of antidiagonal and safe
it for the othe¡- its part in comparison
with non linear interpolation. As a re-
sult two linear interpolations are better
for this non-symrnetrical cåse witlr
Lt- - -u {u -Lr ðnd u (see Fio.3c) ,oo ô1 ro 1r oo rt
Their maximal er-ror is rl, 1('ll instead of
O.25 for clne non-linear function {ñaymond
e¿ a¿. .1993).
This result can be generðli eed for- mot-e
general non-symmeLt-ical cäse when àll
u^_ru-,ru ru ère unequal and for exam-01 00 ll to
ple, u {u {r-r {u and the simi lar re-o1 00 tl to
sutlt can be obtained .Fsr other defuz¡ifi-
cåtion schemes and fu¿zy crperations g(rv,

I lJ'

( 16)

Ii-
( 1B)

con-

For-
neåt-

LtItñ
For

!¡g.qj_ïþn Est i n¡at i on

the triangle ,l(O.O)¡ (1.(¡)¡ (1.1)i
interpolat ion is

= (rr -u )x + iu -Ll )x + utoootttlo200
antidiagonal ( x.= -xr* I ) and

diti.on (1ó) here
u. +x +1

Llnl?
u =2i1-x )

Lrh t
Let u= estirnale min iu -Lt )

LLn YrhMdv

for O.5 <cr .i 1
I

min (u -u )=
!tñ MlnMox

=min[?i1-a )-3(L-a.)/ (?-a )]=
!t!

=mi n (d -f.¿x +1 ) / (2-o, ) (21)
!!!

This formr-rLÀ is êLlsolLrtely the sarne as in
(Raymond e¿ a¿. 1993, p. 15;a) . So the mini-
mum is the same -O.1ó1 ( see table 1).
i r¡ the terrns of fr-tzzy sets support this
valure is equivalent to 5t L)57, of the sup-
porL. dLre to the distance betyreen tronsi-
der-ed nearest fuz"y sets i.s a hatf of
support- Êy the very wêy the sðme estima-
ti.on can be rnade for other part of anti-
diagonai.

So it is =hown that for symmetrical case
Lhs I inear interpolation cån be used
inside of the triangle with errors no
more than Õ. lO1. i. e. abost ST. of the
support of considered fuz=y sets.

fable i Eomparison of Inte¡-polations

d
ñll êx

( 19)
( 20)

Lt. -u u Lrtrh HrnMoy Lrr, Mr

v- / /J

L). f,
o.ô

777
a
I

ô.o
-o. o57 1

-o. 1()o9
-(). I 01C)

-o.1010
-o.1010

o.o

1.O
o. e57 1

o.5óo?
c}.5510
cr.5490
O. 547()
o.50

C). f-,

1.rl
o,B
o.4ô
o.45
o.448
o.446
o.4
at2
o.o

L')

o
o
1

9 ,ó. Interpolation for Symmetrical Case

Let us show that linear interpolatiotrs
i1) and (2) for symmetrical case are the
sarne plane under the condition (ló). Let
ug show it for points out of corr-espc}n-
drng triangles. For rror= (O. 1 ) according
to ( 1) and tal<inq into accour¡t that
.oo=r.r=1 ¡ rro=2 (see ( 16) )

L(- =u -u + u =O 122)ot 11 to oo
For rr.-= (l.O) according (1) àndlo
u- -=u =1¡ u =O (see condition (1ó) )ooll'ôô

u=u-u+u=2(23)ro lt or oô
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11- COI'ICLUSION

The SeconcJ Interpolation À substitutes
the r eal input/ot-ttput frrnction / with
practical ly the såme precision as,l'lamda-
ni controller ç Çor wide ranqe of one-
and two- dimensional cases'
The deviatiorr À front p is no mol'e than
5.ri57: of the fur:y set's support for I i-
neår interpolation (non symmetrical !*o-
cJimengiotral case) i n contrast of L2'57'
for non-linear interpolation (double 1i-
near interPoiation) -

Both linear and non-linear- variants (sym-
metrical two- dirnensional case) give the
same deviations no rnore than 5.O'¿7" Also
for one-dimensional case they both give
deviation no more than 2.57. of the sup
port. See table 2,

Table 2. Second Interoolation maxirnal
-de-v:-r-e$-onã- j-?:-.)-

Ar¡en l'{-E. and }'1. J- Astrom { 1993) ' Expert
system= in engineering: state of the
Art. In: F¿¡s¿ European Congress on
Fuzzy and ln¿e¿ ¿ d6:en¿ TechnaLogtes,
Proceedings. (H.-J- Zimmern¡anrl. Ed' ) '
VoI. 1 , pp. 5O8-31 3, Ver I aq der August i -
nus Buchhandlung, Aachen'

Fauer P. , E. F. tilement, A. Lei ller-rnoser and Ë'
l"loser (199f,).Approximation of reåi
functions by ¡-ule bases' Inz Ft/th IFSA
llorLd Con7¡ess.Froc-.Vol. 1.pP' 23?-?41'
SeouI -

6alichet S.,and L-Foulloy (1993)' Fue=y
equivalence of classical conir-ol ìers-
In: Firs¿ Eutopean Con'6r'on Fuzzy ancl
¡n¿ê¿ ¿ d6en¿ lec¡¿r¿oLoqiê3 ) Froc'VoI' f, I PP'
1367-L5t-3, Aachen.

6rant E..and C.de Bruijn {i99f,) 'Generati-
on of fu=:y control r-itleg and memtrer-
ship functions using neut-aI nets' In;
Ftrst EuroPean Coigless on Fuzzy ond
?ntelt¿6|en¿ lechnoLoeies. Froc'. VoI'?'
pp.651-ó5ó' Aachen.

6niierres R..and R.Tanscheit (1?93) ' Per-
#ot-mance of a fu=ry sel'F-organi=ing
controller regarding scal ing factors'
I inguistic values and quanti=ation
level of the variables. In:F¿¡s¿ Euro-
pe(]n Congress on Fuzzy and In¿e¿¿¿-'6eft1 

Tec|tr¿oLogtes " Proc..VoI'?, pp'743-
75i1, Aachen.

Horacel;. F.. and Z'Binder (1993)' An app-
roach for design anrJ implementation of
fuzzy controllers. In: F¿l^5¿ Furopean
Congress on Fuzzy ancl InteLLiSent Tec¡"-
noLo6ies. Froceedinqs. (H'-J' Zimmer-
*..., Ed. ) tVol. i, PP.1ó3-1ó?' Verlag cier
August i nrrs Fuchhandlutrlg. Aãch€ìn'

lilawonn F. ( 1993) - lfamdani's model in the
vie¡¡ of equality relations In; Ft¡s¿
European Congress on Fuøzy and Ir'LeLLt-
genL Tec|¿'loLogies, Froc. .Voì' ltpp'3å4-
569. Aachen,

l'iovalerchuk B..and H.Yusnpov (1?9f')'Fuzzy
contr(ll as interpolation. !n:'Fl!Lh IFSA
llorLd. Cong¡essr Proc'. Seoetl.Vol'2. pp'
1151-1154.

Lee J. 
' 
and SJChae ( 199:') . Completeness of

fuzzy controller carrying a mapping f'
In: Proc' FLTZZ-IEEE'93, PP'?f,1-3-15'

Itieyer-6ranrann lì-D. (1993).Ea=y implementa-
tion of fuz:y controller with a smooth
control eurfåce- In:Firs¿ Eutopec:n Con-
6ress on Fuzzy and fn¿el i tgenL Techno-
lo6ies. Proc..Vol- 1. pp- 117-123.Aachen'

Nquyen H.T..and V.Kreinovich (1993i ' On

approximation of controls by furzy sys-
tems. In:Filth IFSA l(otLd Congress'

rr^r I i¡iâ-lÁÂ7 Çenr¡lF¡ UL- r Ys¡.Ål

Pedrycz W. . and J. Valente de Ol ivei ra
(1993).Optimization of ft-tzzy relational
modÊIs. In: Filfh IFSA l(o¡Ld Con6ress"
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12. REFEREI'¡CES

SEiond interPolati ons
Symmetrical

linear non-Iinear

f or not-rna I r ze tl ft
l.ion-symmetr ical
I inear tron-l inear

1-din¡.
2-,i i m.

7.
J. (r5r:)5

¿-
rJ3

It is shown that the estimation of
tion for non-norrnali:ed membership
tj.ons from linear- interpolatiorr is
7:,-17?: of the snPPort.

dev i a-
func-
about

These Second Interpolations eliminate
such elements of the First InterpolatÍon
as conrpl i.cated defurzzif icatior' tCenter of
Ëravity). tuning of both Àntecedent and
consequent nrembership futnctions by

"b1ind" optimi:ation and iIl-founded ope-
rationg as min and ma;r fcrr cc¡nnectives'
As a result the Second Interpolation is
sirnpler than conveintional Mamdani corrt-
roli*.. Drte to this simplification the
Seconcl interpolation decreases a runtime'
Among the different Second Interpr:lations
the i inear interpolation bå5ed on tri-
anqles of irrprtt plane ig mor-e precise
than double Iinear interpolaLicln trn squa-
r-e= of inpr-tt pìane. In addition the
Linea¡- interpolation is rnor-e loqically
founded and cån be simpler cornÞrtted'
Second InLer-po1a'.ion is mor-c- fonncied than
First Interpolation (l'lamdani Control-
ler ) . An i nterpolat ion is consi dered as
mor-e foutnded if it uses less Éutrpositi-
orrs- Srtppositions of l'lamdani control ler

----..: +,, ,nnE: €ñr de-rncll.loe: Len(er ur u¡ 6Y ¡ r/
fuzzificatiorl. rnin-n¡ax for- connectives'
prototypes, membership fltnctions'

Surpoositions of Second Iinear interpola-
tiån inclucle: piecewise I inearity, proto-
types, normal i zed tr iangular mernbership
functions. Strictly tallling, l4amdani con-
tr-ollers don't require nor-mali¡ed trian-
gutlar mernbership functions, but really'
in majority of real application it holds'
l{on-l i near i ty of l'lamdani output for
norrnalized triangular membership functi-
ons is a result of min-max operation5 and
CO6. Other conllectives (different t-norrns
and t-conormsi and defuzzification are
able to increase o¡- decrease non-1ine'ar-i-
ty. For other hand peace-wise linearity
oi second Interpolatiorr also ig just pos-
tulated. But this supposition is the sim-
plest arrd it can be realieed by adding of
new prototYPes.
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ADAPTIVE TUNING OF FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLERS

E. K. JUUSO, J. MYLLYNEVÁ. and K. LEMSK,Ti
Uniaersítg of OuIu, Depørhnent oJ Process Engineering, Control Engineering Laborotory
Linnanmaa, 90570 Oulu, Finlønd

1. INTRODUCTION

f^liJl":1'.. A Lingr-ri^stic Equation Fbamework developed for a.daptive experr systems provides allexlble environment for tlning fuzzy-logic-cont¡olle¡s. Simulation resuìts, expert knolülede" 
"nJprocess experiments can be co=mbinèd iñ the deveìopment proçedure, C"itttåilã.. 

-r"pr";;;i;-'ú;

:?Tp"St matrix equations.are.easily combined wìth corresponding linguìstic process modeìs. Thå
lln-tt_1,]:T-t. tuned by adjusting the meanings of tbe linguistic vaiiablðs to different working areas.tne results are used ln real control practice-by transferring them to automation systems,;t to afuzzy logic controlle¡ FuzzyCon whe¡L the ¡uìes and th" ;;iü";;hip rr""ìiä". can be chanqed on-Itne. I'uzzy()on is connected to processes with a data acquisition d,rd, and the data is tran"sfe¡redthrough DDE-links.

5:L^Y,:ld.'". Adaptive,systems; fuzz.y systemsi process control; expert systems; process models:
srmulatr on; non ltnear systems; kn owìedge en gin eerin g

The theory of fuzzy logic provides a method for
converting the control knowledge of a^n opera-
tor into a control strategy. Usuall¡ a fuzzy
logic controller models the operator rather than
the process. This is a quite useful procedure
if there reall¡' is a lack of a well-posed mathe-
matical model, or if the process is highly non-
linear and sensitive in the operation region. The
method also pro.r'ides an intuitively appealing
form of rules rvhich are more readily customiz-
able in natural la"nguage terms tha¡r conventional
controllers.

Ilolever, there are also serious problems in de-
sigrring a htzzy logic coutroller. Acquiring the
knou.lerlge from the human operator is a tedious
a¡rti tirne-consuming tas¡( at ieast ii the ruie-
based procedure is used. AIso a trial-and-error
based tuning is ¡ron-trivial and time.consuming,
aud therefore, far from acceptable. The opti-
malit¡' and stability of the FLC is also ha¡d to
prove. Especially for more complicated applica-
tions, the designing procedure of FLC must be
improved. Actually it is better to use FLC to-
gether rvith conventional controi systems.

I¡r this paper, the emphasis is laid on the meth-
ods rvhich could be useful in combining existing
simulation models and new ideas of describing
qualitative models for the development of com-
bined control system. Expertts experience and
control engineering knorvledge is used in formu-

lating the models a¡d in defining the estimates of
some membership functions. Operator's control
actions are used together wíth fitzzy and linguis-
tic models in tuning the system.

2. LINGUISTIC SIMULATION

Rule-based prograrnming is commonly used in
the development of expert systems. Ilolever,
this pa.radigm leads to serious problems in prac-
tical applications. Maintaining massive rule-
based systems is practically impossible. Actu-
all¡ it is not even possible to reliably test the
system in the first place. Therefore, linking the
rule-based systems to more efficient modelling
methods is essential for practical systems.

2.i. L'hryuisiic ruies

The linguistic simulation was originally based on
linguistic rules,

if ) Z; theny" (1)
j=t

where Z* and, Y* a¡e linguistic vectors, and there
was a clear distinction between input and out-
put variables (Juuso and Leiviskä, 1gg0). In
the present tuning system, the linguistic rules
used in previous systems are replaced by linguis-
tic relations a.nd linguistic equations (Juuso and
Leiviskä, 1991). In order to get flexibilir¡ the
rules a¡e usually used in finai applications.
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Application
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Relations

Figure 1: Development of adaptive expert systems'

Rules

2.2. Linquistic reløtion's

Tlie iinguistic process model is described by

groups of linguistic relations: each group ca¡r be

ba-sed on a single fuzzy model, or several fuzzy

equations cal be aggregated into a single group

of linguistic relations (Juuso and Leiviskä, 1991)'

The variables of the relations are chosen in such

a 'r'r,ay that the directions of the changes a¡e bal-

anced, e.g. the change-of-control output, Aø,
decreases lvith increasing error, e, and increas-

ing change-of-error, Ae'

A fizzy PI controller is usually represented

by relations control(rrgrz) where x, y and'

z ane the linguistic values for the errorr e'

the change-of-errot, Ae, and the change-of-

control output, Ä2, respectively' Each rela-

tion describes rvhich linguistic va.lues belong to-
getlrer, e.g. contr oI (nornt'al, nor mal, nor nt'al),

lontr ol (ne g at'iu e -sm.al l, 7t o sit'iu e -sntall, nor mal)
Tlie complete set shown in Fig. 2 consists of

25 linguistic relations if each va¡iable has five

iirr guistic r¡aiu es : n e g aiia e -bi g, ne g uiia e -stn' all,
zero, positiue-sm'all, positiue-big. Also finer

partitions are used for control purposes.

2. 3. Linguistic Equøtions

A Linguistic Equation approach developed for

ex¡rert systems provides a flexible environment

for combining expertise. The knowledge ha"se

of the expert system is represented by linguis-

tic relations rvhich ca¡ be cha.nged into matrin

equations. The reasoning is based on these equa-

tions or on the aggregated sets of linguistic re-

lations obtained by solving the equations' The

system is adaptive since the mea'ning of the lin-

NB NS ZO PS PB

' Derivative Àe

Figure 2: The rule base of aF.nzy PI Controller

guistic values depends on the working point of

the process. This presentation is easily gener-

alized for frner htzzy partitions and transferred
!.^+=,,-o- +!.o -¡no¡qmmino sr-rstem,c (Jl-rllso anduçulact¡l Ùuç Prv6¡@¡

Leiviskä, 1993).

A set of linguistic relations can be changed into

a compact equation
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l&¡x¡:o' (2)
j=t

where X¡ is a linguistic level for the variable j'
j - !...rn, i.e. the linguistic vaJues uerg-low,
low, normal, hi'gh, anð, uery-high are replaced

by numbers -2, -I,0, 1 and 2. The direction
of the interaction is represented b¡' coefficients

A¿¡ e {-L,0, 1}. If an interaction is not present'

A¿j = o'
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Derivative Á,e

Figure 3; The rule base of. aF:uzzy PI Controller
in the matrix form.

Fuzzy PI Controller. The rule base shown in
Fig. 2 can be represented in a matrix form if the
lingrristic values, negøtiue-big, negøtíae_small,
zer o, p o sitiu e -sntall, p o sitiu e _bi. g, a.re replaced
by numbers -2, -L, 0, 1 and 2 (Fig. B). All
these rules can be obtained from a single lin-
guistic equation

Lu = e* Le, (B)

'n'hich is a special case of Equation 2 with the
irrtcraction matrix A = | I 1 -1 ], and va.ri-
ablesX=[e Le Lu]r.
Fuzzy PD Controller. The ta,ble of rules shown
in Fig. 2 can used also for fuzzy PD Controller
represented by a single linguistic equation

u = e+ Le, (4)

rvhich is a special case of Equation 2 with the

3. CONTROLLER TUNING

Membership functions axe tuned by simulation
experiments with multilay er simul atz o n systems.
The simulation system ca¡r also be (partl¡') re-
placed try experts or by eaperiments .r'r'itli real
systems (Fig. 1). Both analyticai and heuristic
knowledge can be used simrrltaneously. As man¡,
rules as possible are repiaced by linguistic rela-
tions. Ilowever, some of them are needed, and
the system provides a flexible environment for
combining these rules with more efficient mod-
elling methods. In tlie linguistic equation ap-
proach, the relations a¡e developed gradually:
only a small part of the problem is ta}en into
account at a time.

3.1 Controller Rules

In the general ca.se, a set of fuzzy inference
rules is represented by a single linguistic equa-
tion (Juuso, 1993a)

2

1

0

E
r
T
o
r

-1

2

Ð -2

-2 -2

2-t012

m

interaction matrix ,4, :
ables X: I e Le u

1 1 -1 l, a^nd vari-
. The PI a¡rd PD con-

trollers sho$'n above can also be combined into a
single matrix equation, i.e. there are two output
variables.

Q-",^--, ^^-,^¿:^-^ c^-----r I . rrv|'uçtuú auuuþLutà. ¡Jcvclill ¡jeús oI llnguls[Ic re_
lations can be combined by matrix presentation
AX = 0. In order to solve this problem, a suffi-
cient ¡rumber of these va¡iables should be known
or va¡iated. Because of nearly singular matri-
ces, some of these combinations cannot be used.
Bou'ever, only the integer solutions a^re required,
and exactly the same set of solutions is obtained
by any combination.

The result is an aggregated set of those linguistic
relations rvhich a¡e rele.r¡a¡rt if the process con-
straints described by the complete set of linguis-
tic equations a¡e taken into account. As non-
integer alternatives correspond to the solutions
in finer fuzzy pa.rtition, they can be excluded.

" = t A¿¡X¡, (5)
j=t

where u is a control action, a.nd X¡ a linguistic
level for the variable j obtained by the mea^sure-
ments. is also applicable on more detailed fuzzy
partitions. This procedure produces ahvays a
rule set which is complete, consistent. a¡rd con-
tinuous. If a noncomplete set is satisfactor¡ a
pa^rt of the rules can be rejected aJready before
tuning.

As all these control equations are only specia.l
cases of the model above, the system can eas-
ily take into account the principles of the model
reference control by combining the corrtrol equa-
tions and the process model into a single set of
equations.

For an industrial project, the control system was
originally developed on the basis of operator's
control actions. Eight variables was used, and
the resuiting ruie base oi 22 rules was changed
into five sets of rules rvhich corresponded to five
linguistic equations. After solving the equation,
a more complicated system was handled by 27
rules. The equation system can be used in de-
veloping a rule base for finer partitions as well.

In the Linguistic Equation Method, interactions
are benefical: they reduce the number of mles
necessary for handling the system. It is also
possible to identify interactions on the basis of
experimental data. In the equation form, large
systems a¡e handled quite easily compaled to
conventiona,l fuzzy methods. Fo¡ some systems,
a really drastic reduction of rules is achieved
(Juuso and Leiviskä, 1993).

t

t'

1 0 1 2 2

2 1 0 1 2

1 0 1

2 1 0
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3.2 MembershiP Funch,ons

The controller tuning is started by defining the

lvorking area for variables, e, and Le, lry fuzzy

trapezoidal numbers, several experts are used if
available. Fuzzy differential constraints can be

used in a similar wa)¡ as in the DSS applications

(Juuso et ø1. 1993). Alternatively, the feasible

irng" "rt be defined on the basis of experimen-

tal data. Actuall¡ the approach is chosen for
each variable separately. The feasible range cor-

respouds normally to labels -1, 0 and 1 (Fig' a)'

The final membership functions of the labels a¡e

obtained by a polynomial regression model (Fig.

4) which takes into account the sequence of the

iabels, e.g. positive big is bigger than positive

etc. The polynomial model produces more labels

close to the working point. The system generates

membership functions for finer pa.rtition levels'

3,3 Controller Testing

In the tuning system, crosspoint ratio betrveen

the membership functions of the neighbouring

labels is one for both antecedent and conse-

quent variables. Therefore, the fuzzif'cation of

the crisp input values on the basis of trapezoidal

membership functions is implemented very efñ-

ciently. The knowledge bøse and the inferen'ce

engine are implemented in tlvo alternatil'e tt'ays,

i,e. traditional rule-based controller and matrix
controller. Actuall¡ the rule-based controller is

also running in a matrix form similar to one used

in FuzzyCon.

The defuzzif,cøtion module is based on the

Center-of-Area method (Fig. 5), in the lit-
terature also referred to as Center of Gravity
method. In a general case, this method is rather

complex a¡rd slow. Ilolever, orrr implemeta-

tion is quite fast since it is specialized to the

membership functions with the crosspoir.rt ratio

is one. The resulting control surface (Fig' 6)

is very smoothly varying compa.red to trial-and-
error based fuzzy controllers. As the Fig' 5

shows, diagnostical features are a essential part
of the system (Juuso 1994).
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Figure 4: Labels and membership functions for
e, Le, Au1, a.nd ø2.

The membership functions of the process state

va¡iables, e, and Ae, a.re used in developing sce-

näxios for experts (or simulations system), a,nd

the response produces data for the estimation
of membership functions for the labels of the

change-of-control-output, Au (Fig. 4). For some

variables, the scenarios a¡rd the expert response

is replaced by experimental data' In this case'

selected input variables a¡e classified by fuzzi'
fication routines, i'e. several relations must be

talien into account simultaneously. The same

methodology is also used when the system is

adapted to several working points close to each

other.

Figure 5: Control Example of aFuzzy PI Con-

troller with diagnostical features.

3.3 FuzzyCon

For adaptive tuning o1 hnzy logic controllers, it
is necessa,ry to have a FLC where the rules and

the membership functions ca¡l be changed on-

line. Although a wide va,riety of fuzzy logic tools

arr¿ilable on a PC enviroment were examined,

none of them could come up with the require-

ments of on-line tuning. The knowledge about
the systems was limited, a¡rd tra¡sfering to new

computer enviroments would have been difficult'

âl¡rå PB

I
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Figure 6: Control Surface of. a Fuzzy PI Con-
troller.

IJsuall¡ fuzzy Iogic development tools permit
changes in rules and membership functions in
simulation mode, brrt rvhen the code is compiled
and the program is running, cha^nges can not be
done rvhithout compiling the code again. The
calculation time in adaptive FLC is a little bit
longer thau in strictly bound FLC (Brubalcer
1993), but the speed is enough for controlling
processes in process industry.

FttzzyCon allou's adaptive tuning a.nd offers good
tools for tuning, and is specially designed for
fuzzy control in process industry (Juuso eú ø1.

1994). As a Windorvs application created in Vi-
sual Basic 3.0, it uses the advantages of Win-
dorvs: graphical interface, rvindows a¡d DDE-
links. The links are created after applications
are started a¡rd there is no need to know the
memory addresses beforeha¡rd. The tlata acqui-
sition application ma.kes conversions, if needed,
to crisp input dataand sends them to FuzzyCon.
At the mômpnt I'rzz-C^r crn h¡nrllo lan innrrfc
and five outputs, but the expansion is easy.

The data acquisition card has a Windows sup-
port, so the data acquisition program can use
Dll-library commands for reading measured
data from the card.

Fuzzy logic controller. The knowledge base con-
tains membership functions and rules. The
membership functions are trapezoidal or trian-
gular defiued by four points (Fig. a). The maxi-
mum number of membership functions is nine
for each input and output variable. In the gen-
eraì form, each rule contains several inputs and
outputs: at the moment, FuzzyCon ca¡¡ ha¡rdle
ten inputs and five outputs.

Some additional labels a.re required for the sys-
tems consisting of severa.l sets of rules: ANY-
label in the premise part of the rule rneans that
the input has no influence on the rule, and a
star in some output in the consequent part of
the rule means that the rule ha.s no influence on
that output. Rules are stored in number form
which ma.kes their treatment easier.

F\rzzification is made by calculating the values
of membership functions of all the fuzz¡* sets for
input value in question (Viot 1gg3). lvlamdani's
min-max method was selected because it pro-
vided reasonably good results and u'as fa^stest
and easiest to calculate (Lee 1990). Fuzz¡,Con
does not require similar restrictions for member-
ship functions as the tuning system described
above, and therefore, the fast algorthm for the
Center-of-Areamethod cannot be used. The de-
fuzziûcation module is based on the Center-of-
Sums method which is one of the most commolr
defuzzification techniques in control.

User interføce. F\tzzyCon provides valuable on-
line tools for the controller tuning. The user
interface is easy to use and several windorvs can
be open at the same time for shorving differerrt
kind ofdata. FuzzyCon ca¡ also save definitiorrs,
membership functions and rules on the fiie sys-
tem i¡r matrix forms which a.re closely related to
the matrices used in the tuning system.

For users, the rules a¡e shown in linguistic form
and the membership functions in numeric and
graphical form. Users can add and edit rules in
rule windolv a¡rd edit membership functions in
membership function windows, or the rules a¡rd
membership functions created in some other way
can be read to FuzzyCon from the file or trans-
fer with DDE-links. The rules and membership
functions can changed on-line by both methods.

F\rzzyCon offers severa.l aids to examine control
(Juuso et ø1. L994). The completenessof the rule
base can be tested by simulation. During control
and simulation there is chance for monitoring the
firing of the rules and the forming of degrees of
membership ior inputs and outputs.

4. ADAPTIVE îTJZZY
CONTROLLERS

The Control System is adaptive since the mean-
ing of the linguistic va^lues depends on the work-
ing point of the process. Only five parameters
a¡e needed for reconstructing the set member-
ship functions for any variable on any level of
fuzzy pa^rtition (Fig. 4). In control applications,
this level does not usually change, and it is better
to use a set of corner points of the membership
functions also shown in Fig. 4.
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The adaptivity is pretuned, i.e. the tuning of

the membership functions is performed for dif-
ferent rvorking point a¡eas defined by some suit-

able state variables, e.g. flow velocity, temper-

atrrre etc. Tlie resulting membership functionst

and the corresponding control surface, depend

on the t,orking point, i.e. the cube containing

the control surface has rubber like dimensions'

The selection of alternative tuning areas corre-

sponds to the table shorvn in Fig' 2, and each

variable of tlie control rules requires a¡ own ta-

ble.

These tables are used together u'ith linguistic
equation models, if available, to obtain the ap-

propriate definitions for the sets of member-

ship functions. This procedure allowes gratlual

changes in any part of the set of membership

firnctions, and therefore, it is more flexible than

Normalization-Denormal\zation pro cedure. By

this approach, adaptive controi can be realized

in FuzzyCon or in automation systems as weil'

The membership function can be regenerated by

the database produced by the tuning system'

If the database defining the membership func-

tions is changed online, the adaptation should

be restricted to an appropriate range depending

on the rvorking point' Otherrvise, the normal

probiems of adaptive systems may arise' Neural

nets are planned to use in fine tuning especially

rvhen extenrìing the operating a¡ea of the adap-

tíve fuzzy controller.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the linguistic equation approach, the relations

are developed gradually: only for a small part
of the problem is taken into account at a time'

By the matrix method, it is very easy to de-

velope and tune adaptive fuzzy control applica-

tions. The linguistification methods have a vital
importance in connecting this methodology to
tlie real practice: the relations a¡e tuned by ad-

.11 t:----:-¿:^ --^-:^Ll^-lustlng tne meanln8s or Llte rl¡t6ursLrL Yd¡4u¡cù'

The results of the adaptive tuning method are

used in real control practice by tra.nsferring them
to FuzzyCon rvhich ís a fuzzy logic controller
lvhere the rules and the membership functions

can be changed on-line. FuzzyCon is connected

to processes rvith a data acquisition ca^rdr and

the data is transferred through DDE-links.
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STEPS TOWARDS REAL-TII\,IE CONTROL USING
KNOWLEDGE BASED SIN{ULATION OF FLEXIBLE
X{ANU FACTURING SYSTEN{S

J. NACSA and G. L. KovÁcs
Cotttpttlcr attd ¡lttlotttttliott llc.seorclt Itt.slilttlc o.f Ilungoriatt.4cadetn), ofsciences,
Cot,tputer Itttagtzttad lrlotrtr/itctut.itrg llesctrt.clt Laboiatorl,, ILt 5lB,' Bittopcsl, pO863, Hutrgarl,

Abstract. Cont¡.ltttcr aidccl sinlr¡lation car¡ assist both in the dcsign and operatiou of flexible
ntantlfacturing systerlìs (fMS). A plopcr sinrulation nroclcl of a giuen-LMS coulcl bc the best tool to
valiclalc it ¡llcl tt't cvalt¡atc its Pelfolnrancc. lllc conu'ol oftlrc Jystcnr carr bc solvcd by separating
tltc co¡lltol ltlcclt¿rtlist.ll fitrl tllc l-e¡l dcvices tlltlrc FMS rvith ¿r corlnrunication intcriace. In thii
case it is ¡lossiblc to rtsc lllc silrlr¡l¿ttcd sl,slcnr ftrr invcsti-eations instcaci ol tlre rcal systerrr. Strclr
silllulalioll s)/stcllls c¡tl bc buill u¡r usirrg cxl)c¡t systcru Jlclls. ln this ¡ra¡rel an FMS sinrr¡latio¡
systcnr (SSQi\) ri'ill tt irrtt'odr¡ccd s'itlr tl¡c lryblicl applicatiou of ex¡rcrl syslenrs and a hadilio¡al
sirllr¡laliorl soflrvate. 1'lrc systcrrt has solle cvalt¡atiirir. schccluling and qirality coutr.ol power as
rvcll. accolcli¡lg to lltc itrr¡rlctlcrrtcd aclvisory systcl.ìls that coninlunicatc rvith tlle sinrr¡lation
package.

Ke\' \\'r¡rds. Ex¡rcrt systc'rs: Iricx i blc nra, u lÌrct.rirr g: Si'luÌatio' :

I. INTRODUCTION

TIle nlanufac^tLlring process in a rrranufactur.irr-u
systeln is defined b¡, tlre llallr-¡factr-ll.irrg schedr¡lõ
that is created fiolll plocess plans arrd acñ¡al older.s.
Process^plarrs desclibe the illanufactut.ing of evely
type of parts in opel.ation order, the ãlternatir,ã
n]achiues, tools, etc, to all opel.atiolls and the tinle
period of each operation. TIIê actual older contailìs
the.nr-ullbel of parts reqrrir.ed u,jthill a -civen tirrre
period. .The ntanufactLlring schedule has the
infolnlation of tlre process ólan (the tinre per.iods
and dedicated ntÍìchines ànd tools instéad of
alternatives) plus the startin_c tinles of the
operatiolls.

A ,eood sched¡,rlel' can take into account the du¡.ation
of trauspol'tation and set-ups as u,el! if thev lllav nôr
be neglècted. Irr this poirrr'of t,i.* ili. ;";i,;ï åi;;;
FMS nle¡ns to ploduce all necessary infot.nlation for
each equipnlent of the systenr in tinle atld to
activate thertr by an illfo¡.ma1iolt tl.ansfer..

In this tentl a scheduler uith real-tillle capabilities
is the key of cotrrpr-rtetised coltrrol of an FMS. That
is the.nlain reason u,hy u,e pr.efer.tlre application of
real-tlnle sofiu,are even for sinlulation s,he¡e it u,as
not necessÍuy. The big probletrl of tllis approaclì is
the intelfacilrg of tlre t.eal contt.olled devices to tlle
scheduler. In-the l'ì"tost cases this part oi control
systenr is nrairrly applicatiorr specifii. \\¡e think that
uslng standald conlntunicatiot.t interfaces in the
shop-floor level (MVS-OSI netu,orks) tlris pr.oblenl
willbe easier'. (Nacsa 1994).

Control of alt FMS is a special case of
processcolltl'ol, u,hele nlost evellts ale not continuos
burt disoete giving good clrances of using digital
corl'ìputers for l'eal-tinre control. Irr a typicaf pr.ocess
control application thele al'e more but sinrplêr I/Os,
so the complexity of an FMS is similar.

2. DECISION MAKTNG IN
SIMULATION OF FMS

A sinlulation nlodel is a perfect tool to evaluate the
perfolrnance of FMSs as diffel'ent schedules can be
exanlined with nlininlal costs, as well as the effects
of diffe¡ ent systent ploble!11s, as break-down
sltuatlons, etc. calt be checked (Law 1992). During
the sinlulated lnanufacturing 

'process, lnicn i;
L^^^l ^-^.i-- ,udsEu uil Ute pÌocess plan, Ine slantng ano llnlsnlng
tinle of each ôpelation cari be recordãd, and later on
a schedule can be built up based on this
infonllatiolr.

The 
. 
pou,er of schedules pr.oduced by simple

sinlulation is genelally nôt comparable witir
schedules resulted fionr sophisticateð, specialised
sclleduling algorithnrs, but they are 

-produced

definitely fasrel and ar.e reliable. Thèy have
advantages in the case of the often needed re-
sclieduling. When a breakdown occut.s, a new
schedule cl'eated through sinlulation offels very
soon a way to continue the production if it's
possible.
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During creation of manufacturing schedules with
sirlulatiou thele ale several decisiõns - even if only



sinple algorithrrs are used - r¡'hich can hatdly be
proóessed *ith the genetally available if-then-else
itructules of tladitional simulation languages. For
exanrple:

- if there are 1'ìlore thatr olre u'olkpieces in a patallel
buffer (terrpolaly storage), the question is rvhich
workpiece catt leave the buffer fil'st, ol'

- if nloLé than one nlachine tool is suitable for a

celtain operation. u'hich one sìlould be chosen,
or

- if nrore '*,ot'kpieces ale vvaiting fo¡' a cel'tairr

resources which one to choose,
- etc.

Another problenr that these decisions often have
nrany on-line paran'ìeters, so the coding of strch a

deciiion in a sintulatiorr language is ratlìer
contplicated. Fol exantple:

- rlanagiug assentbly operatiolls defined by plocess-
plar.rs.

' a process plan has altelrrative patìts.
- etc.

Conrbirring simulation systetlls and knou'ledge
processing methods can be solved the problenr of
decision nraking dulitrg sinlulation. This
conlbination u'ill result in the so called klrorvledge

based (KB) sinLrlation.,'vllere KB advisots at'e

sorrehou' courrected to the sinltrlation.

There ale nranv sitl¡ulation tools rvhele ilset rr'litten
fuuctions cari be added to halldle suclr ploblerns.
Sonre knou,ledse based sYStellls llave a lso

sinrL¡lation possibilities. 'l'hird n'ay is to establish an

orr-line conlnrirnicatiott betu'eelt a¡1 independertt

sinrulator and a knos'ledge based systenl. We chose

the thiLd one becal¡se of t*'o reasotls. This solLltion

lets us chauge latel the sinlulator to au existing
systel'u to provide real-tinte cotrtl'ol. ln the sanle

time u,e build up the systenr that the application
specific parts are rtrainly irr the sinlt¡latot' so the

object sttuctut'es, the usel'-intel'face. llìally t'Lrles and

the intet'face itself can be uset in othet' applicatiolrs.

Answeling to the questions of the simulator requires

sonre special capabilities flonl the advisor.

- Run tiure iuformatiolr about the facilities' buffels,
oldels, deadlines, etc.

- The look-ahead to the 'near' future (next
operations of u'ol'kpieces and theils effects)

- A 'decision method for selecting scheduling
algolithm,

- The constlaints of the rrranufacturing,
- ete.

3. EXPERIMENTAL KB SIMULATION
SYSTEMS FOR FMS

3. I. Application oJ' CS-PROLOG

The fir'st Knowledge Based FMS Simulation system
developed in the eIMLab of CARI (Kovács 1992)
rvas vvlitten in a special rule based simulation
language, CS-PROLOC (Communicating
Seqì:eritial PLolog) (Futó 1987), -which is a

PROLOG languige extended with simulation
facilities. Wheri thð system began to grow different
ploblenls of the PC based system appeared making
ihe developrrrent haldet'. The speed petformance of
the PROLOG progl'anl u'as decLeasing radically.

3.2. Application o.l'lt),bt'id s)'stcttts - SS8Å

Then a ne\\,syster'ìr (SSQA - Sinlulatio-n-Scheduler-
QLrality Assuiarrce) was defined to reflect the idea
of corinecting a traditional sinrulation system to
expert systenrs ldeep coupled hybLid system). At the
sallle tirile it u'as réalised that some quality control
power'çarr relatively easily be incotporated into the

systenr.

SSQA consists of a tl'aditiorlal simulatio-n system

couþled r¡,ith thlee expert systents. The four main
rulodules ate: Sirnulatiorr-Arritnation System (SAS)'
Plepalation Expert Systerrr (PES), A_dvisor e..*¡çf
Sysienr (AES) and Er'àluation Expert 9V¡1"* (EEq).
AES is deep cor-rpled to SAS, while PES and EES
ale shallow coupled (Fig. 1).
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Fig. I Thc nrain logical nrodules of SSQi\ lrybli<l systcrrr
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We defined a Plepalltion and all Evaluation Expert
Systerrrs because irrany infor.rrratiot.ì processings can
be done befot'e alld aftel. the sinlt¡laiion. It de- ellds
on the given application and its special próbl.nl
hou' nluch knolr,ledge pr.ocessirrg ii r-¡sed 

'in 
each

expert systent ntodLrlã.

- The Preparatiorr Expert Systenr (pES) collects all
input. dara fo¡' the sinlulation and conrpletes the
sintulation nodel. tn SSeA r.ve starjt fi.onl a
given sinrulation nlodel and let this module to
ntanage the oldel's.-tlìe pt.oc-ess plans and every
experinrental spe.cifìc par.t of the-sinlulatiorr. e.g.
getting a uerv schedule afte¡. a breakdor.r,n event
nleans that PES initiates the given situation of
the wolkshop aftel. the cr.ash.

- The Sinlulatioll-Aninlation Systerrr (SAS) executes
the simL¡lation nlodel geñerated by the pES.
Both schedulirrg and qirality cont¡.ól functions
need nran¡, decisio¡ls. *,hjcll are nlade in the
Advisor ES. lf the sillli¡lation lleeds help fi.onl
the AES thell the sil¡Lrlation llrlt. sends its
qLrestiol'ì to the AES and n,aits for the leply.
D.ulin,u the sinulation a graplrical anintatión'-
like an anilllation nlovie - ltelps to r_rndet.stand
and follorv the sinlulated nranui'actul.in_q process
ort the cornputer''s scteell.

- The Advisol Expert S¡,sterl (AES) is tìle slave of
the sinluiation. It rvaits for the qLrestiorrs of the
sinrulation on certain decision poitrts. Receivinq
the question the AES stnlts its jnfetellce proçess
and sends back the conclrrded ansrr,ei.. The
knou,ledge base of the AES consists of
schedulin_c arrd qr-ralitv conilol r.trles. \\/or.kpiece
and t esoLrrce pr ioritv l.ules belong to the
schedulirrg palt' of tñe knou,ledge Lase, arrd
nreasllt'elltent evaluatioll l.L¡les to the qtrality
contl ol.

- The EvalLratiorr Expert Svstenl (EES) evrluates the
lesulls of the sinlLrlation that are tlle r¡tilisation
statistics of aii eqLriprlenr in tlre FVS and the
llallufactulillr¡ sclredLr le.
The EES has"a statistical evaluation po\\,e¡., too.It is applied u,hen llot orrlv one. but several
sinrulatioll ru¡ns ate pr.ocessed in a rou, and all
resr-¡lts are evalL¡ated together. Tìle nunlbel. of
such sintulation ¡'r-nls (i0--100 or.nrore) depends
on the size of the FVS, on the ninnbiL of
l:¡f--.^_-. - ,uurçrçilr parrs Io pfOOuce, Ot.t tilelf batCh Slzes
and o¡r the available scheduling and qtrality
contlol algorithnrs itrrplentented iir the adi,isory
systenr (AES). The calcirlation of this nr¡nrber is
a contplicated task. and t.ecelltly blind guess
nlethods are used. becat¡se n.e do îot yet have a
good nrethod for it.
Dependin_u on rhe knorvled_te base of tìre EES it
can decide u'hether the sðhedr_rle and the cell
configuration ¡r.e nccept¿ìble or llot, and in this
latel case nlodificatiori can be suer¡ested. These
sug,testions nray be the activatioliõf otlle¡. rL¡les
by the Advisorj ES or the nlodification of the
origirral confi.qru'ation of the lllallufactur.ins cell
by the Prepar.a-tion ES.

3.3 ..1ppIicutiotr oJ'G3 to bttiId adt,isory s1,,"r/c¿s

In the first velsion of SSQA (Kovács 1993) a CS_
PROLOG based expelt sysre¡n called ALL-EX wele
used as the advisor and evaluation ES, and the
sinlulation-aninlatiotr par.t of the system was a
SIMAN/Cinenra nlodule.

The testing and evaluatilrg of the prototype version
showed that ALL-EX did not have-enough power to
selve as arr on-line expel't system for the sinlulation.
Conlnlurrication, speed and memory problems vi,er.e
analysed, So nrole accepted and commonly used AI
tools were exanrined (MULISp, CLIPS, NÊXPERT,
G2). The l'eal-tinre expert system G2 was chosen
because of its high speed, communication features
and built-in capacities 

-(procedures, rule classing,
user-fi'iendþ .supporr of development). Compariñg
the c^osts of the poterrrial sinlulited ftr4Ss the pricã
of G2 r,r,as acceptable.

At the.begintrirrg SIMAN/Cirrenla were runnirrg on a
PC, while a SUN SPARCstatiou was used fo-r CZ.
To n¡ll the trvo systenls together. an inteface
betrveen SIMAN and C2 (Nacsa 1994) was
developed. Both the net',r'ol.k interface softwáre and
the application of SIMA¡- on a real size problem
lrave high nlenloly requir.enrerrts that ar.å rather
dilficult to plovide under the DOS. So irr the recent
version the SIMAN/Cinenta is running on a SI..ll{,
too. This u,ay three tasks at.e running-parallel: thé
G2 knou'ledge base, tbe SIMAN sinluiation and a
conrlunication server.

All-the knor.r,ledge of the advisors irnplenrented in
ALL-EX u'as tlansfo¡nled into the appropriate
folnlats of C2 u,ithout nrajor problerns.

The nlain diffelence was caused by the G2's objecf
oliented vieu' of a systelll. All-elements of the
sinrulated syst€nt are now repr.esented by Gz
objects. The¡'e exists a hielaichy betweeï the
objects that nlakes the attr.ibLrte illheiitance possible.
ln the follorving sotle of the classes we have
defined ale listãd, together *'itlr i¡eii at¡.ibutes
(inherited attributes al'e not nrerrtioned):

-wolkpiece (state, plesent-station, next-station,
current-station, type. color., pr.ocess-plan, op-
tion)

- process-plnn (first-elenrent. type, color, is-
requ ired. sunl-of-is-in, sunr -of- is-req, sum-of-is-
pLod)

-operatìon (nrachine, setup time, operation time,
altelnative opelation, nèxt operátion, quality
pointer')
- qLrality paranreter( expected nteans, tolerance
range, tyÞe of lleasurenlerrt, r.epairable error, etc.)
- cell-unit (state)
-tianspot't-clevìce (state, distance, speed, speed-

level, r'adian)
- cell-equiprnent (state, place-list)

- stole (wp-list, place-list)
- nrachine (place-list)
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4. FIRST APPLICATIONS OF THE
SYSTEMS

The expelinlental systelrl rvas developed fir'st to
sinr.,latå a Leal systeru - the pilot FMS of the

lechnical Univelsity of Btrdapest. Fig 2' shor'r's the

layout ofthe sYStenl.

Thele are four cells (assenrbly /l/, storage + AGV
/7. ...ru,.rrlelrt /6/, nrachiiring /2,3,4,5/) in the

.urt.nl. The nlachilling cell consists of a CNC

nlaclrining cerrtle /3/, ã CXC lathe l4l and two

iluoir lz,il The systeìrr has an input buffer.with.30
stolase places and each nrachine tool and statloll

Irnr-õu.' input/output buffer, one autonlatic pallet

cltanger and otle rvol'king space'
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Fig. 2 Pilot l'lr4S irr tlrc Tcclrrrical l.Liivclsit¡' ol llLrcla¡rcsl

Othel applications al'e also ttndet developnrent:

- the siiìulation and corrtl'ol of the MAP Tlairring

Center in CARI of HAS.
- the sinlulation and evaluation ola rvorksliop in the

ZALA Ful'nitr.rre Ltd., HungarY
- the simr-rlation of the FMS of Goldstar Cable,

Heavy Industries irl Sor-¡th-Korea.

using tlre discussed hybrid progranl -stluclure 
a

ooteiltial svstelll contlol is supporled. In this case

iri. t=.1 F\iS enviLorurent shoúld be used instead of
the sinrulation. So olre nlain direction of our recent

R&D u'ot'k is t'eal-time FMS control'
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A hvbLid KB sinrtrlation proglanl rvas develop-ed

*ith'schedulillq alld qualiiy aist,l'nnce featules fol'

FMS. The sinrõlation ánd tlie decisiorr naking palts
(scheduling, quality assut'ance) wel'e sepal'ated to

sive bettei pår'fotrilarrce. The cost of it u'as the

ãeuelopnrent of all intel'face.

The implementation in SIMAN and C2 vvas fast

enough ìnd C2 rvas excelleltt to nrake the diffeLent

experlmental plo-ulíìn1 tuus. Data pleparatlon ls -

ho'u,ever - a t.ãioõs arld tillle-constrlrting activity'

We al'e convinced that the npplication of tltese up-

to-date nleaus u'ill lead otrr ClMLab to have a

,i.frl K,'to."ledge Based Sirrrulation-sclreduling-

Quality Control progralìl packnge to sLrpport tlìe

.ìotu.iion and beiter:perfoinrancé of u'olking FMS

ãnã to Ue used in tlre desigrr (planning) of new FMS

itrrptem.ntatiorrs. Finally it hCs to be rrrerrtioned that
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Absract. In most ofthe production systenrs, the main control functions are nearly similar. In order to save
trus common knowledge and know-how and to reuse it during another applicarion desisn. it is necessarv rÁ
practise a,new rupture way. of re-engineering in which the ipecificaticiri phase is ;m"pler;it ilÃr;;d.;ì
ol alr.lmPlementation. Indeed to respect the genericity need ofsi¡ch an approäch, the techdologióal co¡istrainti
only have to be taken into account-at the tiñe of thó function disrribuúån insiáJthi aur"ma:ùån;ilË-fr';;
directly down to the field devices.

[:y-,yold:. Intelligent Actuation and Measurement, Functional Requirement Diagrams, Funcrional
LÌagräms, tsunctional Companion Standa¡d, Distributed Process Conüol, Automa¡ion Engiñeering.

I.INTRODUCTION

In the context of the retrofitf.ing of the indust¡ial
sites based on another process control
specification and structuration, the main
innovating principle of both European projects
which are linked and enrirled ËSpRif -lI -
D.I.A.S. (Distributed Intelligent Acruators and
Sensors) n" 2t72 and ESpRIT In - P.R.I.A.M.
(.Prenormative Requirements for Intelligent
Actuation and Meásuremenr) no 6188, iÉ ro
pr_opose a l^ery rupture way of reengineering
(Hammer, 1993).

l{e^ed.the_ DIAS projecr has developed since
1989, the Intelligent Actuator and Trãnsmitter
conc.ept which advocated the intelligence
distribution down to field devices within a
C.M.M.S. (Cont¡ol, Maintenance and technical
Management System) architecture based on the
integration of these ürree conventional islands of
automation in order to improve basically the
design, operation and conditional maintenance.
Th_e experimentation resulting of a semi-formal
reference Knowledge O-riented Design
Spproa_ch allowed to demonstrate the concept
fe.asiþility^and irs indusr¡ial interesr (Iung, 9l). '
The DIAS basic rupture way is to pro=moté the
intelligence disrriburion in oppositibn with the
curent hierarchical process ðóntrol in order to
implement an IAT Information driven instead of
an IAT Data driven. The IAT concept
materialised by an organic notion rather than a
fu!_ctional one, is necessary but no more
sufficient to sat¡sfy the process user needs.

According to these results, the pRIAM project
aims_to develop rhe IAM (Inteltigent Aciuaiion
and Measurement) concept as integrated sub-
system of whole of the process system.

The PRIAM way of working is based on rhe
prototyping of the CMMS reference approach
by both the user and the vendor in órder roqualify and ro quanrify the IAM
interchangeability and irueroperábiliry gap.
At this stage, the second iuprure'wli is topromote an IAM application driven
implementation independeru as opposed to anIAM technology -driven 

imflèmentation
dependent.

In additional p-renormative view, the on-going
E uropean Intelligent A ctuation - anõ
Measurement User Group (ESPRIT Droiect no
8244) extends this way of thinking anð working
to an independent and open forum which is
composed of end users, IAT suppliers,
engineering companies, scientific and wÍrich is
linked with national and internal standard
committees.
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2.IAT CONTEXT

Any plant (see. Fig.l) is compolgq Pf- 
th'

Drocess, processlng raw material io transform it
into oro'ducts, tñe automation system
öiõ.tiing information from/to the process and

fiã-ópét.lors, lhe operators operating the

proces's through the automation system'

From this structure emerges two interface types-:

on itt. on. hand a phyðical interface which
rätiãe.i the exchaigê between process and

utìðtîon system thTough the actuators and

the sensors-and on the other hand the user
int*f"". representing tle -semantic link
6ãi*..n the òperators-and the automation
;i;t.rn. ttre ptryôical interface is composed of :

inteeration concept (Galara, 1993) which is a

*ub-"concept of C.I.M.E. (Computer Integrated
fvlanufacturing Engineering). Therefo-re the

basic automation object has evo-lved -to a

lnieltigent automation object : the Intelligent
Actuaiôrs and Sensors representing a new way

in the control part structuration (see Fig' 2)'
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- the data coming from the sensors and used by
the orocessing,

- the' data ðoming from the actuator
instrumentation and used by the processing'

- the information provided by the processing to
the actuator command.

On anorher conceptual level, the user interface

contains :

- the requests coming from the operators for
the processing.

- itrè ?eports cóming from the processing for
the operators.

According to the content of the elementary data,

irt. phv-sical interf ace appears as the
informational hinge of the plant. Indeed from a

reliability and availability point ol vtew' any

.ôrtunication fault ttirough the physical
interface implies bad effects oñ the whole of the

oiô¿uction ôvsrcm. Therefore the actuators and

iensors consídered in theory as uivial elements,

*ãLõ in fact a real Achillesi heel of the plant' A
iirst uo-erading of this conventional equipment
;ñiti.ã in ttr"e definition of its technological
dvsfunctioning by the complementary
ióecification oT thé waited and acceptable
iãrvices of control. This has led on the

ãutomation object concept (Morel, 1993) to the

ãã"ãioó*ent of the behaviour filter notion
*liðti'cott.sponds to the using.of- expected
L-L--.:^,-- *-^¡^l af penh nhvcical elemgntucltav luul ¡lrLruvl v¡ vqv¡¡
between the control block and the inpuloutput
lines to separate application and technological
points of vièw (see Fie.2).

The automation object notion allowed on the
one tran¿ a higher c-omponent reusability since

lon or the aþplicatioñs are composed.of the

same basic eqi¡ipment and on the 
-other hand a

trìgrrei¡ntero¡i erãu it ity by the standardisation of
the interface syntax.

From this first behavioural modelling result, the

ESPRIT-DIAS project had as objective to
õiten¿ the cöntiol view towards the
maintenance andtechnical management
istánOs by the implementation of the C.M'M'S'

Fig.2. Conrol Part structuration evolution

Thanks to this intelligence distribution dourn to

field devices (Intelli-gent Field Devices), the
otr"iiðat interiace is not only composed of
ivóical analog signal or current software data

tui ãiro of iertinent, consistsnt and- reliable
lniormation. The innouating IFD resulting of a

KOD approach (Iung, 93) is necessary but not
sufficié¡it to comþletely satisfy the user
iõóoii.rn.nts and pãrdcuiarly the automation
sydtem-operators interface.

3.IAM CONTEXT

In fact, the IAT are onlY equiPment
ãuuntltatinelv distributed in the plant which
Ëã"ó io u" iítegrated qualitatively inside a real

iJbsvstem : ñð Inteiligent Actuation and
Meaiurement (CaPetta, 1993).
gãsàd on this cöncept, the ESPRIT'PRIAM
oroiect. losical continuaúon of DIAS' proposes

iome eeneiic definitions in order to have a sarne

mentaÏ image between the users and the
vendors :

- Measurement is considered as a set of
opeiations for the purpose of determining the

value of a quantity.
- lciuaiion'is aiso considered as set of

operations for the purpose of determining the

value of a quantity.

With these two definitions, Útere is apparently a

oaradox because measurement and actuation is
ãðfineO with the same methodology. To avoid
Ju.n . Daradox, it is necessary to go deeper in
iñõ ¿ótinition 

.of 
"determining the value of

quantity" :

- for measurement, the meaning ought to be : to
be able "to observe" the valué of a quantity,

- for actuation, the meaning ought to be : to be

able "to modify" the value of a quantity.

,evÉl I ¡t
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Measurement and actuation are means of
achiev-ing intentions : to observe and to modify
a - value of a quantity. So, Intelligent
Measurement and Actuation integrating IAT
equipment have to be considered as subsystems
at the.two plant interfaces defining an overlap
(see Fig. 3) taking into accounr :

- a p?r! of the process : the IAM machinery
which transforms the observation into a
processable signal or the signal into a
modification of the value of a flow of material,- a part of the automation system : the IAM
processing capability which transforms the
signal into pieces of information or a piece of
information into a signal

processing has to take into account the
expected performances and the functioning
safety constraints and contains the logicaI
sequential and analog operations.

The processing will later be dist¡ibuted inside
the. equipment b_ased on conventional or digital
technologies. The distribution establishedfor
suppliers and integral.ors, corresponds to a
technology-driven dependent of the
irnplementation and represeñts the Functional
Diagrams.

Fig. 3. Intelligent Actuarors and Transmirrers inside
Intelligent Actuation and Measurement

REQITESTS REPORTS
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Fig,4. IAM Functional Requirement Diagrams
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The definition of this IAM is based on a specific
life cycle which starting point is a user need
approach in order to satisfy [he user interface :
moving from application-driven (the needs) up
to technology-driven (the systems).
This functional ald dystemic approach,
established by engineering compáriies, ls
extirely independent of all implemènration of
the processing and leads in a first step to the
description of the Functional Requirement
Diagrams (see Fig. 4) : independelnt of any
implementation into any Automâtion System.

Implementation independent does not mean
completely generic. Indeed the FRD is linked
on the one hand to its environment, on the
other hanci to the process which will be
controlled and observed by the available
actuators and sensors (actions-observations
representing the machinery) and finally to the
information needs marerialised by the control,
mainlenance and technical management
requelts and reports. These requests-repõrts are
normally expressed by a sêt of àgents
representing the operators considered as gnd-
users and suppliers of IAM devices.

In relation to its global interface, the FRD
behaviour is defined by the rules which are
necessal'y to implement from the Requests in
order to provide the Reports accordinþ to the
Actions and Observatioñs. This behaviour or

The rupture between the two FRD and FD
islands (see Fig. 5) is situated berween the world
of Engineering and the world of integrators and
suppliers and is made to move from FRD,
application driven and implementation
independent, up to FD, technololy driven and
implementation dependenr (Morel,- 1994).

Fig.5. Functional Requirement Diagrams
Funcúonal Diagrams

and

4. . FTJNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
DIAGRAMS OF IAM

Outside the implementation world, rhe IAM
being immersed to a specific context, the new
systemic way of working implies before

llætring capabi.Lilis
distributcd inro úc
Autanation systan

hocessing
capabilities

Actuation
machinery

Actuator
nfpllior¡n

dist¡ibuted into the
Automatim

Processing
capabilities

Measurement
machinery

Transmitter

TAM

process environment
needs

To specify IAM process functional

FUNCTIONAL

To
process needs

To specify IAM processing disrribution
To specify IAM processiìg of each

IAM devices
To specify IAM device.s and

communic¿tion needs
FUNCTIONAL DTAGRAMS
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4. FIRST APPLICATIONS OF THE
SYSTEMS

The expelinlent¿ìl systenl was developed fir'st to
sin'rulttè a real sysiem - the pilot FMS of the

iechnical Uni,.'ersiiy of BLrdapest. Fig 2' shor'r's the

layout ofthe systenl.

Thel'e at'e four cells (assenrbly /l/, storage + AGV
/7. *.nrur.ntetlt /6/, nrachiñing /2,3,4,-ç/) in the

,urt.,u. The ntachining cell consists of a CNC

n'raclrining centle /3/, ã CXC lalhe l4l and two
roUotr ¡:,31. The systerrr has an input buffer.with 30

,iotog" places arrd each nlachine tool and station

t.r õrl.'irrput/output buffer, one automatic pallet
chaneel and otle wol'king space.
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Fig. 2 Pilot ì'lr4S irr tlrc -l'cclr¡rical l-Liivclsit¡' ol Iltrcla¡rcst

Other applications ale also trndet developnlent:
- the sinìulation arld corltlol of the MAP Trairring

Center in CARI of HAS.
- the sintulation and evallration of a u'orkshop in the

ZALA FulnitLrre Ltd., HungarY
- the sinlulation of the FMS of Goldstal Cable,

Heavy Irtdustlies ilt SoLrth-Kol'ea

using tlte discussed hybrid prograÍìl -sttucture 
a

poteiltial systenl control is supporled' In.this case

ili" t=.f F\iS envirorrrrìent shoúid be used instead of
the sinrulation. So olre nlain direction of our recent

R&D u'ork is real-tinte FMS control'
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A hybLid KB sinlLrlation pl ogrÍìlll u'as^develop^ed
witlischeduling arrd qualiiy aist'lallce fentures fol'

FMS. Tlre sirrru-lation ánd tlle decision rrtakirrg parts

(scheduling, quality assut'ance) u'et'e sepat'ated to
siue bettei'pér'foniance. The cost of it u'as the

ãevelopnrent of an intelface.

Tlre irrrplenelitation in SIMAN and G2 u'as fast

enough ind G2 rvas excellent to nlake the diffeLent
exper:inrental plogranl tulls. Data pleparatlon ls '
hoivever - a teäio,]t and titrre-consturting activity'

We are convirlced that the a¡rplicatiorr of tltese up-

to-date Íìteans u'ill lead oul' CIMLab to have a

useful Knou'ledge Based Sirrrulatiori-Sclreduling'

Quality Contlol proglanl package to sLrpport tlìe

eìaluaiion and beiter:perfoinrarlcé of u'orking FMS

and to be used irr the áesi-{¡rt (planning) of new FMS

iurplenrentations. Finally it has to be nlentioned that
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INTELLIGBNT
SYSTEM.BASED
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ACTUATION AND
MODELLING : THE

MEASUREMENT
PRIAM WAY OF
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Abdract. In most of the prod_uction systems, the main control functions are nearly similar. In order to savettus common knowledge and know-how and to reuse it during another applicarion design, it is necessarv to
tlTit::l,||Y ll^Plrtf wav, of re'engineering in which the_ipecificatioi phase is corñplerely in¿"p"níent
or ar.lmplementauon. lndeed to rcspect the.genericity needof such an approach, the technilogiAal coñstraintsonly have to be taken into account-at the tiñe of thé function ¿isrri¡ur'i,ôn inslå" irti uutomiriàn ;t;ü';;directly down to the field devices.

[t^y_]:ld:: _lLl:lllqx, Actuarion and Measurement, Functional Requirement Diagrams, Funcrional
Dlagr¿ms' tsunctional Companion Standard, Distributed Process Conuol, Automarion EnglñeerinÉ.

T.INTRODUCTION

In the context of the retrofitting of the indust¡ial
sites based on another process control
specif¡cation and structurãtion, the main
innovating principle of both European projects
which are tinked and enrirled ËSpnif -il _

D.LA.S. (Distribured Intelligenr Acruators and
Sensors) n' 2172 and ESpRIT III - P.R.LA.M.
(Prenormative _Requirements for Intelligent
Actuation and Measurement) no 6188, iÉ ro
propose a l^el rupture way of reengineering
(Hammer, 1993).

Indeed the DIAS projecr has developed since
1989, the Intelligent Acruator and Trãnsmirter
concept. which advocated the intelligence
distribution down to field devices wiihin a
C.M.M.S. (Cont¡ol, Maintenance and technical
Management System) architecture based on the
integration of these lhree conventional islands of
automation in order to improve basically the
design, operation and conditional maintenãnce.
Th_e experimentation resulting of a semi-formal
referençe Knowledge Oriented Des!gn
lpproa_ch allowed to demonstrate the concépt
f?.asiÞility and its industriat interest (Iung, 9l). '
The.-DIAS basic rupture way is to'proimoté the
intelligence distriburion in oppositiòn with the
curr€nt hierarchical process cónf¡ol in order to
lmplement an IAT Information driven instead of
an IAT Data driven. The IAT concept
materialised by an organic notion rather than a
fun-ctional one, is necessary but no more
sufficient to satisfy the process user needs.

According to these results, rhe pRIAM project
aims_to develop rhe IAM (Inteltigent Aciuaíion
and Mea_surenient) concept as integrated sub-
system of whole of the process system.

The PRIAM way of working is based on the
prototyping of the CMMS reference approach
by both the user and the vendor in órder toqualify and ro quanrify the IAM
interchangeability and inreroperãbility gap.
At this stage, the second rupture-üav is topromote an IAM applièation driven
implementation independent as opposed to anIAM .technology 

-driven 
imflèmentation

dependent.

In additional prenormative view, the on-going
E uropean Intelligent A ctuation "anã
Measurement User Group (ESPRIT proiect no
8244) extends this way of thinking anä working
to an independenr and open foium which iI
composed of end users, IAT suppliers,
engineering companies, scientific an¿ wtricn lj
linked with naiional and internal standard
committees.
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2.IAT CONTEXT

Any plant (see. Fig'l) is composed of the
próce-ss, processing raw material io transform it
into nroãucts, tñe automation system
oïoceising information from/to the process and
'th. op.tu-tors, the operators operating the
proces's through the automation system.

From this structure emerges two interface types :

ón-tne one hand a physical interface which
rnunug.t the exchange between process and

äuiom"ation system through the actuators and

the sensors-and on the other hand the user
interface representing the,semantic link
between the ôperators- and the automation
iyst"rn. The phyiical interface is composed of :

inteeration concept (Galara, 1993) which is a

sublconcept of C;I.M.E. (Computer Integrated
M anufacturing Engineering). Therefo-re the
basic automation object has evolved -to a

intelligent automation object : the Intelligent
Actuators and Sensors representing a new way
in the cont¡ol part structuration (see Fig. 2).

coNTROtl EDoís PLANT

rtspoals€s

TNTELLICENT INTELLIGENT

- the data coming from the sensors and used by
the nrocessing,

- the data õoming from the actuator
instrumentation and used by the processing'

- the information provided by the processing to
the actuator command.

On another conceptual level, the user interface
contains :

- the requests coming from the operators for
the orocessinq.

- the ^reports cóming from the processing for
the operators.

According to the content of the elementary data,

the phv-sical interface appears as the
informational hinge of the plant. Indeed from a

reliabilitv and aiailability-point of view, any

communication fault tliroigh the physical
interface implies bad effects on the whole of the

nroduction ivstem. Therefore the actuators and

iensors considered in theory as trivial elements,
make in fact a real Achillesr heel of the plant. A
first uo-erading of this conventional equipment
consisieð' in th--e definition of its technological
dysfunctioning by the complementary
sóecification df Uré waited and acceptable
särvices of control. This has led on the
automation object concept (Morel, 1993) to the
develooment oÏ the behaviour filter notion
which'corresponds to the using of expected
behaviour mòdel of each physical element

--- ¡L^ ^^-.-^l Ll^^1. ^-'l rlra;ññrrf/^rrtñrrt
ogtwcçll Ltlç çulll'¡t'r¡ ul\rvÀ 4¡¡u urv ¡¡¡vuvvsrre!
lines to separate application and technological
points of view (see Fig. 2).

The automation object notion allowed on the

one hand a higher c-omponent reusability since

80Vo of the aþplicatioñs are composed.of the

same basic eqìipment and on the other hand a
higher intero¡ierãbility by the standardisation of
the interface syntax.

From this first behavioural modelling result' the
ESPRIT-DIAS project had as objective to
extend the cõntiol view towards the
maintenance and technical management
islands by the implementation of the C.M.M.S.

Fig.2. Control Part structuration evolution

Thanks to this intetligence dist¡ibution down to
field devices (Intelligent Field Devices), the
ohvsical interiace il not only composed of
ivóicat analos signal or current software data

Urit also of fertlnent, consistqnt and- reliable
information. The innovating IFD resulting of a

KOD approach (Iung, 93) is necessary but not
sufficiérit to completely satisfy the user
iequirements and pãrticularly the automation
sy s-tem-operators interface.

3.IAM CONTEXT

In fact, the IAT are onlY equiPment
ouantitativelv distributed in the plant which
äàue to be fuitegrated qualitatively inside a real
subsystem : thð Inteitigent Actuation and
Meaiurement (CaPetta, I 993).
Based on this' côncept, the ESPRIT-PRIAM
nroiect. loeical continuation of DIAS, proposes

äotñe eenelic definitions in order to have a same

menta'i image between the users and the
vendors :

- Measurement is considered as a set of
operations for the purpose of determining the
vnlrc nf e ollantifv-_ 1*_--- -J

- Actuation'is aíso considered as set of
operations for the purpose of determining the
value of a quantity.

With these two definitions, there is apparently a

oaradox because measurement and actuation is
äefined with the same methodology. To avoid
such a oaradox, it is necessary to go deeper in
trrõ Oãrinition 

'of 
"determinihg tñe value of

quantity" :

- for measuremenl, the meaning ought to be : to
be able "to observe" the valuè of a quantity,

- for actuation, the meaning ought to be : to be
able "to modify" the value of a quantity.
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Measurement and actuation are means of
achieving intentions : to observe and to modify
a - value of a quantity. So, Intelligent
Measurement and Actuation integrating IAT
equipment have to be considered as subsystems
at fhe.two plant interfaces defining an overlap
(see Fig. 3) taking info accounr :

- a p?r! of the process : rhe IAM machinery
which transforms the observation into a
processable signal or the signal into a
modification of the value of a flow of material,- a part of the automation system : the IAM
processing capability which transforms the
signal into pieces of information or a piece of
information into a signal

processing has to take into account the
expected performances and the functioning
safety constraints and contains the logicañ
sequential and analog operations.

The processing will later be dist¡ibuted inside
the. equipment b_ased on conventional or digital
technologies. The distriburion establishedfor
suppliers and integrators, corresponds to a
technology-driven dependent of the
implementation and represeñts the Functional
Diagrams.

Fig. 3. Intelligenr Actuarors and Transmirters inside
Intelligent Actuation and Measurement

REQtiESTS REPORTS

ATIONS

Fig.4. IAM Functional Requirement Diagrams

d

The definition of rhis IAM is based on a sÞecific
life cycle which star¡.ing point is a usei need
approach in order to satisfy the user interface :
moving from application-driven (the needs) up
to technology-driven (the systems).
This functional and systemic approach,
established by engineering compádies, is
extirely independent of all implemèntarion of
the processing and leads in a first step to the
description of the Functional Requirement
Diagrams (see Fig. 4) : independeir of any
implementation into any Automãûon System.

Implementation independent does not mean
completely generic. Indeed rhe FRD is linked
on the one hand to its environment, on the
other hand to the process which will be
controlled and obseived by the available
actuators and sensors (actions-observations
representing the machinery) and finally to the
information needs materiaiised by the 

-control,

maintenance and technical management
requests and reports. These requests-repbrfs are
normally expressed by a s-et of àgents
represenring the operators considered aõ End-
users and suppliers of IAM devices.

In relation to its global interface, the FRD
behaviour is defined by the rules which are
necessary to implement from the Requests in
order to provide the Reports accordinþ to the
Actions and Observatioñs. This behaviour or

The rupture between the two FRD and FD
islands (see Fig. 5) is siruated between the world
of Engineering and the world of integrators and
suppliers and is made to move from FRD,
application driven and implementation
independent, up to FD, technololy driven and
implementation dependenr (Morel,- 1994).

.DRIVEN

TECHNOLOCY
DRIVEN

IMPLEMENTATION
DEPENDENT

Fig.5. Functional Requirement Diagrams
Functional Diagrams

4. . FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
DIAGRAMS OF IAM
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Outside the implementation world, rhe IAM
being immersed to a specific context, the new
systemic way of working implies before



definine the FRD, to identify the integration
constrãints which will be taken into account.
These constraints concern more precisely the

Drocess needs in terms of IAM machinery
ðtrãracteristics (type of fluid, ".) , and the

environment neeâs in terms of set of mecano-

ðlimatic characteristics (harsh environment,'.")'
frorn ttre environmental context and according
io rhe objective assigned to the IAM system, the

àootoucit consists in structuring in a

ðfrionological way the user specification
describedin naturál language to identify the
lÃM orocess functións- with control,
maintenänce and technical management points

ol uie*. The structuration pertinence towards
autonomous process functions has to ensure the

functlon pêrennity and to facilitate its
reusability.'According to its genericity de^gree, a

function ôan be stañdardised or specific and

stored in library usable for other structurations'
Èach functiori is an independent module
considered as a "lego" : the system resulting of
the "lego" assembling assimilable to an

electroniõ card composed of standard or specific
components.
The gathering of the whole IAM functions leads

to tlie desciiption of the physical (actions-
observationsi and user (requests-reports)
interfaces.

At a more detailed level and respecting the same

conceDts each function which composes an
IAM ËRD, has to be formalised in a language'
function bloc job'oriented (graplical and

textual) always implementation independent'
This aliows to inuoduce functional behaviour
of the IAM and the performances of the IAM
(response time, availability,- safety). In a

ìeuraUitity point of view,'the language is

"omoosed 
oi several Elementary Functional

BlocÏs or Macro Functional Blocks (see Fig. 6)
which is defined by the assembling of EFB and

associated to a snialler degree of genericity as

the EFB. The EFB corresponds to a particular
operation which cannot be modified (AND, OR,
+, -, COSINE, ...).

Each EFB and MFD is functionally prototyped'
validated and certified by the association of a

dvnamic to the behaviour (C language,
GRnfCf,t, ...) then stored in a library (Morel,
1993). The sirirulation are made by, the use of
test icenarios in open loop (interaction with the

ooerator) or in clòsed lo-op coupling together
tlie elenient to a simulation of a part or the
whole of the machinerY.

Bv recursivitv, the dynamic of the EFB and
fr4f g also allows tò validate the process
functions. The tests realised at this step could be

used as reference for the processing validation
after the distribution.
Therefore the FRD approach is based o-n- a-top-
down description (fióm function to MFB or
EFB) or on d bottom-up description (from EFB

to úf'g and functiont using a same function
block language ensuring on-the-one hand a

ioecificatión ñomogenisation for the integral ity
oi the processing 

-and interfaces and on the

other haid the taking into account of ¡he whole
of ttre FRD up-gradings (library flexibility)'

5. FTJNCTIONAL DIAGRAMS OF IAM

This homogenisation has to be conserved
durine the ãutomatic translation for the

orocõssins distribution into supplier systems
lmnlvins -to harmonise the FRD and FD
furiction-btock language. The way from FRD to

FD has to be an added value of the none

distributed functions : to avoid the
incomoatibilitv between the two phases.
g Jfore' the di si¡ibution technology dependent, it
is necessary to define the FD-supports (IAT'
Maintenanc'e System, hocess Conuol -System)
in relation to a distributed control architecture
ûune. 1993) which appears the most suitable to

ìne Fnn néeds, to iti-performances and to the

mandatory saféty constraints.

After this, the FRD are splited and implemented
into the different FD systems consecutlvely to a
distribution based oi specific rules which
reouire orocessing and infõrmation additions in
oråer io take -into account the building
constraints of the distributed process control
(redundancy, initialisations, communication ...).

Indeed from a communication point oi view,
rhis ooeration introduces semanti¿ and syntactic
links'between the different systems materialised
bv an information exchange. These application
ii'nts are the Functional Cbmpanion Standards
(See Fig. 7.) representing the gathering of each

iunctioñ intérfaðe inside each system but also a

common basis of function determining a

minimum degree of intelligence. The FCS are

independent-of the type of communication
systdm that will supp-oìt these exchanges of
application data.

Moreover the FCS must be standardised to
guirint." the interchangeability and

REPORTS

OBSERVATIONS

Fmction i

cos

Function n
IAM PROCESSING

Fig, 6. Detailed FRD: Functions, EFB and MBF
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interoperability of the systems to achieve IAMinterworkability -(Morel, 
1993). The

interoperability allows to connect any system ina unique IAM objective whereas the
interchangeability allows to replace a system by
another without behaviour change.
So whatever the distribution is,-the FCS syntax
and semantic (function and information) and the
mechanism of the FCS assembling has io ensure
the standardised definirion of rhé whole of rhe
system interfaces.

The physical interconnection of the different
sqbsystems can be realised by a fïeldbus (see
Fig. 7) implying after the 

-definirion 
of 

'the

Communication Companion Standards
(adaptation of the FCS to rhe communication
constraints) to describe a specific network
interface for each support alloriing to make the
link between CCS and specific bus dara.

From this global implementation architecfure
qnd usllS the same dynamic principles as for
the FRD, the FD and the 

-comñrunication

support can also be validated in terms of general
behaviour, distributed behaviour, perforrñances,
synchronism, ... formal validatibn thanks to
synchronous languages (André, 1993) added to
the block language.
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8. ACRONYMS

EFB
EIAMUG

Communication Companion
Standard
Cont¡ol Maintenance and technical
Management System
Dist¡ibuted Intelligent Acruators and
Sensors
Elementary Functional Block
European Intelligent Actuation and
Measurement User Group
European Strategic Program for
Research and development in
Information Technology
Functional Companion Standard
Functional Diagrams
Functional Requirement Diagrams
Intelligent Actuation and
Measurement
Intelligent Actuators and
Transmitters
Intelligent Field Devices
Knowledge Oriented Design
Macro Functional Block
Maintenance System
Process Control System
Prenormative Requirements for
Intelligent Actuation and
Measurement

ESPRIT

Fig. 7. Distribution and FCS

IAM
PROCESSING

FCS
FD
FRD
IAM

IAT

IFD
KOD
MFB
MS
PCS
PRIAM

6. CONCLUSION

I¡ order to develop this way of working and
thinking from a scieirific to aþragmatic po-int of
view, it is necessary first to-prõtotype a tool
rulporting the whole of the methodology : FRD,
FD, dist¡iburion, ... (link with rhe pRIÃM tool),
second to work to the homogenisation between
FRD and FD languages io specify and to
rmplement the behaviour of each IAM into the
systenqs from the FRD specificarions (link with
the IEC I l3l ) and finally ro propose a
standardisation on rhe FCS id reims of
functions and information (link with the
EIAMUG projecQ.
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backwa¡ds in time (in terms of the pattern) to
see if the senso¡ data matches the early parts of
the refe¡ence pattern. This allows us to detect
data patterns that gradually builds up to fit the
¡eference pattern over time. Figure 3 illustrates
this procedure.

Defuzzifier Transition
The defuzzifier t¡ansition is used to defuzzify
¡ecommendations for actions deduced from a
fuzzy rule base. Fuzzy assertions are converted
into crisp cont¡ol output values through de-
fuzzifer transitions. Defuzzifiers must have at
least one fuzzy-recommendation and one luzzy-
action place connected to it, in orde¡ to operate
properly. A special case occurs when c¡(l) is
a negative number. In order for the CFpN to
provide a concise method for representing con-
trol actions such as "set aalue lo not lou.tr, as
well as reconciling the incorporation of a mea-
sure of disbelief, negative certainty facto¡s were
used to model this behavio¡. We propose that
when a defuzzifier transition receives a recom-
mendation with a negative certainty, the for-
mula 1 - ¡r¡ should be used in place of the
normal membership function p¡ defined for an
input fuzzy-recommendation. This provides us
with a logical and consistent method for extend-
ing the fuzzy logic paradigm to include -1 to 1

logic. Figure 1 illustrates this procedure.

5 Example

This example i.llust¡ates how one might develop
an application f¡om input sensor values to con-
trol output, by combining various logic ele-
ments of the CFPN approach to form a fuzzy
rule-base. Referring to figure4, A simple lin-
ear mapping of the temperature values to a
certainty facto¡ is done by each of these two
fuzzifr.er iransiiions. The N-t-uzzifier tran-
sition attempts to match the pressure sensor
reading to a reference pattern which varies as
(0,1,2,3,4,5). Each of the recommendation
places, power-low and power-À.igå contains a
membership function which determines what is
considered a low and high power setting re-
spectively. The DISPLAY-PANEL shows the
temperature and pressure sensor readings, along
with their corresponding certainty values for
each fuzzy assertion. The last graph in this ex-
ample shows the control output (power selling)
produced by this fuzzy rule-base.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, the theoretcial background, as
well as a description of Continuous Fuzzy petri
Nets was given. A time based pattern ntatching
algorit,hm fo¡ fuzzification is also given. In ad-
dition, negative certainty values in fuzzy logic
has been int¡oduced as weII as a method fo¡
handling negative certainty values in the de-
fuzzification process. The Continuous Fuzzy
Petri Net has been implemented using the G2
real-time expert system development package.
ESSO Canada Ltd. has adopted the CFpN ap-
proach and has integrated it successfully with
their refinery process monitoring system in Sar-
nia, Ontario, Canada. The Continuous Fuzzy
Petri Nets approach is a new direction in petri
Net development. It combines the flexibility of
fuzzy logic and the graphical nature of petri
Nets to fo¡m a tool useful for monito¡ing, diag-
nosis, decision support and intelligent control.
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PARAMETERIZED HIGH-LEVEL GRAFCET
FOR STRUCTURING REAL-TIME KBS
APPTICATIONS

Karl-Erik .Ã'rzén

Depaúment of Automatic Control,

Lvnil Institute ol Technologg'

Box 118, 3-221 00 Lunil, Sweden,

Emoil : k arle¡ik @ control. lth' t e

-A.bstract: G¡afcet is suggested as a way of structuring on-line ¡ule-based systerns auper-

vising sequenti.l proc"ssJJ or implementing sequential reasoning-_procedures' Grafchart, a

G2-based G¡afcet toolbox has been developed. It has been applied in an on-line rcfinery

application, High-Level G¡afcha¡t allows paramete¡ization and sequence nets with multiple

tokens.

1. INTRODUCTION

Supervisory control applications such as set-point

co.rtrol, monitoring, fault detection, diagnosis,

scheduling, planning, and production optimization
receive increasing attention from boüh the aca-

demic control community and the industry' One

reason for this is the increased demands on perfor-

mance, flexibility, and safety caused by increased

quality awareness' environmental regulations, and

customer-driven Production.

There is a large industrial interest in applying

AI techniques, in particular expert systems or

knowledge-based systems (KBSs), to supervisory

control problems, [Årzén, 199la]' In the majority
of the applications the systems are used as oPera-

tor support systems. The motivation for using AI
technþes is the need io utilize heuristic knowl-

"dg. 
and/ot models of a more qualitative or func-

tiÃal nature than what is given 'oy pureiy math-

ematical models.

Rules are commonly used in knowledge-based sys-

tems to express domain knowledge' A problem

with rule-based system is representation of, and

reasoning about, sequential Processes. For sequen-

tial processes it is often only a part of the total

nr*t., of rules that is applicable at any given

time. As the sequential process evolves there is a

need to change the rules that apply, i'e', change

the context oi the rule'based system' The tradi-
tional eolution to ühis is to use a context clause

as an additional conjunction condition in the rule

antecedents. The condition of the rules may only

become fulfilled if the system ie in the correct con-

text. Certain rules are devoted to the changing the

context, i.e. advancing the rule-based syatem into

the next step of the sequence. A problem with

this solution is that the natural sequential nature

of the problem is hidden away among the rule an-

tecedents and consequents making the total sys-

tem diffcult to develop and maintain'

The problems with sequential processes show up

in two differenü situations. The processes in the

process industry are typically of a combined con-

tinuous and sequential nature. AII processes run

in different operating modes. In the eimplest case

these can consist of start-up, operation, and pro-

duction. In the different modes the proceae and its

components may function differently' This means,

e.g., that a rule-based monitoring and diagnosis

.yrtu- must contain different rules for the differ-

ent operating modes of the process. As the Process

changes its operating mode the rule-based system

must change its set of active rules.

The second situation concerng the case when the

problem that the rule-based systems should solve

itself can be decomposed into aeguential steps' As-

sume that we want to implement an on-line pro-

duction optimization system. The system should

at regular time intervals perform measurement

and pioduction analyeis, calculate new opüimized

parameter settings' and execute the paramcter

"hurrg.r. 
Älthough the process may operate in the

samJmode all the time, this problem is still of

sequential nature.
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During the last years Grafcet has emerged as a
standard for representing and executing sequence
control logic at local control level in PLC systems
and process control systems. Originally a Flench
standard, G¡afcet has been accepted as an inter-
national standard (IEC 848), now under the name
Sequential Function Charts (SFC). SFC is also
an essential part of the recently released standard
for programming languages for pLC systems (IEC
1 131-3).

The solution to the problem of sequential rule-
based systems proposed in this paper is to use
Grafcet to structure supervisory rule-based ap-
plications in the same way at it it currently
used at the local control level. Grafchart [.Ä.rzén,
1991b, Årzén, 1993, ?] is a toolbox thai com-
bines the network formalism of Grafcet with real-
time knowledge-based systems. Grafchart is imple-
mented in G2 f¡om Gensym Corp. G2 is an object-
oriented graphical programming environment pri-
marily aimed at intelligent supervisory control ap-
plications. Grafchart has been developed at Lund
Institute of Technology and is commercially avail-
able.

G¡afcet is based on Petri Nets [Reisig, 1g85]. It can
in fact be viewed as a special class of petri Nets.
Paralleì to the development of Grafcet, High-Level
Petri Nets [Jensen and Rozenberg, 1gg1] have been
developed from ordinary Petri Nets. In Grafcet, an
active step is indicated by a token ihat is placed
at the step. The token contains no information
in itseif, ii is imply a boolean indicator. In High-
Level Petri nets the tokens are represented by
abstract data types, i.e. they carry information.

High-level Grafchart is an extension of Grafchart
that is based on High-Level Petri nets and ideas
from object-oriented programming. It is based on
the fact that all elements in Grafchart, e.g., steps,
üransitions, tokens, etc., are objects which are
defined in class definitions, can have attributes,
and can be specialized.

Section 2 describes Grafchart. An industrial
oil refinery application of G¡afchart is briefly
overviewed in Section 3. Section 4 describes some
nf +h. f-.+,,,-. ^f r¡:-L r ^.,-ì ¡-r-^¡-L^-rçe v¡ ¡¡¡6¡¡_!ç vc¡ ul4ILllé!. u.

2. GRAFCHART

In Grafcet, [David and Alla, 1gg2], a sequence con-
trol problem is represented in terms of steps and
transitions. A step represents a state, phase, or
mode. A step can be active or inactive. The for-
mer is indicated by a token that is placed at the
step. Associated with the step are actions that are
executed when the step is active. In Grafchart in-
stead a set of rules is associated with the step.
A transition interconnecting two steps contains a
transition condition. A transition is active when

Figure 1. Grafcct example

the preceding step is active. When the transition
condition becomes active the step preceding the
transition ís deactivated and the step succeeding
the transition is activated. Grafcet also supports
alternative branches, parallel branches, and macro
steps, i.e. hierarchical steps that themgelves con-
tain steps and transitions. The graphical syntax
of Grafcet is summarized in Fig. 1.

The implementation of the toolbox is based on
the G2 concept of. activatable subworkspaces. A
workspace is a virtual, rectangular window upon
which various G2 items such as rules, procedures,
objects, displays, and interaction buttons can be
placed. A workspace can also be attached to an
object. In this case the workspace is called a eub-
workspace of that object. When a subworkepace is
deactivated all the items on the workspace are in-
active and "invisible,, to the G2 inference engine.
This means, e.g., that rules placed on a deacti-
vated subworkspace cannot be invoked.

Stepa: A, step is repreaented by an object ühat,
has an activatable subworkspace. Initial atepa are
represented by a special initialstep object, see Fig.
1. Initial steps are automatically activaüed when
pva¡rrlinn olo-lo 

^ 
- --.:..^ -¿^- :- :-l:--a-J Ln¡¡ oç!¡ vç ouçP tõ ¡uutLarucu uy ¿

dynamically created token object that is placed on
the step.

The rules that should be active when the step is
active are placed on the subworkspace of the step.
The subworkspace is only active when the step
is active, i.e., the rules are only executed when
the step is active. The rules can be invoked by
forward or backward chaining or by associating
a scan interval with the rules. Rules can also be
specified to be invoked only once \¡vhen the step
becomes active.

The full G2 rule syntax can be used in Grafchart.
However, in order to further simplify for the user
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Figure 2. Stcp and transitions with their
subworkspaces

the somewhat annoying natural language syntax

of G2 expressions has been replaced by a Pascal-

Iike dot-notation. That means that instead of

referring to an object attribute using the stan-

dard G2 syntax the attributel of objectl
the shorter objectl.attributel is used'

Tt'ørnsitions A transition is represented by an

objeci with an activatable subworkspace' Each

trJnsition contains an attribute named "condi-
tion". Here, the user enters the logical condiüion

for when the transition should fire expressed as a

text string. This string may contain the previously

mentioneá dot-notation. During initialization the

condition attribute is used to automatically gen-

erate ühe rule that executes the transition firing'

This rule is located on the subworkspace of the

transition. In this way the rule will only be tested

when the transition is active, i.e., when the steps

preceding the transition is active' The situation is

shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3. A macro stcP

These rules will be active all the time while the

macro step is active, see Fig. 3'

Erceplåon î|llør.eitìor.a: An exception transi-

tion is a special type of transition that only may

be connected üo a macro süep' An ordinary tran-

sition connected after a macro step will uot be-

come active until the execution has reached an

exit step. An exception transition is active all the

time that the macro step is active' If the excep

tion transition condition becomes true while the

corresponding macro step is executing the execu-

tion will be aborted and the step following the

exception transition will become active' This also

.ppli", recuraively, i.e., if the macro step contains

oiú., -u.to steps that are currently active, these

will also be aborted' An exception transition is

shown in Fig. 3. Exception transitions are-an ad-

dition to Grafcet that was first proposed in ['A'rzén,

1991b]. It has proved very useful for implementing

error handling.

Cdúlh

Møcro steyts: Macro steps are used to rep-

resent steps that have an internal structure of

(sub)steps, transitions and macro steps' The in-

i.rnái ,iru.ture is piaceci on ihe subworkspace of

the macro step, see Fig 1. Special enter-step and

exit-step objects are used to indicate the first and

the last substep of a macro step. A macro step

must have exactly one enter-step and at least one

exit-step. When the transition preceding a macro

step becomes true the enter-step upon the sub-

*ork.p... of the macro step and all the transi-

tions following that enter-step are activated' The

transitions following a macro step will not become

active until the execution of the macro step has

reached an exit-steP.

In addition to steps, transitions, and other macro

steps, a macro step can itself also contain rules'

3. AN INDUSTRIAL EXAMPTE

Grafchart has been used to implement a

knowledge-based system that generates on-line ad-

vice for ãperators regarding the distribution ofhy-

drogen resources at the Star Enterprise Delaware

City Refinery [Petti and Dhurjati, 1992]' The sys-

tem uses KBS techniques coupled with numerical

optimization. The application is an example of

the second situation where sequential processes

are important. The specific problem that is solved

is to meet the needs of the hydrogen consuming

units in the refinery while minimizing the hy-

drogen that is wasted. A catalytic reformer unit

anJa continuous catalytic reformer unit produce

hydrogen as by-products. A hydrocracker unit

consumes high purity hydrogeu and vente low pu-

rity hydrogen. Hydrogen from these units is used

to satisfy the needs of the hydrogen consuming

hydrotreaters, eulphur tecoveryr methanol, and

naphtalene units. Any additional hydrogen needs

must be met by a hydrogen production unit' The

solution to the problem consists ofthree sequential

steps [Petti and Dhurjati, 1992, Petti, 1992]'

o Attempt to recover any suction venting asso-

ciated with the comPressors.

o Determine the best operating policy based on

f vdve f .hwl > 25 üË
sbn dam0

I Ydvo2.þwl > 25 ù6
¡Bn dad0

Ex¡t
9tâp

step
Ent€r Ruls:
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Figure 4. Hydrogen application Grafch¿rt

the current operating state.

e Generate advice for the operators on adjust-
ments necessary to enforce the optimal oper-
ating philosophy.

Each of these steps can be broken down into
substeps. The first and the third steps are solved
by heuristic rules. The second step employs linear
programming to solve a numerical optimization
problem formulated by the KBS. In the case a
numerical solution cannot be achieved heuristic
rules are used as a backup.

The sequential steps of the problem are repre-
sented as Grafchart macro steps according to Fig.
4. The entire system contains more than 18 macro
steps, and over 80 ordinary steps. The reasoning
path is traced by changing the colour of a step
that has been active. The t¡ace colours are reset
each time a new cycle of the main Grafchart in
Fig. 4 is started. The main reasoning cycle is ex-
ecuted once every 2 minutes. The program for-
mulates suggested flow rates at two splits in the
hydrogen network and also recommends compres-
sor settings (or loadings) for all of the compressors
in the network.

lnitially
slan lill-tar*(sLp.rer*^)

Ftl
Cond¡t¡on:

'sup.l,ar*^.þvel > sup.l¡mif

Figure 5. Parameterization

4. HIGH-IEVEI GRAFCHART

High-Level Grafchart is an extension of Grafchart
that is based on ideas from High-Level petri nets
and object-oriented programming. The imple-
mentation of Grafchart is object-oriented. Steps,
transitions, tokens, macro steps, and even en-
tire Grafcet networks are represented by objects
that a¡e defined in a class hierarchy. Iligh-Level
Grafchart is based on the possibility to specialize
these object classes and thereby adding attributes
and refining their behaviour.

4.L Pørometerizøtion
Ordinary Grafchart has no means for parameter-
ization of steps, transit,ions or macro steps. The
rules within a step are specific, i.e., they contains
references to global variables and objects. This
makes it difficult to reuse steps from one appli-
caüion to another. In High-Level Grafchart this is
resolved by utilizing the fact that step, transitions
and macro steps are objects defined in class defini-
tions. The user can specialize these cla^sses to sub-
classes in which additional attributes have been
added. These attributes act as parameters which
can be referenced from rules within the step us-
ing simple dot notation. By instantiating the rtep
subclasses with different values of the parameters
the step can be reused.

Consider the example shown in Fig. 5. The
f i1l.-tank class is a specialization of a macro step
with two new attributes: ta¡I and línit. FL1 is
an instance of ti:.t-tanrr. A fill-tank macro step
contains the logic for the control and monitoring
of the filling of a tank. The ta¡¡l attribute con-
üains the name of the tank ühat ehould be filled,
i.e., the value of this attribute acts as a name refer-
ence. The Limit attribute containe the limit up to
which the tank should be filled. The macro step
contains an enter-step that contains a rule that
initiates the filling. This rule refers to the value
of the tank attribute using the sup. t¡ñk notation
(sup is short for superior). It refers to the üank
referenced by the tank attribute using the pascal-
style notation sup . tanÏ-. Similarly the transition
condition upon the ïvorkspace refers to the level

The application is currently running on a Sun
Sparcstation that is linked to a Foxboro IA process
control system. The experiences of the system
[Petti and Dhurjati, 1992] are thai

"the use of lhe Gnfcet toolboø is aery
helpful þorn bolh a d,etelopment ønd, op-
erøtionøI sløndpoint. The aorious func-
tions within the knowledge bøse øre built
in a slraightforward, fasÌtion by associat-
ing rules, forrnulas, ønd proced,ures with
Grøfcet objects. This møkes reaision ønd,
møinlenance of the systern possible. Ad,-
d,itionally, reuiew of the reasoning pøth
th.rough the network is ø cleør ind,icalion
of how lh,e KBS øniaeil at ils ailaice."
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and f ilI-beat-agitate which contains difrerent

operations that may be performed on a. tank' The

three macro steps can have totally different in-

ternal strucüure' With the procedure parameteri-

zation described, FL2 can be parameterized both

with respect to which tank object it should oper-

ate on, what the level limit should be, and which

oper.tion that should be performed on the tank'

Procedure parameterization is similar to the pos-

sibility to have procedures as arguments to proce-

dures in ordinary programming languages' Tem-

plates are available for steps, transitions, and

macro stePs'

Figure 6. Lexical scoPing

opÊrå{ion l¡ll-hæt

lnt 5

LIBRARY:

sperior-
anribu(€

opoelm

Figure ?. Procedureparametcrization

of the tank referenced by the tank attribute and

to the value of the limit attribute'

The sup,attribute notation is translated and

repl.c"J by a corresponding G2 expression during

initiaìization. Macro steps can be hierarchically

nested to any depth. Lexical scoping is used

according to Fig. 6

4.3 Tohet obiecta

It is also possible to specialize tokens' In this case

the tokens of a Grafcet network correspond [o ob'

jects that move around in the network' Multiple

tokens of the same or of difrerent classes may co-

exist in the same network. The transition condi-

tions can refer to the token object attributes using

simple dot notation' The attributes of the token

objects can be compared to the arguments and the

local variables of a procedure in an ordinary Pro-

gramming language. The rules in a step can refer

t"o rnd -o¿iiv thã token object attributes' They

can also creatà and delete token objects' With this

extension a behaviour corresponding to that of

Petri nets with individual tokens is achieved'

The rules and transition conditions can refe¡ to the

attributes of a token object. This is done with the

inv.attribute notation (inv is short for invoca-

tion). Token objects can be used in diferent ways'

Ifthe rules and the transition conditions only refer

üo the token attributes the different token objects

will correspond to different independent procedure

invocations. This corresponds to reentrant Proce-

dures in a ordinary programming language'

It is also possible to use token objects to model

diferent types of ordered elements that are not

allowed to pass each other, e'g', messages in

a FIFO queue or machine parts moving on a

manufacturing conveYor belt'
,rr-- :^ :- -^^^:Ltê ia lrave pntire GrafCet net-¡ Inôlryr I l¡ Iü PvóÐ¡ v¡L uv ¡¡* r v

works as attributes of token objects' This gives

a hierarchical structure where the tokens in a

G¡afcet network themselves may contain Grafcet

networks. It is possible to start and süop the exe-

cution of a Grafcet network of a token object by

step rules. It is also possible to test whether a cer-

tain step of a Grafcet network of a token object is

activated or not in a transition condition'

5. CONCTUSIONS

Hardware and software integration are important

in order for knowledge-based techniques to be ac-

FL2

4,2 Procedlr?e Pøramete¡izøtioit
With procedure parameterization it is possibìe to

have entire steps or macro steps as parameters

to, e.g,, another macro step or an entire Grafcet

,r.i*ork. In the macro step the step is represented

by a template step object that contains a reference

tã an attribute of the Grafcet network object'

During initialization or execution of the network,

the template step object is replaced by an instance

ofthe ciass denoteci by the atiribute vaiue, i'e', bv

some step or macro steP class.

Consider the small example shown in Fig' 7 ' FLz

is an instance of a macro step subclass with three

attributes. It contains a special macro step tem-

plaie object that contains one pre-defined aü-

lribute, superior-attribute. The value of this

attribute is operation, the name of one of the at-

tributes of FL2' During initialization, the macro

step template will be substituted by a copy of the

-u.ro step referenced by the operation attribute'

In ühis case the value of operation is fill'-heat'
Assume that there exists a library that contains

three different macro steps: f iIl , f ilL-heat '

oDD
FìII FilIIEd
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3.2 Basic Structural Specifcation

A basic specification has been designed fo¡ each uorlc-
station. For this purpose, some fundamentaì proper-
lies of control systems hke controllaòrlity and obseru-
ability have been kept in mind. Cont¡ol parameters
are mostly input data and observation variables are
output in{o¡mation.
The data are st¡uctu¡ed according to the In-
put/Output approach: the work-station ¡eceives a set
of input data, simuìates the task made at this position
and gives a-s results a set of output data.
These latter constitute at their tu¡n the set of input
data of the next work-station through the relalion.
We can find seve¡al types of data (parameters or con-
stants); some relating to the process and the others
which are specific 1o the product.
As fo¡ the relations, we can also find the same distinc-
tion between process relations and the product ones
(the tube). So the relationship between two sequential
wo¡k-stations is summarized by the equality below:

P r o du c't O ut p u 1 P ar an el e r lW or k - s I at i on(i)) =ProductlnputParameterfW orÈ - sf otr'on(i { l)]

3.3 The Quantitatiue-Qualitatiae Model

3.3.1 The Quantitatiue Model -When numerical re-
lations are avaiìable, it is konwn that they are the
best representation. Most of them are simple alge-
braic relations. The others are (generally first order)
diferential equations. The specification of those rela-
tions are not immediate. They need sometimes a long
time to be established. So they are specified at multi-
ple stages. Some numerical variables that have to be
controìÌed are the rotation speed of the tube vrot and
its temperature tg. In fact, the quality of the coloured
phosphor layer (Green, Blue or Red) will largely de-
pend on these variables.

3.3.2 The Qualitatiue Model -The introduction of
qualitative relations is based on the two main follow-
ing reasons:

r the use of qualitative models can be viewed as a
first step in obtaining more detailed knowledge.
Reliable mathematical models need more time to
be established. So qualitative reasoning is suit-
able for incomplete knowlegde specification.

. some aspects of product quality are not readily
expressed in physical quantities, e.g. dust qual-
rúy (amount of undesirable dust on the tube) or
amount of wall wetting. Also, a lot of physi-
cal ¡elations -e.g. turbulence - cannot be trans-
lated into practical mathem¿tical models. In
both cases, the only way to deal with them is
by introducing qualitative relations.

The qualitative (Q-) formalism which is used here
is based on the Sign Algebra and from the process ex-
pert lenouledge representation. This fo¡malism is the
basis of most qualitative approaches like those intro.
duced by Kuipers (Kuipers 86), by Forbus (Forbus
E4) or by de Kleer & B¡own (DeKleer & Broìvn 84).

We summarize here below the qualitative specification
that has been used in this model:

o Qualitative behav.ioural model: (see (Rak-et-al.92))
- sign algebra ser S = {-,o,+}, S, = S u {?}
- disjoint value (s,f) = " V I (logicôl-OR)
_ sd = {(_, o), (0, +), (_, +)}
- r¡niverse of calculus: g" = S' U Sa

- basic mappings (qpruspO, pluspo,
Distp ( ) )

- sign operators @ and Q for set S, extended to
set S"

- compound mappings
(ffusO, DistO, TuneO and all possible combina-
tions of them)

The meaning of the qualitative variables is as follows:
a symbol represent the deviation of the variable from
its nominal value. So, a variable taking the value (*)
means that its actual value is higher than its nominal
one.

3.3.3 The Hybrid Model -The hybrid relations are
specified to predict some results of lhe process simu-
lation. An hybrid parameter is designed to be a couple
of two values h = (val , qi), where val is a numer-
ical value and qi is a qualitative influence on the
parameter and is a qualitative value as it was specified
in the ea¡üe¡ paragraph.
For example, the couple p = (3,+¡ means that the
numerical value of p is 3, but due to qualitative influ-
ence is in fact higher tban 3 (+). So the qualitative
values {-,0,1} means that the octuøl value is lotuer
than, etactly equøl to, higher than the reference value,
respectively. The symbolic part gives additionnal in-
fo¡mation with respect to lhe quantitative one. These
combinations of quantitative and qua"litative relations
will allow to predict some results from the process
simulation.

4 PROCESS SIMULATION

1.1 Simulating uith G2

The TV-tube manufactu¡ing process is simulated with
G2 Expert System). The choice of an expert system to
simulate the process has been motivated to the ability
of a such system tro handle both quantitatiae and quali-
tatiae aariablee, (not to mention its graphical facilties
of tenreqcnfetinn\ "-'ì âlê^ hê.â".- ^1 i+ë 6.'lþ-A^o-)

structure which allows to reason and then to perform
the supervision task.
In G2 expert system, every piece of knowledge is
represented by an item: workspaces, rules, formu-
las, functions, procedures are some examples of items.
Each item has an attribute that is a piece of infor-
mation associated to it.

In order to give a clear representation, the items
are structured in diffe¡ent knowledge-based (KB)
workspace (or window), which can have one or more
sub'workspaces. The upper workspace is the root one
which has, as sub-workspaces, the following items: a)
the object definítion, b) the rules, c) the procedures
and d) the process workspace

t14



Uncontrollable Par.

Cont¡ol Paramelers

Equipment Csts
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Work-stadon(i.1)
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\trork-station(i)

Process InPut Param.

Process Observation

Physical Const¿nts.

Process Constants

Observation

Product Output Par.

- Product InPut Par.

Product Consønts

Initial Product Par.
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(-,0) (-.0ì (-,0)
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(0, +) (u,+) +
+ + + +

(-, +) (-, +) '!
?

Fig. ?. Basic structure of specification

TABLE 2: Sign addition extended to set S"

TABLE 3: Basic a.nd compound qualitative mappings

Final eet ExPressionInitiat set(s)Mappings

+)
ora=

if + ),st's"Qlusp(s)

+)
a

if0<tSA,
if o ) A.

8xRPlusp(c, A) s"

if04ø(4,
o

Ar1 t
s"RxRDistp(r, A)

Q Plusp(-ø - Ar, Az)
Plus(c, A1 , A2) c - A7,à2-Rxflx.l? st'

@ Distp(-o - Ar, Az)-41.RxRxRDist(r ,àz s"
-t - Ar',az) otrlxRxRc, 61 , A2) S" = Pluep(ø -
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Fig. 8. The Green subprocess in G2

The process has been designed according to its phys-
ical decomposition. So, the process workspace has
3 sub-workspaces (i.e. 3 colour subprocesses). Each
colour subprocess has 3 wo¡k-cells which are the Flow-
coat, the Exposure and the Development work-cells,
composed by 12, I and 16 work-stations, respectively.
The G¡een subprocess is depicted in Figure g below.

4.2 Some Simulation Results

We give here as first illustration is the rotation
speed of the tube in the Flowcoat Green wo¡k-
cell (= l2 work-stations) (Table 4). These simulation
¡esults have been validated with the real process.

TABLE 4: Rotation speed of the screen in Green
work-cell

TABLE 5: Results from FG-O4 work-station

l'rocess DServat tÔns

= 9.703e-5

pu

rç[l) = 32.782
vsens = 0.045
hsus = 5.584e-4
vphmax = 0.5

arameters

tgl2l = 32.711
vpva = 168355e-2
hsol = 5.178e-4
dph = 5.0e-6

tg[S] = 32.688
vph - 0.148
h¡ed - 1.297e-6

The second illustration is the output window of
the FG-04 work-station (Flowcoat Green work-
cell). We can find some numerdcal aalueshke the tube
temperature tg, the suspension layer thickness hgus
or the solution layer thickness hsol, as well as quald-
tatiue ualues like the ðmount of agglomerates on the
tube qdag = 'eq' (for equal, i.e. 0) or the amount

1f wall wetting edrr = 'gt' (for greater than, i.e. f ).
The output ¡esults from FG-04 work-st¿tion are given
in Table 5.

qdag = 'eq' qdww[1 I = 'gt'

1.3 Sámulation Results Anølysís

We reproduce here as a ba-sis for analyzing the simula-
tions results, the evaluation criteria defined by Cohen
and Howe (Coh-How89) for the stage 5 (analyze ex-
periment results).

. program performance: The softwa¡e program
gives more satisfaction with the third prototype
(PT3) than the second one (PT2) especially in
time eficiency.

o predictions: the quantitative results from the
simulation seem to be realistic. The qualita-
tive one have to be checked while they were pro-
duced to test the simulation software. The hybrid
relations specification seems to be an accurate
of prediction with its formalism higher than,
exactly equal to, Iocer than (with respect
to some reference value).

o time/space efficiency of the program:
Within the expert system, it is possible to simu-
late the process behaviour in different time bases.
But the time eficiency was rather low when the
expert system was used alone. The introduction

qdab -
qdust =

'8t'
'eq'

wor rot

wks.2
wks.3
wks.4
wks.5
wks.6
wks.7
wks.8
wks.9
wks. 10
wks.11
wks.1 2

03,142
03.742
02.436
1 5.708
1 5.708
12.566
12.566
15.708
1 5.708
18.850
18.A50
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of a fortran program as foreign module for the ex-

pert system has conside¡abily increased the time

"fÊ.i"n.y, 
f¡om 20 minutes (G2 alone) to about

one minute (with a Fo¡tran program) to simulate

the whole ptocess.

. easy for intended users: at this stage of

project achievement (first part of development)

ih"ioft*utu has been only designed for the devel-

opper, though it will be analyzed for the software

implementation in the factorY'

r programts performance limitations: only

ão" ìub" ha^s been simulated which is not the

real situation in the factory. This is done only

to validate the process model. The simulation of

sequential tubes wiìl be addressed afterwards'
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5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented in this papel a knowledge-based

approach in modelling a complex industrial plocess'

a manufacture of a TV-tube system' The process

is specified according to its hieralchical and struc-

tural model (Process / subprocess /work-cell / work-

station). Ti," p.opot.d formalism for each small-

est coáponent (work-station) which is based on the

hybrid (quantitative and qualitative) representation

seems to be accurate to model such process, while the

complete model cannot be obtained immediately but

only by successive model improvements' The qualita-

tivã specification is based on the sign algebra and on

the process expert knowledge representation'
One of the main advantage of the knowledge-based

approach is the modularity of the system (which can

be easily modified, without a complete knowledge re-

organization. In this paper' we have focussed on the

modelling phase which is very important with respect

to the following one, that is the control ta'sk'

As a long term perspective, we can cite the generaliza-

tion of this approach of modelÌing to other manufac-

turing processes having the same structural decom-

position. This hybrid quantitative-qualitative spec-

ification (per work-station) may also be interesting

to model other systems like control systems' because

of the basic concept of specification (controllability
and observability). In that way, on-going research

concerns the specification of other plocesses having

the same structure but focussing on the hybrid (nu-

merical and symbolic) causal relations of the variables

(Rakoto 93). This type of specification is called lly-
brid Causal Graph, and we believe that this concept

could lead to a mole generic model process simulation

and control.

Their full disponibility was vely helpful to the achieve-

ment of this work.
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A PERSPECTIVE ON THE INTEGRATED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE/KNOWLEDGE BASED
SYSTEMS IN THE PROCESS iNDUSTRIES: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTTINITIES
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ABSTRACT

A perspective of progress in the process industries is developed to provide a backcloth for artificial
intelligencelknowledge-based systems. This is related to experience in ICI and other industries. Analysis of
the evidence suggests the need for more focus on the benefits to Business Managers and response to the
changing technology in the process industry. The paper concludes that, while the potential for AI/I(BS is
high the jury is still out'on the benefits.

Key Words: perspective, artificial intelligence,knowledge based systems, process industries, challenges,
opportunities

I INTRODUCTION

A perspective on artificial
intelligence/knowledge based systems
(AI/I(BS) first requires a view of the process
industries. The author has recently provided
such a view for the IFAC Conference in Kyoto
@ef l). Only a summary is presented in this
paper.

Historically, the fifties and sixties were periods
of rapid growth for the process industries
worldwide. This was driven by the growing
world economies and the continuing stream of
innovations such as pharmaceuticals and
plastics. Profits were high and new technology
rr¡oc rr-1"-,1 n.,-:-^ .L^. -^-i^J -^--- 

^f rtvu¡ ¡¡¡é r¡¡dt pçr ruu, l¡ld¡ly ul lltE
first applications of process control,
optimisation and computers were developed
and exploited in the process industries.
Chemical engineering became the central skill
and safety became the dominant performance
pararneter. This period could be described as
one that \¡/as comfortable for the
manufacturers.

During the eighties and into the nineties, the
perspective has changed. Most process
industries such as chemicals, food,
pharmaceuticals are showing distinct signs of

maturity. Profits are at the least very low, resources are
being trimmed, businesses are being focused and the
industry is in a phase of re-trenchment. There are
exceptions such as biochemical engineering but these
are few and far between. In a climate such as this,
phrases such as 'making the assets sweat' rise to the
foreground and new technology is often considered
risþ. Manufacturing engineering, as an approach to
studying the whole chain from raw material to final
customer, is increasingly an important skill.

Using accepted chemical efficiency measures, the
performance of the industry is improving. yields are
increasing, waste products are diminishing and
avoidable trips and shutdowns are reducing. However,
using the performance measures of other manufacturing
industries such as consumer goods, the story is much
less exciting. For example, the stockturn of the industry
is harcily changing. Stockturn is ciefineci as the total
annual sales divided by the value of the stock. It is
possibly one of the most sensitive measures of process
improvement. High stocks can be indicative of poor
controll too many breakdowns; shutdowns that take
too long or too many different grades. In general, the
industry supplies from stock rather than direct from the
production line. This compares starkly with, for
example, the motor industry G.ef 3) where phrases such
as Just-in-time', 'Kaizan', 'made to order', 'on time in
full'delivery are now coÍìmon and the impact has been
dramatic.

Comparing the process industries with other industries
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@ef 2) could suggest that in many ways the

pro".r, industry is now approaching a similar

position to that of cars and steel about l0 to l5

y"u., ugo. At that time, those industries went

ifrrougtt *u¡or change of which process control

wu, u mu;oi factor. Improved process control

had immediate impact on the production

process, though often in the form of statistical

pror.tt control and quality measurement' -It
also played a significant role in the demand for

concurrent engineering used to reduce the time

to market for new models. Finally, it had a

dramatic impact on the control of the engines'

Within a modern motor car is a computer

control system for the engine which is
probably more advanced than any chemical

pro""r, control system. What is more, it is

mass produced, relatively cheap and achieves

an extremely high performance specification'

The observation in this analysis is that process

control probably has a great deal to offer the

process industry. That is in both the

manufacturing process and the control of the

product quality. As in other industries,

necessity rvill be the mother of innovation'and

hence the drive for improved process control

will become an imperative in the late nineties'

2 POSITION OF ARTIFICIAL
iNTELL IGENCE/I(NOWLEDGE

BASED SYSTEMS

Where there is a non-linear relationship

between the cause and effect

where process data is readily available and

complete

where the signal:noise ratio of the data is

greater than 6

most importantly rvhere linear approximation is

insufficient to solve the problem and where

linearisation of the problem or engineering

simplification cannot lead to a suitable solution

e good data collection facilities exist

This experience is already beginning to restrict the

..opr. W" have further learned that the most suitable

have the following characteristics:

a a simple architecture with single layer' as ferv

hidden nodes as possible and dynamic

incorporated using simple first order filters

b where engineering knowledge is available' it is

incorporated in the data pre-processing stage

Prior to neural net

c preferably the position should be one of multi-

inPut but single outPut

All this simply says is that the more experience and

knowledge is built in to the application of artificial

intelligence, the higher the probability of success'

Experience has not been good where the neural net has

simply been treated as a black box to solve or recognise

u putt"^ without any guidance. These rules essentially

eliminate the idea that neural nets can solve any

problem. In fact, as far as control is oonoemed, this

iechnology would probably be better described as non-

linear parameter estimation. The approaoh has strong

similaiities to linear regression science which is well

reported elsewhere.

r: - -¡: ^-- ^f-^.,-^l -^r./^-rifi¡ial i-telliaennc
ùpecrl lc aPPlrua lruus ur rre u¡ o¡ ¡¡w !r' s r^¡ rv '^¡èv'¡e v

to a range of problems within ICI has resulted with

varying degrees of success. Some examples are:-

2.1 InferentialMeasurements

This may well prove to be the most beneficial area'

Where the products are measured or sold on some

parameter which is difficult to measure on line, then it
i. .t"ry attractive to estimate this parameter from

available information' Theory exists, the number of
inputs is often few and the value of a corect inferred

,nàu.ur"-"ttt is high. It is rarely repeatable and the

data is often available. In addition, it is often non-

b

c

d

This analysis of the industry would suggest an

increasing demand for sophisticated process

control systems. What is the experience of
artificial intelligence and knowledge based

systems in the Process industries?

The literature would suggest that there have

been many applications. Most articles on the

subject give examples and work within the

process industries. However, detailed

examination suggests that the actual on'plant

experience may not be as large. The UK

government and other governments have been

iinancially encouraging the adoption and

exploitation of these systems. Within ICI we

have had some exPerience.

It is in the area of neural nets that ICI has

some experience; and the following
observations draw on this experience' This

suggests that the concept of neural nets and

related subjects oan and does work in process

control. It is best applied to problems with the

following characteristics:
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linear and hence satisfies most of the
characteristics. Our experience has been good
and it is anticipated that more applications will
occur in that area.

2.2 Conîrol Slrateg¡,

There are a fevy dynamic problems where it is
extremely difficult or expensive to develop
mathematical models. In those circumstances,
neural networks, artificial intelligence offers
scope and has been used. While attractive, the
opportunities are fairly limited and this is not
thought to be of great value.

2.3 Fault Detection

Much has been rvritten about the potential for
fault detection and the attractit eness is clear.
It is an area where data is often interpreted to
identify an embedded fault; where the human
operator is particularly good and yet rvhere the
occurrence is random and often infrequent. In
theory, neural nets should be extremely good at
this pattem recognition. Our experience in
practice has not yet convinced us of the case.
It is, horvever, noticeable that one major
machinery monitoring firm is now offering a

software package to do just that on large
machines and this would suggest that this is an
area rvhich will grow.

2.4 Biotechnology

This is proving a promising area. The process
technology is relatively new and the
requirements for sterility make measurement
difficult and expensive. In addition, the
biological nature of the reaction processes
suggest that artificial intelligence/knowledge-
based systems should be applicable.
Experience is confirming this analysis G.ef 9)
with AIÆ(BS being used for model building,
inferential measurement and increasingly for
eontro!.

The observation from this experience is that
artificial intelli gence/linowledge based sy stems
should be most applicable for tasks that are
normally canied out by plant operators on a
relatively infrequent basis. They are tasks
where the connection of l'acts and pattern
recognition is key and where intelligence is
required. The task mentioned of inferential
measurement, fault detection, and proçess
trends all have potential. Equally, applications
into detecting faults in sensors and controlling
batch profile are impofant areas where

unknown parameters are significant. They could be
areas of potential.

3 EXPERIENCE IN OTHER INDUSTRIES

In drawing a perspective, it is always useful to examine
what has happened in other industries. The greatest
reported successes for AIÆ(BS appear to be in the
financial world. Areas such as credit evaluation,
portfolio management, management decisions etc. He¡e
the premise is that by recognising patterns in historical
data one can predict the future. The adoption would
suggest that there is some evidence that this is correct.
However, the key characteristic of the financial world is
the high degree ofcompetitiveness and its global nature.
it is a market where the slightest improvement in
performance gives significant competitive and hence
financial benefit. This rvould suggest that when the
process industries get to that stage of oompetitiveness,
the opportunities for this technology u,ill increase.

If one includes fuzzy logic and adaptive control rvithin
the definition of AI/I(BS then analogies can be drawn
u'ith industries such as cement. These have often been
the earliest adopters of this technology. Characteristic
of these industries was that their process control rvas
ver)' poor and the measurement of the key parameters
was almost impossible. They are industries which
moved from poor control to advanced control in almost
a single step. This compares with the balance of the
process industries where control is good to adequate and
incentive is not quite so large.

4 ANALYSIS OF THE EVIDENCE

By observation, intioduction ofa new technology to the
process industry may take up to 20 years. For the
initial years, there is a lot of academic talk and
technical presentations. Eventually the stage is reached
rvhere the deliverables do not match the expectations
and the publicity becomes quiet. During the quiet
period, those working the subject continue to work and
the promised benefits begin to be realised. Towards the
end of the 20 years, the technology becomes just a
ñ^+t^- ^f f^^¡ L..il¿ i-¿^ ---l-¡i-- ,¡a :¡r¡s(!v¡ vr rdv! uullt trrru çÀtsttl¡g urrËItllgs äs a stanoaro
offering and making a significant contribution. It would
appear that AIll(BS could be approaching a period of
quietness. This is often, I should add, the most
productive period.

There is strong evidence that AI/KBS has been
marketed very heavily and very technically. It is
impofant to recognise how terms like 'artificial
intelligence' and 'knowledge based systems' could
appear to the business managers. who are the ultimate
customers of the technology. The author took the
opportunity to examine the meanings of the words
'artificial', 'intelligence' and 'knowledge' in a thesaurus.
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simulated sagacitY

manmade wisdom

manufactured aPtitude

experienced based learning

I would suggest, however, that they would be

less happy with other suggested interpretations:

fake news
counterfeit information
spurious information
new-based learning or data-based

learning

In other words, I am suggesting that the titles

presently adopted could potentially do damage

in the rate of adoption within the Process

Industries. The titles are derived from the

technical background. They are not described

in terms of the customer benefits' The

follorving are suggestions as to how the

technology could be described in 'customer

benefit' terms.

SafetY Enhancers

Wastage Reducers

Plant AvailabilitY ImProvers

Quality ImProvers

In every case, the technology has been

embedded within a customer benefit phrase' It

is interesting that the QCBRIN by Bruell Ken

is described as 'a trained ear' and 'a spot

checker'. The phrase that has been used within

ICI is the concept of an 'intelligent

wheeltapper'. The author is suggesting that the

way e,VfnS is marketed from a technical

point of view is detrimental to its use'

^r :- --^t-.^:^ ^c+L^ +-ñiñ^l^-*r nntlnled
ulvgll t¡lls allaryÞl¡ v¡ !¡¡w re¡¡¡¡¡¡¡v¡vttJ t:vÈr¡'-

with the position that process control is still

undervalued within industry would suggest that

the future is limited in the near term'

There are some interesting interpretations' No

doubt, people will be happy with artificial

intelligence being described as:

The opposite view, however, would suggest

that as the competitive pressures on the process

industry increase significantly the attraction of

using neural netrvorks will increase and also

theii contribution will be valued' The

opportunity is to identiff and accept that

impending challenge and be ready for it'

5 HOW COULD THE PROCESS INDUSTRIES
CHANGE

Earlier in this paper and in other PaPers (Ref 4' 5' 6)

the author has made a case for change in the Process

Industries technology and means of delivery' There are

,f," prrtt"."t of ptJiit margins, the high capital sost of

n"* inu.st*ent, environmental, safety' and biological

fro.rrr.r. Add to this, the changes in the marketplace'

ih" ur. of bar codes and till roll analysis to drive order

patterns and the incessant pressure to improve delivery

and quatity while reducing stocks and-- cost A

conclusion- is that the assumption that all chemical

plants will operate on large chemical sites is

þestionable. it it now possible to invent and test a

Uiologi"al molecule in much less time than it takes to

desig-n, build and validate the prooess to manufacture'

It is-now possible for a customer to change their order

pattern hourly on plants that were designed to run for

Lany months at a single production rate These

pr.r.tr". will demand change' It is suggested that this

"frung" 
will manifest itself in the form of 'responsive

procJrs.r'. @ef 6, 7) These will be- small' mass

produc"d processes which can be delivered anywhere by

road transport. They will operate either on the

customer's iite or be one of many in parallel on a larger

manufacturing site They will have a number of

characteristic s:

- small, modular and mass Produced

- totally manless at the site although there may

be remote monitoring and management

- oaPable of operating at the customer's demand

raies. This will imply automatic start-up and

shutdown and repeatable quality operations at

any rates specified by the oustomer'

- wherever possible, manufacturing product from

feedstocks which are readily available such as

air, water, electricity, ethylene and gas where

there are grids, salt and other materials'

- inherentlv safe

The relevance of this concept to AI/I(BS is the implied

assumption that the operator would have to be replaced

by a control scheme. The control scheme will have to

oãpe wittr much more than just steady state and it could

be suggested that it will demand a high degree of

intelli!énce. In addition to the normal produotion

patteris, there will be abnormal pattems that have to be

recognised and acted upon. The control schemes will

be mlass-produced ('chip') based very similar to those in

modern motor cars. The question posed is where will
AI/KBS systems fit in such a conoept' The quiet period

is probabiy about to come and the opportunity is just
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around the corner. Will it be satisfied by
AI/I(BS or will it, in fact, be satisfied by other
technologies?

6 CONCLUSIONS

The author's conclusion is that in the case for
AIII(BS systems in the process industries the
'jury' is still out. Within certain defined
circumstances, the technology works. It can
identify patterns ofhistorical data and it can do
tasks where there are no other means. Given
the fact that the process industry operates
already, these tasks are, however, a small set
of the total set because solutions exist fo¡ the
balance of the issues, What will be the added
values that this technology brings that cannot
be brought by further exploitation of other
known technologies. It will probably be
inferential measurement, fault detection and
operation of manless plants. To achieve this,
will probably require a more oustomer focused
approach to publicity and marketing,

The challenges exist, the opportunities will
arise, will the technology be the appropriate
one to adopt?
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Abstract.Inthispaperwereportonafeasibilitystudyofanlmprovementof
conventional mold-levei control uring furry logic. For an economic steel production

nowadays continuous casting i, ur.J. Of special interest for continuous casting is

the moid, because in this f,art of the process the liquid steel will be fed to the

mold. From the metaìlurgical point of ui"* it is necessary to keep the mold-level

constant. Greater variatiois of the molcì-level cause non-homogeneity in the product'

Especiallyanoverflowofthenroldaswelìa-sanemptynroìdhastobeavoided,
because the liquid steel overflows the rvorking alea or the òottom parts of the mold

respectively. Éeside an interrupt in the production, in additio', high maintenance

cojs will be caused. At the 
"xampl" 

of a slab-caster with varying mold geometry

it wili be shown in this article that in case of disturbances au improvement of the,

conventional control, using fuzzy logic, can be acl.rieved. The basic idea is the use of

a parallel control structurã *itt turry logic. This provides the advantage that under

normal operation conditions the conventio¡ral controìler is still in operation, whilst

in the case of a disturbance the fuzzy controller supporls the conventional conürol'

This leads to a much better disturbance behaviour as without the fuzzy controller'

that means, that in opposite to conventional control especially an overflow can be

avoided.

Keywords. Mold-level controÌ, fuzzy ìogic, fuzzy logic controìler,Pl-controller

1. Introduction

For the investigation of the improvement of the

conventional control by using fuzzy logic a con-

ventional controlled continuous caster has been

used. The control task is to keep the mold-level
within a small bound around the setpoint'

However. in this paper the fuzzy logic has been

used, there are also other method to deal witìr

this kind of problern, like adaptive control, ¡reural

network-based control or other theoretical nleth-

ods can be used.

To study this process by simulation a complete

model of the process has been developed' This dy-

namical model allows the sin-rulation of the mold-
level in correspondance to the setpoint and distur-

bances as well. The results of the simulation are

compared with measurements of the real process'

The simulation results are approximateìy equal to

those of the measurements. Therefore the nrath-

ematical model can be treated as well validated'

With this mat'hematical model it is now possi-

ble to generate disturbances in order to prove the

fuzzy controller.

2. Model of the Mold-level Con-
trol Circuit

The components of the mold-level control circuit

are described in Fig. i

1. Tundish
2. Submerged nozzle

3. Mold
4. Liquid steel-level
5. Strand
6. Mold-level measurement device

7. Steering unit
8. Stopper lifting device

9. Stopper

The liquid steel is fed to the submerged nozzle

(2) via the tundish (1) into the mold (3)' The

mold-level is the result of the liquid steel fed into
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Fig. 1. Components of the mold-level control
circuit.

tlie mold and the strand (5). The mold-level
itself is n.¡easured by a nroÌd-level mea-quren.Ìent
device (6), based on a radiometric rneasuremeut
principle. The measurement value is the input
to the steering unit (7). The steering unit con-
tains, beside units for monitoring, the mold-level
controlìer. The input to the controller is the dif-
ference between the actual and the desired mold-
level (error of the mold-ievel). The output of the
controlle¡ is tlie setpoint for tlie stopper lifting
device (8), which moves tlie stopper (g). The re-
sulting value of the stopper position is due to the
input flow of tìre liquid steel.

2.1 Some characlerislics of t.he mold-leael conl.rol
circuit

The mold-level control circuit can be character-
ized by some properties which are summarized as
below, (Kiupel 1994).

1. The dominating time constant of the nrold-
level control circuit is the time constant of
the mold-level measurement unit. The value
of the time constant is approximately 0.2s.
This is, however, noí usuaì, but in orrìer
to measure the actual mold-level there arise
some difficulties. A compromise in the ac-
curacy of the measurement because of the
environmental conditions has to be made.
As mentioned earlier, the mold-level is mea-
sured using the radiation measurement prin-
ciple, whicli is a contactless measurement
principle. This is due to the very strange
environmental measurement conditio¡ls, e.g.
especially the high temperature near the
mold and the dusty air around the mold.
This and otìrer conditions together restrict
the number of possibilities to measure the

mold-level. But, however, this method is
quite succesful and has the following advan-
tages:
o Reliability,

the measurement is taken contactless, and
therefore a direct contact of the measure-
ment unit with the mold is avoided.

¡ Robustness (in this case robustness means
the robustness aginst environmental con-
ditions)
the measurement unit is placed below the
mold and is protected with a shield against
demolition.

o User friendly calibration.
The caìibration of the mea^surement unit is
quite simple

Of course, this measurement principle has
some disadvantages as well:
¡ the real mold-level cannot be detected.

This is due to cast powder and slag which
is not considered.

o The nleasurement detection is relatively
slow. A compromise between the devia-
tion of the measurement and the desired
accuracy has to be made, because of the
high frequency nleasuretnent disturbance.

Taking this into account, the radiation mea-
surement principle is a robust method with
a reasonable accuracy.
To evaluate wether the true mold-level has
increased the upper level or not it is neces-
sary to have the value of the true mold-level.
In this context the true mold-level means the
level before the mold-level measurement de-
vice, whilst the measured mold-ìevel means
the mold-level after the mold-level measure-
ment device. Of course this is not possible in
practice because the value of a measurement
is the value after the measurement device.
It is always assumed, that the output of the
measurement device is somehow proportional
to the real value. It will be shown later that
the true mold-level and the measured mold-
level are not exactly proportional. Because
these are simulation studies, it is possible to
take the true mold-level into account. The
diflerence of the true mold-level and the mea-
surement is the dynamic of the measurement
device which has also been modelled to pro-
vide a precise model of the process.

2. The mold oscillates in the vertical direction.
This is due to process requiremens to reduce
the friction between the metal and the mold.
This oscillation is also measured in the mold-
level.

3. The steeì flow as a function of the stopper
position is highly nonlinear. The stopper-
characteristic is shown in Fig. 2. It can be
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Fig. 2. Flow characteristic of the stopper

seen, that there is a dead zone and a satura-

tion as well. Furthermore the operating point
(around 35 to 40 mm) of the charateristic has

a great slope which leads for srnall variations
of the stopper position to great variations in
the steel flow.

3. îtzzy Pl-Control of the
Mold-level Circuit

The conventional mold-level controller is a stm-

ple Pl-controller. The task for the controller is

to keep the mold-leveì constant at a certain op-

erating point. To control the liquid steel level the

variation of the steel flow via the stopper position

has been used. This task should be performed for

diflerent speeds as well as for disturbances in the

mold-level.

Under normal operation conditions, or if the dis-

turbances are witìrin a small bound, the used

PI-controller works satisfactory. The deviations
from the nominal mold-ìevel are around Il .1mtn.
This deviations are acceptable and fulfill the re-

quirements for high quality steel production.

G¡eater disturbances during the slab production

a¡e relativeìy seldom, but however, if they occur
--- I ¡r- ---f^-^ ¿L^ *-^l-l l^.,^l l^,,:^+^- .'^-" -.".1.aIlU t,Ile¡CIUIC tllt ltlUlu-¡çvç¡ usvlouçÞ rLrJ ¡rruvrr

from the working point the quality of the steel

decreases signifi cantly.

Some of the disturbances lead to a production fail-
ure und therefore the maintenance costs are very

high. Two types of faults will be distinguished:

1. An overflow of the liquid steel over the top
of the mold. This kind of disturbance is very

dangerous for the operating personal'
2. The mold-leveì decreases below the bottom

of the mold. That mea¡rs that the production
process is interrupted.

One possible cause for the overflow is that oxids

of the ìiquid steel condens on the bottom part of
the stopper and around the input flow point of
the submerged nozzle. If these condensates sud-

denly break from the stopper the steel flow in-

creases rapidly and therefore the mold-level as

well. These disturbances cannot be avoided with
the classical Pl-controller. Therefore a modified
approach is presented in order to prevent these

disturbances

The principle of fuzzy-logic, which was developed

by Zadeh (Zadeh 1973), has been wideìy used. An
introduction to the theory of finzy systems can be

found elsewhere (Kaufmann 1975), (Zimrnermann

lee 1).

Currently, there exists no sgslemalic design pro-

cedure fo¡ the fuzzy controlìers as in the case of
the classical controllers. Normally, the parame-

ters and the structure of the fuzzy controller are

"optinrized" as long as the results leading to a bet-

ter perfort.nance, however it has been shown that
with the use of a fuzzy controller the performance

and the robustness as well can be improved, see

e.g. (Kiupel and Frank i993)' On the other hand

this design method is useful if no, or a very bad

mathematical model exists.

Usuaìly, most of the classical controller design

strategies are strongly dependent on the precise-

ness of the mathematical model. The use of a
fuzzy controller is decoupled from the mathemat-
ical nrodel, because no malhemalical model is
used. In addition, if the mathematical model is

very cotnplex, as for this process, and the model
cannot be simplified for the design of a classical

controller the fuzzy concept is a much promising

concept, because in a fuzzy controller it is possi-

ble to accumulate process knowledge and trans-

form it to the rule-base for the fuzzy controller.
This is also a model of the process, but no ex-

plicit mathematical model which can sometimes

be much easier to generate than a mathematical
model.

Finally, the implementation of the tizzy con-

troller for this plant has lead to a complemen-

tation of the Pl-controller. The first attempt for
the solution of this problem was to design afuzzy
controller as a complete substitution of the classi-

cal Pl-controìler (Kiupel and Frank 1993), (King
and Mamdani 1977), (Boverie el ø1. 1991).

The inputs for the fuzzy controller are the er-

ror of the mold-level and the derivation of the

mold-level. In opposite to the conventional con-

trol ¡ronlinearities can be incorporated into the

knowledge-base.

0l020Jo €5060
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A better solution to fulfill both, a good steady
state performance as well as a good robustness
against disturbances was not found.

Using this procedure it is possible to design the
fuzzy controller only for the disturbance whilst
the Pl-controller is still in operation for nominal
behaviour. This provides the advantage, that the
design of fhe fuzzy controller is decoupìed from
tlie design of the Pl-controller. Therefore the
fuzzy controller can be optimized for the distur-
bance control of the process. To achieve the de-
sired performance described above, a fuzzy pD-
type controller has been chosen. The D-part of
the controller is only activated if the error of the
mold-level deoeases a certain level. Finally, this
structure has lead to good results because of the
decoupling of the design for the disturbance and
the steady state performance respectively.

The inputs for this type of fuzzy controller are
the error of the mold-level and the derivation of
the error as well. The de¡ivation is nurnerically
generated by taking the diference of two sanrples
and divide it by the sampling time. The out-
put of lhe luzzy controller is weighted by a fac-
tor and then added to the output of the conven-
tional controller. The used controller is depicted
in Fig, 3. As mentioned earlier, the parameters

fuzzification the center of area method has been
used. Using this fuzzy sets for the input and

PI + Fuz only PI Pi+Fu

Fig. 4. Fuzzy sets of the error of the mold-level
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Fig. 5. Fuzzy sets of the derivation of the error
of the mold-level
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Fig. 3. Extended control scheme

of the fuzzy controller are generated in simulation
studies. The disturbance has been simulated as
a change of the stopper position. Using this dis-
turbance, the parameters of the fuzzy controller
are adapted to this disturbance in order to get a
good performance.

The fuzzy sets for tìre input are shown in Fig. 4
and Fig. 5 respectively. The fuzzy sets for the
output are shorvn in Fig. 6. For the inference the
Min Mæ method has been used and for the de-

Fig. 6. Fuzzy sets of the output of the controller

the output respectively, the rule base can be de-
termined. The chosen rule base is presented in
Fig. 7. The used abbreviations for the fuzzy sets
are depicted in Tab. 1. If the mold-level increases
the setpoint, the error is negativ and therefore the
assignment to the fuzzy sets negativ small (NS)
and zero (ZR) of the output has been chosen and
vice versa. If the ¡noìd-level is within the margin
of *4tn¡n this will be assigned exclusively to the
fuzzy set zero (ZR), see also Fig. 4. The deriva-
tion of the error is according to Fig. 5 divided into
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@ef 2) could suggest that in many ways the

pro""r, industry is now approaching a similar

position to that ofoars and steel about 10 to l5

y"urc ugo. At that time, those industries went

it.ougtirnu.¡or change of which process control

u,as a-majoi factor. Improved process control

had immediate impact on the production

process, though often in the form of statistical

pro..r, oontrol and quality measurement' -It
also played a signifioant role in the demand for

concurrLnt engineering used to reduce the time

to market for new models' Finally, it had a

dramatic impact on the control of the engines'
rWithin a modem motor car is a computer

control system for the engine which is
probably more advanced than any chemical

p.o""rr-control system. What is more, it is

mass produced, relatively cheap and achieves

an extiemely high performance specification'

The observation in this analysis is that process

control probably has a great deal to offer the

process industry' That is in both the

manufacturing process and the control of the

product quality. As in other industries,

n"c"rrity rvill be the mother of innovation'and

hence the drive for improved process control

will become an imperative in the late nineties'

2 POSITION OF ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE/I(NOWLEDGE

BASED SYSTEMS

Where there is a non-linear relationship

between the cause and effect

where process data is readily available and

complete

where the signal:noise ratio of the data is

greater than 6

most importantly rvhere linear approximation is

insufficient to solve the problem and where

linearisation of the problem or engineering

simplification cannot lead to a suitable solution

e good data collection facilities exist

This experience is already beginning to restrict the

,"op". W" have further learned that the most suitable

have the following characteristics:

a a simple architecture with single layer' as ferv

hidden nodes as possible and dynamic

incorporated using simple first order filters

b where engineering knowledge is available' it is

incorporated in the data pre-processing stage

Prior to neural net

c preferably the position should be one of multi-

inPut but single outPut

All this simply says is that the more experience and

knowledge is'built in to the application of artificial

intelligence, the higher the probability of success'

Experience has not been good where the neural net has

simply been treated'as a black box to solve or recognise

u puttlrn without any guidance' These rules essentially

eliminate the idea that neural nets can solve any

problem. In fact, as far as control is concerned' this

iechnology would probably be better described as non-

linear parameter estimation. The approach has strong

similarities to linear regression science which is well

reported elsewhere.

Specific applications of neurai neisiariificiai inieiiigence

to u .ungl- of problems within ICI has resulted with

varying degrees of success. Some examples are:-

2,1 InferentialMeasurements

This may well prove to be the most beneficial area'

Where the products are measured or sold on some

parameter whioh is difficult to measure on line, then it
it lt"ry attractive to estimate this parameter from

available information. Theory exists, the number of

inputs is often few and the value of a correct inferred

rn"urur"."nt is high. It is rarely repeatable and the

data is often available' In addition, it is often non-

a

b

o

d

This analysis of the industry would suggest an

increasing demand for sophisticated process-

control systems. What is the experience of

artificial intelligence and knowledge based

systems in the Prooess industries?

The literature would suggest that there have

been many applications. Most articles on the

subject give examples and work within the

prot"r, industries. However, detailed

Lxamination suggests that the actual on'plant

experience may not be as large' The UK

govemment and other governments have been

iinancially encouraging the adoption and

exploitation of these systems' Within ICI we

have had some exPerience.

It is in the area of neural nets tbat ICI has

some experience; and the following
observations draw on this experience' This

suggests that the concept of neural nets and

related subjects can and does work in process

control. It is best applied to problems with the

following characteristics:
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linear and hence satisfies most of the
characteristics. Our experience has been good
and it is anticipated that more applications will
occur in that area.

2.2 Control StraÍeg¡'

There are a fevy dl,namic problems where it is
extremely difficult or expensive to develop
mathematical models. In those circumstances,
neural networks, artificial intelligence offers
scope and has been used. While attractive, the
opportunities are fairly limited and this is not
thought to be of great value.

2.3 Fault Detection

Much has been rvritten about the potential for
fault detection and the attractiveness is clear.
It is an area where data is often interpreted to
identify an embedded fault; where the human
operator is particularly good and yet where the
occurrence is random and often infrequent. In
theory, neural nets should be extremely good at
this pattem recognition. Our experience in
practice has not yet convinced us of the case.
It is, horvever, noticeable that one major
machinery monitoring firm is now offering a

software package to do just that on large
machines and this would suggest that this is an
area rvhich will grow.

2,4 Biotechnology

This is proving a promising area. The process
technology is relatively new and the
requirements for sterility make measurement
difficult and expensive. In addition, the
biological nature of the reaction processes
sugge st that artificial intel ligence/knowledge-
based systems should be applicable.
Experience is confirming this analysis G.ef 9)
with AI/KBS being used for model building,
inferential measurement and increasingly for
^^-¡-^tuutltlu_t.

The observation from this experience is that
artificial intelligenceÂnowledge based systems
should be most applicable for tasks that are
normally canied out by plant operators on a
relatively infrequent basis. They are tasks
where the connection of tãcts and pattern
recognition is key and where intelligence is
required. The task mentioned of inferential
measurement, fault detection, and process
trends all have potential. Equally, applications
into detecting faults in sensors and controlling
batch profile are important areas where

unknown parameters are significant. They could be

areas of potential.

3 EXPERIENCE IN OTHER INDUSTRIES

In drawing a perspective, it is always useful to examine
what has happened in other industries. The greatest
reported successes for AIÆ(BS appear to be in the
financial world. Areas such as credit evaluation,
portfolio management, management decisions etc. Here
the premise is that by recognising patterns in historical
data one can predict the future. The adoption would
suggest that there is some evidence that this is correct.
However, the key characteristic of the financial rvorld is
the high degree of competitiveness and its global nature.
it is a market where the slightest improvement in
performance gives significant competitive and hence
financial benefit. This rvould suggest that when the
process industries get to that stage of competitiveness,
the opportunities for this technology u,ill increase.

If one includes fuzzy logic and adaptive control rvithin
the definition of AIÆ(BS then analogies can be drawn
with industries such as cement. These have often been
the earliest adopters of this technology. Characteristic
of these industries was that their process control rvas
verj. poor and the measurement of the key parameters
was almost impossible. They are industries which
moved from poor control to advanced control in almost
a single step. This compares with the balance of the
process industries where control is good to adequate and
incentive is not quite so large.

4 ANALYSIS OF THE EVIDENCE

By observation, intioduction of a new technology to the
process industry may take up to 20 years. For the
initial years, there is a lot of academic talk and
technical presentations. Eventually the stage is reached
rvhere the deliverables do not match the expectations
and the publicity becomes quiet. During the quier
period, those working the subject continue to work and
the promised benefits begin to be realised, Towards the
end of the 20 years, the technology becomes just a
matter of iact built into existing offerings as a standard
offering and making a significant contribution. It would
appear that AI/KBS could be approaching a period of
quietness. This is often, I should add, the most
productive period.

There is strong evidence that AI/KBS has been
marketed very heavily and very technically. It is
important to recognise how terms like 'artificial
intelligence' and 'knowledge based systems' could
appear to the business managers. who are the ultimate
customers of the technology. The author took the
oppofunity to examine the meanings of the words
'artificial','intelligence' and'k¡owledge' in a thesaurus.
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There are some interesting interpretations' No

àoubt, p.ople witl be happy with artificial

intelligence being described as:

simulated sagacitY

manmade wisdom

manufactured aPtitude

exPerienced based learning

I would suggest, however, that they would be

le ss happy *ith oth"t .ugge sted interpretations :

fake news
counterfeit information
spurious information
new-based learning or data-based

learning

5 HOW COULD THE PROCESS iNDUSTRIES

CHANGE

Earlier in this paper and in other Papers S'ef 4' 5' 6)

the author has made a case for change in the Process

Industries technology and means of delivery' There are

il;;t;;;"t.t or ptoiit margins, the high capital cost of

new investment, envrronmental, safety' and biological

fro".rr"r. Add to this, the changes in the marketplace'

,h" r,tr" of bar codes and till roll analysis to drive order

fuu"*, and the incessant pressure to improve delivery

ãnJ qrufity while reducing stocks and.. cost' A

,on"lurion-is that the assumption that all chemical

plants will operate on large chemical sites is

iuestionable. it it now possible to invent and test a

tiofog;"uf molecule in much less time than it takes to

ã.rigã, build and validate the process to manufacture'

üir"r;* possible for a customer to change their order

pui 
"tn 

hourly on plants that were designed to run for

many months at a single production rate These

p..ttut.t will demand chãnge It is suggested that this

itung" will manifest itself in the form of 'responsive

pro"år.r'. @ef 6, 7) These will be- small' mass

iroau""a pro..rr., which can be delivered anywhere by

loud trar,.port. They will operate either on the

customer's iite or be one of many in parallel on a larger

manufacturing site. They witl have a number of

characteristics:

- small, modular and mass Produced

- totally manless at the site although there may

be remote monitoring and management

- capable of operating at the customer's demand

raies. This will imply automatic start-up and

shutdown and repeatable quality operations at

any rates specified by the customer'

- wherever possible, manufacturing product from

feedstocks which are readily available such as

air, water, electricity, ethylene and gas where

there are grids, salt and other materials'

In other words, I am suggesting that the titles

presently adopted could potentially do damage

in the rate of adoption within the Process

Industries. The titles are derived from the

technical background' They are not described

in terms of the customer benefits' The

follorving are suggestions as to how the

technology could be described in 'customer

benefit'terms.

SafetY Enhancers

Wastage Reducers

Plant AvailabilitY ImProvers

QualitY ImProvers

In every case, the technology has bee¡

embeddãd within a customer benefit phrase' It

is interesting that the QCBRIN by Bruell Ken

is described as 'a trained ear' and 'a spot

checker'. The phrase that has been used within

ICI is the concept of an 'intelligent

wheeltapper'. The author is suggesting that the

*ay eldcns is marketed from a technical

point of view is detrimental to its use'

Given this analysis of the terminoiogy, coupïeci

with the position that process control is still

undervalued within industry would suggest that

the future is limited in the near term'

The opposite view, however, would suggest

that as the competitive pressures on the process

industry increase significantly the attraction of

using neural networks will increase and also

theii contribution will be valued' The

opportunity is to identify and accept that

imþending challenge and be ready for it'

- inherentlY safe

The relevance of this concept to AI/I(BS is the implied

assumption that the operator would have to be replaced

by a control scheme. The control scheme will have to

"åp" 
*ith much more than just steady state and it could

be suggested that it will demand a high degree of

intelliiãnce. In addition to the normal production

patteris, there will be abnormal patterns that-have to be

,"oognir"d and acted upon. The oontrol 
-schemes 

will

be m-ass-produced ('chip') based very similar to those in

modern motor cars. The question posed is where will

AI/KBS systems fit in such a concept' The quiet period

is probabiy about to come and the opportunity is just

tzl



around the corner. Will it be satisfied by
AIIKBS or will it, in fact, be satisfied by other
technologies?

6 CONCLUSIONS

The author's conclusion is that in the case for
AI/KBS systems in the process industries the
'jury' is still out. Within certain defined
circumstances, the technology works. It can
identify patterns ofhistorical data and it can do
tasks where there are no other means, Given
the fact that the process industry operates
already, these tasks are, however, a small set
of the total set because solutions exist for the
balance of the issues. What will be the added
values that this technology brings that cannot
be brought by further exploitation of other
known technologies. It will probably be
inferential measurement, fault detection and
operation of manless plants. To achieve this,
u,ill probably require a more customer focused
approach to publicity and marketing.

The challenges exist, the opportunities will
arise, will the technology be the appropriate
one to adopt?
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Improvement of Mold*Level Control using F\zzy_Logic
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Abstract. In this paper we report on a feasibiltV studV 
1f 

an Improvement of

conventional mold-level control using fuzzy logic. For an economic steel production

nowadays continuous .*tirg i, ur.ã. of speãial interest-for continuous casting is

themold,becauseintlrispartoftheprocesstheliquidsteelwillbefedtothe
mold. From tt. *"trli,r.giåaì point of ui.* it is necessary to keep the mold-level

constant. Greater variatiois of ihe mold-level cause non-homogeneity in the product'

Especially un ou".flo* of the mold as well a's an empty mold has to be avoided'

because the liquid steel overflows the lvorking area or the b-ottom parts of the mold

respectively. Beside an interrupt in the proãuction, in addition' high maintenance

costswi]lbecaused.Atthe.xun-'pì"ofaslab_casterwithvaryingmoldgeom.etry
it will be shown in this article that in case of disturbances an improvement of the-

conventional control, using fuzzy logic, can be achieved. The basic idea is the use of

a parallel control ,tr,r.i,r.ã with fuzãy logic. This provides the-advantage that under

normal operation .onâilion, tìre conveniional coniroller is still in operation' whilst

in the case of a disturbance the fuzzy controller supporls the conventional control'

This leads to a much better disturbance behaviour as without lhe ltzzy controller'

that means, that in opfo.it. to conventional control especially an overflow can be

avoided.

Keywords.Mold-levelcontrol,fuzzylogic'fuzzylogiccontroìler,Pl_controlìer

1. Introduction With tlìis mat'hematical model it is now posst-

ble to generate disturbances in order to prove the

fuzzy controller.
For the investigation of the improvement of the

conventional control by using fuzzy logic a con-

ventional controlìed continuous caster has been

used. The control task is to keep the mold-level

within a small bound around the setpoint'

rr^...^,,^- i- +ì1ic -qncr t.he fitz.z.v loeic has been
lluwç vçr

used, there ur. ulro other method to deal with

thi, iin¿ of problern, like adaptive control, neural

network-based control or other theoretical meth-

ods can be used.

To study this process by simulation a complete

model oith" p.ã."ts has been developed' This dy-

namical model allows the simulation of the mold-

level in correspondance to the setpoint and distur-

bances * *.i1. The results of the simulation are

compared with measurements of the real process'

The simulation results are approximately equal to

those of the measurements. Therefore the nrath-

ematical model can be treated as well validated'

2. Model of the Mold-level Con-

trol Circuit

Tl.re components of the mold-level control circuit

are described in Fig. 1

1. Tundish
2. Submerged nozzle

3. Mold
4. Liquid steel-level
5. Strand
6. Mold-level measurement device

?. Steering unit
8. Stopper lifting device

9. Stopper

The liquid steel is fed to the submerged nozzle

(2) via-the tundish (l) into the mold (3)' The

mold-level is the result of the liquid steel fed into
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Fig. 1. Components of the mold-level control
circui t.

the mold and the strand (5). The moìd-level
itself is measured by a nrold-leveì rneasurenlent
device (6), based on a radiometric ureasurement
principle. The measurement value is the input
to the steering unit (7). The steering unit con-
tains, beside units for monitoring, the mold-level
controller. The input to the controller is the dif-
ference betwee¡r the actuaÌ and the desi¡ed mold-
level (error of the mold-level). The output of the
cont¡oller is the setpoint for the stopper lifting
device (8), which moves the stopper (g). The re-
sulting value of the stopper position is due to the
input flow of tìre liquid steel.

2.1 Some characterislics of the m.old-leuel conlrol
ctrcuit

The mold-level control circuit can be character-
ized by some properties which are su¡nmarized as
below, (Kiupel 1994).

1. The dominating time constant of the mold-
level control circuit is the time constant of
the mold-level measurement unit. The value
of the time constant is approximately 0.2s.
This is, however, not usual, but in orde¡
to measure the actual mold-level there arise
some difficulties. A compromise in the ac-
curacy of the measurement because of the
environmental conditions has to be made.
As mentioned earlier, the mold-level is mea-
sured using the radiation measurement prin-
ciple, which is a contactless measurement
principle. Tìris is due to the very strange
environmental measurement conditions, e.g.
especially the high temperature near the
mold and the dusty air around the nrold.
This and other conditions together restrict
the number of possibilities to measure the

mold-level. But, however, this method is
quite succesful and has the following advan-
tages:
r Reliability,

the measurement is taken contactless, and
therefore a direct contact of the measure-
ment unit with the mold is avoided.

¡ Robustness (in this case robustness means
the robustness aginst environmental con-
ditions)
the measurement unit is placed below the
mold and is protected with a shield against
demolition.

¡ User friendÌy calibration.
The calibration of the measurement unit is
quite simple

Of course, this measurement principle has
some disadvantages as well:
r the real nlold-level cannot be detected.

This is due to cast powder and slag which
is not considered.

¡ The measurement detection is relatively
slow. A compromise between the devia-
tion of the measurement and the desired
accuracy has to be made, because of the
high frequency nleasuretnent disturbance.

Taking this into account, the radiation mea-
surement principle is a robust method with
a reasonable accuracy.
To evaluate wether the true mold-level has
i¡rcreased the upper level or not it is neces-
sary to have the value of the true mold-level.
In this context the true mold-level means the
level before the mold-level measurement de-
vice, whilst the measured mold-ìevel means
the moìd-level after the mold-level measure-
ment device. Of course this is not possible in
practice because the value of a measurernent
is the value after the measurement device.
It is always assumed, that the output of the
nreasurement device is somehow proportional
to the real value. It will be shown later that
the true mold-level and the measured mold-
level are not exactly proportional. Because
+l-^-^ ^-^ ^:-,.1^¿:^- ^¿--r:^- :¿ :- -, .r ru¡¡LÞç o¡ç Þrtl¡ulduturl ùLuute¡i, rL rs posslDle [o
take the true mold-level into account. The
difference of the true mold-level and the mea-
surement is the dynamic of the measurement
device which has also been modelled to pro-
vide a precise model of the process.

2. The mold oscillates in the vertical direction.
This is due to process requiremens to reduce
the friction between the metal and the mold.
This osciìlation is also measured in the mold-
ìevel.

3. The steel flow as a function of the stopper
position is highly nonlinear. The stopper-
characteristic is shown in Fig. 2. It can be

J
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of the liquid steel condens on the bottom part of
the stopper and around the input flow poìnt of
the submerged nozzle. If these condensates sud-

denly break from the stopper the steeì flow in-

creases rapidly and therefore the mold-level as

well. These disturbances cannot be avoided with
the classical Pl-controlìer. Therefore a modified
approach is presented in order to prevent these

disturbances

The principìe of fuzzy-logic, which was developed

by Zadeh (Zadeh 1973), has been widely used' An

introduction to the theory of fuzzy systems can be

found elsewhere (Kaufmann 1975), (Zimrnermann

lee 1).

Currently, there exists no syslemølic design pro-

cedure for the fuzzy controlìers as in the case of
the classical controllers. Normally, the parame-

ters and the structure of the fuzzy controller are

"optimized" as lortg as the results leading to a bet-

ter perforurance, however it has been shown that
with the use of a fuzzy controller the performance

and the robustness as well can be improved, see

e.g. (Kiupel and Frank 1993). On the other hand

this design method is useful if no, or a very bad

mathematical model exists.

Usuaìly, most of the classical controller design

strategies are strongly dependent on the precise-

ness of the mathematical model. The use of a
fuzzy coutroller is decoupled from the mathemat-

ical nrodel, because no ntalhemolic¿l model is

used. ln addition, if the mathematical model is

very courplex, as fot this process, and the modeì

cannot be simplified fo¡ the design of a classical

controller the fizzy concept is a much promising

concept, because in a fuzzy controller it is possi-

ble to accumulate process knowledge and trans-

form it to the rule-base for the fuzzy controller'

This is also a model of the process' but no ex-

plicit mathematical model which can sometimes

be much easier to generate than a mathematical

model.

Firrally, the implementation of the fizzy con-

troller for this plant has lead to a complemen-

tation of the Pl-controller. The first attempt for
the solution of this problem was to design afuzzy
controller as a complete substitution of the cìassi-

cal Pl-controller (Kiupel and Frank 1993)' (King

and Mamdani 19?7), (Boverie el al. 1991).

The inputs for the fuzzy controller are the er-

ror of the mold-level and the derivation of the

mold-level. In opposite to the conventional con-

trol ¡ronlinearities can be incorporated into the

knowledge-base.

qo roo

stoprr position Imñ]

Fig. 2. Flow characteristic of the stopper

seen, that there is a dead zone and a satura-

tion as well. Furthermore the operating point
(around 35 to 40 mm) of the charateristic has

a great slope which leads for small variations

of the stopper position to great variations in

the steel flow.

3. Ftzzy Pl-Control of the

Mold-level Circuil

The conventional mold-level controller is a stm-

ple Pl-controller. The task for the controìÌer is
to keep the mold-level constant at a certain op-

erating point. To control the liquid steel level the

variation of the steel flow via the stopper position

has been used. This task should be perforrned for
diflerent speeds as well as for disturbances in the

mold-level.

Under normal operation conditions, or if the dis-

turbances are within a small bound, the used

Pl-controller works satisfactory. The deviations
fronr the nominal mold-level are around *l .\mm'
This deviations are acceptable and fuìfill the re-

quireurents for high quality steel production.

Greater disturbances during the sìab productiorl
are relatively seldorn, but horvever, if they occur

an<i tirerefore ihe nroì<i-ìeveì deviaies very nii-ich

from the working point the quality of the steel

decreases signifi cant ly.

Some of the disturbances lead to a production fail-
ure und therefore the maintenance costs are very

high. Two types of faults will be distinguished:

1. An overflow of the liquid steel over the top

of the mold. This kind of disturbance is very

dangerous for the operating personal.

2. The mold-level decreases below the bottom
of the mold. That n-reans that the production
process is interrupted.

One possible cause for the overflow is that oxids
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A better solution to fulfill both, a good steady
state performance as well as a good robustness
against disturbances was not found.

Using this procedure it is possible to design the
fuzzy conftoller only for the disturbance whilst
the Pl-controller is still in operation for nominaì
behaviour. This provides the advantage, that the
design of the fuzzy controller is decoupled from
tire design of the Pl*controller. Therefo¡e tÌre
fuzzy controller can be optimized for the distur-
bance control of the process. To achieve the de-
sired performance described above, a fuzzy PD-
type controller has been chosen. The D-part of
the controller is only activated if the error of the
moìd-ìevel decreases a ce¡tain level. Pinally, this
structu¡e has lead lo good results because of the
decoupling of the design for the disturbance and
the steady state performance respectively.

The inputs for this type of fuzzy controìler are
the error of the mold-level and the derivation of
the error as well. The derivation is numerically
generated by taking the difference of two sanrples
and divide it by the sampìing time. The out-
put of the fuzzy controller is weighted by a fac-
tor and then added to the output of the conven-
tional controller. The used controller is depicted
in Fig. 3. As metrtioned earlier, the parameters

fuzzification the center of area method has been
used. Using this fuzzy sets for the input and

PI + Fuz only PI PI+Fu

ps

Fig. 4. Fuzzy sets of the error of the mold-level
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Fig. 3. Extended control scheme

of the fuzzy controller are generated in simulation
studies. The disturbance has been simulated as
a change of the stopper position. Using this dis-
turbance, the parameters of the fuzzy controller
are adapted to this disturbance in order to get a
good performance.

The fuzzy sets for the input are showl.r in Fig. 4
and Fig. 5 respectively. The fuzzy sets for the
output are shown in Fig. 6. For the infe¡ence the
Min Mæ method has been used and for the de-

Fig. 6. Fuzzy sets of the output of the controller

the output respectively, the rule base can be de-
termined. The chosen rule base is presented in
Fig. 7. The used abbreviations for the fuzzy sets
are depicted in Tab. 1. If the mold-level increases
the setpoint, the error is negativ and therefore the
assignment to the fuzzy sets negativ small (NS)
and zero (ZR) of the output has been chosen and
vice versa. If the mold-level is within the margin
of *4¡run this will be assigned exclusively to the
fuzzy set zero (ZR), see aìso Fig. 4. The deriva-
tion of the error is according to Fig. 5 divided into

I
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J t
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N. NT,I NS ZR PS PM
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E
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Fig. 7. Rule-base of the used fuzzy controller

abbreviation output

nm
NS

zf
ps
pm

negative mediunr
negative small

zero
positive smalì

positive medium

TABLE 1 Abbreviations for the fuzzy sets

5 luzzy sets. The fuzzy sets negative small (NS)

and negative medium (NM) describe an inoeas-
ing mold-level, whilst the fuzzy stes positive small
(PS) and positive medium (Pli{) respectively de-

scribe a decreasing mold-leveì. The fuzzy set zero

(ZR) is an indication for a constant mold-leveì.

The fuzzy sets of the output of the fuzzy-
PD-controller are assigned in a similar manner.

The fuzzy sets positive small (PS) and positive

medium (PN{) decribe an increase of the stopper
position, whilst the fuzzy sets negative snlall (NS)

and negative medium (Nlt{) describe a decrease of
tlre stopper position. And also Lhe fuzzy set zero

(ZR) is an indication for uo change in the slopper
position.

From the rule base, see Fig.7, it can be seen,

that for error values within the tolerance band the

output of the fuzzy-PD-controller is always zero,

regardless of the value of the derivation of the er-

ror. But if the error is negativ and the derivation
of the error too then the fuzzy-PD-controller de-

creases the stopper position in order to avoid an

overflow of the mold.

For a positive error and a positive value of the

derivation of the error the stopper position will be

increased by the fuzzy-PD-controller in order to
avoid an interrupt of the production. Because of
the nonlinearity of the stopper characteristic the

change of the stopper position is diflerent in the
positive and negative direction respectiveìy. This
is considered using different f.uzzy sets for negative
medium (NN{) and positive mediurn (PIü).

o246E10t211161620
tiñ€ [s]

Fig. 8. PI: change of the stopper position from
70mm. to 58mm

To prove the performance of the fuzzy.controller'
the results oflhe fuzzy controlled system are com-

pared with those of the classical controlled sys-

tenr. For this task a disturbance in the stopper
position has been considered. The cause for this
kind of disturbance occurs always in practice if
oxides of steeì, which are slowly growing on the

bottom of the stopper and at the whole of the

steel cuvette, see Fig. 1, suddenly break from the

stopper or the cuvette and the steel flow increases

rapidly. In the sirnuation this disturbance is con-

sidered as a step function. The following plots are

showing the following states of the process:

¡ the mold-level setpoint and the mold-level
measurement value (top)

¡ the true (physical not measured) mold-level
and the setpoint of the mold-level (lower
right)

From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 it can be seen, that the

extension of the conventional controller with the

fuzzy-PD-controller is superior to the conven-

tional control alone.

As a disturbance a step function of the stopper
position from 70 tnm to 58mm at t = 0 has been

considered. The conventional controller reacts ex-

tremely inert. The true mold-level increases up to
150 rnm, the upper bound (120 mm) of the mold-

70

!ìm. f3l

160

110

E
Ë

EO

60

I

-:octuot 

votu€

4. Simulation results
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5. Conclusion

A fuzzy controller for a continuous caster has been
developed, which operates in parallel manner to
the conventional process. The advantage of this
concept is that the conventional controìler is not
substituted, it is just complemerrted. This leads
to a higher acceptance in practise and makes it
more easy to implement the fuzzy controller.

The disturbance rejection of the mold.-level con-
trol circuit has been inoeased by 50 %. This
has been achieved by taking the error and tlie
derivation of the error as the input to the fuzzy
controller. Finally, this leads to a fuzzy*pD-
controller.

Using this fuzzy controller, with two inputs and
one output, provides an easy implementable con-
troller, in opposite to other methods where deep
theoreticaÌ knowledge of t,he process and the used
cont¡ol theory is necessary.

The next task is to in.rplement this fuzzy con-
troller to the process. The nowadays tools for
implementation provide a good possibility to im-
plement this type of controller to the existing con-
troller.
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Fig. 9. Fuzzy change of the stopper position
from 70 mm Lo 58 mnt

level measurement device is increased. In practice
this means that the top of the moìd is increased
and therefore the liquid steel flows in the working
aIea.

In opposite to the conventional control, the fuzzy-
PD-controlled moìd-level reacts much faster, the
stopper position is deoased immedeately and the
true mold-leveì ntoves only up to 125 mm. This
is a reduction of 50 %. In addition, to the fast
reaction of the disturbance, the transient is nruch

frm¡'¡rore qampeo. I tl¡s ls a dlrect reactlon ol the D_
part of Lhe luzzy controller. The time the system
needs to come to the equilibrium is in both cases
approximately equal.

It can be seen that the fuzzy-PD-controller is su-
perior to the conventional controller. In addition,
tlre parallel (complemen l) fuzzy controller is from
the practical point of view much more interest-
ing because the conventional controller keeps still
in operation so tl¡at tl'te fuzzy controller has just
lo be added to the existing systertr. In principle,
there is no need to interrupt the production pro-
cess to incorporate the luzzy controller.
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RIP CONTROL IN KNOWLEDGE.BASED SYSTEN{S

D. DRECHSEL and M. PANDIT

lJttit'ersit), of Kaiserslautern, Departntent of Electrical Engineering, 67663 Kaiserslautern, GERMANY

Abstract. Rule based interpolating control (RIP control) is an approach to deal with linguistic expert

knowledge in the form of production rules. As an altemative to fuzzy control, iR/P control transforms

the production rules into support points in a hyperspace and applies multidimensional interpolation

methods to obtain the input/output mapping of the controller. The paper introduces RIP control and

its application in knowledge-based systems. The potential of hybrid A/P rule bases are demonstrated

using flow control as an example.

Key Words. Rule based interpolating control, R/P control. multidimensional interpolation,

knowledge-based system, linguistic expert knowledge, hybrid rule bases, fuzzy control.

I.INTRODUCTION

The paper presents a knowledge-based system using

rule based interpolating control (RIP). The goal of
R/P control is to convert linguistic expert knowledge
in form of production rules into an input/output
mapping of a controller. At present, fuzzy control is
widely used for this purpose. However, in certain

aspects, fuzzy control has its disadvantages like the
lack of methodology and transparency.

The basic principle of RIP control is to generate

support points in a hyperspace based on the
production rules. Subsequently, multidimensional
interpolation methods are employed to obtain a

comprehensive input/output mapping of the
controller.

'fhe nrner infrnrlrrccc P/P nnnfrol an¡l cl¿ctchcs fhe

distinctions to fuzzy control. A complete ¡RlP control
design shell and knowìedge-based system shell is
described. Hybrid rule structures will be discussed,

their capabilities in flow control will be demon-

strated and compared with fuzzy control.

2. RIP CONTROL

The general structure of a knowledge-based system

using the Ä/P method consists basically of 3 blocks,
as depicted in Fig. L The input & output filters
incorporate the dynamic parts of the R/P controller.

The core of the R1P controller is the R/P block
whose transfer characteristic is purely static and in
most cases non-linear.

Fig. l: RIP controller

The linguistic values and rules determine the
mannins nf the innuts X to the outDut C A- R.lP

- 
-- _"- --_r-- -' _

block with n inputs and one output represents a

mapping of a ¡ø-dimensional input vector L= ß, ,

xz ,...,xn) to an output value and thus, defines a static

function C=F(I) by means of linguistic values and

rules.

The basic principle of a RIP controller is explained
with reference to the flow chart depicted in Fig. 2. A
user of the R/P method will mainly be concerned
with the definition of linguistic values and rules; the

subsequent steps are automatically processed by the

computer. The different steps are explained in detail
in the following sections.

UOutput-
Filter

Input-
Filær RIP Block

Linguistic Rules

r29



Fig. 2: Flow chart of a RIP controller

2.L Litrguistic values

Within R/P control, linguistic values represent crisp
subsets or points (not fuzzy) of an universe of
discourse. Thus, a linguistic value labels a classical
subinterval of the universe of discourse.

As depicted in Fig. 3, a linguistic value for instance
coldel0, l5"Cl can be defined as an interval of the
universe of discourse of the summer temperatures.
It is not required to define the linguistic values such
that the universe of discourse is covered, entirely.
Hence, merely points of the universe of discourse
can be defined as linguistic values to obtain a
complete mapping, too, as it will be explained later.

Linggistic valuc
\
cold warm hot

temperatures /t
Subintcrval

Fiø. 3: I-inonistic valneso -' ----Þ'-'

2.2. Rules

The rule structure of a RIP controller is similar to
other knowledge-based systems which are based on
production rules.

tÍ þremisel thcn {conlusionl I weight

The premise consists of elementary expressions and
logical operators. In the elementary expressions, the
linguistic variables and values are connected by

relational operators like == (equal) e¡ l= (not
equal). The expressions are interpreted as logical
expressions which are true oÍ false. An elenrentary
expression like X,==linguistic value represents the

mathematical expression X, e {subinten,a/ } . Complex
expressions are composed of elementary expressions
and logical operators like for instance and, ¡, or or,
v, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Structure of the premise

Fig. 5 depicts the structure of the conclusion where
linguistic values or functions are assigned to the

linguistic variable of the output.

Fig. 5: Structure of the conclusion

In order to explain the RIP method, a rule base for
the control of a ventilating fan is used as example.

Rrt if (Tenp==cold lt Breeze==s¡.on9) then Fan=mn I I
R": ì{ (Tenp==løt ) then Fan=max | 5
R: il (Tenpl=cold A Breeze==stong) then Fan=ncd I I
Rrt if (Temp==cold A Breeze==wuk ) then Fan=min I t

2.3. Generation of support points

The premise of the rule defines sets of input
domains within the input space X=X,x..lX^ , as

depicted in Fig. 6. The rules define a relation

Frn=C

Breeze: X,

&ln¡iñ
Temp *X,

Fig. 6: Support point generation

I R--l

R
2

R
3

RI

mcd

ru

suDport
polnt

hot

Definition of
linguistic values

Support point generator

Generation of support points

Conflict handling

Completion

Online interpolation
(Conhol algorithm)

opcntot v¡lw

function
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between the input domains and the output interval of
the considered conclusion. Thus, each rule defines

hypercubes in the entire hyperspace. In order to
obtain the mapping C=F(X) between the input vector

X and the output C support points (x', ,..., x',, c')
are generated at the center of the hybercubes' Hence,

each rule will be converted into a set of support

points (Fig. 6).

2.4. Corfliu handling

A conflict or a contradiction occurs in a rule base, if
two or more different linguistic output values are

assigned to a single input domain. Fig. 6 exhibits a

conflict between the rule R, and R, for the input

domain (Tentp == hot ¡ Breeze == stonS)' ln
order to resolve the conflict, a weighted average

considering the weights G, of the rules is employed.

The weights G, can be chosen within the interval

[0,-[ to emphasize important rules, as in equ. I'

3 G,: (G, + 0),

(t)

V G,z (G¡ = 0).

n ji Number of conflicting rules of input domain j.

In Fig. 7. the support points with the resolved

conflict are depicted.

Fen=C

rcsolvcd

Breeze = X,

Temp =X,

Fig. 7: Support points with resolved conflict

2.5. Contpletion and global inlerpolation

Until now, only support points have been defined

and not a complete mapping of the inputs X to the

output C. Completion is achieved by interpolation or

extrapolation. It is appropriate to split the

interpolation into two stePs.

Global and scattered data interpolation.

Local and non scattered data interpolation

The two main reasons to split the interpolation are

Decision or rule tables should be complete.

Global and scattered data interpolations are

time consuming. Thus, it's advantageous to

compute them offline.

Global and scattered data interpolations can be

applied to complete an incomplete grid of support

points (also called a non-Cartesian grid) as depicted

in Fig. 8.

X2=Bræz¡

Xl=
Tcmp

lncomplete grid Complete grid
(Cartesian grid)

Fig. 8: Cartesian grid

In order to interpolate non-Cartesian grids of support

points, global and scattered data interpolations are

necessary. The interpolation methods must be

applicable to the multidimensional space, since the

À/P block can be fed by several inputs. In literature,

hardly a few multidimensional interpolation methods

are known which can be applied to achieve this. The

Shepard (Shepard 68) in equ. 2 is one such which is
especially suitable by virtue of relative easy
imnloaantarinn mndecl cf^râoê r{emcnrl enfl¡ rrry ¡ v¡¡¡v¡r rq r¡ v r¡ r ¡¡¡ vsv

computation time.
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(2)

The Shepard interpolation S(.X) is also called inverse

distance interpolation. The interpolated output value

C = S(L) of an input { is calculated by means of the

inverse spatial distance w, to the support points (1,

Y Æ
N

r
^é

^ñ
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Ç' ). The parameter ¡r can be used to modify the
interpolation. For the purpose of completion, the
parameter ¡r should be chosen relatively high and the
universes of discourse of the inputs must be
normalized to a standardized range. Fig. 9 shows the
completed support point grid of the fan controller.

Fan=C

complcted
suPport

Breeze = Xz

hot

r?/¡?c: Number of rows or columns,

Ç;' : Support point value (i ; row, j : column)

If the rR/P block is fed by nr inputs. the local
interpolation considers only 2'support points in the
neighbourhood of the Cartesian grid. Thus, the
function F(þ of the R1P controller is piecewise or
boxwise multilinear; that is advantageous for control
stability proofs like for instance in (Kiendl et. al,,
1993).

Fig. l0 depicts the surface of the function F(þ of
the fan controller rule base after the elimination of
the conflict, the completion and the multilinear
interpolation. It can be easily seen that the generated
control surface is appropriate, even though the rule
base is contradictory and incomplete.

c= F{x1,x2)

Rl

R
2

R,

R.

Temp = X,

Fig. 9: Cornplete and conflict free support points

2.6. Control algorithm and local interpolation

Efficient local interpolation methods based on
Cartesian grids are employed for the online
computation of the output of the RlP block.

For control, the multilinear interpolation is especially
suitable, since it demands very low computation
time. In the case of two inputs, the interpolation
fbrnlula is derived from Lagrange interpolation as in
equ. 3. whereas n, and n, are equal to I (Engeln et
c/., 1988).

(3)

Bra.¡€

3, RIP DESIGN SHELL

Fig. I I depicts a RIP control design shell. The
design shell is directly derived from rhe R1P method
introduced above. Initially, the user of the RIp
design shell has to define linguistic values. Then he
can start to enter the expert knowledge into the rule
editor by use of the linguistic values and considering
the rule syntax. Subsequently, the support point
generator converts automatically the rule base to
support points. The support points determine the
control surface and the mapping. They can be
interpreted as the control parameters and the local
interpolation as the control algorithm. There is no
need for the designer of a controller to be familiar
with the interpolation methods or the support point
generator, since they are automatically computed by
the R1P design shell. Optionally, the complerion can
be adjusted by the paramerer p of the Shepard
interpolation.

10

t00

20 60
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x2

Fig.10: Surface of the fan controller rule base
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Completion
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Input-
Filter
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Fig. 11: R1P control design shell

4. HYBRID RULE BASE

Especially, for control applications, the R/P method

enables the combination of classical control
strategies with rule based strategies, like for
instance:

U

The presentation of the implemented control
strategy is more transparent than listing all

linguistic rules of a rule table.

The number of rules can be tremendously

reduced compared to the pure linguistic
^---^^^LaPPruaçu.

The control performance can be altered by

parameters like k, , k, and the experience of
classical control design can be utilized.

It should be stressed that the conclusion function of
a rule (Fig. 5) is only approximated by the

underlying interpolation. Thus, the generated

function F(þ is equal to the conclusion function
only in the support points. Nevertheless, a linear
conclusion function is obtained for the entire input
space, if multilinear interpolation is applied, as in
equ. 3. Furthermore, in most of the practical control

E

Ri,f( )
R"t íf (Xr==Ar, lt Xr==Ar)

then C=kr'Xr+lq'xz I o

then C=8" I I

The parameters (k, , k, ) of the rule R,, can be

obtained from classical control design methods like
for instance in (Ziegler et. al., 1942), depending on

the input & output filters of Fig. L The rule R, is
valid for the entire input space, since the premise is

unspecified (Fig. a). Subsequently, rules like R, are

introduced to optimize the control performance in a

linguistic manner. Such a hybrid design incorporates
several advantages.
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applications, an approximated function is sufficient
1o achieve the desired control performance and the
accuracy of the approximation can be improved by
means of more linguistic values or support points.

5. RESULTS

In order to examine the properties of RlP control, a

linear P/ controller, a R1P controller and a fuzzy
controller have been applied to a model of a non-
linear flow process. The control performance of the
various controllers is depicted in Fig. 12. The linear
controller achieves an asymmetric control
performance, since the process is non-linear. The
fuzzy and the RIP controller can be designed and
modifìed in a linguistic manner to compensate the
effècts of the non-linearity. The RIp controller has
been designed by a hybrid rule base with only two
rules, as described in section 4. The fuzzy controller
has been achieved by 25 rules to eliminate the
overshoot. This application is described in more
detail in (Drechsel et. al., 1994).
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper. R.IP control has been introduced. It has
been demonstrated that RIP control offers an
appropriate approach to convert linguistic expert
knowledge into a control algorithm. Ä/p methods
seems to be more transparent for control design than
fuzzy methods, since the degree of freedom is lower
and the effects of parameter modifications are easier
to assess. The application of the RIp method for
flow control shows that it is a viable alternative to
fuzzy methods. In particular, the use of hybrid rule
bases facilitates a conrrol design by combining
classical and rule based control technics. The
developed R/P design shell can be employed to a
wide area of knowledge-based applications which
need not necessarily pertain to control.
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Abstract. Neural network based control schemes are generally designed by implerhenting feedforward neural network

models in søndard control engineering structurcs. lntãduction ofdiscr€te time recurrent networks, which are inhercntly

dynamic systcms, into those schemJs can simplify the design of neural controllers-' In.this paper we describe the

concept of applying rccurrent nctworks trained with the real-time recurrcnt leaming algorithm in the indirect adaptive

controt schemes. A combined nctwork consisting of the control network and the model network is constructed to

allow the simplc use of ttre rcal-time recunent leaming algorithm. To demonstrate the feasability of the method two

simulation examples are presented.

Key Words. Process control, Neural nets, Control system design' Artificial intclligence, Real-Time Recurrent

læaming algorithm

l.INTRODUCTION 2. NEURAL NETWORKS ARCHITECTURES

Since the eighties, artificial neural networks have been

intensively studied with special regard to engineering

âpplicâtions. Techniques based on neural networks

hàve been developed in several fields, ranging from

banking and speech recognition to processor

scheduling. Advantageous properties of neural

networl<s, such as parallel computation, nonline¡u map-

ping and leaming capabilities make them an attractive

solution in many chemical engineering applications'

Chemical engineering systems are typically nonlinea¡

with complex dynamics and our knowledge - and

models - of them are often defective or uncertain'

Typical chemical engineering applications based on the

exðellent classification properties of some neural

networks include diagnosis of chemical plants

(Watanabe et al.,1989; Catfolis, 1993b) and controller

adaptation (C oopeî et a1.,1992). Ba.sed on the nonlinear

mapping capabilities, probiems like the identification'

simulation and control of chemical processes have been

studied (Bhat et al.,1990).Neu¡al controllers have been

used in robotics (Sanderson, 1990) and in chemical

industry (Hangos, 1992).

In the second section the basic artificial neural networts

architectures are f€viewed, with an emphasis on the

RTRL algorirhm. ln section tluee some classical control

schemes with neural networks are described and the

use of the clustercd RTRL algorithm in control schemes

is introduced. In the last section the feasability ofthis
mefhod is demonstrated by two examples.

Numerous types of networks exist, but each type

consists ofthe same basic features, nodes, layers and

connections. The smallest element of a network is the

node. Every node receives signals from connections,

which it processes in a combination function and

converts to an output sigrral with â fransfer function'

These nodes are connected to each other by weighted

links. These weights can be adapted by one or other

leaming rule and represent the "long term memory" of
the neural net. Different network topologies and

teaming methods are used depending on the problem

to be solved. Iæaming or training of the neural network

means finding a set of parameters' i.e. weights, that

produce the desired behaviour. In the following part

io*" net*ork architectures are described. Networks

can be divided into two main classes by their
topologies: feedforward networks which do not contain

any directed loop in their representing graph and

recurïent netwod(s which, on the contrary, do.

2.1 . Feedforward Networks

tlntil now, feedforward neural networks hae been the

more frequently used models. Thei¡ most typical form

is the multitayer network. Ttrey basically give a static

mapping of their inputs onto their outputs. It can be

proved (llomik et at.,1989) that a network with two

hiddenlayers can approximate any nonlinear function

with arbitrary precision. The identification of the

connection weights, i.e. the leaming, is usually
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performed using the backpropagarron algorithm which
is basically a form of the gradient descent method
(Rumelhart et al., 1986). To apply multilayer
feedforward neural networks for modelling the system
dynamics, a discrete time history of system inputs and
outputs can be used as nefwork input and target values.
The network works as a nonlinear mapping
corresponding to a nonlinear form of the inpuroutput
model, widely used in control engineering and signal
processing. The formation of the mapping is performed
by the leaming process using a number of training
patterns consisting of input vectors and the
corresponding target values.

2.2. Re curre nt Networks

A neural network becomes a dynamic system when
feedback connections are introduced. The network
operation can be described with differential equations
of the nodes in case of continuous time networks,
whereas in case of discrete time nefworks, difference
equations can be used (Narendra et al., 1990). Several
models and leaming methods of recurrent networks
are used. Discrete time recurrent networks are built on
a synchronous computing scheme, i.e. activities of all
nodes are evaluated using the current inputs of the
network and the current oulputs of the neurons and
then all new ouÞuts are calculated and take effect. Rrlly
connected recurrent neural networks probably have the
most general topology. They can represent any
feedforward or other, simpler recurrent structure.
However, a discrete time delay (the minimum delay
depends on the actual implementation of the algorithm)
emerges due to the structure of the network. This time
delay allows identification of process delays, which
are usually assumed to be known a priori in the
feedforward schemes, to be readily solved in recurrent
networks if the number of neurons is large enough.
For frrlly connected recurrent networks, Williams and
Zipser (rù/illiams et al., 1989) derived a leaming
algorithm based on the gradient descent method. Since
the weights are updated at each time step rather than at
the end of a trajectory, the method, called real-time
recurrent learning (RTRL), is well suited for on-line
training. Although the RTRL algorithm provides a

y(k+l)

u(k)

Fig. l. Direct inverse control using feedforward networks

simple computation scheme it has several
disadvantages. The main problem is that the calculation
is not local in the sense that it requires the use of all
weights and activities in the nehvork for the evaluntion
of each one of the nodes. Another problem is that the
RTRL algorithm shows very slow convergence in many
cases. A method for speeding up learning is
demonshated by Catfolis (Catfolis, 1993a). It is based
on resetting the leaming algorithm with a frequency
which can be related to the time constants of the
process.

3. NEURALNETWORK BASED CONTROL
ARCHITECTURES

The application of neural networks for control is
expected to make the achievement of the following
capabilities feasible (V/erbos, 1989):

-the implementation in paraUel hardware
-the real-time adaptation without instability
-the handling of severe nonlinemiry ancl noise
-the planning or optimization over lime

In the next two parts some classical control schemes
in which neural networks are used, ate reviewed . In
the thirdpart the concept ofthe new control architect-
ure is explained.

3.1 . Clas.rícal Architecfitres

Neural network based control schemes are generally
devised by using neural networks in the posirion of
linea¡ models in the standard control engineering
structures. Possible architectures for control are
discussed in several papers (Tanomaru ct al., l99Z:
Levin et al., 1991; Narendra et ol. ,1990: Werbos,
1989). Since the neural model has anonünearcharacter,
the analysis of the stabilify and the robustncss poses
several problems and a great deal ofprcscnt rcsearch
efforts is dedicated to finding a solurion to thcsc
problems. In most cases, the neur¡rl netvvork used in
control schemes is a multilayer feedforwarcl nctwork.
The input of the network is formed using a process
input and process output history. The assignment of
inputs and outputs is determinecl according to the
requirements of the acrual problem. The schemes cnn
easily be adapted to multi-input - multi-output cases
by applying the time window to all relevant process
inputs and outputs. Most frequently used schemes are
based on supenised learning. ln supen,ised contol,
neural networks are trained to map the input sensor
signals onto the desired actions whicb are given by a
human expef. Thìs kind of solution can be used to
train conhollen for tasks which can be successfully
solved by human operators. Direct int'erse control is
based on the process input and output signals. The trai-
ning scheme is shown in Fig. l. This method can be
used for both on- and off-line training. Since it heavily
relies on the generalization ability of the neural

network Process

+
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nerwork, it is not advisable to use di¡ect inverse conEol

as the only training scheme. Direct adaptive control

adjusts fhe controller parameters (weights) according

to the error on the process output (see Fig. 2). The

method requires tlæ calculation of the sensitiviry of
the error measure with respect to the process inputs,

which assumes the knowledge of the Jacobian of the

pfocess.

+

l)

+

y(k+l)

Fig. 3. Indirect adåPtive control using feedforwarcl
networks

history. This also reduces the number of input
connections and results in a smaller computntron cost

in the controller operation. A major drawback is the

amount of computation time needed during the trfti-

ning phase. Fig. 4 shows the application of recurrent

networks in the indirect adaptive control scheme.

3.3. Method using RTRL in Clustered Nctu'ot'ks

The training of the fully connected recurrent control

network requires the knowledge of thc controller oul-

put enor, which is generally not available. In the indi-
rect scheme the controller error is calculated by
propagating the output error of the model network back

to the model input. Although this can easily be done in

I

+

1\tt

+

l)

I

I

+

y(k+1)

Fig. 2. Direct adaptive control using feedforward

networks

Indirect adaptive control employs a process model, in
this case a model network. The output error of the

model is then used in a standard backpropagation
algorithm to pass the error back to the conroller out-
put. The adaptation mechanism is twofold since the

neural process model is adapted to the true process

output as target value. The indirect adaptive control

scheme is shown in Fig. 3. Leaming in both the di¡ect

and the indi¡ect schemes are essentially performed on-

line. TWo methods based on reinforcement learning

are the backpropagation through time and the adaptive

critics (Werbos, 1990; Sofge et al., 1990).
Bacþropagation through time calculates the derivative

of future utility or performance measure with respect

to present actions using an explicit model of the envi-

ronrnent. The adaptive crirrcs method adapts a special
"critic" network which estimates the future utility
arising from present actions. It is basiccally an

approximate of dynamic programming methods.

3.2. Architectures using Recurrent Networks

When using feedforward networks for modelling
process dynamics, a careftil design of history windows

ofprocess inputs and outputs is necessa¡y. The form

of the model requires (basically an input-output mo-

del) the application of extemal feedback loops to the

network which is not accounted for in the open loop

leaming process. Recurrent networks offer a solution

to these difficulties since they can develop through

leaming an intemal rcpresentation of time history due

to their feedback connections. When recurrent
networks are used, neural cont¡ol schemes become

significantly simpler since only the current process

inputs and outputs are required instead of their time

I

-n

I

Processnetwork

1 I

z-n

Process

I

I

Process
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feedforward networks, by using the stan<Iard
bacþropagation algorithm, it cannot be solved in a

simple way in case of recurrent net\¡iorks. A direct er-
ror bacþropagation algorithm cannot be derived using
RTRL. The method suggestedhere applies a combined
network composed of the controller and the model clus-
ters. The output node of the controller is identical to
the corresponding input node of the model network.
Such a clustered nefwork is demonstrated in Fig. 5.
for the level conhol system presented in Section 4.

Fig. 5. Construction of the clustered network

Both the control and the model clusters are five-node
fully connected recurrent networks. The simplest way
to apply the RTRL algorithm is by giving zero weights
to the non existing connections and assign a non
adaptable status to them like to the weights in tbe mo-
del network. The algorithm can also be modified
specifically for training the conFoller part of the clus-
ter using only the existing connections. Based on the
application of the ne¡work cluster, the indirect adaptive
controi method usrng recurent networks consists oi
the following steps:
1. Training of úre recurrent model network.
2. Construction of the untrained control network.
3. Composition of the network cluster.
4. Training of the control nerwork.
5. Adaptation of the model based on the error.

4. SIMULATION STIJDIES OF RECURRENT
NEI.IRAL CONTROLLERS

The application of recur¡ent neural networks in the in-
direct sctreme was studied by simulating rwo processes.

The cluster network method described above was
applied using the standard RTRL algorithm as

presented in Section 3. The model networks were
trained to give a one-step-ahead prediction of the
process dynamics. Then the on-line training of the
control network in the inverse adaptive scheme was
investigated.

4.1 . Example L Level Control Systenr

The fi¡st problem is the level control in a tank in the
presence of an extemal disturbance (input flow rate).

The control variable is the ouçut flow rate. The scheme

of the system is shown in Fig. 6.

Fs(t)

Fig. 6. The tank system

This simple linear example was selected to demonstrate
the use of the inverse adaptive scheme with recurrent
networks. The mathematical model of the tank is the
following

odrlt) = Fo(¡)- F(r) (l)
dt

wherc L(t) is the level in the tank, F¡¡(t) is the input
flow rate, F(t) is the output flow rate andA is t}te cross

section of the tank. A small simulation program
applying the Euler melhod for the integration of the
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Fig. 7. The tank system training scheme
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model was used for training the model network and

then for training the controller network through the

inverse adaptive scheme. A good average enor (0'01)

of the output of the neural model was achieved by a

five-node network and by giving random sequences

on inputs Fg(k) and F(k)'The actual configuration of
the indirect adaptive control scheme is presented in
Fig. 7. Relatively slow convergence and sensitivity on

the leaming rate were observed during fhe controller

training. A significant improvement in convergence

was achieved by using the "clear impacts" method
(Catfolis, 1993a). Control networks of 4, 6 and 8

neurons were trained and even the smallest one

provided a reasonable control performance. The

behaviour of the controller with 4 neurons is shown in
Fig. 8. Responses to both seçoint changes and extemal

disturbance F6(r) are demonstrated. The control offset

is primarily due to the error of ttre model network.

0.2

selpoint

800 1600
Time (s)

Fig. 8. Operation of the controller for the level control
system

4 .2 , Example 2. Control of a Bioreøctor

The second problem, a bioreactor model, was su ggested

by Ungar (Ungar, 1990) to be used as a benchma¡k

problem for neural controllers. It is a relatively simple

problem having only a few variables, however it
exhibits a difñcult control problem due to its strongly

norfinear character. The system is a continuous flow
stirred tank reactor with nutrient being fed to it. The

control target is the cell mass yield. The volume in the

tank and the flow rate though the tank is assumed to

be constant. The scheme of the biorector is given in
Fig. 9. The mathematical model of the system gives an

account of both the concentration of the cell mass ând

ofthe substrate:

gr#= p$)-cit)w(t) e)
and

dC2Q) 
= p¡¡¡ l.+_E___c,(r)H,(r) (3)

. dt "l+p-cz$)
wnerc

P(t)=cr(txl -cz\))ec'('ttr (4)

w(t)

C1(t),

C2(t)

Fig. 9. The bioreactor sYstem

and where Cilt) and C2(t) are, respectively the

dimensionless cell ma.ss and substrate conversions, x'(/)

is the substrate feed flow rate, B and I are rate

coefficients. The process model was used in the same

way as in Example 1. However, only one of the systenr

outputs, the cell ma^ss conversion C1(r) was represented

by the model network since the ofier was not required

for the controller training scheme - Fig. 10. Fully
connected recurrent networks of6, 8, l0 and 15 nodes

were trained as one-step-ahead prediction models.

Applying different leaming rates and random inputs,

the best solution of 8 neurons gives an average error

of 0.001 (after 300,000 naining cycles) on the output,

only with a slight dependence on the number of neurons

in the range studied. Sudden changes in the average

error and high sensitivity on the leaming rate were

experienced in the course ofcontroller training. Several

+l

C1'(k+l)

(k+1)

0

+

C (k+l)

(b)

Fig. 10. The trairring scheme for the biorenctor systenl

training experiments and a continuous manual
adjustment of the leaming rate were required to get a

reasonably good control network' The behaviour of the

controlled system achieved by an 8 neuron control

network is shown in Fig. ll. The control offset can

also be attributed to the error of the neural process

model as in Example 1. In both cases the application

of Step 5 of the present indirect adaptive control pro-

level

load

control action

I

Model
network

Fg(k t
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cedure (see Section 3.3), i.e. adaptation of the model
network, can help in solving the problem.

,4

.2
control action

Fig. I 1. Operation of the controller for the bioreactor
system

5. CONCLUSIONS

Application of recurrent networks in neural control
architectures offers the benefit of internal
representation of system dynamics and hence a simpler
design of the controller. The method described here is
based on the ¡eal-time recurrent leaming algorithm and
uses a nefwork cluster constructed from the control
network and the model networkin the invene adaptive
control scheme. The simulation experiments
demonstrate the feasibility of the concept for controller
training. However, further studies are needed to check
the performance of this kind of neural controllers and

to compare it to standard controllers. The control offset
observed in both examples is primarily due to the er-
ror ofthe neural process model and is expected to be

lowered by adapting the model nefworks too.
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FVZZY AI\TTI-RESET WINDUP FOR HEATER
COI{TROL

À HanssonT P. Gmber+ J. Tödtlit p. Riesf
IDepartment of Automotic Control, Lund Institute of TÞchnology, LUND, Sweden

tlandis & Cyr Betriebs LG., ZUG, Switzerlnnd

Abstract In this paper a fizzy anti windup scheme for an observer for the reference value of the

flow temperatnr" tf-" heating installation is designed, The observer consists of an averager in
series with a characteristic curve. A nominal design ofthe time constant ofthe averager is done

by considering only the heater dynamics. When there are large load disturbances or set point

"h"rg"", 
the ieference value runs away fiom the heater due to state and actuator constraints of

the h-eating installation. Tb avoid this fuzzy anti windup is considered, The resulting scheme has

only one parameter to tune. Tb obtain a good value ofthis parameter simulations are performed.

It is seen that the scheme is robust with respect to the parameter, and thus it is easy to find a

good value. Further the simulations show that the performance is improved when anti windup

is u.ed. A similar scheme has successfully been incorporated in the heating controller Sigmagyr

RVP110.

Keywords Anti-Reset Windup, Fuzzy Control, Heater Control, Conditional Integration

1. INTRODUCTION

In this report part of the design procedure for the
heating controller Sigmagyr RVP110 wiìl be de-

scribed, see Figure 1. This controller is manufac-
tured by Landis & Gyr AG, and is used mainly for
small gas and oil heaters which are installed in sin-
gle family homes and residentiaì flats. This product
covers the lower range oftemperature control appli'
cations. Simple hydraulics and few sensors are typi-
cal for this market segment. Figure 2 shows a stan-
dard heating installation for which the controller can
be used. The controllers are delivered to the original
equipment manufacturer of the heaters which build
them into their products. The controller has several
modes of operation: the setpoint of the water tem-
p€rature of the heater can either be driven by the
outdoor t€mperature or by the load or by both' The
mode discussed in this report is the load driven one.

This mode can onìy be used, if the radiators installed
in each room are equipped with temperature con-
trollers acting on the valve positions. For this case

no outdoor sensor is needed.

High performance control is always of interest. Usu-
ally this is not accomplished by means of only sophis-
ticated analysis and design, but also expensive mea-

surements are needed. This is due to the fact that it
is difficult to design observers whenever the process

to be controlled is nonlinear or has state or acüuator
constraints. One of the more apparent constraints in
heater control is the maximal power that the burner
can deliver. In Sigmagyr RVP110 an observer for the
setpoint of the flow temperature is used. It will be

seen that it is possible to obtain sufficiently high per-

formance without expensive measurements. Tb this
end fuzzy togic will be used. However it must be
stressed that without traditional analysis tools such
as the method of harmonic balance it would not have
been possible to find a good observer.

2. CONTROL PROBLEM

In this section the control problem will be described.
The conürol objective is to find a cheap eolution
with few measurements but which still gives as high
performance as possible.

The process to be conürolled is a heating installation
in a house, see Figure 2. The heater water
temperature is controlled by means of a relay acting
on the burner, and each room is equipped with a
temperature conüroller acting on the valve posiüion

of the radiators. There is no mixing of the return
water from the radiators with the heater waten All
return water goes directly back to the heater. Thus
the temperature of the water to the radiators, i.e.

the flow temperature, is controlled by controlling the
t€mperature of the heat¿r.

The reference value for the flow temperature can
be obtained as a feed-forward from the outdoor
t€mperature via some characteristic cule, ot it
can be set to a constant value. The feedforward
soìution gives higher performance. Here a cheaper
solution with no outdoor temperature measurement
is considered which still gives high performance. The
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Figure 1. Heating controller Sigmagn
RVP110.01.

Pump
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'tt2
Figure 2.
troller.

The heating installation with con-

idea is to build an observer for the flow temperature
needed in order to keep the valves of the ¡adiators
in operationaì range as good as possible, i.e. to
prevent them to saturate. Tb make the solution
cheap only measurements of the flow temperature
and indirectìy also of the heater on-off signal are
used in the observer.

The observer is composed of two parts. This is due
to the fact that it is possible to prove that the¡e
is a certain reìation, characteristic curve, between
the power demand in stationarity and the flow
temperature needed in order to keep the radiator
valves 80 Va open in average. Thus one part is
the characteristic curve, and the other part is an
averager for computing a signal proportional to the

stationary power demand from the heater onoff
signal. The characteristic curve is dependent on
the house characteristics, and can be obtained in a
similar way as the üraditional curve from outdoor
t€mperature. The averager is a transfer function
of first order with unit stationary gain and a time
constsnt 4 to be chos€n,

The primary control objective for the heater control
is to keep the valves of the radiators in operational
range, such that the vaÌves are able to increase
or decrease the water flow when there are control
enore in the room temperatures. The secondary goal
is to speed up the temperature control in the rooms
by also increasing the flow temperature when the
valves open, and decreasing it when the valves close.
This may of courÊ€ be accomplished by choosing
a small time constant of the averager. However,
too small a time constånt may cause undesirable
oscillations, see Figure 3.

The nominal design of the averager will be done by
only considering the dynamics of the heater. This is
advantageous, since these d¡aramics are well known.
Then some fix, i.e. anti windup, is needed in order to
cope with the less well-known house dynamics when-
ever these interfere with the desired performance.
This will be dessribed in Section 4. Here only the
motivation for the anti windup will be given. There
are different types ofconstraints that can cause deto-
riation of performance. These can be classified into
two groups-hard consüraints and sofl constraints.
Examples of the former ones a¡e saturations of con-
troì signals and limitations of stat¿ variables within
the process. Examples of the latter ones are non-
linearities, less abrupt than the previous ones, and
unmodeled dynamics. Both types mentioned above
are present in the heater control problem. The lim-
itation of the heater power and the limitation of
the water flow are hard constraints, whereas the
non-lineaúüies of the heat¿r as well as the unmd-
eled house dynamics are sofi constraints. As is seen
in Figure 3 these consüraints do not interfere with
the performance in stationarity. However, as sq)n as
there is a load disturbance or a change of reference
value sufficiently large, the constraints result in bad
p€rformance. In Section 3 the nominal design con-
sidering only the heater d¡rnamics will be done, and
then in sections 4 and õ an anti windup scheme will
be designed to cope with the constraints.

3. ANALYSIS

In this section analysis of the controlled heater
will be presented. Some guidelines for how to chose
the averager wilÌ be given. Since these guidelines
are only based on the heater model which does
not include the house d¡rnamics, the final design
of the averager has to be done iteratively using
simulations. This will be described in Section 5.

3.1 Md¿l
The controlled heater with reference value generated
via the characteristic curye is described in Figure 4.
The idea is that the output ! ofthe averager
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Figure 4. The controlled heater with ref-
erence value generated via the characteristic
curve.

This approximation will be used in the following
analysis.

Using the approximate model in (6) and assuming
that the characteristic curve is given by (3) the
controlled heater with averager can be described as

in Figure 5 where

w+ e

Figure 6. Approximate model of the con-
trolled heater.

G(p) = Gt(p;uì -
K,

n+t (7)

and where
w=To-uz (8)

This descripüion will be used later on in Section 3.3.

3.2 Tloncìent Behouìor
It is obvious that for the averaging scheme to work,
the averager must in some sense be slower than the
heater, otherwise it will run awayfrom the heater. In
Figure 6 the step responses for Gsþ;u1) have been
plotted for values of u1 in the range [0.001,0.01] s'ith
steps of 0.001. It is seen that the lower u1 is the

I
PT,+t

(1)

is proportional to the static power demand. Using
the characteristic curve

( )
r/1.3

TI=22+48 ( e [0.02,0.71 Q)

(4)

,
r-ç

for the heater temperature will give a refe¡ence
value Ç for the heater related to this power demand,
which then is used in the on-off control of the heater.
The parameær f is used to adjust the curve to the
specific house that is heat¿d. The averager in seúes
with the almost linear characterisüic curve may be

approximated by

(3)

where y is the heater on-off signal-O for off and
1 for on. This approximation wiìl be used in the
sequel. It can be shown that ?o e [28,39] and that
K, e[44,110]for f e [0.02,0,7].

The differential equations for the heater can be
summarized in

rí = ro. #^,

f, = l,lur¡, + B(uy)u

T¡ - Cx !
e
11
e

for some A(u¡), B(u1), and C. The states r =
(r, tz)r are the temperatures of the heaær wall,
and the heater water, the same as the flow temper-
ature. The inputs u1 and u = (uz us ut)r are the
water flow, the return temperature, the heater on-
off signaì, and the têmperature outside the heater.
Note that us = y.Assuming that the water flow ø¡

-!- -- l^-:Li-- rL-ls consEanf,, Ene CllIÌelenulal equäLlul¡s qcËurlu¡rrË, LllE

heater dynamics are linear, and it is possible to de-

fine the transfer functions relating the inputs u to
the output ?¡, i.e. to the heatær water temperature.
Simple calculations will give

T¡ = Gz}t;u)u2 + G,èþ;u1)us + Gaþ;u¡)ua (5)

Some calculations show that G2(0;u1) is approxi-
mately 1 , that Cs(0; ¿r) is varying drastically with
the flow, and ühat Ga(O; u1) < 0.6. Thus, since u2

and ua are normally varying slowly, a good approx-
imation to Equation 5 for values of u1 in the range
of interest is

x lo'

Figure 6. Piots of step responses for
Gs(p;uù for values of ¿r in the range

[0.001,0.01] with etepe of 0.001. The higher
stationary values of the step resPonses corre'
sponds to the lower values of u1.

higher is the st¿tionary gain. Further it is seen that
the slope of the step respons€ for small values of the
üime is independent of u1. Thus it seems to be that
it is only the low-frequency characteristics that are
dependent on u1.

The slope S¿(ur) of the st€p response for small
values of the time is approximat¿ly given by

s¡(¿r) = ffi (e)

123¡l 5
TIF(æ8)

6

T¡=uz+Gs}r;u)us (6)
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where K(ui) = Gs(O;¿r), T = 'ttf ?2 , and where 11
and 12 are the Nime constants of the heater. It can
be shown that the slope is approximately constant
and equal to 0.082 K/s. So for the heater to be faster
ühan the averager, the slope

S, = Kr/T, (10)

ofthe averagers st€p response has to be smalle¡ than
S¡. This impìies the following inequality for choosing
T, for a given ll.

T - K,,t, K-l, > Et = 03át. = I2.2K, (11)

As was pointed out in the previous section K,
may vary in the interval [44, 110] with the user
adjustment. Thus it is obvious that ?} also should
vary as the user adjusts the characteristic curve.
How much larger ?} should be made as compared to
the right hand side in the inequality above will be
investigated in the next subsection. This is relat¿d to
the desired period and amplitude of the oscillation
of the heaær temperature. The actual value of ?}
will be obt¿ined by chosing a certain r-value in the
formula below:

K,
T, = rlT = r.L2.2K, (LZ)

where r is some constant strictly larger than 1.

3,3 Hormoníc Bølonce
Tb further investigate the behavior of the controlled
heater when the reference value is given as the
output from the characteristic curve, the method
of harmonic balance will be used. The idea of this
method is to assume that there is an oscillation in
the closed loop in Figure 5, and lhat

e(t)=go+Esinat (18)

Then it is assumed tha¿ all other signals in the loop
are welì described by their bias and first harmonics
due to the low-pass characteristics of G, and that
w = Wo is constant. The equations of the harmonic
baìance will then afier tedious manipulations imply
the following inequalities

where

Nþ) = (K - K,)lt - rt (,/a;6. "))
'lt * 

't 
(l;'-t - "L

D(p) = þr7 + L)þr2 + 1)(p4 + l) (12)
1

a = ¿[KT, - K,(rt+ rù]/lK,r¡t2l
b = IK - K,] /[K,t1t2f

The behavior of the transfer function is qualitatively
different for different signs of the parameters o
and K - Ç. For positive values of a, which is
equivalent to the inequality in (11), the nominator
¡/ will contribute with phase advancement, while fo¡
negative values of a it will contribute with phase
retardaüion. Since the transfer function G has a
decreasing magnitude for high frequencies, it is
advantageous to have a positive in order to get a
high value of the ultimate frequenry given by (15),
and thus small values of the amplitudes lG(dø)l and
.8. Further the larger o is made, the larger will
2] be, and the smalle¡ will lc(iø)l be due to the
denominator D being dependent on 4. Thus it is
also seen from this analysis tlr,øt T, should be chosen
to fulfill the inequality in (11).

Further, since a positive value of K - K,, which is
obtained for low values of the flow u1, will give lower
value of the argument of G, and thus a lower value of
the ultimate frequency and a higher value of lG(iø)l
and .B, as compared to a negative value of ff - K.it
is the lower values of the flow u1 that are the criùicat
ones when chosing Ç. From various Bodediagrams
it can be seen that chosing r = 8 will in this example
imply an amplitude of G that is lower than l0 dB
for the ultimate frequency and all values of the flow
u1. This value of r conesponds to a time constant
T, of 2 hours. It can also be seen that the ultimaþ
period of the oscillation is about 3 to 10 minutes.
This is of course tpo small a period from a practical
point of view. It will be seen later in the simulations
that a hysteresis of tI in the relay will increase the
period to about 15 minutes while still keeping the
amplitude ^E of the oscillation below the maximum
aìlowed value of 5 K.

4. ANTI WINDI'P SCITEME
Tha ¡nncf¡oin+c n¿nl-i¡¡¡l i- C^^+.i^- ô.,ill -----^wq ¡¡¡ EU¡v¡¡ ¿ w¡¡t Euæ
windup in the averager scheme for sufficiently large
distu¡bances and set--point changes. Windup is here
used in a more general sens€ than usual. Normally
the notion of windup is used when the integrator
stat¿ of a controller becomes large due to satu¡ation
of the control signal. Here the reference value for the
flow temperature becomes large when the heating
systêm cannot deliver the power needed, and this
may thus be interpreted as windup of the reference
value. Fuzzy anti windup for PID controllers has
been described in Hansson et aI. (1994).The
development of the fuzzy scheme for the heater
temperature reference value will be similar to the
developmenü of the anti windup schemes for pID
conürollers given there.

t

l'% - E.l < lK - K,l

E . 2 l}(i¡¡\l
| - \-*/i

(14)

where the ultimatê frequency ø is obtained as the
solution of

argG(ia) = -n (15)

From the first inequality it follows that it is easier to
make Ee small the larger lK - ^Il,l is made. Equaüion
15 implies that the amplitude of the error signal
may be chosen by a proper selection of G. Remember
that G is dependent on K, as well as on ?}. This
dependence will now be investigated.

If K * K,,itcan be shown that

cb)=ffi (16)
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As was mentioned above the idea is to decrease the

rate of change of the ¡eference value for the flow
temperature when the on-off siglral t¡ the heater
is satu¡ated, i.e. has been on or off for a longer
period of time. Tb this end let z be the time since

the last change of the heater on-off signal and let K
be the inverse of fl, i.e. K = I/T,. Notice that this
is not the same K as in the previous section. The

rr¡les for t}re luzzy scheme inspired by Scheme 2) in
Rundqwist (1991), P. 14 are

1) If TAUS then KN
2) If TAUL thenKZ

where TAUS, KN, TAUL, andl{Z means t is small,
K is nominal, r is large, and ff is zero respectiveìy.

Introduce the membership functions
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Figure i. ,r-t"rron with a nominal value
of the time constant Tlo = 2 h and a value
a = ln(1.5)/9OO of the fuzzy parameter.
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for TAUS and TAUL, where a is some positive

constant. Further ìet

preus(t) = exp(-ar)

llraul(r) = 1 - exP(-az)

K = Kno^

K I Kno^

K =0
Klo

100
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I
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be the membership functions for KN and KZ, where
Knom is the nominal vaìue of K, i.e. the value of K
that results from the design of the averager when
only considering the heater dynamics.

Then using the max-min-inference rule and taking
as value of K the mean of the resulting membership
function wilÌ give

¡lraus(r) Knom + #rnul(r) '0¡r \¡ ,, - Éraus(z) + tmul(r) (20)

= Knom exp(-ar)

The scheme for ?} is thus given bY

T,(t) = ?,not exP(øz) (21)

where ?}om is the nominal time constant.

Since ffom is the time constant chosen in the design
of the averager when ühe constraints are neglected,

there is only one parameter, ø, to be tuned for the
fuzzy anti windup scheme. Further notice that the
expression for T,(r) is given explicitly' Thus the im-
plementation of the scheme will be computationally
cheap. A discreæ time implementation is given by

20 40 60 20 ,40 ô0

rigr"" î. simulation of the fvzy''rinu-.
with step responses ofhight 5 for the temper'
ature in room 1.

,5. SIMULATIONS

In this section the fuzzy anti windup scheme de-

signed in Section 4 will be simulat€d. This will
give a feeling for how to chose the parameter in
the anti windup scheme. Further it wilt be seen
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T,(k + L) = exp(ah) [1 + lu3(å) -t1ft)lÎ,@)
+ lø3(å) -q(k)lTÎ"^

4(È+1) =uz(k)

20 ,10 60 ¡10

F.igurê 9. Simulation of the fuzzy scheme

wilh load diatu¡bance of size 1OO W/m2 in
¡oom 1.

-lt

where I¿ is the sample interval.
(22)
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that anti windup improves the per{'ormance. Parls
of the model, the heater and the averag:ing scheme,
have already been described in the previous sections.
Here the hydrauìics and the room dynamics will be
described briefly. The house to be heated has two
rooms. For each room there are 4 state variables
modeling the temperatures of the air in the room,
of the furniture in the room, and of the inside and
outside ofthe wall respectively. The radiators in each
room are modeled \¡¡ith 8 statæ variables each. The
heater, the house, and the radiators are connected
via the hydraulics. This is modeled with one state
each for the flow and return temperatures, and with
one stat€ for each temperature sensor. Further the¡e
are P-controllers acting on the valve positions in the
rooms to controì the room têmpetatures ?r and ?2.
The power of the burner has been set tp 18 kW. The
temperature ua outside the heatpr has been kept con-
stant equaì to 15 degree Celcius. All initial temper-
atures have been set to 20 degree Celcius except for
the wall t€mperatures which have been set to 10 and
15 degree Celcius respectively . The out-door t€mper-
ature ¿¿r has been kept constant equal to 10 degree
Celcius.

The simulation experiments performed have been
done to design a good anti windup scheme and
to compare this with averaging schemes without
anti windup. The experiments perf'ormed contain set
point changes for the room temperatures and load
disturbances. The simulation time is 48 hours. First
a constant values of the time constant in the aver-
aging scheme have been used. The experiment per-
formed has two set point changes for the t€mpera-
ture in room 1. After 24 hours the reference value
is set to 22, and then after another 12 hours it is
reset to 20. The results are seen in Figures 3. It is
seen that, for a üime constant of 2 hours, the step
responses is fast. However, the behavior is almost
unstable. In Figure 7 the same experiments as de-
scribed above have been performed. However, now
the fuzzy anti windup scheme is used to modify the
time constant from a nominal value of 2 hours to a
higher one. The parameter ø in the fuzzy scheme has
been chosen to be ln(1.5)/900. Thus the time con-
stant will have a 50 7o higher value than the nom-
inaì one after 15 minutes. In the sequel lhe value
a = ln(1.5)/900 will be used. In Figure 8 a step re-
sponse with step size 5 is shown. Further in Figure
9 the behavior with respect to a load disturbances of
oiry^ 1ôô i^ -t^^"'- Tl:- -^^- +L^+ ¿L^ ¡ì.--,,..;-1..-¡! lÐ Ðçç¡¡ u¡¡au ù¡¡ç ¡u¿¿J w¡¡luulJ
scheme manages well both with respect to set point
changes and with respect to load distu¡bances.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this report an observer for the reference value of
the flow temperature of a heating installation has
been designed. Possible speeds of the observer have
been investigated. First a nominal fast design has
been made utilizing the heater dynamics. Then an
anti windup scheme has been designed by means of
fuzzy logic to slow it down when large disturbances
inter{'ere with the nominal desigrr.

The observer is composed of two parts: an averager

with a time constant to be chosen, and a character-
istic cuwe relating the stationary flow temperature
demand to the stationary power demand. It has been
seen that the time constant of the averager shouìd
be made dependent, of the user adjustment of the
characteristic curve. Further a ìower bound on the
time constant has been obtained. By means of the
method of harmonic baìance the amplitude and fre-
quency of the control enor signal has been related to
the averager time constant. Thus the nominal design
is easily done.

In an example it has been found that a reasonable
value of the time constant is 2 hours. It must
be stressed that the value of the time constant is
dependent on the heater characteristics. It is easily
seen that the higher the power and the smaller the
water volume and mass of the heater is made, the
smaller may the time constant of the averager be
made. Further by inüroducing hysteresis the period
of oscillation may be increased in order to find a
practical value.

It has been seen in simulations that it is not possible
to find a constant vaìue of the time constant with
sufficiently good performance. Thus anti windup
has to be conside¡ed. A fuzzy anti windup scheme
inspired by the so called conditional integration
metho'ds has been designed to prevent this windup.
The scheme has only one tuning-parameter. This
will depend on the dynamics of the heated rooms
as well as the hydraulic charactpristics. Further the
scheme is given explicitly as a function of the time
since the heater on-off signal last changed its value.
Thus the implementation of the scheme will be
computationally cheap, i.e. no special purpose signal
processor will be needed, which is often the csse
with fuzzy conürol. The behavior of the anti windup
scheme seems to be robust with respect to the tuning
parameter. Thus it is easy to find a good value of this
paramet€r. Further it has been seen that the anti
windup scheme is robust with respect to diferent
sizes of set point changes and load disturbances.
Thus the overall performance of the anti windup
scheme seems to be good. A similar scheme has with
success been incorporated in the Sigmagyr RVP110
controller which has been introduced recently on the
market.
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I.INTRODUCTON

The control room for an industrial site may be

considered as the nerve center of the installation,
Several operators are responsible for an increasing

number of processes, for which they must ensure

the "proper operating" or the "supervision." This
job involves various tasks, i.e. analyzing the

validity of the data received, hierarchizing the

process alarms, analyzing the evolution of
parameters to preventively detect problems,

determining the overall operating mode of the unit

and the material or strategic constraints,
dynamically applying operating procedures for start-

up, shutdown and resumption when problems arise'

The Alexip (Cauvin et al., 1992) knowledge-based

system aims to be a real-time helper for the operator

in these tasks of diagnosing, guiding and operating

units. It is generically designed.

This paper concentrates on the guiding and

operating aspects. A knowledge representation for
dynamically selecting the actions to be undertaken

is proposed, It can be actions of maintenance,

adjustments of operating parameters, tuning of the

control system, or action sequences included in
known shutdown or start-up operating procedures.

The method is based on a description of the

elements to be taken into consideration as a

function of the observed situation. The plan of
action that is suggested at a given time takes into

account the diagnosis phase conclusions. Therefore,

it is always adapted to the new data acquired on the

plant. rile begin by giving a detailed description of
the situation graph and then of the graphic and

standard representation of the reasoning processes

for determining plans of action. The method

proposed has been implemented with Gensym's G2

software and has been tested on the IFP Alphabutol

petrochemical process (Commereuc et al., 1994;

Couenne et ø1.,1992).

2. SITUATION GRAPHS

The knowledge to be applied at a given time

depends on the context. Only the part of the

knowledge-based system corresponding to the

general observed situation of the process is activated

at a given time. Here, "activated" means available,

and more precisely, possibly used by the inference

engine. This corresponds to the focusing concept

often discussed in the field of real-time knowledge-

based systems. A situation in the program

corresponds to a set of states of the process. It is
defined by all the events acting on the process at

any given time. We will start by characterizing

these events and then will define the different
situations and specify how to go from one to
another. We will see that several types of situations

exist (normal, disturbed, degraded and repairing),

which are characterized by the way they are reached

or abandoned. We do not propose any general

mechanism for managing contexts (Mac Carthy,
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1993), but we formalize a specific method for
taking into consideration classes of events acting on

the processes. In particular, we will not manage any

overlapping of contexts.

2.1. Events

The set of the events that may occur in the unit
contains all the disturbances and operator actions.
Disturbances may be classified in two major types:
ordinary disturbances corresponding to a change in
unmastered variables and against which it is
impossible to act directly (e.9. variations in the
outside temperature) and incidental disturbances such
as breakdowns or the improper operating of
components of the system. It is posssible to remedy
these disturbances by repairing a part of the device
involved. Operator actions may be adjustment
actions based on control parameters, and actions on
parts of the industrial device or maintenance actions.

The diagnosing module is responsible for detecting
these events. This is done either directly by a sensor

or by analyzing the simultaneous evolution of a

number of process variables. As long as an event
has evident repercussions on the variables, it is
considered to be present. For example, a repair
(restarting of a pump, for example) is not considered
to be present solely at the time of the change but as

long as it affects the characteristic variables of the
process. The diagnosing algorithm (Cauvin et al.,
1993a; Cauvin et al., 1993b) determines rhe
dominant events for which all the long- or medium-
term characteristic consequences of the event are

observed as well as the masked events for which
some consequences are not observed because of the
presence of other dominant events.

2.2. General Description of Graphs

Actually, the type of situation is linked to the type
of event governing the evolution of the process at
fhal time All nnccihle citncfinnc mql¿a rrn the

normal situations conesponding to different control
modes and abnormal situations conesponding to
both the operating phases in a disturbed mode, i,e.

in the presence of an incidental disturbance, and to
operating phases in a degraded or repair made, i.e. in
the presence of the operator's actions enabling the
process to operate either in a degraded mode in the
presence of the disturbance or in the presence of
repair actions returning the process to a normal
state. To this set, let us add a so-called "Unknown"
situation into which the system enters when no
other known situation has been identified. This
serves to determine the limits of the application,

This distinction in classes of situations is required
since the way of going from one situation to
another is different depending on the class. This is
why, in section 2.4., we will not only give exact
definitions of the situations with the help of the

classes of events described above but also specify
possible future situations and the input and output
rule packets to be examined for each type of
situation.

To avoid the problem of managing contradictions,
we impose to have only one active situation at a
given time. The transition rules that determine a

situation are organized in packets which are

activated at different instants depending on the last

observed situation. Some packets can be examined
only when a specific normal situation is present.

They enable the situation to be abandoned by going
via a consecutive degraded or repair situation. They
are called "output packets." Others are not Iinked
directly to a situation but detect a state of the
proÇess independently from the past situation and
reach the conclusion of a normal or disturbed state.

They are called "environment packets". The current
situation determination is done as soon as a

diagnosis is achieved. Therefore, the graph situation
analysis is permanent.

2.3. Example

Let us look at the graph proposed in Figure I taken
from the graph we worked out for the operating of
an Alphabutol unit.

Situation S-Nl corresponds to normal operating
during pressure and temperature control, and
situation S-N2 conesponds to operating solely with
temperature control. To begin with, let us assume
that the unit is operating normally under pressure

and temperature control. At this time the P-Normal
and P-Disturbance rule packets are active. If the
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operating, the S-N1 situation is deactivated and the
S-N2 situation activated by the P-Normal rule
packet. If a pump problem occurs in the recycling
circuit, the P-Disturbance rule packet places the
system in the S-DII disturbed situation. Only the
Pl rule packet then becomes active. It makes the
system stay in the S-DII situation if the operator
does not do anything, it places the system in the S-

DE1 degraded situation if the operator undertakes
actions which are not a repair action and places the
system in S-Rl if the operator undertakes the repair
action. In the situation S-DEI, the pump is not
repaired. The Pl l rule packet enables the system to
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enter the S-Rl repair situation in which the pump

is started up again. In this situation S-R1, the repair

action causes various disturbances in the unit,

which has to be stabilized. The P-Normal and P-

Disturbance rule packets are then active. When the

unit has been stabilized, it returns to a normal

situation if no other problem is detected. If a new

problem occurs, it immediately enters the associated

situation.

Fig. 1: Situation Graph

This graph must provide for the possibility that

several disturbances may occur at the same time. In

some cases, this requires describing a specific
guidance situation in case there is ajuxtaposition of
events. However, in some cases, it is possible to

consider that an event takes priority and to enter the

associated state. At the level of the operating

procedures, there is a system of constraints that can

propose other actions if the ones we want to
perform are impossible. This is often suffìcient.

2.4. Formolization

Let us now give an exact definition of each type of
situation and the form ofeach rule packet.

A situation is normal if the system is in a normal

operating range and no event is detected or only

ordinary disturbances are found or operator

regulation actions are detected

Each normal situation is associated with a control

mode for the process. A normal situation is

activated at time t if the above conditions are

checked and if the associated control mode is found.

Let's be more formal. We have the following sets

= {Operator actions}

- {Incidental Disturbances}

= {Normal situations}

= {Disturbed situations}

= {Degraded Situations)

= {Repairing Situations}

= {Variables describing the process behavior}

: Normal interval for a variable vi

- {Control modes}, T - {Instants}

We will note hereunder that s(t) is the current

situation at time t.

As we define a normal situation for each control

mode, we have:

V m€ M fS-Nm€ Sn Associated-situation(m)=S-Nm

A normal situation is defined as followed

vt€ T s(t)=s-Nm with s-Nm€ so <=>

VVi€ V Vi€ Ii (al)

AND vd€ Di d(t)+ present (b I )

AND Va€ A a(t)+ present (c I )

AND m(t)=Observedn

Associated-situation(m)=$-ll{¡¡¡ (dl)

Set Pn of rules for entering a normal state is

obtained directly by defining normal situations.

This set is as follows:

pn = {IF (al)/\(bl)^.(cl) THEN s(Ð = S-Nm/m€ M}

Since we are in a normal situation s(t), we must

examine the rule packets for entering a normal

situation or a disturbed situation. The set of rules

Pd allowing to enter a disturbing situation will be

defined later on. Nevertheless, we have:

A

Di

Sn

sdi

sde

Sr

Ii
M

s(t) C Sn ==>

AND

Activated Rules = Pn U F
s(t+l)€ 5ng5di

A state is disturbed if an incidental disturbance is

detected for the first time or if a disturbance has

already been detected but no action has been

P-Normal
I Inknown

P-Disturbance

P1 P2

Pl1

Normal Situation
Disturbed Situation
Degraded Situation
Repairing Situation
Environment packets of rulese

@ of rules

s-N3 S-N4S-NI

S-DI1 S-DI3S-DI2
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undertaken by the operator to counter it, i.e. none of
the actions in the plan of action PA determined at

the preceding time has been undertaken. This
results in:

vt€ T s(r)€ 5di ç=>

lde Di d(r)=presenr A d(t-l)+ presenr (a2)

oR 3de Di d(t-1)=present^

Va€ PA(t- I ) a(t) + present (b2)

Now we can define the rule packet Pd for entering a
disturbed state after being in a normal state. There
may be more disturbed situations than incidental
disturbances since a specific situation sometimes
has to be created for a combination of disturbances.

We note D* is the set of disturbances and
combinations of incidental disturbances giving rise
to situations. We thus have:

Rd = llf :Oe D* dit¡ = presenr Then s(t) = S-DId /de D-]
with

Vde D* f S-DIde Sdi Associated-situarion(d)=S-Dld

Since we are in a disturbed situation, at the
following time t we must examine solely the rule
packets po(s) enabling us to get out of this
situation s and to enter the following situation.
Here we introduce a concept of order for the
situations:

s(t) € Sdi ==> Activated rules packet = po(s)

AND (s(t+l)=s(t)v

s(r+1 )=Nexr(s(t)), Next(s(t))€ sdeusr)

The output rule packet for a disturbed state will be
specified only after a degraded situation and a repair
situation have been defined, which are consecutive
situations.

A situation is degraded if there is an incidental
disturbance and operator actions to counter it.

procedures to be applied. The active rule packets in
this situation are all the environment rule packets:

Vt€ T s(t) € Sr <=>

3d€ Dì 3t'€ T r'<t d(t')=present A
d(t)+ present

AND fvi€ V viÊ Ii

(a4)

(b4)

Vt€ T s(r) € Sde <=>

fd€ Di d(t)=present

AND 3a€ A a(t)=present

The output rule packets for disturbed states have the
form:

po(s) = {If NOT(b3) /\ NOT(a4) Then s(t) = s(t-1),

If (b3)^NOT(a4) then s(Ð=Next(s(t)), Next(s(t))€ Sde,

If (a4) Then s(t) = ¡s)(¡1r1,)), Next(s(t))€ Sr) )

It is useless to rewrite the conditions for the
existence of the incident since we are in a situation
with an incident by definition of the disturbed and

degraded situations.

The output rule packets for degraded states are quite
similar and have the following form:

po(s) = {lf NOT(a4) Then s(r) = s(t-l) ,

If (a4) Then s(t) = ¡e*¡1r1r)) with Next(s(t))€ S') )

A situation is unknown if no situation is detected.

2.5. Discussìon

To conclude, the graph plotted is entirely standard.
It is used for the systematic management of
contexts. For another process, it "suffices" to
determine the operating conditions and to write the
above formalized rule sets. Each situation and each
rule packet correspond to a G2 object which has a

subworkspace containing the relative knowledge.
Those subworkspaces are simply activated by an

activate instruction. Therefore, we exactly have the
same diagram as the one provided in figure I in the
G2 application.

Note that situations may be considered as states in
the sense of Petri networks except that, in each
state, we will perform new reasoning before
determining the action to be performed. Transitions
are expressed in the rule, which have a great power
of expression and deal with conclusions of the
diagnosing phase since they take the events detected
into consideration.

(a3)

(b3)

The rule packets to be actived and the ensuing
possible states are identical to those for disturbed
states.

A situation is a repair situation when an
incidental disturbance has disappeared and the
system is still too disturbed for normal operating
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3. SELECTION OF PLANS OF ACTION

3. L Representation of Plans of Action

For suggesting action sequences in a given

situation, consideration must be given to the major

conclusions of the diagnosis part and the overall

evolution ofthe variables during the last hours.

Vy'e propose a graphic representation of the

reasoning performed to achieve proper
maintainability of the knowledge and an easy

validation by experts. The goal is both the easy

modification of the reasoning mechnisms leading to

the creation of plans of action and the explanation

of the suggestions put forward by the system at any

given time. V/e will thus plot graphs representing

the rules to be applied in time. The system will
make a real-time analysis of the graph

corresponding to the current situation. It will
deduce the plans of action from this. This is a

graphic representation of reasoning methods using

standard tools dedicated to the creation of operating

procedures. Other software has adopted this

approach, GDA (Stanley et al., l99l) in particular,

Our approach has the advantage of being a good

synthesis.

Figure 2 gives an example of this type of graph.

The objects Pi are premises of rules that will be

combined, and the objects Ci are conclusions, l,e.

actions to be taken, for which the amplitude is

calculated dynamically as a function of the values of
the variables. To facilitate the creation of these

graphs, classes of standard premises have been

developed, including classes of standard conclusions

and types oflinks between standard blocks. Several

action plans can be created to take into consideration

the assumption that a given plan of action may not

be executed for any unknown reason by the

computerized system.

In the example in Figure 2, by considering verified
Pl,PZ and P4 and unverified P3, the following two
plans of action PAI and PA2 have been generated.

PAI = lC2,C3,C4l etPA2= {C5}.

3.2. Classes of Premises

The classes of premises compiled are of three types

temporal, encapsulating and conclusion-diagnosis.

. A temporal premise is "verified" if the variable

associated with it has a given sense of variation
during a frxed period.

. An encapsulating premise contains rules

concluding as to its validity.

. A conclusion-diagnosis premise is "verified" if the

event associated with it has a given status following

the diagnosis phase.

3.3. Classes of Actions

The conclusion blocks are used to define operator

actions on parameters or PID controllers,
maintenance actions and a specific action called

"Wait and Do Nothing".

Fig. 2 : Creation of Plans of Action

3.4. Classes of Connections

The premise and conclusion objects must be

connected together to formulate a reasoning. Four

types of connections are defined as follows:

. AveriÍied-connection linking a premise Pl to a
premise P2 or a conclusion Cl indicates whether P1

has been verified whereas P2 must be tested or Cl
must be concluded.

P1

P2

,{t'I
P4

C1 C2

c3

c4

aII
aIII

a

C5

I
a

*plo-n.tion Cl TemPoral Premise

- 
Parameter Action l-l Encapsulating premise

I Maintenance action Q Conclusion-

O wait ectrbn diagnosis Premise

Verified-connection

Not-veri fi ed-connection

Else-connection

Concatenatin g-connection

rr>
-à
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. A not-verified-connection linking a premise Pl to
a premise P2 or a conclusion Cl indicates that if P1

has not been verified then P2 must be tested or Cl
concluded.

. An else-connection linking a conclusion Cl to a

premise P1 indicates that it is possible to create
another plan of action by again starting from Pl for
the reasoning.

. A concatenation-connection linking a conclusion
Cl to a conclusion C2 indicates the concatenation
of several actions in the same plan of action.

The system makes a real-time analysis of these
graphs (the one corresponding to a given situation)
at each time step in the reasoning. It deduces the
plans of action that are lists of Conclusion blocks
conesponding to the route of the graph. This last
type of link can possibly be used to create several
plans. At each connection of the concatenation-
connection type encountered, the priority ofthe plan
diminishes. (The first plan found is always
considered to be the best. Others are created in case
the user could not or would not want to undertake
various actions for an unknown reason of the
system.)

4. CONCLUSIONS

The method proposed for representing and selecting
plans of action is based on an object representation.
All the elements required are defined, and the user
can graphically create his logical links. It would
have been entirely possible to write graphs in the
form of rules, but of specific rules in the
propositional logic. If this were the case, a

focusing mechanism on the rules in the sense G2,
for example, consisting in invoking all the rules in
a given category, could have been used to replace
the activation of the situation. However, a

mechanism would have had to be written for
determining the rules to be invoked. The direct
writing of a rule raises problem at the management
level of the coherence of the reasoning and the real-
time following of the execution. To help the user-
developer, we have changed the color of the states,
premises and conclusions used by the system at a
given time. This enables him to follow and modify,
in real time, his diagram while providing additional
ergonomy.

We have tried to define the graph to be as much of a
synthesis as possible. It can be seen that the blocks

AND/OR are not on the graph proposed above. The
nature of the connections suffices to carry out the
reasoning.

The plans of action created take into consideration
the evolutions of the variables in time and the
conclusions of the diagnosis phase. The system is
thus complementary to automatons and control
systems already implemented in industrial units,
The system works with and can be adapted to
different processes.
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Abstråct. An overview of COPMAII - an advzulced, interactive, computer-based procedure handling system - is

given followed by a description of how COPMA-II supports operating procedure preparation and implementation.

Some experiencei made ii using a system like COPMÃ-II ffé discussed together with a presentation of ideas for
further system development.

Kcy Words. Process control; man-machine systems; operator support; integrated plant control; software tools;
computerised procedures; computer-aided instruction; on-line operation; monitoring

I.INTRODUCTION

A large number of observed and potential problems

in the nuclear industry as well as in other industries

are related to deficiencies in the current practices for
management and implementation of operating proce-

dures. Many of the problems identified in procedure

preparation, implementation and maintenance can be

directly addressed by developing computerised pro-

cedure handling tools. There is a growing interest in
taking modern computer technology into use for
improving today's practice in this field.

The OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP) has since

1985 performed research work within the field of
computerised operating procedures. The work has

focused on methods and techniques for supporting
both the procedure writing staff in the preparation of
procedures, and the control room operators during
procedure implementation. The research has been

practically oriented in that software systems imple-
menting and demonstrating the proposecl methods

and techniques have been developed and evaluated.

A product of this effort is the development of the sec-

ond version of the Computerised OPeration MAnuals
(COPMA) system. This paper provides a description
of the main features of the COPMA-II system fol-
lowed by a discussion on the major strengths and

weaknesses of the current system functionality.

1.1 COPMA-II Overview

COPMA-II has two main system components: The

orocedure editor. PED-II, is a tool designed to be

used by the procedure writers during procedure prep-

aration and procedure maintenance, Procedures to be

used with COPMA-II must be expressed in a formal,
general purpose procedure language, PROLA, devel-

oped by the HRP. The COPMA-II On-line procedure

following s)rstem is the tool developed for supporting
the process operators during retrieval and execution
of procedures. The term on-Iine reflects that the sys-

tem is designed to work with a live data communica-
tion link to the process computer, simulator, or any

other external software component. Figure I illus-
trates the relationship between PED-II, COPMA-II
On-line and the plant computer or simulator.

Procedure writer Control room process

+

Fig. L COPMA-II system components

1.2 The COPMA-tr Approach

Before proceeding to the more detailed system

description, some words about the overall approach

taken in COPMA-II can be appropriate.

COPMA-II is a tool for preparing and implementing
procedures. It is not a customized, plant-specific,
turn-key system. There are no procedures delivered
with COPMA-II. The system may be installed and

used at any type of plant using operating procedures.

data

COPMA-II
On-line MMI

Process/
simulator
MMI

PED-II

COPMA-II
On-line Kernel

Process
computer/
simulator

Procedure
database

<.(Procedures
written in
PROLA)
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COPMA-II is intended to replace the traditional sys-
tem of paper-based procedures. Existing hard-copy
procedures must be transferred to COpMA-II by
using the procedure editor. A more or less thorough
rewriting of the procedure using the PROLA proce-
dure language is necessary. There are no elements of
automatic procedure generation or procedure synthe-
sis during on-line operation.

COPMA-II acts as a shell for storing procedural
information, for access and implementation by the
operating crew. As designed, COPMA-II is not sup-
posed to automate the actual execution ofprocedures.
Normally, the operator drives the execution by
acknowledging individual insrructions within the pro-
cedure, making his personal judgements as much as
he did when using hard-copy procedures. COPMA-II
may also, if permitted to do so, act as a partial control
interface to the process, because certain actions spec-
ified in the procedures can be carried out directly
through the COPMA-II On-line user interface. The
integrated information available in COPMA-II com-
bincd with the support functions offered by the sys-
tem, is intended to improve operator performance
when implementing operating procedures compared
to when doing the same job with paper procedures.

2. PROCEDURE PREPARATION

COPMA-II requires that procedures to be used with
the system must be formalised according to the syn-
tax and semantics of the procedure language. Both
the procedure editor and the COPMA-II On-line sys-
tem are directly based on the definition of PROLA.

2.1 The Procedure Lansuage

The PROLA language is general purpose. It is inten-
ded for use with any kind of procedure (e.g. event-
oriented, symptom- or function-oriented procedures).

The main structure of a PROLA procedure is simple.
Each procedure must, in addition to a title, have a
short and unique identifier. The identifier should
reflect a categorization of the procedures. A well
designed set of procedure identifiers facilitates effi-
cient search among the procedures during procedure
retrieval. The body of the procedure contains a
sequence of steps. Further, a step contains a sequence
of instructions. In order to get a well structured pro-
cedure, the procedure writer should carefully collect
related instructions into steps and give each step a
well-chosen name reflecting the purpose of the step.
The procedure language defines 12 instruction type,s:

ACTION. Used for specifying one or more process
control actions. The operator is allowed to disable
any action from being executed. Instruction example:

INSTRUCTION 2 ACTION
START PumpX
OPEN ValveY

AUTOCHECK. Used for specifying branching points
in the procedure where the branching condition can

be expressed as a logical and/or algebraic combina-
tion ofprocess variables available through the on-line
connection to the process computer. The current
value of the branching condition is automatically
evaluated by COPMA-II On-line at procedure imple-
mentation time. Example:

INSTRUCTION 3 AUTOCHECK
lF NOT (ValveX lS OPENING)
ïHEN GOTO Step 3-2-1 lnstructior¡ 2

FINISH. Terminate the current activity (the activity
concept is explained below).

GOSUB. Causes the control flow to jump to a speci-
fied instruction in the procedure. The instruction
specified should be the first in a sequence of instruc-
tions constituting a subroutine within the procedure.
Intended to be matched by a Return instruction.

RETURN. Causes the flow of control to return to the
first instruction following the last executed Gosub.

GOTO. Goto causes the flow of control to jump to a
specified instruction with no implicit link to a follow-
ing Return idstruction.

IMTIATE. COPMA-II On-line can handle several
parallel executions of the same procedure. The activ-
i¡), concept has been introduced to distinguish
between such parallel executions. The Initiate
instruction is used for specifying that COPMA-II
On-line shall automatically load a specific named
procedure from the procedure database, and initiate a
new activity associated with this procedure.

MANCHECK. Used for requesting the operator to do
some manually performed check and respond to
COPMA-II On-line by choosing among a predefined
set (as specified by the procedure writer) of outcome
alternatives. There is one branching instruction asso-
ciated with each outcome alternative.

MANUAL-ACtION. Used for specifying manual
actions to be performed by the operator.

MESSAGE. Used for presenting text messages (e.g.
cautions, warnings or notes) to the operator.

MONITOR. A process condition similar ro rhe rype
specified in an Autocheck can be continuously moni-
tored by COPMA-tr On-line during a specified time
interval. Once the monitoring has been initiated, the
operator can proceed with the execution of the next
instruction in the procedure. The monitoring takes
place "in the background", and the operator is noti-
fied if COPMA-II On-line detects thar rhe process
condition monitored evaluates to true. Example:

INSTRUCTION 4 MONITOR
lF LevellnSteamGeneratorz >= 3.28

OR LevellnSteamGenerator3 >= 3.28
INSIDE.INTERVAL

FROM ValveX lS OPENING
UNTIL 30 MIN AFTER ValveY lS CLOSED

THEN INITIATE PROCEDURE D.YB-OO1

WAIT. Used for preventing the operator from pro-
ceeding to the next instruction in the activity until
some specifïed amount of time has elapsed and/or
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until some specific process condition is fulfilled. The
operator is allowed to aborlskip any Wait instruction
if he finds it necessary. Examplel:

INSTRUCTION 5 WAIT
FOR ValveX lS OPEN AND FlowY >= 25.5

2.2 The Procedure Editor

When preparing procedures by use of PED-II, the
major part of a procedure is entered by just typing in
text into predefined instruction formats. In principle,
a procedure written in PROLA can be prepared using
a plain text editor. PED-II, however, provides the
procedure writer with some additional support:

Syntax check. By use of an incremental syntax check
strategy, each step and instruction in the procedure is
checked as it is entered or modified.

Control flow consistency. When attempting to save

an edited procedure, the procedure writer is warned
about any loose-ended control flow transitions
(Gosub or Goto arguments without a matching instr-
uction in the procedure). A saved procedure still con-
taining loose-ended control flow will be flagged as

incomplete and rejected by COPMA-II On-line.

Step and instruction numbering. A semi-automatic
numbering strategy ensures that all steps and instruc-
tions within a procedure are numbered using a contin-
uous and monotonously increasing sequence based

on (composite) natural numbers. Example:

STEP 2
INSTBUCTION 1

INSTRUCTION 2
STEP 3.1
STEP 3-2

In this way it is easy to identify the structure of the
procedure, the location of individual steps and

instructions and to follow control flow transitions.

Process condition graphics. Process conditions, such

as those specified in Autocheck and Monitor instruc-
tions, may include complex combinations of logical
operators (AND, OR, NOT) making them hard to
read. lùy'hen improperly stated or formatted they may
even be ambiguous. By use of an integrated graphical
editor, PED-II supports graphical representation of
the logical part of Autocheck and Monitor instruc-
tions. By representing the logical terms graphically
by use of logical ports (AND, OR and NOT) even
complex logical expressions should become easy to
comprehend. In the COPMA-II On-line system at
procedure execution time, colors are used in the
graphical representation to indicate dynamically eval-
uated truth values. See e.g. Fig.2, upper right for an

example. The Autocheck includes the condition:
"rF NOT (RL.. IS OPEMNG OR RL.. IS OPEN)".

Automatic procedure flowchart generation. The main
output fiom the editor is a human readable text repre-
sentation of the procedure specified in PROLA, ready
to be interpreted by the COPMA-II On-line system,

L The exact semantics of "OPEN", "OPENING", etc. used
in these examples, can be configured at the end-user site.

In addition to generating the PROLA text, PED-II
also generates a file containing a description of a

flowchart-like representation of the procedure. This
description is used by COPMA-II On-line as a basis
for presenting a simplified flowchart diagram of the
procedure. See the middle window labelled "Flow-
chart Page" in Fig. 2. Automatic flowchart generation
ensures consistency between the textual version of
the procedure and the flowchart representation.

3. PROCEDURE IMPLEMENTATION

Wtth procedure implementation we understand the

process of actually stepping through the procedure

doing the work prescribed in the procedure text.

3.1 The COPMA-II On-line System

The integrated information available in the procedure

following system, combined with the set of support
functions offered to the operator, is intended to make

the job of stepping through a procedure easier, faster,

and more accurate than when performing the same
job with paper-based procedures. Figure 2 shows a

screen dump with a typical layout of the COPMA-II
On-line MMI. The main system features, as seen

from plant operations staff's point of view, include:

Procedure retrieval. Using indexing schemes like
procedure categorisation together with appropriate
search tools, correct procedures are found with a min-
imum of efforts. Automatic procedure retrieval can

be used if there is a well defined alarm condition
associated with the procedure.

Simplified procedure execution. The system main-
tains the thread of control in all executing procedures
(activities). The operator's role is to supervise execu-
tion of individual instructions within the procedures.

The operator riray choose to Execute the current
instruction, Skip it, or go back to the Previous one.

Parallel execution of procedures. COPMA-tr On-line
can manage the execution of several procedures
(activities) in parallel. The system keeps track of the
location of the current instruction within each activ-
ity. The operator can easily switch his focus between
the different activities he is currently working with.

Visual procedure overview. A generated, simplifìed
flowchart representation of the procedure is used for
providing the operator with an easily perceivable
overview of the procedure, and keeping the operator
updated on the current position in the execution of the
procedure. The flowchart representation is dynami-
cally updated using colors to indicate which instruc-
tions have been executed, which is the cunent one,

and which instructions that have not yet been visited.

Process control. The live data communication link to
the process computer enables COPMA-II On-line, if
explicitly permitted to do so, to send control signals

to the process computer (according to the description
of the Action instruction).
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Fig. 2. COPMA-II On-ljne MMI

Process measurements. The current values ofprocess
measurements referred in an instruction are automati-
cally presented to the operator when the instruction
becomes curent at procedure execution time. The
operator also has the option to subscribe (on a more
permanent basis) the value of any process variable
available to COPMA-II On-line ttuough rhe dara
communication link.

Automatic data collection. Dynamic process meas-
urements received from the process computer can be
used in automatic evaluation of expressions, e.g.
branching-decisions, contained in the procedure
(used in Autocheck, Monitor and Wait instructions).

Automatic process monitoring. The system can be
employed to do process state monitoring with subse-
quent operator notification and automatic retrieval of
the correct procedure when the condition monitored
becomes true, or if the monitoring interval expires.

Procedure execution log. COPMA-II On-line can be
configured to keep history records of procedure exe-
cutions. The history log will keep track of which
instructions have been executed, the execution ti¡z¿,
and the status of all process parameters referred in
each particular instruction at the time it was executed.

4. DISCUSSION

In this section some of the experienced strengths and
weaknesses of COPMA-II are discussed. Throughout
the discussion we refer to some common problems
and lessons learned with paper-procedure systems in
the nuclear industry as reported by Lapinsky (1989).

4.1 COPMA-II Strengths

Procedure structure and format. A consistent and
clearly defined structure and format can contribute
significantly to increase procedure comprehensibil-
ity, minimize operator confusion and errors, and aid
the operator in quickly finding the necessary informa-
tion. When operators are trained to have a common
understanding of and familiarity with what rhe proce-
dures look like and how they work, variations in
operator perforrnance will be minimized. Lapinsky
(1989) states that:

. There should be only one method for presenting
each procedure component.

. Action statements should not be embedded in notes
and cautions.

. There should be no confusion about procedure
entry and exit points.

The procedure language in COPMA-II is structured
and consistent. Ifused as intended, the procedure lan-
guage is clarifying. There is a limited set of instruc-
tion types. Each instruction type has a well defined
syntax and semantics. Further, the procedure lan-
guage enforces the writing of explicit and precise
procedures. We have e.g. uncovered several prob-
lems of ambiguity with existing paper-based proce-
dures when converting them for use with COPMA-II.

Flow olcontrol transitions. When implementing pro-
cedures operators often have to perform transitions
either to other parts of the same procedure, or to
another procedure. An operator may also be directed
to work with several procedures at a time. Lapinsky
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(1989) refers to some commonly observed problems:

. Movement within and between procedures can be

disruptive and confusing and can cause unneces-

sary delays and errors. Excessive transitions or
incorrect transitions that increase the possibility of
operator error were found at many plants.

He also proposes some good rules to stick to:

. The least number of transition terms possible

should be used to indicate different types of transi-
tions. These should be used consistently to mini-
mize confusion and ensure operator recognition of
transition structure.

. When transitions cannot be avoided, it is important
that the transition direction to the operator be

clearly and consistently structured.

In COPMA-II control flow transitions are specified
by use of the PROLA instructions Goto, Gosub +
Return, and Initiate + Finish. The syntax and seman-
tics of these instruction types are well defined. V/hen
executing a Goto, Gosub or Return instruction, COP-
MA-II On-line automatically keeps track of which
instruction is the next to be made current. The step

and instruction numbering strategy applied in COP-
MA-II ensures that there should never be any confu-
sion about control flow transition directions.

COPMA-II applies a clear and consistent way of ref-
erencing other procedures (by unique identifiers) in
connection with control flow transitions between pro-
cedures. By use of the Initiate instruction, COPMA-II
also supports automatic retrieval of the new proce-

dure to be executed.

Placekeeping mechanism. During execution of a pro-
cedure the operator may be required to reference
tables, charts, supplemental information, or other
procedures. Both when referencing information that
is not included in the procedure, when performing
transitions within a procedure, or when he must keep
track of the execution of several concurrent proce-

dures, he has a problem associated with placekeep-

ing. This is reported by Lapinsky (1989) as a

common problem area in the industry.

COPMA-II supports the execution of several proce-
dures in parallel. The system keeps track of where the

operator is in the execution of each procedure. By use

of the procedure flowchart, the operator can easily
get an overview of which parts of the procedure have

been executed and the location of the current instruc-
tion when switching between procedures.

Logic statements. Decisions play an important role in
the execution of an operating procedure. It is impor-
tant that decision and logic steps are clearly, consist-
ently, and appropriately structured. However,
Lapinsky (1989) states that ambiguously worded
logic statements appear to be widespread.

Autocheck, Mancheck and Monitor are the instruc-
tion types used for implementing decisions in COP-
MA-II. When specifying process conditions for
automatic evaluation in Autocheck and Monitor

instructions, as directed by the definition of the pro-
cedure language, they will not be ambiguous.

Process monitoring. Lapinsky (1989) reports some
problems regarding process parameter monitoring:

. At some plants the level of detail and the scope of
the procedures required that all operating resources
be dedicated to monitoring critical safety function
parameters and control board manipulations.

If the process parameters to be monitored are availa-
ble in the process computer, COPMA-II supports
automatic process state monitoring and operator noti-
fication through the Monitor instruction mechanism.

Procedure flowchart. Procedure flowcharts provides
the operator with a visual overview of the procedure.

However, Lapinsky (1989) reports that:

. Flowchart format is extremely difficult to develop
and implement properly. As a result, flowcharts are

being developed that are difficult to read, under-

stand, and physically use, with a high potential for
confusion and operator error. Many flowcharts cur-
rently in use are so difficult to use that they impede
rather than support operator performance.

. Control rooms often lacked sufficient table top or
desk space to allow operators to physically spread

out the procedures. This was especially a problem
in those plants using large flowcharts or where sev-
eral procedures had to be used concurrently.

In COPMA-II we have applied a simplified (one-di-
mensional) flowchart representation of the procedure

with a consistent format that is automatically gener-

ated based on the procedure text. All control flow
information is present in the flowchart. Colors are

used in the flowchart to show which instructions have

been executed as well as the location of the current
instruction. The flowchart representation is mouse

sensitive, so the operator may address and open indi-
vidual steps and instructions to see their contents in
full detail. The actual details of the instructions are

not included in the flowchart format, but displayed in
a separate instruction window (see Fig. 2). Only the

flowchart of the procedure currently executed is dis-
played. When switching to another concurrent proce-

dure (activity), the flowchart of this procedure will
appear.

Implementation time and fhilure probabilities. COP-

MA-II encourages more explicit procedures. This
should result in improved procedure quality. By use

of Action instructions the possibilities for operator

control errors should be reduced because COPMA-II
explicitly provides operations to be directly per-

formed on the correct process component through the

procedure system interface. By use of Autocheck,
Monitor and Wait instructions, the COPMA-II sys-

tem provides automatic process parameter sampling

to reduce the operator's workload and the potential
for making errors when checking and monitoring
plant parameters. These functions should also make it
easier to perform time-critical operations more

quickly, both during normal operation and when han-
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dling disturbances.

Both COPMA-I and COPMA-II have been subjecred
to human factors evaluation experiments with process
operators as test subjects (Nelson et al., 1990; Con-
verse, 1993). Briefly, these studies have shown that
operators can increase their performance and reduce
their error rates when using COPMA, compared to
usi ng paper-based procedures.

4.2 COPMA-IIWeaknesses

There are problems within the field of procedure sys-
tems that the present version of COPMA does not
handle well. Some of these problem areas, which are
topics for further work, are discussed below.

Transfer of procedures to COPMA-II. In order to
switch from a hard-copy based procedure system to
COPMA-II, there will be a need for full reimplemen-
tation of all procedures by use of the procedure edi-
tor. The amount of efforts required depends on how
much the old structure and format of the hard-copy
procedure deviates from the structure and format
required by COPMA-II. It is not easy to think of
options for automatic transfer of existing paper-based
procedures into COPMA-II. This is due to the fact
that COPMA-II explicitly represents the semantics of
the procedure content. Some sort of manual interven-
tion will be required for converting the paper-based
procedure into a computer-based one. The best thing
to hope for is perhaps a semi-automatic approach
supporting the transfer.

The procedure language. The procedure language -
once developed - may put unwanted restrictions on
the structure, contents and formatting of a procedure.
It is a challenging task to develop a general purpose
procedure formalism that suits the needs of rather dif-
ferent plants and procedures. One of the reasons for
implementing COPMA-II is to have a running system
usable for evaluation of the methods and techniques
used. The current version of PROLA contains some
weaknesses, and the language will be further devel-
oped as we get more experience with implementing
different types of procedures by use of COPMA-tr.

Hard-cop.v fallback procedures. Before installing a

system like COPMA-II at a power station, it will be
necessary to have a high quality paper-based backup
system in case the computerised system for some rea-
son should become unavailable. Paper-based proce-
dures may also complement computerised
procedures. Hard-copy procedures may be necessary
for operators or technicians to perform local actions
in some distance to the computerised procedure sys-
tem interface. Procedures prepared for COPMA-II
are available on a human readable text format. A sim-
ple formatting is provided, but the layout is not satis-
factory for control room use.

Improved procedure preparation system. Not all
industries are (at least at the present time) prepared to
take a procedure following system relying on

advanced computer technology into the control room.
That is, however, probably not the situation for a
well-designed off-line procedure preparation system.
PED-II has not been designed to be an independent
stand-alone product. Here are some ideas for a
revised design ofthe procedure editor:
. The procedure preparation system should have fea-

tures like those found in computer-based document
preparation systems. It should be possible to pre-
pare high-quality paper-based procedures with
user-confi gurable format and layout.

. Tools for different kind of document language style
checks (e.g, checks on acceptable acronym and
action verbs, plant equipment nomenclature etc.)
could be included.

Procedure graphics. The current version of COPMA
does not support graphics (figures, diagrams, trend--
curves etc.) prepared as a part of the procedure. Such
extensions would be relatively straight-forward to
implement, though, either directly in COPMA-II or
via an interface to a dedicated, external graphics sys-
tem like PICASSO (Barmsnes et al.,1994).

Procedure revision control. The procedure prepara-
tion system will be used both for writing new proce-
dures and for revising existing ones. PED-II does not
provide satisfactory support for the procedure revi-
sion and maintenance phase. A future version should
support a proper procedure revision control strategy.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The life-cycle process of preparing, implementing
and maintaining operating procedures within the
industry will benefit from using appropriate compu-
terised tools. In COPMA-II we have addressed many
of the experienced problems related to the handling
of operating prqcedures. COPMA-II is, of course, not
the ultimate solution and the only factor in ensuring
high quality operating procedures, but provides a col-
lection of carefully designed features that have dem-
onstrated their usefulness in an operating context.
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Abstract, The OECD Halden Reactor Project has for several years been working with computer-based systems for
determination of plant status including alarm filtering, early fault detection, and function-oriented plant

surveillance. The methods explored complement each other in different plant operating regimes and provide

diversity in plant monitoring systems. A new toolbox, COAST, has been made to enable integration of these

differeni mefhods into an alarm system. Coast will be easy to couple to different processes. It will be an inte$al
part of the final alarm system and not only act as a tool for building dedicated systems.

Key words. Alarm systems; failure detection; guidance systems; man-machine systems; on-line operation; operator

support; softwa¡e tools

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main tasks for operators in nuclear power

plants is to identify the status of the process when

unexpected or unplanned situations occur. The alarm

system is the main information source to detect dis-

turbances in the process, and alarm handling has

received much attention after the Three Mile Island

accident in 1979 (Kemeny, 1979). lt was realized

that conventional alarm systems created cognitive

overload for the operators during heavy transients.

The Halden Project developed an alarm filtering sys-

tem called HALO (Handling Alarms using LOgic)
using logic filtering to reduce the number of active
alarms during process transients (Øwre and Marshall,

1986). HALO has been subject to a number of vali-
dation experiments with different presentation tech-
niques, as described by Marshall et al. (1987).

Another approach is taken in the EFD @arly Fault

Detection) system. The method used is to run small,

decoupled models which calculate the state of the

process assuming no faults, in parallel with the proc-

ess. The behaviour of these models is then compared

with the behaviour of the real process, and if there is

a deviation, an alarm is issued. In this way false

alarms are avoided, and one will only get one alarm

for one fault. Prototypes developed for simulators
and installations in real power plants e.g. the Imatran

Voima owned plant in Loviisa, Finland, have demon-

strated the feasibility of this methodology, provided

that enough measurements are available for the proc-

ess area considered (Sørenssen, 1990).

In case of major disturbances in a plant with a large
number of alarms issued, a function-oriented
approach is in many cases recommended. Instead of
looking at single systems or variables and alarms

within a system, one monitors critical safety func-

tions in terms of whether these functions are chal-

lenged. The Halden Project has explored this concept

through several systems, like CFMS (Critical Func-
tion Monitoring System) and SPMS (Success Path

Monitoring System), and the post trip guidance sys-

tem SAS-tr (Øwre et al., l99l).

Effectively handling and integrating different types

of alarms into one system would improve the opera-

tor's overview and thereby the overall safety of any

industrial plant. This was a major motivation for ini-
tiating the development of the COmputerised Alarm
System Toolbox, COAST. The experience gained

from the work with various alarm systems was uti-
lised when designing the basic functionality of Coast.

It should thus be possible to utilize Coast to make

most kinds of alarm systems. The goal is to reach

solutions that can minimize the cognitive overload of
the operating crew, but still fulfil the basic philoso-
phy of alerting, informing and guiding the operator,

as well as confirming whether his/her actions have

the desired result.

An alarm system toolbox which can be used on dif-
ferent processes, applying different alarm handling
methods, has to be generic. The toolbox must be easy

to use to tailor-make alarm systems for many differ-
ent processes, e.g. nuclear power plants or oil pro-

duction platforms, and it must possess a flexible
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development environment, to improve and simplify
the task of the alarm system designer.

2. FUNCTIONALITY OF COAST

2.1 Integration of Alanns

One aim is to combine the functionalities of the dif-
ferent alarm systems explored by the Halden Project
into one integrated alarm system. This can be done in
several ways, where the most generic way is to make
a general software-package which is capable of mak-
ing all types of alarms. Equally important is to facili-
tate the handling of these different alarms by making
relations among them. The objective with Coast as

such is to make the integration of different types of
alarms possible. Coast will include the different
functions needed, and it will be generic, such that it
will be possible to use it to implement alarm systems
for many different processes and plants.

In an integrated alarm system, the alarm processing
may be divided into three stages: alarm generation,
alarm structuring and alarm presentation. Alarm gen-
eration is the phase where all new alarms are gener-
ated from process measurements. All types of alarms
should be generated by this "module", conventional
alarms, function-oriented alarms, as well as model-
based alarms. The advantage of having different
types of alarms available when the operator investi-
gates the status of the plant, is the diversity in the
underlying methods, which contributes to a broader
view and possibly a more robust conclusion. Model
based alarms may be more sensitive than conven-
tional alarms, and useful in dynamic situations, while
function-oriented alarms are most useful in severe
transients.

However, if only more information is presented to
the operator, based on more information sources, the
danger of cognitive overload may increase. In the
alarm structuring phase one tries to cope with this
problem. Structuring includes what normally is
known as filtering of conventional alarms, and will
thereby reduce the amount of information automati-
cally presented to the operator, in this way clarifying
the disturbance situation.

It will be possible to couple Coast to an existing
alarm system. Existing alarms will then be structured
or filtered by Coast before presentation.

2.2 Flexibility

The results of advanced alarm structuring may sup-
port the operator with different types of alarm lists,
which he can use interactively in his status identifÏca-
tion task. Further, non-observable events such as

internal leakages may be inferred by the alarm sys_
tem. Let us illustrate this by considering the simple.
example given in Fig. l.

Level

Pipe-C

Valve-I)

support

not

Fig. 1 Event / alarm network for hypothesis related
alarms. In this network the shaded box represents
a non-observable event, and the others represent
alarms or observable stafus events.

The arrows without the crossing line are relations
which indicate explanatory alarms or events, for
example flow-in-pipe-B combined wíth valve-D-
closed may explain the alarm high-level-heater-A.
The arrow with the crossing line indicates the oppo-
site, i.e. that a low-level-heater-A alarm probably not
supports the event leak-in-pipe-C.

For the alarm high-level-heater-A in the example in
Fig. 1, lists of explanatory alarms and events are
specified:

high-level-heater-A:

Explanatory alarms and observable events;
f low- in - p ip e- B, valve- D -c I ose d

Explanatory non-observable event:
leak-in-pipe-C

F low-in-pipe-B combined with valv e-D - clos ed may
then explain why the alarm high-level-heater-A has
appeared. Leak-in-pipe-C refers to a non-observable
condition. This hypothesis could be the diagnosis if
no other alarms or observable events are present.

The main idea is that when the operator is searching
for a solution to a problem he can make a hypothesis.
This can either be an alarm which has not yet
occuned, or a non-observable event. The a priori
established relationships between the alarms can be
used to confirm or disconfirm this hypothesis. The

B

Heater-A

High-Lævel-
Heater-A

Flow-in-Pipe-B

Valve-D-closed

Low-lævel-
Heater-A

[¡w-flow-
in-Pipe-C

Pipe-C

Low-temp-
in-Heater-A
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hypothesis must be present either as an alarm not yet

observed, or as a non-observable event. Alarm lists
can be generated and presented for the operator when

he proposes a hypothesis:

Hypothesis; leak-in-pipe-C:

Suppofting alarms:
1 2:03: 1 5 Low-flow-in-pipe-C

Opposing alarms:
1 1 : 4 5 : 20 Low- level- he ate r-A

Not yet observed alarms:
? ? : ? ? : ? ? Low-te mperatu re- i n- he ate nA

The presence of both confirming and disconfirming
alarms cannot be excluded, because the relations are

only normative. For instance if both low-flow-in-
pipe-C and low-level-heater-A have occurred, the

operator may ask himself whether really leak-in-
pipe-C is true.

In this very simple example, it is straightforwa¡d to

keep the overview of the relations. But in a realistic
situation, the number of relationships and active

alarms will be too many to handle for the operator.

The system aims to offer the operator help in select-

ing those alarms which seem to confirm or discon-
firm his hypothesis. In this situation the operator will
use the alarm./event network interactively on-line, by
interrogating the system with respect to some partic-

ular hypothesis. This network could even be sub-
jected to a systematic search to find those hypotheses

which are most supported by the active set of alarms.

Coast offers a number of facilities to handle the

above example. Alarm objects and relations between

the alarm objects are the basic building blocks in the

toolbox. This facilitates a flexible structuring of
alarms, which may be used both for conventional fil-
tering, and for the more general structuring purposes

as shown in the example above. It will be possible

for the alarm system designer to make different
dynamic relations between alarms. Together with
very strong on-line selection capabilities, different
lists can be made available to the operator, which he

can use in his diagnostic reasoning task. This pro-

vides a best possible tool for the operator to search

for and test different hypotheses.

2.3 Use of COAST

Configuration. The alarm system designer will use

the toolbox to make a specific alarm system. It is

possible to operate Coast without active external
connections, so classes etc. can be defined before the

toolbox is coupled to any external system. However,
one may also run with all external systems con-
nected. The designer has to configure the alarm sys-

tem and decide which external systems that are going

to be connected to the toolbox. An application pro-

grammer's interface (API) provides easy coupling of
external systems to Coast. A library of API-functions
must be included in the application, and all exchange
of data is done through these functions.

Coast lnnguage. The alarm system designer defines
the specific alarm system by writing definitions
according to the specific syntax provided by the

COast LAnguage (COLA). This can be done in two
ways: Writing the Cola definitions in text-files,
which are fed into the kernel, or by using a graphic,
syntax sensitive editor. Pure text-files will be useful
in cases where parts of the definitions are already
prepared and stored. It may then be read into the ker-
nel with minor modifications to fit the Coast lan-
guage.

O-O Design. Coast offers an object-oriented way to
construct alarm systems for the alarm system

designer. Object-oriented design includes classes

with attributes, instances of the classes, methods and

relations. The attributes may have dynamic behav-

iour, which may be given default on class level, or
overridden by specific behaviour on instance level.
Typical attributes of an alarm object may be the type
and the priority of the alarm. Typical methods may

be the updating of status etc. The alarm objects may

be related to other alarm objects through relations.
The relations are also defined by the alarm system

designer, and may be considered as active or non-

active pointers between the objects. A set of basic

alarm classes can be collected in a library.

Allowed constructs in Cola comprise arithmetic, con-
ditional and logic expressions, including "for every",
and other first order logic. The actions of methods

includes very powerful selections, and in addition
time dependent'constructs are available for filtering.
The definitions of these dynamic elements thus

describe the dynamic alarm system.

The first task of the alarm system designer is to
define alarm classes with attributes and methods, and

relations. A very simple example of a class definition
and a relation definition with the Coast language is
shown below:

Classdef StatHiAlarm

Attr Priority:string
Attr HiAlarmStatus : string
Attr System : string
Attr Time : int
Attr Meas : realwith history
Attr HiAlarmlimit : real

Method whenever Meas > HiAlarmLimit
assign "on" to HiAlarmStatus
assign clock to ïme

EndMethod
EndClassDel
RelationTypeDef x : StatHiAlarm member-of

Groupl if x.HiAlarmStatus == "on"
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The attributes, relations and methods are the dynamic
elements of Coast. In the example above the attribute
HiAlarmStatu.r gets a new value whenever the condi-
tion in the method is true. Another way to write this
is:

Attr HiAlarmStatus:string = if (Meas > HiAlarmLimit)
then "on" else "off"

Coast is an event-driven program, and updates all
necessary values whenever something happens, e.g.
when process measurements are fed into the kernel.
In the above example '=' means "is always the same
as". Coast does not execute as a sequential program.
The updating of necessary attributes etc. is done by a
kind of forrvard chaining. Consistency of values is
ensured automatically, such that no cycles are
present in the definitions. Also no value is updated
more than once, and this ensures the best possible
efficiency, which is highly needed, as the Coasr lan-
guage itself offers flexible and computational heavy
constructs. The evaluation in the kernel is however
fully deterministic, which is required from a system
which shall be used to make alarm systems.

The graphic MMI equivalent of the above example
will be to activate a ClassDef window, click on new..
in an attribute popup window, and write the names of
the attributes.

After having defined alarm classes, the next step for
the designer is to instantiate alarm objects from the
classes. Initial values and expressions may be given
for attributes which are not going to keep the default
behaviour given on class level. Using textdefinitions
according to the allowed syntax, it may look like:

ObjectDef RL10L001 : StatHiAlarm

Priority:= "Severe"

System := "RL10"

HiAlarmLimit = Basic.HiAlarmLimit

EndObjectDef

In Fig. 2 the instantiation of an alarm class using the
graphic MMI is illustrated. Popup windows with
defined alarm classes and attributes are shown. The
user may type in the initial values of the attributes. In
addition the example shows how limit check objects
which generate alarms, can be coupled together in a
group alarm. The arrows indicate the relations, and
this is the same functionality as described by the rela-
tion definition in the textual Cola language.

2.4 Alamt Presentation

The alarm display system is not a part of Coast, and
it is looked upon as an external system. However,
during a concept study one proposed the alarm pres-
entation done in three types of displays: Overview
display, the ordinary process displays with alarm

Fig. 2 Example of instantiation of an alarm ciass, and
coupling between alarm objects, via relations.
The ala¡m class StatAl4 is selected from a

library, instantiated, and given the id
RL10L001.

information, and selectable displays, which the oper-
ator can use interactively in his investigation task.

Coast offers a very strong functionality to enhance
the operator's diagnostic task. The operator may
want to look at dynamic alarm lists of various types
interactively. The selective constructs comprise a

subset of Cola (Cola light), which is made available
for the end user. Cola light is interpreted, so it is pos-
sible to write in new selection criteria for new,
dynamic alarm lists on-line. This feature will only
offer the possibility to search among existing alarm
objects, it will not produce new objects in the kernel,
i.e., it is a reading, not a writing facility.

In practical use the operator will thus be in an X-win-
dows environment, clicking on icons, or he may even
write in new selection criteria on-line, to get up dif-
ferent alarm lists. This enables him/t¡er to find out as

much as possible about the current alarm situation
and the state of the plant. It is however important to
emphasize that Coast also can be used with great suc-
cess in more "conventional" types of alarm systems,
maybe only to filter alarms. Coast will then provide
the filtered alarm lists for the conventional display
system. The selective functionality in an alarm sys-
tem described above is a type of advisory system
which might be more common in the future. In any
case Coast will feed the process displays with alarm
information, and these displays have to be made to
optimize the performance of the operator regardless
of where they get the alarm information from.

3. STRUCTUREANDINTERFACES

Coast will contain facilities for building specific
alarm systems, as well as facilities for alarm system

File Edit Utilities . . Help

RL1 OLOO3Hi 1

RL1 10

RL101001 1 0L001

I
Alarm ()b¡ect Attr. pec.

ecl: RLl0L001

RL

GroupHí
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execution. It will be an integral part of the final alarm

system, and not only act as a tool for building dedi-

cated systems. Coast is shown in its final environ-

ment in Fig. 3.

External operator
support systems

PCDA

Fig. 3 The COmputerised Alarm System Toolbox,

COAST, with interfaces to external systems,

Coast is meant to be an add-on possibility to conven-

tional process control systems. As shown in Fig. 3, it
receives process measurements from the process

computer (PCDA - Process Control & Data Acquisi-
tion), updates all necessary statuses, and sends

updated alarm information to the display system for
the operators in the control room. Coast itself does

not possess graphic capabilities, but will be easy to

couple to different graphical systems. It has been

coupled to the PICASSO-3 user interface manage-

ment system developed in Halden (Barmsnes ef a/.,

1994). Coupling to all external systems is done

through an application programmer's interface,
which includes simple functions to get data in and

out of Coast, e.g. process data must be provided as

input to the alarm objects.

The designer's MMI will be designed as an alarm
editor. but it will also be possible to operate Coast

through text-files.

Coast will be tested in a full scope training simulator
in the Halden man-machine laboratory,
HAMMLAB. In this application the number of

potential alarm signals is almost 5000, and Picasso-3

is used for graphical interfaces.

3.1 Main Modules

The main modules of Coast are shown in Fig. 4

Fig. 4 Main modules of Coast.

The configuration module reads text-files with alarm

codes given in the COast LAnguage (COLA), or

interacts with the designer's MMI. The module
checks the syntax of the Cola code, and sends a com-
piled version into the kernel. The communication
module is generic, to take care of different types of
systems to be coupled to Coast.

We consider incoming events as one out of two
types: Either process-events, which contributes to
new evaluations and updating of the data structures

in the kernel, or operator-events, which are com-
mands to select desired structures, or combinations
of structures, from the kernel. The Coast kernel thus

consists of two main modules, a process-event-mod-

ule, including methods for updating the alarm objects

and relations, and an operator-event-module, includ-
ing methods to extract the desired alarm objects and

relations for presentation. The process-event-module

covers all the alarm generation and structuring, while
the operator-event-module is dealing with all opera-

tor-requests and preparation for presentation.

4. CONCLUSION

The main difficulty with existing alarm systems is

the cognitive overload ofthe operators in heavy tran-

sients. Coast offers the possibility to structure and

make relations among alarms to reduce this problem.

I

Operator MMI

12:01:33
HiLêvsl tank23

12i02140
Psl slopped

l2:03:50
Llquld ln

E
Designer's

MMI

Text-file with Coast
language code.

Designer's

Configuration
Module

External

Communication
Module

COAST kernel

FLI 01001:StatAl4

Prlorlty := 'Severa'

System:='FL10'
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Structuring includes both filtering the alarms auto-
matically presented to the operator, and supporting
the operator with different types of alarm lists, which
he can use interactively in his status identification
task in case of disturbances. The alarm presentation
may thus include selectable displays, which the oper-
ator can use interactively, in addition to other alarm
displal,s and the ordinary process displays.

Coast will contain facilities to build specific alarm
systems for many types of processes. However, it is
not only a toolbox for building the alarm system, it is
also an integral part of the final on-line alarm system.
The on-line system interacts with the display system
and other external systems, updating and evaluating
the data structures which initially are made by the
alarm system designer.

Coupling Coast to external systems is a simple task
with the application programmer's interface. This
provides a set ofremote functions for data exchange.

Coast is able to generate most types of alarms, and
the different methods may depend on plant state and
type of plant. Coast is also able to read already gen-
erated alarms from other systems to modify its own
behaviour.

Coast input may be done in two ways: l) through an
interactive graphic Man Machine Interface, or 2) by
means of text-files. The text-files must contain
source code according to the specific alarm syntax
defined in the COast LAnguage COLA.

A subset of Cola provides strong selection capabili-
ties, for on-line selections among the automatically
updated set ofalarm objects.

The data driven kernel of Coast ensures consistency
of all data, and best possible efficiency.
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ADVANCED ALARM-MANAGEMENT POST-PROCESSOR
PROTOTYPE FOR A FOSSIL POWER STATION
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Haifa, lsrael
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Al¡stract During a porver statiou disturbance, the data processing aud ¡no¡ritoring system (DPMS)
tna)'present au overwhelnring nunrber olalanlrs (200400) to the power station operators within a
short period ol tinle. This uray lead to operator confusiou aud ¡uakes problern aualysis a¡d deci-
sions difircult. Ar advanced post-processor corurected to the existing DPMS is being developed at
IEC. Ilt tlie present stage of tlìis project our aim is to develop a model for dynarnic alann nranage-

uiettt and adaptive operatorguidauce tliat will pennit the verificatio¡r of the irnplernentation meth-
odology. Tlle liierarcliical stnrctr¡re ol the power station is nrapping the different equipment fea-
tures and teclutological processes, to the stnrcture used by our alann¡nanagernent syste¡n. On the
basis of this double hierarchy, all the DPMS points were grouped and each DPMS point labeled
with its alann priority level (i.e., urgent alann, alamr, wami¡tg, not an alann). Cause-consequence
graphs rvere constn¡cted. Tlte nodes of the graphs were the selected points of the DPMS.
According to our ntelltodological proposal the cause-consequence corurections between the selected
points ol the DPMS rnay be constnlcted on the basis of the ready ¡nade 'flow diagranr - process and
instnunent diagranrs', 'control logic diagranrs' and 'control a¡rd instnuneut diagranrs' of the power
sta(iort docunieutation. Our protot¡,pe includes sonle liurited parts of tlie power station such as

deareator level control, one ol the turbine driveu boiler feed-water purnps and cooling systern of
the r¡nit nrain transfonuer. About 100 nrles were gelìerated f¡orn tlie cause-consequence graphs.

Some 200 iupitls rvere sinlulated ofl'-line. fte user interface and the inference ¡nachine were built
by ttsing tlte KAPPA PC (hrtelliCorp, hrc.) experi systenr shell. Tl.is prototype is being tested now
in the Training Center olthe Operation Division.

Key rWorcts. Alantt systems; Expert systerns; Faih¡re detection; Power station; Stearn plants;
Supervisory Control

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the s1'steurs iu operation today in fossil
po\ì'er stations give âl¿ìnìts in response to signals
and leave it to tlle operator to diagnose the fault. In
the modem po\\'er statiolìs of tlìe Israel Electric
Corporation (IEC) Lhe data processi¡tg and monitor-
ing s1'slem (DPMS) lvorks on the sanre principle.
Horvever, the effective guidance in porver station's
corìtrol roont requires intclligent and real-tinìe
alarm rnanagetnent sofl$,are products. Nowadays,
different real-tirne expert systeur tools support ad-
vanced alann lnanagenlent ainls, for e.rample G2
(Gensym Corporation), EXSYS (EXSYS, hrc.).
The final goal of an intelligent alarm nìanageurerìt
system is to provide the control roo¡ll operator rvith

the necessary infonnation in order to minimize
econonric losses. This strategy complements the
tactical response of control room personnel by pro-
viding a strategic overvie\ry of developing events
and accidents.

The knorvledge base of an application is the most
expeusive part of an expert system. For example, l0
men-years rvere needed to develop an emergency
control knorvledge base for a power station
(Talukrad 1986). The success rate and the scale of
the real tirne application of the A.I. in the control
room of P.S. (power station) are seriously different
i¡l nuclear and fossil P.S., obviously because of the
different safety requirements. Some examples of the
real-time A.I. systems which have been imple-
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mented successfully in nuclear porver plant control
rooms iu safery*-critical technologies: O$,re (t990),
Beck (1992), Cheon (1993). In spire of rhe targe
amount of literature studied (see, for example a
good revierv of Chen 1992) and our u,ide personal
contâcts rvith other Electric Cornpanies in tlte US,
France and Gerntauy, we tvere capable of frnding
onh,one large scale, real time, non protot¡pe like
application iu the control rooul of a fossil P.S.
(Staudinger P.S., Gerrnany). As a result of the
differe¡rce betr.l'een IEC's P.S. and Staudinger P.S.
and due to the IEC experience with the planning
and operating of different P.S.s rve belive that the
knorvledge base should be developed in IEC itself.
Hou,ever, the general structure of the knorvledge
base. soule importaut time dependencies, the alarm
filtering nrethodology (Crosberg 1987) elc. should
be learned and applicd fronl the literafure. An other
important practical question is the validation of the
knonledge base. Kirk (19S8) describes a different
urethodology for verificatiou aud validation of the
knorvledge base of the expert systent. Unfortu-
nately, up to ¡ìow the auf.hors could uot find any
solid and applicable methods for valid¿tion and
verification of the logical consislency and com-
pleteness ofthe knorvledge base.

Tltis paper presents our knorv-horv for the building
and verification of the large scale knorvledge base
for a fossil P.S.. In the hrst part, different hierarchy
la¡'ers and alanu priority levels are described in
Chapter 2. The generation of the câuse-conse-
querìce graphs fro¡u the 'florv diagranls - processes
and i¡rstruurent diagrants', 'colìtrol and instrunlent
diagranrs' aud 'control logic diagrarns' is shorvn iu
Chapter 3. Chapter 4, prescnts a turbine driven
boiler feedu'ater pump (TDBFP) application as the
focus of our prototlpe.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE
HIERARCHY AND THE ALARM

PRIORITIES

In this section the mai¡l principles of the hierarchi-
cal stnrcture of the P.S. and the alarnr priorities rvill
be described.

Today, gpically about six thousand points in a P.S.
uuit are ntonilored by the data processing and
nronitoring systcur @PMS). Half of theur nray indi-
cate alarul states. ht order to ha¡ldle this huge
anrourìt of dlta, a special hierarchical structure
suited to a P.S. r,as constnlcled. In each final group
of this hierarchy l0-50 DPMS alann points are se-
lected.

2.1 Definition of the Alarm Hierarchy

Fir.st hierarchy level: P.S. unit. The following main
areas (top layer of the hierarchy) have been pro-
posed: (the pcrcentage shorvn is the portion of the
total number of possible sources of alarms):
L Main Cycle, sucb as boiler, turbogenerator, fe-
edwater pump system, main-steam, sea-water
etc.(65Vo),

2. Service and Auxiliary Systerns, such as com-
pressed air, fire protection, ash handling, etc.
(l}Yo),
3. Common Systems of the P.S. Urlfs, such as fuel
oil, waste water, etc. (5olo),

4, Chemical Treatment Systems, such as water
treatment, chemical additives, chlorination, etc.
(s%),
5. Electrical Systems, such as switchyards, trans-
fornlers, emergency power, etc. (157o).

Second hierarchy level: main ecluipment or proc-
esses.

On the second layer of the hierarchy a¡e the main
equipment or processes such as boilerfans, airheaþ
ers, condensate system, feedwater pumps, etc.

Third hierarchy level: sewices or auxiliaries of tlrc
second level.
On the third hierarchy level are typically the essen-
tial parts and the nlain service equipment of the

second layers' eleme¡lts, for example the lubrication
oil systenr of the feedrvater pump.

2.2. DcfÏnition of thc Alnrm Priorities

A,Iother iurportant toot to build the knowledge base

are the alarm priorities. Each fault event has its im-
portalìce frorn the alarm management point of view.
The fig. l. demonstrates the relations of the differ-
ent alann priorities from the operator's point of
vierv:

AI,L URGENT ATARMS

ALARMS fOT ONE AREA

(Main Cycle)

Different requested functions

I Diffcrent alnrmF¡ orities
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The follorviug alarm priorities were used: Urgent
Alarnr, Alarm, Warning, Not in Alann.

Urgent Alarm
Requircd opcrator action:
Urgent, well based aud considered action by control
roonl persounel. The operator may not sr¡ppress or
ignore tlìese messages.

Selcctetl c¡tscs:
-safcty ltazard
-pre-trip condition of the P.S. unit or of the ¡nain
cycle systerns or of the main electrical systems or of
any main equiprnent rvithout reserve,

-luzard of trip or damage to one of the rnain cycle
systems or equipurent within few nlinutes,
-unknorvn conditiou of the maiu coutrol or lnâin
safety q'stems or equiprnent,
-fault in the main coutrol or safety systems or
equiprnent.

Alarm
Required operâtor action:
Operator action required only if all messages with
URGENT ALARM have been already properly

dealt with. The operator has the right to ignore
ternporally these messages, but acknowledgrnent of
the information is required.
Selected cases:

-hazard of trip or darnage within 10-15 min. of the

P.S. unit, or of the main cycle systems or of the
main electrical systerns

-auto¡natic trip of a control loop to manual
-unk¡own condition of the control or safety
systerns of equiprnent.

ìWrrning

Rcquired ol)crator action:
No operator actiou required. The operator nìay
temporally ignore warning-messages but
acknorvledgnrent of the infonnatiou at least once
during the shift is required.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE CAUSE.
CONSEQUENCE GRAPHS

The knovledge base of our adva¡lced alar¡n man-
agement post-processor h¿rs four sources: 'florv dia-
graurs - process and instrunrent diagrams' (P&.ID),
'control and instrunent diagraurs' (C&ID) 'control
logic diagrams' (CLD) and the knorvledge of vari-
ous field expcrts. The first three sources are avail-
able as a part of the P.S. plant documentation.
These ready-nnde u,ell-structured sources rnust be

n'ell utilized. The foulh source, nanrely the human
experts, have to check a¡ld approve special logic
diagranrs built m:rinly ou the basis of the three

above mentioned sor¡rces. These special logic dia-

grams are called cause-consequence graphs. The
'P&ID' describes the physical and logical connec-
tions between the different equipment and proc-
esses. The 'C&ID' contains the location (which
physical point is monitored), the type (temperature,

pressure, etc.) of the specific measurement and its
relation to the control system (trip, permit, set-
point, inforrnation only point, etc.). The 'CLD'
shows the logical co¡rditions for starlstop/lock-
out/trip of different equiprnent and logical-chains of
the different events. The cause-consequence graphs'

nodes are the selected points of the DPMS. The
nodes are connected through AND, OR and NOT
logic gates. According to the hierarchical structure
(see Chapter 2) of the DPMS points, the most im-
portant questiolì is, 'what are the possible causes for
the P.S. u¡rit to trip?'. Later on, going down by one
layer in the hierarchy, the cause-consequence
graphs for the main equipment or processes Ítre

built (for example: turbo-generator trip). On this
level the relevant question is: 'what are the possible

causes of a trip of a specific piece of main equip-
¡nent?' or'lvhat are the possible causes for the alarm
statr¡s of the specihc equipment or process?' The
majority of the answers to the above questions are
in the 'CLD' and 'C&ID' drawings which contain
the logical and physical conditions for the trips,
pretrips and alamrs on each layer of the hierarchy.
The logical connection between the DPMS points of
different equipment required for the cause-conse-
quences graphs may be traced by the help of the

'P&lD'. The connection betrveen the different hier-
archy-levels is built by the 'alarm status' of the
equipment or process on the given (lower) level.
For exanrple, one of the feed-water pumps may be

in one of the follorving states: normal, warning,
alarm, urgent alarrn. It means that on the hierarchy
layer of the P.S. unit rve need to know only the
status of the feed-rvater pump and not the possible

causes of its fault.
This i¡formation flow is demonstrated in the Fig.2.
On the same hierarchy layer the DPMS points are
labeled also with their alarm priority (Chapter 2).
The cause-consequence graphs of a P.S. unit have
in our approach a double híerarchy: On the same

hierarchy layer, the DPMS layer (or hierarchy
level) and u'ithin each layer alarm priority. The
data Processing begins afier each data refresh from
the DPMS (about 2 sec.). First, we scan the DPMS
points belonging to the first two (top) layers. If at
least one point is firing (in a fault condition) in the
highest layer, then the most important (highest pri-
ority) frring point(s) are displayed immediately.
Othenvise, we will go dorvn by one layer and proc-
ess it. Sccond, the inference machine starts to work
fro¡n the firing points of the second layer in the di-
rection of the ultinlate consequence, namely in up-
ward direction in the Fig. 2. As a result of this pro-

cedure, tlìe Status of the connection points between
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the second and frrst layer is deternrined. Third, the
i¡rference machine starts to rvork frorn the hring
poiut(s) rvithin the upper layer in both directions:

the causes and consequences are chained for eaclr

P.S. Unit
(layer l)

Process second

Display first

Main equipment
(layer 2)

Process first

Display second

Urgent

Equipment
(layer 3)

Alann
Urgent alarm

Fig.2. Inform¡rtio¡l florv bctrvecn thc diffcr-
cnt laycrs

firing point. The result is displa¡,ed only on opera-
tor request.

4. BXAN{PLE

The boiler feed n,ater punrp (BFP) Ð,stenr is one of
the main syslenrs of the P.S. unit. Its functio¡l is to
force the required feedrvater into the boiler by in-
creasing its pressure to about 203 atm at firll load.
At full load, boiler feedrvater florv is 1700 nì3/h. At
Rutenberg P.S., Israel Electric's ¡rewest statio¡r, the
feedu'ater s),stent is courprised of three punìps, two
of thern are {urbine (steanr) driven (TDBFP) and
one is motor driven. At full load, the nornral oper-
ating configr¡ration is rvith the tn'o steam driven
pumps in operation, a¡ld the urotor driven pump in
hot reserve (standby). At the top layer (P.S. unit)
the BFP system may be in urgent alann, alann,
warning or not in alarm (O.K.) status. If the P.S.
unit is operating at full load, then the sintplified
table (Table l.) shol,s the status of the BFP systetn:

Table 1. Different statuses of the BFP system

status of
reserve

status of
TDBFPl

status of
the system

YES o.K. o.K.
ves Urge¡rt Warning
yes Alarm Warning
lto o.K. o.K.
no Urgent Urgent
tìo Alarm Urgent

The status of the BFP system connects the two lay-
ers (P.S. unit and main equipment or processes).

On the second layer (the level of the TDBFPI as

main equiprnent), the Table 2. shows the DPMS
points used in this example:

Table 2. Selected DPI\{S points in example

On the basis of the above data and the 'C&ID' and
'CLD' drawings, parts of the cause-consequence
graph are shorvn in the Fig. 3 and 4. at the end of
this paper. These trvo câuse-consequence graphs
demonstrate the connection between the third and
second layers.
In each alarm-node of the graph there are the alarm
priority (PRIOR) and an identification tag (for ex-
arnple: A2OV042) making connection with DPMS
and the corresponding 'C&ID' and 'CLD' drawings.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our prototype includes some limited parts of the
P.S. such as deareator level cont¡ol, one of the tur-
bine driven boiler feed-water pumps and cooling of
the unit main transformer. About 100 rules were
generated for the cause-consequence graphs.
Three hierarchy layers were used:

- P.S. unit,
- rnain equipment or process (primary)
- secondary equipment or processes of the

main equipment or process.

Some 200 inputs of DPMS were simulated offJine.
The user interface and the inference machine were
built by using the KAPPA (IntelliCorp Inc.) expert

Description of
fnult

Fault
status

Status of
TDBFPl

bearins temp. of lurbine <85 Alarm
bearins te¡no. of turbine <90 Alarm
bearing tenlp. of turbine hieh (<9s) Urgent
bearing tenrp. of turbine high-high

(<100)
Urgent

oil florv to main purnp
lubricatio¡rs

low Ala¡m
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syste¡n shell. This protob?e is being tested now in
the Operations Division Training Center. During
thc off line testing period u'e have to finalize our
nrethodological approach. More over, tlte operators

from different P.S.s ntay provide us rvith very valu-
able feedback. During tlte operators' trainirtg pe-

riod, they are faluiliarizing themselves with the

new approach. We hope they will cotne to appreci-

ate tlìe adva.ntages of the advanced alarm-malìage-
ment post-processor, and at their initiative, rvill re-

quest - as the fi¡ul users - that this approach be

applied in the control rooms of the various P.S.s of
IEC.
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r\bstruct. A ncural nerç'ork basccl <liagnosis systcm is prcscntcd for fully controlled
convcrters. The sysrcm, by monitoring thc currcnt ha¡monics, is ablc to recognisc the fault
condirions ancl rcprcsents thcnr in a 2D ¡nd 3D spacc. Aitcr dcscribing thc VQP algorithm a case

stucly rcgarding thrce-phasc convcrtùrs is presentcd. By use oi thc VQP algorithm two different
reprcscnrrtions ol normal and fault conditions have bcen obtained. Thc bcnefits of such

ap¡rrolch arc thcn discusscd.

Key Wrlrds: Powcr convertcrs. neurt¡l ncts, system lailu¡e and ¡sçqverlr paltern recognition,
self-organisinS maps.

1. INTRODUCTiON

A sraüc power convertcr often requires high-level
reliability in ordcr to pcrlorm well. Unlortunately
that is not always the case and thercfore a real-
time diagnosis system is rcquired'to ¿tvoid major
clamagcs to thc driving systcm to which it
belongs. Low cost. and last data proccssing should
be achieved by non-invasivc measurcmcnts.
Scvcral methods huve bcen utilised lor this
purpose, such as microprocessors (Murty, 1984)
or expcrt systems (Rcnfrew et al., 1993). They
both comply with these conditions, but they are
not able to easily supply the operator with a
visualisation of thc diilcrcnt working ståtcs ol lhe
syste m. Thus ncural net.\.\'orks have been
suggestcd to overcomc this problcms, as the
identilication ol thc states of the monitored
system is a typical pattcrn recognition problcm
(Sorsa et al., l99l), A Kohonen ncural map
(Kohonen, 1989; Kohonen 1990) has alrcady bccn
utiliscd for a diagnostic system (Cirrincionc et c/.,
1994). As this kind ol ncural network is a sclf-
organising map (SOllf) a classification of the
states ol thc syslcm has bccn achicvcd. The
lcarning proccss forrning a SOM is unsupcrvised,
i.e. no output data are prcscntcd. Morcovcr t.he

input topology is prcscrvccl, so that similar input
vectors, at lcasl. in thc cuclidcûn scnsc, arc
mappcd into ncighbouring rcgions. Sclf-
organising maps, thcrclìrrc, proviclc a simplc
rcprcscnt¿ìtion ol' thc scvcral working conclitions
ol thc systcm ancl pcrrnif. un c¿rsy r¡uick diagnosis.
Thc opcrator can hi.rvL' r.l vicrv ot'wh¡rt is going on,
sincc a mlp is obtainctl whcrer lhc clustcrs ol'cach

working snte are represented. Each point of these

clustcrs is a processing element (PE) which is
lired whenever the conditions that it classilies a¡e

encounrered. In this way il a lault occurs, the
corresponding unit, representing this abnormal
condition, [ires thus allowing the on-line
diagnosis and the visualization of the working
stâtes.

More components in the feature vector may be
reatcd, but some problems may arise if the input
vector is too complcx, as input data may form
clustcrs that are strongly iolded. The principal
problem for thc projection from a high-
dimensional input space to a lower-dimensional
output space is to detcrminc the smallest set of
indepcndent variables in order to describe
redundant non-linea¡ data, that is to determine the

so-callcd variety ol the data set. Furthermore
very complex clusters may be split and projected
into regions that may be far away from each
othcr. I[ a Kohoncn ncural network is used, that is
a prcdefincd lattice of ncurons and an a priori
knowledgc of the variety of the data set is
rcquircd, lhere may bc strong distorrions and also
thc well known problem of dcad units, i.e. some
unis not raking part in thc lcarning proccss. In
ordcr [o overcomc all these dilficultics the units
should not bc fixctl on a dcfincd lattice, but must
bc lrcc to lind thcir position in thc output space.
That is thc casc ol thc VQP algorithm
(Dcmartincs, Hórault, 1994; Dcnlutincs, Hórault ,

1993; Dcrnartincs, Hórault, l99l) , *'hich sccms
rnorc llcxiblc than Kohoncn nct*orks in crcating
rn:.rps uscl'ul for cliagnostics.
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l. TIrE VQP ALCORI'tH\r

Thc VQP llgorithnr has bccn rccently discovcrc'd
by J.Hórault antl P.Dcrnartincs. In thc first
panthis work only thc l'unrlurncntâls arc clcscribccl.

Thc nctwork is composcd of'two laycrs, as can bc
sccn in lig. 1. Thc l'irst laycr rcaliscs a vcctor
quântizat.ion ol thc input distribution, whilc thc
scconcl laycr rcprotluccs thc local conl'iguration ol'
thc first onc in a scll'-organiscd way. Thc nct*'ork
projccts any n-ciimcnsional input vcctur x into a
vcctor y with climcnsion p, which can takc on any
intcgcr valuc, but it is of'tcn lcss than n. Thc
topology o[ thc input spacc is prcscrvcd, as in
Kohoncn maps. In l'act y is dclincd in such a way
that thc topology ol thc input spacc is prcscrvcd
in [crrns ol' distancc conscrvation. Only p is
dclincd a priori. As in Kohoncn maps cach i-th
ncuron may bc considcrcd to point to thc input
space u,ith thcir ou'n weight vector. But, in
addition, in thc VQP algorithm, each i-th nturon
points also to thc output spacc. In Kohoncn maps
the output spacc is thc prc-dclincd lattice ol
ncurons, so thlt thcrc is no control of thc
physical lcrcation ol thc neurons.

Wn \lbut

whcro N is thc nu¡nbcr of'ncurons. Thc
para¡nctcrs thilt tnust bc adaptcd in thc lcarning
proccss arc l¡ , n'¡¡,¡ and wout,i .

As t<l thc training ol' thc first laycr, diflcrcnt
techniqucs havc bccn uscd to carry out thc
quantization of thc input spacc. More gcncrally a

compctitive lcarning (Kohoncn, 1989) or thc
ncural gas algorithrn (Martinctz. et al. l99l) havc
becn used. As to thc sccond laycr , i.c. thc
projcction laycr, it aims at preserving thc
topology o[ thc first onc: if two ncurons arc ncar
each othcr, they should be also near in the output
spacc and ii thcy are distant in the input space,
thcy shoulil bc distant in thc output space, This is
achicvcd by maximizing thc correlation of thc
wcight distances bctwecn thc output and input
spaces.

Thcn thc lbllowing algorithm is used to adapt the
projcction laycr;

tt'out,i * tt'out,i + 0outÞi,*

Vi

wout,w - tYout,i

where w snnds for the winning neuron, i the i-th

ncuron ol the same layer,Cf .u, is a parameter or

learning factor, while Þ,,* ir given by

dv. - dx.

Þi,* =;Ï;f""(o',,*)
I,W ',l,W

(3)

(4)

Fig l: Structurc of'the VQP nctwork

The first layer rcalizcs a vcctor quantizal.ion of
thc input space. Whcn an input vcctor x is
prescntcd the activity a¡ ol the i-th neuron is

computcd by thc lollou'ing lormula

wherc dx,,* (dY,,*) is rhe input (output)

weight distance between the neurons i and the
winning neuron w. H is given by

I
H(tly) = ----;-------- (5)

t + (oy/rtyo)'

whcrc dyo is a paramcter that gives an order of
value lbr dy and p is a parameter controlling how
quickly thc H factor has to fall. In this way for

long distances Þ,,* dccreases sharply so that

short distances are given more importance lhan
long distances: thc projcction, thcrefore, is locally
cofrcct.

In ordcr to visualize thc correspondcnce bctwccn
input and output space, thc graphical
rcprcscntâtion callcd dx-dy rclation (Dcmartines,
1992) is uscd. In this kind o[ visualiz-ation some
pairs of'units arc randomly sclccted and thcn thcir
dist¡.rncc is computctl both in the input spacc ( dx
vrluc) antl in thc output sp¿¡cc (dy vlluc). Thcn
thcsc points, with coordini¡tcs tlx antl dy, are
pklttctl on a 2D plot. It'thc projcction wcrc lincar

xt..,x, It -'lp

ai = exp- (1)

whcrc u'¡¡,¡ is thc input wcight antl l¡ is the
inllucnce raciius ol' thc i-th ncuron. Thcn the
output projcction v is computcd by using thcsc
activitics as wcll as lhc output wcights o[ all
ncurons, i.c.

N
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thcsc ¡roirrts w'oultl all bc alignctl, othcrwisc thc¡'
givc risc Ltl a cloutl rll ptlints.

3. VQP vs. KOHONEN SOM

In ICirrincionc cl.r¡l.,199-l I thc Kohncn Sorn has
bc-cn usod. In this plrragraph thc rcasons lìrr thc
usc of'thc VQP iLrc cliscusscd.

As it dccply known, Kohoncn SOivf 's arc anrong
lhc most larnous sc'll'-organising ncural nctworks.
Inspircd by biological obscrvations (Malsburg,
1973; Willshaw, 1976; Linskcr, 1988), thcy givc
vcry inlcrcsting ancl simplc modcl ol scnsory
mapping. Thcy arc also of techical intcrcst by
building topological fcaturcs map of high-
dimcnsional-data, somc applications ol which can
bc found in Kohoncn, 1990. As a mattcr ol lact
SOlr{'s can bc lookcd upon as non-lincar
cxtcnsions ot' Principal Componcnt Analysis
(PCA) (Btayo e t ul, 1991), whcrc thc lincar
projcction subspucc is rcplaccd by a non lincar
manilolcl.

Howcvcr SOM's sullcr from scveral rcstrictions.
In their basic lorm thcy providc a discrcte
projcction ol input vcctors by using the lattice
indcx ol the winncr ol the compctitive laycr. In
furthcr applications several ncurons and their
rcspcctive acl.ivitics ârc tâken into account and as

a rcsult it is possible to find a continuous
position ol output by intcrpolation (Cheneval e I

al., 1992, Hccht-Niclscn, 1987: Hccht-Niclscn,
1988). Unl'ortunltcly thc cxisting mcthods of
pcrlorming this interpolation arc sensitive l.o

paramctcrs that a¡c ha¡d to dcfinc propcrly, such as
the radii of kcmels l'or kcrncl-bascd intcrpolation.

The main problcm oi SOM's is that, as the shape
of the lattice ol neurons is prcdifincd (squarc,
cube, and so on), it is impossible to know il it
cornplics with thc shape of the sub-manifold
spanncd by thc data. For cxamplc a cactus cannot.
be mapped completely into a 2D-grici as such
mapping does not m¿ìnâgc to rcspect the
ncighbourhood of thc input clata; conscqucntly thc
problcrn ol clcad-units ariscs, i.c. usclcss units not
tlùing part in thc distribution. Practically a large
dimcnsionality rcduction that kccps correct
topological inlornlation by using such prcclcfincd
maps is almost impossiblc. The result strongly
dcpcnds on the intrisic shape and dirncnsionality
ol tlrc sub-manilolil (Dcrnrrtincs, 1992).

In comparison thc VQP is also a kincl oi sel[-
organising nctwork. Ho*'cvcr, contrary to
Kohoncn maps whcrc ncurons urc l'ixccl on a

priori clclincd discrctc latticc, VQP neurons lincl
thcir position in a continuous output projcction
spacc through a scll'-lcarning llgorithrn. Thc ¡nain
propcrty is thcrclbrc thc ability to ¡nap arbitrary
shapcs ol' input distributions rntl to projcct thcm
in a non-lincar w¿ry, cvcn il' thc input rlata sub-
manilbld is strcngly lirltlctl.

Alicr thc lcarning plusc thc VQP providcs a f'ull
corrcspondcncc bctwccn input ancl outpul. spaccs.
Thc morphism is continuous and is usablc in
dircct moclc (input - output ) or in rcvcrsc modc
(output-input). Thc main paramctcrs arc thc
numbcr of ncurons, thc input and thc outpul
tl i¡ncnsion.

Formally it is conccivablc to makc Kohoncn
maps with morc than two output ciimcnsions (or
lattice dimcnsions). Unf'ortunatcly in this casc thc
ncighbourhood computation bccomes
cumbcrsomc. Furthcrmorc thc abovc-mcntioncd
problcm oi thc latticc shape dclinition bccomcs
much hardcr than lor thc two outpul. dimensions.
For thcse reasons Kohonen maps do not
gcncrally have morc than 2 or 3lattice
dimensions. With the VQP thc output dimension
is not matcrialiscd by the neighbourhood
conncctivity, but it is simply the numbcr ol
componcnts of output vectors. It is therelore
impossible, It is thcrelorc possible to have any
output dimension. This is uselul when the
inLrinsical dimension ol daLa (the dimension ol thc
submanilold) is grcater than 2.

Finally the function rcalised by the VQP is the
minimization of an explicit and simple enor
function which considers the matching between
input and output distances of neurons pairs. This
critcrion, i.e. the quality of the topological
mapping, can be drawn on a 2d graphic showing
this matching bctween distances and that is valid
tbr any input ancl output dimension. This graphic
is very uselul lor determining visually the
convcrgence of the VQP algorithm.

4. FAULT DIAGNOSIS BY VQP: A CASE
. STUDY

Thc authors havc considered an application of the
VQP to a three-phase PWM inverter with a six-
switch invertcr stâge . The VQP algorithm, by
using the FFT of the currents ot the phases, is
ablc to givc a visualisation ol the working
conditions (iig. 2).

PWM

SCnCtàtot
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Faults wcrc crlnsitlcrcrl <ln all powcr clcctronic
tlcviccs in clil'lcrcnt mututl cornbinations. Tlrc
cascs considcrcd arc as lìllklws:
. nornìal sti-tLc
. onc uppcr ar¡n in short circuit
. onc lowcr arrn in short circuit
. onc uppcr ann with powcr switch opcn. onc lowcr ¿rln with powcr switch opcn. onc uppcr urrn with both powcr switch antl

dicxlc opcn
. onc lowcr arm with both power switch and

diodc opcn
. onc uppcr arm with diode opcn. onc uppcr powcr swil.ch opcn and lowcr diodc

opcn in thc sarnc arm
. onc uppcr powcr swirch opcn and lowcr diodc

opcn in diflcrcnt arms
. two powcr switchcs opcn in thc samc arm. Lwo uppcr powcr switchcs open in difl'crent

anns
. onc uppcr powcr switch opcn and one lower

powcr switch opcn in clilfcrcnt arms.
(open stands lor thc intcrruption of thc component.
duc to a lault).
The input vector has becn made by taking rhe DC
componcnt and the first live harmonics of the
phasc currcnts. It has been obtained a vector with
l8 com¡roncnt. Afterwards all the harmonics have
bccn normalizcd to the value of the fundamcntal
humonics; so the input vector has been reduced to
l5 harmonics. The nor¡nalization allows thc
sysl.cm to be indipcnclcn[ lrom the absolute values
of thc moduli ol thc Fouricr analysis.Furthcrmore
a scaling ol the components ol the input vectors
was introduced to get cotnponcnts of the same
rangc: all kth componenrs (k=1,...,15) have becn
normalizcd so as to havc zero mean and variance
equals to one; in this way a component. with very
small value has the same impact. on the
structuring of the map than a component with a
large onc

The inverter circuit was simulated by using
PSPICE, with dcviccs sclcctcd lrom rhe PSPICE
dcvice library (Rashid, 1989).The power switch
has been moclclled by series connect.ing a library
su'itch (Ron=0,01 ohm) and a power diodc
(Cjo=0.001 lF, IS=le-6, RS=0.01), whcrc Cjo is
thc zero-bias pn capacitancc, IS is the saluration
currcnt, and RS is thc parasitic resistance.
Thc Fouricr analysis was carried out by using the
facilitics inhcrcnI in PSPICE.

Nine dilferenr. load conditions havc bccn
considercd, as well as l2 difl'crcnt f'aults and the
normal statc. Thus thc training sct. was formed ol
l3x9=1 l7 vectors. Each n-th contponcnt h¿rs thcn
bccn normalizcd so as to have zcro mcan and
variance cquals to onc.

Aftcr thc normalization in thc prcproccssing facc,
thc vcctors havc bccn givcn as input to thc VQP
nctwork. Thc pcramctcrs lhtt havc bccn chooscn
for thc projcction phascs arc ils lbllows:

C(uu¡ is Lr tlccrcasing l'uncrion as in l'ig. 3.

0,5

0,01

itcration s

10000

Fig. 3: lcarning factor vs. itcralions

dys has a lincar dccreasing function as in fig.
^

20

llerat¡ons
10000

Fig.4: dy6 vs. iterations

P=9
the output space was bclore a 2-dimensional
space and after a 3-dimensional one.

All parameters have been det,ermined
experimentally.

5. RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the dy-dx diagram of output and
input distances in the case of three dimensions.
This diagram shows also the final value of dye
(the vertical line) and the weighting funcrion B.
As lor all folded maps, bur with good local
preservation oi topology, the rclarion begins
approximately with a line, but scatters for large
grid disunces.

dx

dy
Fig 5: dx-dy diugram lor thc 3-dimcnsional casc
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Thc usc ol' this rclrti0n in VQP, whr'rc ncurons
havc a l'lolting position in thc output spacc, is
strlightlilrward: thc horizontal valucs dy no
longcr rcl'cr to gricl clistanccs as in Kolroncn maps,
but to thc output wcight distanccs bctwccn unils,
whilc thc dx valucs rc¡¡r.iin thc input wcight
dishnccs bctwccn units. Thc goul ol'thc VQP is
to obtrin a clx-r1y rclation which is a thin linc,
thcrcforc thc projcction is topologically corrcct, at
lc:.rst locally.

Figurc 6 shows thc 2-dirncnsional rnap o[ the
VQP algorithm l'or thc l4 cascs prcscntccl to it. It
can bc sccn by oulput data analysis that thc
normal statc (NF) includcs also thc case of onc
uppcr arm with diodc opcn. Any lault due to diodc
problcms is hard to classily; in particular thc one
uppcr arm with powcr switch open, one uppcr
powcr switch opcn and lowcr diode open in thc
same arm, onc uppcr powcr switch open and
lorver diodc opcn in cliflcrcnt arms are classilied
by thc samc cluster (B). Onc lower arrn with both
powcr switch and diode opcn, onc uppcr arm with
both powcr switch and diorJc opcn ùc classilied
apart (M). Furthermore it can be secn that one
low'er a¡m with power switch opcn (P), two upper
power swilches opcn in diflcrent arms (W), onc
upper powcr switch open and one lowcr power
s*'itch opcn in dillcrcnt arms (G), two power
switches open in the samc arm (S) are mappcd
into scparate regions. Finally, the case ol one
upper arm in short circuit (R) and one lower arm
in short circuit (V) arc representcd by Lwo regions
each ol which consists ol two pars. These "split"
rcgions arc duc to thc lact that thc 2-dimensional
grid is not so good lor such projection, That is
the projection is fronr a very foldcd input space.

By using the 3-dimensional grid (sec fig. 7), it
can be scen by output data analysis that all
rcgions are not. spilt any longcr, which means
that each sulte is representccl by onc and only onc
clusf.cr. Thc varicty ol input data is then 3.

¡

Thc dx-dy diagram itscll'shows thcgoo<1
projcction. It can bc sccn that r 4-climcnsional
output spacc clocs noI lcad to any m:rjor
improvcmcnt., thât is thc span of lincar clata in
fig. 5 docs not incrcasc vcry much, which is an
additional proof that thc varicty of thc input chta
sct is 3.
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Fig 7: VQP map for the 3-dimensional case

In order to test the VQP map one hundred
unknown vectors, i.e. not belonging to the
training set have been given to the neural
network. The error rate has been about 570.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work an application of a new neural
network, the VQP, to the diagnosis of the
working states of a converter has been considered.
As a result ol the simulations that have been
made, it can be seen úlat úe use of a VQP Neural
Network can easily lead the determination of the
variety of the input data as well as supply the
personncl with a visualization of the working
condition of the system: in fact, when no faults
occur, the state vcctor moves inside the cluster of
thc normal state , otherwise it moves into one ol
the (Jtl¡cr clusters representing the fault
conditions. Thus an easy-to-interpret map is
available to personnel or to other external
rccovery system.

With respcct to Kohonen maps, VQP maps are
morc flexiblc bccause of the lack ol a predclined
latticc ol ncurons. A bcttcr clustcring of the states
ol thc systcm is obtaincd as wcll as a good
intcrpolation and gcncralization.
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APPLICATION OF THE EXPERT CONTROL IN A SUGAR
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Abstract : This paper presents a method for using a rule-based expert system for the control of several
tcchnological processes in sugar production. The structure and principle of the expert controller are shou'n,
Extraction, crystallisation and process co-ordination were chosen for practical implementation of the expert system
as proccsscs rrhich are very difficult to control by classical means. Some experience from the implementation in
thc sugar factory in Lovosice is presented.

Keywords: Expcrt control; crystallisation control; vacuum pan crystallisation sugar extraction; co-ordination and
supervisory control; control applications; expert systems; non-linear control systems; process control.

1. INTRODUCTION

Expert coutrol is a promising way to solve problems
of conrplex techlology control. As the complexity
of technological processes increases, the problem of
their control is becomilg more critical. We focused
our atte¡rtiolì orì a teclìnological process whose
behaviour is very difficult to define due to the
rìunìber of nonliuearities and parameters that are
inrpossible or difhcult to esrinnte. In this case,
classical feedback coutrol cannot be used. Oue of
the reasons for this is the difficulty of expressing the
desirecl behaviour of the process in terms of
classical control theory.

Sugar production is a technological process that has
several parts that fulfil the above mentioned
condition. Extraction of the sugar from the sugar
heat, crystallisation process and co-ordination of the
coutirìuous and batch parts of the process are typical
exanrples where the classical control fails both in
theory as well as in practice.

The main aim of a control is to achieve profrt. Let
us look where is the expert control place in the

scope tlf the control stn¡cture (fig.1). The traditional
focus of process coutrol lns been at the lowest level,
coucerned orrly with the plant unit operatious
(Brisk,1993). In sugar production and in general in
food industry tlìe autonìatiolt is restricted to
naiutaiu the working conditions in separate

apparatuses. Supervisory actions which determine
the overall perfornnnce of the process have been the
role of the human operator. Due to a number of non
measurable variables that are determined by a

subjective judgement of the operator, automatic

control based on mathematical description was not
possible to intplement. Different skills of the
operators caused different results aud therefore non
constant quality of the production. In this case

expert control can integrate theoretical background
as well as practical skill of the best operaror and
therefore improve the performance of the whole
process.

BUSINESS
MÀNÀCEMENT

infomaLion

cont.rol

daya

ba

Fig.l The global scope of a control structure of
a plant

2. EXPERT CONTROL

In general expert control of technological processes

acts according to the rules that are based on:

. tlÌorough knowledge about the construction
and instrumentation of the controlled
system

r intuitive knowledge based on the operator's
experience (rules of thumb).

¡ knowledge about the raw materials
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Both thorough krowledge and intuition can be

expressed in senmntic rules as well as mathentatical
fonuulas. which allow us to express almost any
desired fact about tlre properties of the controlled
systerìr ard its behaviour. This infonnation is
couceutrated in a knowledge-base by the knowledge
engineer. One part of the knowledge-base is a

senrantic netl it consists of the stâtements and rules.
Every rule li¡rl<s two statements together, alì
evidence to a hypothesis. In reality rules and

statemellts are seldom categorical. The strength of
the link is given either by a conditioml probability
or by a grade in fuzzy logic. In any case these
values detemrine the power of the rule. They
indicate how likely it is that the fact is true and

reflect the uncertainty of the system.

The determirústic data are related by nathematical
fbmlulas or otlìer algoritluns, creating a parallel
plane of the expert system (Fig. 2). Some facts irr
the rule plane can trigger conputation of relevant
algoritluns and update the numerical values in the

data plane. Some data, on the other hand, influence
the semautic net.

rule plane

Y

pl ane

Fig. 2 Expert controller structure

Creating the klowledge-base structure for expert
control can be divided into three ståges.

In the first sta-ue, the input data are examined from
cliffere¡lt points of view. The smning evidences are
tlte input data of actual values of several - but not
necessarily all - process variables. This knowledge
is obtained by nlearx of direct or indirect
nleasuremeut or - especially in the food industry -
by ntearn of subjective human observation such as

vision, snlell or taste. The intermediate hypotheses
wltich are to be proven at this Stâge concern
properties of the input variables. According to the
input data, the actual characteristics of these

hypotheses are modified during the expert system
ruu to reflect the actual ståge of the system.
Compuutiou routines may be activated at sone
nodes of the senlantic net to evaluate formulas
expressing deterministic relation arnong data,

The second sta,se of the control starts with the
proveu hypotheses about the properties of input

sigruls. Its task is to find out the domain of the
preseut state of the controlled systenl. The whole
ståte space of the controlled process can be divided
into snlaller parts or domains. All final hypotheses
of this stage have the same form: "The preselìt state

of the system is in domain X¡". The differences in
the characteristic of final hypotheses encountered in
several succeeding runs will show the tendency of
the controlled system behaviour.

Let X¡ is set of possible states of the controlled
system, R is the set of possible outputs of the expert
controller and Y is the set of possible outputs of the

systen. Y is the mapping of the Cartesian product
X¡ x R to Y. A subset Y1 c Y is a set of wanted
output (in case of classical feedback controller a

setpoint). The control law can be expressed as a task
that for every x € X¡ will f,rnd such r € R that Y
(x,r)eY1 while x changes due to disturbances.

The last søge of the expert control must find out the

appropriate controller output to force the system to
follow the desired trajectory in the state space mking
into consideration all criteria and lirnitatiorx. Since
we know from the second stage the actual domain Xi
where the controlled system is and from the first
ståge the actual value of the oufput Y, the output of
the controller R can be found if the mapping Y is
known. Thus the knowledge base for the third stage
must be constructed in order to realise mapping
ry-l 

.

3. EXTRACTION CONTROL

In sugar factories the continuous extractiou plants

are used to extract sugar from the sugar beet

cuttings. Beet cuttings enter into the extractor at the

same end where p raw juice outlet is placed and they
are moved mechadcally by a screw towards the
opposite end where extraction water is added and

spent beet cuttings are t¿ken out of there. Thanks to
the screw and a slanting position of the extractor
beet cuttings and extraction water flow in courìter
currents.

The contents of the extractor is heated by steun.
The heating system is divided into several parts ro
obtain desired temperature course along the whole
length of the extractor. Levels are measured in
several places to show the degree of the filling
inside the extractor. The spin of the screw and the
performance of its motor are measured too.

The main objectives of extraction control are:
-- the sugar loss as small as possible,
-- the raw -iuice output as small as possible,
-- the rawjuice purity as high as possible,
-- operation costs as small as possible.

V
A

output
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To influence the extraction efficiency the following
factors are necessary to be considered:

-- the rate between beet cuttings and added water

flows,
-- the tenlperature course inside the extractor,
-- the degree of filling of the extractor,
-- extraction tinle
-- beet cuttiltgs quality (properties).

A smooth performance also depends on sugar beet

physical ancl biological properties - which are

impossible to be measured. Esserltial measure and

control loops are showtt on Fig.3. These loops

stabilise only the basic operating values, but they

-- the temperature course along extractor,

-- the degree of the filling (level of contents of
extractor).

The values of these parameters must be set by the

operator according to his or her experietlce.

Although the laboratory analyses are at operator's

disposal the results come a long tinte after the

samples were tåkitìg off.

The operator's experieuce of the extractiotl cotltrol,
his knowledge of raw materials (sugar beet, stean,

etc.), technological conditions of the extractioll

process and another knowledge, it should be

water

spent

beet cuttings

Fig. 3 Extractor scheme

are rìot able to reach nlain goals of control
nìentiolìed above. The raw juice flow at the lower
end of the extractor is controlled by level control
loop. According to the flow of fresh beet cuttings
clear water is added at the upper end of the

extractor.

Iu corulection with the other parts of the production
(technological) line and because of changing
properties of the sugar beet during the campaign it
is necessary to set values of the following control
parameters:

-- the performance of the extractor (the unount of
processed beet),
-- the transport rate of the cuttings inside the

extractor (extraction time),
-- the amount of added water,

sweet

beet cuttings

raw sugarjuice

included into a knowledge base of the expert

systenì. Such an expert system is able to evaluate

the state of the process and make decisions

according to measured values and another

information given by the operator. The setpoints of
control loops are adjusted.

If we simplify the situation on qualitative

description only, there are following possibilities of
âctio¡rs:

-- according to the size and the mechanical

properties of beet cuttings the suit¿ble course of
temperature along the extractor is set; low
temperatures make the extraction effect insuffrcient,

high temperatures make problems with beet cuttings

transport inside the extractor because of their soften

state.

I

I

I

I
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-- according to tlìe requested performance of the

extractor the degree of f,rlliilg of the extractor is

changed by modifrcatiou of screw spiu, so that the

hydroclyrumic condition is optimal,

-- when the sugar conterìt in the spent cuttilìgs is
high the rate between fresh water aud sweet cuttings
flows is iucreased and the other way routtd,

-- according to the quality of sugar beet (fresh,

frozen, half-rotten, etc.) the suitable temperature

course along the extractor is set and the performance
and extraction tinle are changed.

Of course, it is llecessary to build up the knowledge
base particularly for each type of the extractor. The

file of input informatiou for expert systerÌr colttents

the values found by direct measuring, results of
laboratory atulyses and quantifred evaluation of
beet's technological quality. The expert systenì

detects the actual state of the extractor. Accorcling
to this result the chosen system of actions nÌoves the

plant into the desirable state.

At tìre present time we are working with some

sinrplifred model experiments so the results of
operational experiments are not available yet.

4. CO-ORDINATION CONTROL

Sugar factory in the city of Lovosice is a plant that
processes about 1300t of beets daily. It co¡sists of
two parts - a continuous part and a discontinuous
Olle.

The structure of its continual part is shown on

lìgure 4. There are tlrree main sections there,

runrely extractiou of beet cuttiugs, purifrcation of
extracted juice and evaporation of thin juice. Three

balancing t¿nks are mainøidng an amoulìt of juices

in the process line.

The thick juice tanl supplies the boiling house that's
why there must be a sufficient supply of juice there

so that a new brew can be started at anytilìte.
However, tbe process in the boililtg house is not

continuous. It is a process tlnt involves irregular
intakes, noreover the volune of thick juice intake

differs according to the situatiorl imide each of the

five vacuum paus.

It is also inevitable to have enough thin juice in the

tank leading to the evaporation section. If there

were no juice water would have been poured iuttl it
instead of juice to avoid destructioll of the

evaporator.

A huge complication are different time delays

between balancing tanks. Especially extractiolì tinìe
delay is sonle 50 ninutes and the capacity of
extracted juice tank is very small. Witltout ally
supply it can be absolutely empty in l0 or 15

miuutes. But the problem is usually opposite. The

boiling house is full, the thick juice t¿nk is full, the

thin juice tank becomes full and there is no free

capacity in the extracted juice ¿ank - the cuttirìg of
beets must be stopped.

In this situation an expert systen is probably the

only one that can help. The goal of its
implementation is to make this process more stable

and uniform, without undesirable interruptions. It
helps to save ellergy, fuel and steam consulllptioll.
saves time and in this way increases the volume of
juice flowing througlt the plant.

About thirty values are to be prepared for

WFBC WLEJ

FEJ

WLNJ

FNJ
LNJ LKJ

thick juice
tank

FKJ
FBC

beet cuttings
extracted
juice tank

thin juice
tank

To:50min To:12min Tu=l5min

Fig. 4 The structure of the continual part of Lovosice sugar factory
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consulutiolt with the expert systen. Sone of
them are measured. sonìe are calculated fronl
them - beet cuttings flow (FBC), extracted,

thin and thick juice flows (FEJ, FNJ, FKI)
and levels (LEi, LNJ, LIU), their trends are

soure examples of them.

The hrowledge base used by tlte expert systenl

FEL-EXPERT (MaÌík,1991) controls three

values - beet cuttings flow, extracted juice

flow and thin juice flow. Each of the outputs

has three goal hypotheses - to increase, to

decrease and uot to change the desired value,

so that there are nine goal hypotheses

altogether. After consultatioll with tlte expert

system these hypotheses are ordered according
to their importauce. For each output the

hypothesis with the highest importance is

slart eidence

f"ol
h)'ptheses

worh tech

cotrdu ctit'itl'

choseu as the best oue, and it indicates

whether clesired value of controlled output Fig 5 Expert controller structure

should be changed or not.

Arterwards rrre experr conrror systen compures and iJ'å;i,::Ï"::l1i::;. å"1å:ååT'r 
and experience

sets the value of beet cuttirtgs flow (WFBC) and

clesired values of extracted and thin juice tank levels The sintple coutrol of the crystallisation process itt

(WLEJ, WLNJ). These levels are computed the vacuum pan by means of a logic controller based

accoriliug to recomnteuded changes in extracted or on conductivity measurement didn't get satisfactory

tlrin.luice flows ancl they are regulated by local PID results as there are too many uncertâinties,

controllers. nonlinearities and heuristics. On the otler hand a

rre conrputi'g argoritrrm or the experr coxrror ;:,î:;iîi:t"r",i$:"t#iåirJl;åo',j".'#::,'ir:
systenl is based on juices and beet cuttings balarlce ï---^-.^-"^^
calculations arcr it is considerabry .on,pri.",räü,r l"üirtitfirjjr. 

thtttrote rat from anv doubt'

cturprehensive both for the part that prepares data

for rhe expert systeur atd for the part that evaluates The main difficulty in present control is to adjust

resulrs of the co¡sultation with it. the characteristic parameters: seed conductivity,

s cRysrAllrsArroN coNrRoLrN A li,äî,Lfrit^ï::T:ï,,ffi."îii,iîjïijfå?
VACUUM PAN the expert control. The structure of the expert

Duriug the crystallisation process the dissolved controller is on Fig.5. The knowledge base has

sucrose crystallises in a vacuum pan. Control of the three parts - for seed, for feed and for brix-up. At
process should guarantee the highest possible speed the end of each stage a consultatio¡l is activated to

of crystal growth at the lowest energy consumption. evaluate the process and to change parameters if
Crystallisation in the vacuum pan is a batch process necessary. The input evidence for the consulüatioll

usually controlled by a programmable logic are the quantitative results from the laboratory

controller with a few arulog inputs. One method to analysis and the qualitative subjective evaluatiott of
control the crystallisation process is based ou the process made by operator. He answers several

measuring conductivity. It has been discovered that questions concerning the amount and the size of
conductivity is an indication of the extent of seed, the density ofjuice, the presence of false grain

supersaruratiou that forces the crystals to grow. The and consistency of the final product. All questions

conductivity base control has several drawbacks. It require only quantitative answers. The inference

depends on the impurities and contents of engine checks the rules in the knowledge base and

rìorì-sugars that are affected by the soil in which the derives the final hypothesis. The result of the

beet was grown and condition under which the beet consultation is an assertion concenúng the state of
is nlaintaiued and stored. They vary from region to the process. The assertion has the form of several

re,uion and frour year to year. There are three key firul hypotheses each connected with a probability

stages during the process: seed, feed and brix-up. value which is a measure of theirs validity. The

The batch process can be satisfactorily controlled knowledge base is relatively simple and was created

ouly under the condition all conductivity parameters with a help of experts in sugar boiling. The second

are well acljusted. They are : seed conductivity, part of the expert controller is the dynamic discrete

four conductivity limits for feed stage and final model.
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u(k)= la,u(k- j)+IIbun,(k- j) (1)
j=l j=0 i=l

presentation software and expert systems. In first
installation a rule-based expert system working with
uncertainties was used.

7. CONCLUSION

The application of AI in control of technological
processes is moving from the theory into practice.
This paper shows a practical application of au experr
control for the technology of sugar production. Co-
ordination of the production line, extraction of the
sugar from the beet and crystallisation processes are
of the type where classical control fails. That is
why expert control was suggested and partially
implemented in sugar factory in Lovosice. First
results indicate this solution is a promisirìg one,
with good economical prospects for the future.
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n

where
aj'bij
pi(k)

are coefficierlts of the model,
is the probability of the final
hypothesis H1 in discrete rime k,
is the output value in discrete time k.u(k)

We have chosen a model where m:n:2 and the
following strategy is used to find the parameters.
At the begiruúng of the campaign a skilled operator
or arì expert adjusts the characteristic conductivity
according to the suggested hypothesis of the expert
systenr, which evaluates the state of the process.
Expert actiorìs are used for ou-line identification of
parameters of the discrete dynamic model. As soon
as the identification is complete, the expert
controller can be switched to automatic mode,
where the output value is calculated from the final
hypotheses using the identif,red model.

6. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND
RESULTS

In the first paragraph there was shown that the
expert supervisory control is in the third layer of the

-alobal control structure. For it's good performance
both underlying layers must be reliable and there
nlust be fast and error free conmunication Íunong
the layers. Fig.6 shows the block structure of the
technological computer net based on the SattBus
comnrurúcation protocol for linking PLCs, process
controllers, intelli_sent I/O devices and control
computers and PCs. All technological dat¿,
nleasured as well as gained from laboratory analysis
are available for all nodes in the net. A principle of
distributed database is used. Data are stored in the
luode nearest to its origin and transmitted to another
luode ou request.

The software of the coutrol system is distributed
over all nodes. It corxists of net software,
ureasuriu_q and madpulation routines, operator's

SattBus

Fig. 6 Block structure of the control system
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A RBAL.TIN,IE KNOWLEDGB-BASED BLAST FURNACE SUPBRVISION SYSTEI\{

LÐIF KARILAINEN''l and HÐNRIK SAXÉN'

* Deportmcnl of Chemicat Engineering, Åbo Aka¿ení, Disl;opsg. 8, FIN-20500 Å,b0, Finland

I Funrlia, Iiouerltar lltorls, flA'-10820 Lappohja, Fitland

Abstr'¿rct. Tlris paper prescnts a supervision s¡'stenr for a blast furnace ¡>roccss, rritìr etrrphæis on the hardsare and
softrrare soìutions. The purpose of tìre system is to give the blæt furnace operator possibilities to si:nulate iIrìportant
elents or changes in the process and to act æ arì operator aid by monitorirrg details of tìre process calculated o¡ infer¡cd
by the softrrare moduìes. Because of the higìr complcxit¡' of ihis indust¡ial proccss, the fi¡ral cont¡ol actions are still
decided Ly tlre lru¡nau operator.

Key Words. Guidance systems; supervìsory control; stecl industry; ¡eal time computer systems; knol'legde engineerirg;
monitoring; so[trtare tools

1. INTRODUCTION

Tire l¡last furnace (BF) is thc most in.rpoltant process

unit fol ploductiolì of ilon fo¡' stccl tnanufactuling in the
woll(I. It cau be described as a huge chclnical reactor

an(l heat excllanger \\'lìere heat and n-Lass is transfelled
bctl'ccn solicl, Iiquid and g¿ìs phases. The solid ilo¡i
bealing matcrials (sinter and/or pellets) and the colic arc

chargocl at tlle top of the fulnace. To melt arld reduce tlìe

ilon ìrcaring materials a tempelatut'e of about 2000oC is

rcquilcd, ivhich is rnaintiìinecl (locall¡') b¡' bulnirlg the

fuel rvith oxJ'gen enriched plelteated air (together s'ith
pr.rh'elized coal or oil), injected into the furnace ihlough
tlie tu¡-eres (see Fig. 1). Äfter uudergoing sevelal cheìrical
reactions) the ores soften ancl nrelt in the cohesit'e zone

a¡rcl dribble through the lorver parts of tl:e furnace into the

lreartlr, rvhele the piQ iron is collectccl rvith thc b1'-ploduct
slag. and are tappccl irlegularl¡' througìr the tapholc(s).
The coml¡ustion gases, in tttt'n, rise aucl leavc the fut'uace

at tlc top.

As the conditions in the furnace ale 1'ery clet:randing
(high tcrnperatures and prcssule, considerable t¡ecl¡¿rnical

u'ear, elc.) onl¡' ver¡' ferv dit'ect intelnal ¡leasurelncnts
are alailable. Thus, it is vcr¡' impoltant to obtain
infonnation about ihe inputs and outPuts' alld these

variables are thelefole nleasured and analyzed c¡uite

carelully i¡r older to provide possibilities to intelpret and

simulate the internal conditions of the furnace. Becartse

of the long residence tinre of the condensed phases -
t1'picallr' 7-10 hours - ii is vit,al to detect abno¡malities
an<l clistr.r¡'bances in time to be able to take efficicnt
cont¡ol actions. The gas here acts as a ¡apid soul'ce of
infolmation, since it rises through the furnace in 10-20
seconds; Its tempelature, chemical anal¡'5i5 and radial
distlil¡ution reflect e.g., the florv conditions of the ores and

the ìreat level of the furnace. Such information together
rvith other' ¡¡easureme¡lts and (qualitative) observations,
in conrbi¡ration with several years of process experielìce
yield an estimate of rvhat is happening inside the furnace.

Hos,cver', the tasli to follorv and recognize patterns ln
the BF operation is a very challenging aud time con-

sr-uuing task, s'hicìr sliould be carried out in real-tirne.

I(norvleclge-bascd tecluri<¡ues dealing rvith heulistic pro-

cess knos,-ìrorv have therefore ploven to be helpful as an

opelzrtor aid. Horvevet', tÌrc contlol stlaiegics, tl're equip-

rnc¡rt and the exte¡r'ral const¡aints may vary a lol betl'een
the ilon rvorlis. Therefore, the s¡'stems developed hal'e of-

ten l¡eeu desigued fol particular furnaces, using iocal ex-

pcltise, experience, and data from specific measurernent

devices. These are some of the leasons rvhf it n'as con-

sicìerecl feasible to develop an o\l'n systetl fol supcrvision

and opelator aided contlol of the blast furuace. In rthat
follorvs, the gcneral outlines of the s¡'stem are describccì
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THM - lon hot m€Îal

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration and characteristic data
for l(overhar blast fu¡nace.
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2, THE STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTE\,I

The lapid development in the field of com¡ruter science
and tcchnolog¡' htrs rrade it possible for research and pro-
dnction engineers, rr.ho a¡e not specialized on computer.s,
to tirlte part in tlie plogramrning tasks of cornplicated ap-
plications in process coltlol and supervision. .4n impor.-
tant issue in the developr¡tent of such st'stellls is the choice
of both hardu'are and softl'a¡e to be used. This chapter
desclibes the solutions and choices mac.le fo¡ the real-tirne
linor'ilcrìge-based supervision s¡'stem for the blast furnace
of the Iiovelhar rvorks, Finland.

2.1 Hurduare and, Netuork Issues

The old supervision and control system at the fur.nace
in cluestion -- the Koaerl¿ar .ryslern (i\Ioliis-À{ellberg
ancl Barues, 1963) - runs on the process cornputer
(PDP 11/S4) rçhere all rncasuLcment values ale collectccl.
Roughll', the BF data can be classifred into tu,o g¡oups:
regulalll'logged and batch t¡'pe data. At, I(overhar thcre
arc al¡out 850 of the formcr t¡pe, including calculatcd
quantitics, rvhile the relnaining 60 tapping and char.ging
valialtles belong to the latter categoly. À.lean values a¡e
calcuìatecl using diffclent tinte "rvjndou,s" (10 minutes,
1 Lour, 1 cla¡') for. the most regularly loggecì clata. The
data files ale of ¿1'6|lq natur.e, so data are stored only
for a cettaiu period before oserrvriting staris. The RSX
opelatirrg s¡'stem is quite old-fashiored and has ser.er.e
capacit¡' limiiatious. Ther-efore, ther.e have been plans
to r,r¡:date botll the automation s¡.steur and the plocess
computer.

In i993 a cornputer for the nerv system for blast fu¡nace
¡upelvision and process operator aid (SPO) t'as installed
at the iron plant. Special attention rvas paid to the
user inte¡face to ensule that tlie system n.ould be eas¡'
to use rrith graphical screens and rvith mouse suppor.t,
rvhich lequire consiclerable storage and processor capacity.
A DtrC-S¡stern õ000-133 model rvit,h 48 Mbs of RAIvI
merìrorl and large disks u'as procured. Tliis ULTRIX
machine u'as connected to a local ethernet netrvor-k rvith
PÀT\\'ORI(S softrvare using DECnet protocol to l:andle
tlie net*'olk traffic. The rclaiional database, Oracle
(Oracle Corporation, 19E9), resides on ttre ULTRIX se¡r.er
and facilitates quick data search alÌ over the netrvo¡k.
Data transfe¡¡ing routines are tirned to be executcd at
co¡r'ect moments for trausferring data from the process
computer to the server via an optical fibre connecting the
ts'o local ethernet netv'orks. The s1'stem furthe¡ includes
a graphical modelling tool, SL-GìvfS (Sherrill-Lubinslii
Colporaiion, 1991), and an expert system shell, Nexperi
Object (Neuron Data Inc., 1991), rvhich both run on the
server. The application utilizes these commercial softrvare
tools' C-language libraries s'hen calculated and inferled
results are displal'ed to the user. Figure 2 illusiratcs the
alchitccture of the hardrva¡e and the netrvorli-

Since the development rvork is carried out in a joint
¡rloject bets'een the steel industry and a university, most
of the development rvork is made under VMS ope¡aii¡rg
s]'stenl on a \/AX-stat,ion 4000 VLC computer rvith 16

It''Ibs of RAI,'Í memory, connected to a university netu'ork.
I¡r orde¡ to make the use of commercial softrvare tools as
ea.sy as possible, it rvas decided to use the C programming

language for the modules. Another important mattcr. u,as
that the code should be easily por.table bein'een \,'trIS and
UNIX operaiing s5'sterns.

At ihe iron rvorks, fir'e PCs rvith 486 processors have been
installecl in a local nets'or.li. The SPO application runs
rvith Excursion for \\/indot's - a standard t.indol.ing
s¡'stem for netu'o¡ks using X-n.indorv protocol - fi.om
the selve¡.' rvith displal's on tlie PCs. The application's
use¡ inte¡face is t,herefore the same on everv rnachine,
inde¡;endent of the operating sl'stem. The nets'ork makes
it possible to copy and execute files on different disks and
to flexibly use the netrvork's serr.ices such as pr.inters, tape
drir.els, ¿lc. lt4oreover, a separate server is ad.r'antageous
in that a possible dorv¡rload of thc supervision s¡'stcn-r rvill
have no effect on the process cor¡puter) tvhich handles the
BF control. This is important bccause it is quite possibìe,
or el'en likely, tl:at problerns occur rvhen nerv parts of the
s.v-stern are inst,alled.

x-TEUt tÀì.
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Fig. 2 Hardrvare a¡rd nets'ork a¡chitecture

2.2 Commercial Softuare

Relatjonal databases offel major adva.ntages ol'er sequen-
tial data files in that the data are clearly grouped into
tables and columns. \\¡ith an SQL query language it
is possible to retrieve data frorn the Oracle lelational
database, rvith conditions, such as til¡e restr.ictious or
sinrple calculations (addition, subtraction, nlultiplication,
division, mean values, variances, elc.) specified. Rela-
tional databases are, moreover, easier to edit, maintain
and alte¡: For instance, in a siiuation tvhere a new mea-
surement is to be defined and stored in the database, the
SQL language can be easily used to add one column to
an existing table, and nelv measure¡¡ent values can be
inseried rvithout any further changes or side-effects on
the s¡'stem. Today, most softn'are toolkits are ecluipped
rviih i¡rterfaces to commercial database programs, or at
least support facilities (open architecture) for the user to
rvrite such brid,ges. In this u'ork, PRO*C for data re-
trieval fror¡ O¡acle in common C u'as used, rvhich pre-
compiles every Oracle command to C code. The rela-
tional database in question also supports PRO-language
facilities for othe¡ progranrming languages (fortran, ada,
pascal, cobol, PLl7, etc).
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In process supervision and control applications, the im-

portance of the mau-r¡achiue interface must be stressed'

I¡r olclel to develop a user fi'iendl¡' intel'face, a glaphical

modclling s¡'siem (SL'G\{S) rvas used (c/' Fig 3)' Dis-

pla¡'s ale created rvith a drarving editor (SL-DRA\\¡) by

ch'arving glaphical objects and saving thcnr in ordinaly
portablc ÄSCII text filesO. The object d¡'namics on the

clisirla¡'arc drilen by daia fi'om the ap¡rlicat'ion ot b¡'user

in1;utsø (kcyboar<ì arrd mouse) through a data defrnition

table@. The prograrrmel has full cont¡ol of keyboard

ancl mouse aciions all the tirre, and external subroutines

can also be called at an1' moment. Tlie dynanrics sup-

polt mole than 50 different' actions, such as color, text,
visibilitv, friling grade, ø - y molements, scaling, elc , for

the objects. With these faciliiies it is possible to create

rnor-cable, real-time p1'ocess displal's updated by a timer

routine@ to the end-us"r@. SL-G\{S uses C-language

program libraries, ç'hich can be called from the users ap-

plication. Some features of object-orienied programming

have also been used in the libraries. Diffelent methocls

ca¡r thus be defined at ihe class level, and be irlhelited ì:y

the rnernbe¡s of the class, It is therefore ver¡' eas]' to cre-

ate a "standa¡d" fot'l:orv user input and object d1'nallics

a¡e treatecl on the displa¡'s

Fig. 3 The SL-G\{S graphical modelling system'

Reasoning can be made both l¡ackrvards and forrvarcls

and the user can give the rules priority indices. The

iool has also an Olacle blicÌge@, u'hich rnakes it
possible to retrieve data directì¡'from the IiB. Like SI-
G\4S, Nexpert Object also consists of C-language library
functions, a so called application programtning inlerface

(.+.eI¡@ and includes sonre features of object' oricnted

prograrnt:ring. Extelltal sublorrtines calr be caìlcd both

frorn the prerniss (IF side) and action (THEN side) of tìte

rules, from the objects and naturalll' also from the usc¡'s

subprograms.

Fig, 4 The Nexpert Object expert system tool

3. THE APPLICATION

\\¡ith experiences f¡om a Nordic joint resealch projeci

(Gyllenram et ø1., 1991), it s'as decided i¡r 1990 at

the l(overhar rvorks to develop a nerv knorvledge-based

supervision s¡'stem for the blasi furnace \\¡ith ihe

harchva¡e and softrvare solutions described abole, the

development sta¡ted 1991 and still continues' In this

chapter, some of the building blocks of the softrvare rvill

be described.

Since tire application runs in ¡eal time, the progra¡¡s \\'ere

rl,ritten to be executed after receiving a signal tliat alì

necessary data have been logged and copied to the Oracle

database on the servel machi¡re @ (see Fig. 5)' The

applicaiion consists of modules rvhich deal rvith some of

tl¡e most important issues and phenomena in the control

of the blast furnace, such as iron-slag partition of chemical

cornponents (screen display in Fig. 6), raceway simulation,

charging control (Hiden, 1994), interpretation of the gas

distribution (Saxén and Iiarilainen, 1990), reconciliation

of measurements (Forss' 1992), supervision and anal¡'5i5

of heat losses, heat level prediction' prediction of slips

and hangings, tapping control, cohesive zone estimation

and hot stove control. The application progra¡ns are

divicted into two main groups, as illustrated in Fig S: @
prog¡ams that do not ilclude graphics and are executed

regulaliy or triggerecl by evenis (e,9., tappings), ot O
routines rvith graphics. This partition was iniroduced to

When complex practical ploblems are tackled, heuristic

knorvledge, rvhich ca.n be difficult to replesent mathemat-

ically, is ofien available. In such cases, it may be advan-

tageous to use knorvledge-based models for tackling part

of the problems. Based on the $'ork in a previous project

(G¡'llcnram el ol., 1991), it rvas decided to develop the

knorvledge-based modeìs of SPO using lYexpert Object, an

expert sJ'stem tool rvhere knorvledge can be represented

bA rulesO and frames@ (see Fig. 4). In this too1, the

knoruledge base (I(B) is an ASCII text file@, which is

portable betu'een different environments (machines and

operating systems) and can be executed with a run-time

rrlrrion of Nexp"rt Object' The graphical interface of the

tool is easy to use' and only basic knowledge of expert

systems is required to create, edit and maintain the KBs'
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make ii possible t,o rapidl¡'display graphics in spite of the
lact that some of the routines, e.g., the data ¡econciliatioli
algorithms, require a considerable computational effort.

Some of the above mentior:ed modules rvere convertccl
front the old auto¡ration syslern, u,hile othe¡ rvere
developecl specificall¡' for the nerv application. \\¡or.k is
still in progress to incorporate more modules; thc reacle¡.
is r'efclrecl to refelence (I(arilainen el ø1., 1gg4) for more
information about the submodels. For the purpose of
iìlr,rstlation, the next snbsection presents in more dctail
the heat loss module of the system, t'hich illustrates sorre
of the featulcs of knorvledge-based r-easoning and objeci-
oriented programming used in this rvo¡k.

DEÇSYS'rËM 5000.i33

3.1 Tl¿e heal load check; an ez.ample of a software
modtLle

The DF walls mnst l¡e coniinuously cooled rvith rvatcr
to stand the enormous heat load caused by tire high
tempelature in the fulnace. The heat loss is usuaìl¡,
colltrollcd to rnaintain the furnace lining. Itloreover., the
load can give information about formation or meltirg of
accretions (condensed material clinging on the furnace
rvall), v'hich may alTect and cause abnormalities ir-r the
descent of ihe charged materials and often result in poor.
pig iron quality. At ihe l(overhar works the cooling
s)'ste¡n is divided into four sectors around the peripher¡'
of the furr-race and into four ve¡tical levels (bosh, bell¡.,
lorver shaft and upper shaft). The heat loss for each of
these sixteen above mentio¡red regions is calculated on tlie
basis of information about the temperatures ancl thc flot'
rate of cooling rvater.

The rule displayed in the- rule editor of Fig. 7 uses
a heat loss index calculated for the losses in tÌrc
difereni regions. A low index is desir.ecl; incliccs
above 16 usually indicate al¡normalities in the yrroccss.
The object o¡iented and frame facilities of thc ex1>cr.t

s¡'stem tool have been used in ihe IF part of the rule
presented. The Secúor class, r'isualized in tlie class
editor, has four subclasses (Secúor'-J to 4), six inhcritable
ploperties (in dex, in dex-hrþi, in dex-Àigå -du r at i on. let' el,
measuremenú-va|ue, neighbour) and individual lalues
for the properties (I:integer, B:boolean, S=stling and
F:floai). When a new object, say BosJr-secior.-4, is
to be created, all thai has to be staied its name
ancl tl:at it belongs to the Secúor'-4 subclass. The
object auton:aticall¡'inherits the property slots fi.orn the
subclass, rvhich malies the developrnent of thc IiB fast
and easy, and fu¡thermore reduces the risk of t1'po err.ors.

The classes have also another important feature rvhich
can be used in the rules. In Fig. 7, the object <l Sec-
úor l> .index in.the rule denotes a pattern matching
opelation on the j¡dex slot of me¡nbers of the Sccto¡ class.
This generic operation creates a list, u'hich includes all
the objects rvith a heat level ) 16. This feature sen.es to
rcduce dramaiically the number of the rules requir.ecl, and
malies the I(B mo¡e transparent. If the left irald side of
tl¡e ¡ule is true, the ¡ule fi¡es and the (Boolean) h¡'poihesis
indexJtigh rvill be true. Simultaneously, the right hand
side aciions are executed: First, information on horv many
consecutive discrete time steps the index has been high is
retlieved from Oracle, next the indexligh properties for
the membe¡s in the pattern matching list are set to true
and tlreir indexJtigh-duraiion property is incrernented b¡'
one. The alarm is activated if a sector shows a high
heai load for at least three consecutive time steps, or
if trvo neighboring sectors are high simultaneousl¡'. The
alarnts are written into the database, and can nos'l¡e
accessed by the heat loss module, which displays the
results graphically on the screen.

The use of the tool for knorvledge-based reasoning nral<es

maintenance of the system flexible and eas¡', in that
neithe¡' compilaiion no¡ iinking of the application code is
required if the I(B has to be modifled. The changes can
be introduced interactively using the developnrent version
of the tool, and immediately tested and verified.
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Fig. 5 Stluctule of the SPO application.
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Fig. 7 Rulc, class and objcct cditors in Nexperi Objcct.

4. CONCLUDIì(G REì\IÄRI(S

This papel has describcd the har<.lri'are and softrvare used

ilr a s¡'steru for blast fulnace supcrvision and operator
aid. The s¡'stem 1:as been devcloped incrementally, aud

new moclules ale c¡eated aud transferled after testing to
the dcvclopmeut de¡rarttncut at the ilou rvorks. Even
though the s¡'stcm is still undcrrvolk, the architectule
has been found appropriate and efficient, and rvell suited
for inclernental development. Bl'this approacìt the
oper¡tors and plant cngincers get acquinted u'ith the
rÌe\\' s¡'stem graduall¡'. Anoiher important matter is that
feedback and cliticism can be considered in time befole
thc syslcn: rcaches its final state. Bccause of the four
diferent operating s¡'stems used in rvork, some problerns
s'ith file transfers and plograln linking l'ere experienccd
initialll'. Part of these ploblerns arouse because sevelal
commercial prograns had to be linked together in the
s)'ste¡.n. Horvevet, C for softrvale programming proved
to be a proper choice, since nrost of tlie softt'are tools
u.ere rv¡itten in this language. In general, these tools
*'ele found to be diversifled and rvell portable bets'een

diffclent e nvironments, but at the same tine c¡uite

demanding. In surlmat\', the rvork has shown tirat it is

feasible for engineers, rvho are not specialized on computer
technolog¡', to design and install own applications, such

as s¡'stems for process supervisiou and control.
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REAL TIME ST]PEN,VISION OF WASTEWATB.
TRE.ATME}TT PLAI{TS: A DISTRIBTITED AI APPROACE

Ùf. sÀNcHEz" L n-RoDA-, J. LAFUET{IE-, U. CORIÉS, }Í. PiOCH-

'llnivcrsitat Politècnba de Catabrya- Dcpt of fuSwøc. Pau fugøIb S. 0Ú(}.28 bcclon*
-Ilniv¿rsítat Auòtøt¡u de fu¡ccbna. Chernical Ftgìnecrhg Urrit æ193 Bclbena fpabl

Abstr¡cL Coavcotiornl autom¡tic control ryst€mr applicd to *¡¡trtmt€r trcetmcal plentr dc¡b with
¡omc diI[culticr: complexþ of thc ryctcm, ¡a ill-¡tn¡cù¡rcd dom¡itr, gralitativc inform¡tion,
unccrtainty or ¡pproxim¡¡c knowlcdgc, rc¡ltimc dynsmb ¡ycsú, ctc. Al¡o, tbc knowlcdgoåared
epproacher dcvclopcd from ¡rtificial inælligencc 6eld rhow otbcr di¡¡dv¡nt¡gcr: britdcnesr,
tnowledgc rcquirition probleo, do not bam from øpcricocc, thc increasing aomplcxþ of thc
syEt€m¡, ctc. Tbc main goal of the papcr ir to preseot ¡ knowledgoåared distributod ¡¡chitectr¡¡c for
re¡l timc rupenririoo ¡nd cont¡ol of w¡¡tewster trc¡tmeot plantr tbat ove¡come¡ ¡omc of thesc
trouble¡. lt i¡ discusscd thc dcvelopmcnt of thc application ¡nd tbc merhodolo¡gl coploycd in it Tbc
proûotypo'r srchitccturc bcing dovclopcd DAI-DEPUR L daailcd togcrhcr wi¡h ¡omc obt¡ined re¡ult!.

Key Words. Re¡l{imc Supcnirioo rnd control, Di¡ffiutêd AI, Ibowbdgú¡¡od Syrtemr,
'Wasþw¡ter trcstment, Knowlcdgc Acquirition, Environmental Eogineering, Biotechnolo¡51.

1. INTR,ODUCTION

The rn¡in goal of r westewst€,Í t¡e¿tmeot plant ir ûo

reduce the level of pollution of tho wsstewster 8t the
lowest cost, thst is, to remove -wirhin possible
Ee¡sure- Btrsnge compounds (pollutants) of the
inflow wsþr to the plant prior io discharge ûo the
envi¡onment. So, the effluent water h¡s low levels of
the pollutants Qower tbsn msximum ones ellowed by
the law).

A wastewater treatment plant is conpo,sed usually by
two stand-alone but interactive subsysÞms: sfudge
lírc ¿lrd wøter lÍne. The study h¡s focused on lhe
water line. It i¡ formed by e sequence of unit8ry
procsss€s wher,s the effluent of one proc€ss bocomes
the inflow ùo the next one. Usually there ¡re 3 major
procÆsses: prinary trestment, secondary tre¡tment
and tertiary treatment. E¿ch ono reduces or removes
the conceutration of several speciñc pollutaute
(Metcalf 1991). The cb¡rt of e plant Esy be seen in
Fig. 1.

The plants taken as models -in this 8h¡dy- ¡re b¡sed
on the main biological technologyusually applied: tåa

ac*ìvared sludge process (Robusté 1990). Tbe ¡cu¡¡l
wastewater plant studied i¡ located in Manrese, near

Ba¡celon¡ (Catalonia). This plant receives ¡bout
30000 m3iday inflow from 75000 inh¡bitsûts.

The se$ing of ¡n ¡¡¡tom¡tic proc€ss control over the
w¡stewater trestmeût plent system, b¡s outlined soæ
difficultiee:

. The ønpbþ of tlu probbn. The¡p ¡¡e meny

f¡ce from differeot n¡h¡re present at the aystem:
chemic¡l fecte, mechrnicel, biological,
microbiologicel o¡res, ...
. A non-wcll itruaurcd bnuÍn. The relationships
s¡nong the concepts or ¡ltribuþs of the domain a¡e

not enoughknowa or the egreement sûrong experte is
not very high.
. Most ínfomutíon ís rcítlur man¿ríc nor quantífr¿d.
So, it is not srit¡ble to bs included in the context of
¡ classic¡l -nurerical- conhol model (microbiological
information, etc).
. Unærtainty or approxítute loøv'lcdgc. By
exanple, the subjective inform¡tion supplied by the
experienco of the plants' mmlgera.
o Adynatnic system. Continuo¡¡s cbragee th¡t Eodify
directly the performanco of the process.

Moroover, it c¡n bc B¡id th¡t the cbssícal nâhds
wort well onîùre notmal states of the plant but not in
orhe¡ únormal states of working. How could they
detect somo mecbanicsl fr¡¡lts?. How could they usc
the evailable information but incomplete one, ûo solve
e specific problem?. These troublee with tbe

convention¡l proc€ss control systems s feed-bú
æntrol, feed-fo¡wørd æntrol, optinal æntrol,
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adaptíve ærtrolbeve ¡¡orxed during last yeers much
research effort in A¡ificial Intelligeoce (Coleman a
aL L991, Maeds 1989).

The main cha¡acteristics of KnowledgeBased
Systems (KBS) point out th¡t they could be r¡sed for
the zupervision and cont¡ol of wastewater treatments
plants:

a Usebss in cvncrae domsíns: they are effective
when applied to e certain dem¡in where som expert
people can afford their experience and knowledge.
c Supporting of nunerical atd/or symbolic
ìnformation.
o Specially useful in ill-struaured do¡nains.
o Could be extended i¡ some ways. As for example,

the t¡eatment of uncertain or appraxinute reasoníng.

Nevertheless, KBS do not incorporaÞ some desi¡ed

features frq6 þuman inælligence ¡nd have soæ
technical difñculties in their developing (Steels 1990).

. Most KBS do not lcarnfrotn iu aperíences. This,
is a valuable feature ùo bo contemplated in KBS.
. The lowwledge acquisition probbn, There ¡re
some difñculties in the process of extracting the

knowledge and experience from knowlertge's sources.
. Bríttleness. Their scope is linitc{t !o the forecasted
situations in the domain. They could not respoosê
wright in front of unexpected situ¿tions.
. The ìncreasing compleÅty of tlu systens. As the

systems grow, iE more difñcult to rrn¡rage

information and knowledge involved in them.

So, the goal of the designed architecture u/iü b€ to
overoome some of these troubles, in order to build ¡
moro efficient e¡d ¡ccurate sysÞm for the

zupervision and real time control of wastewater
treatment plants.

2. DISTRIBUTED AI AND REAL TIME
PROCESS CONTROL

Fig. 1. Ch¡rt of ¡ wsstewsler treatmeat plant.

cb¡r¡cùeristics îor re¡l d¡rp control proc€os (Srirsm

1992)z

o High performanco
r Continued operation
c Response tiæ wrrr¡ated
o Uncertainty or missing v¡lues in input data
r Supporting as¡rnchronic eventg end internrptions

Tbese feah¡¡es could be present in ¡ distributed AI
¡rchitecn¡¡e. The main rÊ'¡so¡rs for distributing 8n AI
Bystem in r multiagent ¡¡chiteca¡re could be
enunerated ¡s follows (Huhns 1987' C¡stillo a ¿l
1ee1):

. Geographìc dìstríbuion in the dom¡in of
applicaion (air trafñc control, information systems,

robots' sysùem, etc).
. Funaional dcæmposìtion rn s natural wsy
(topdown "nalysis) such in ¡ medical diagnosis,
speech recognition system, etc
o Control distribution in order !o gef. førter
processíng spced by tìt¿arut of paralbl (æncuren)
ã¿cutìon of agents' wort.
o Distribution sffords ndalañty, ¡ad the¡efore
rewabìlity ttd ctendib¡Ary üî the system-
¡ Processing distributionis ¡ basic strategy lo ætrol
the íncreasìng æmpbity of AI systans.
o Inþgration rnd cooperation of sever¡l inÞlligeat
egents (systens) ínoeasas tlu power of tlu resulting

Ðßtem. Tberefore, mre complex problems c¡¡ be
resolved.

Distributed AI h¡s been epplied to rcæ ¡¡e¡s: ¡ir
l¡affic control (Csrnnaratr d aL 1983>, diagnostic
rnd control (Rod¡ a 4¿ 1990), nedicsl diagnosie
(Gómez cf cr. 1981).

Tbere ¡¡e four m¡in types of distributed rrchitecb¡rec
(Kim a at L992'): blackbo¡rd Byst€ml (BBS),

supervisory systens (SVS), contract ners (CN)' Non
explicit coordinated eystems (NECS). Supervisory
syst€Es h¡s b€€û selected ¡s the mst promising
rpproach to this domain etteoding his chr¡cteristics.Real time AI systems often require several of these
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3. DESIGN OF TEE DISTRMITTEI)
SI'PERVISORY SYSTEM'S ARCSITECTT]RE

DAI-DEPUR's srchitecu¡rÊ i¡ tbe resr¡lt of previously
developed çproaches for w¡stewaler t¡estm€ût
plants: ¡ knowledge-based diagnostic ¡nd
management lool (Serra d aL 1994) ¡nd ¡ real tim
zupervisory system @och ø aL L993).

The erchitecture is desiped ûo overcoæ the tnoubles
of KBS and the conveotion¡l control systems ûoo, ¡g
explicated above. The distributed nrpervisory system
(as shown in Fig. 2) is formed of sever¡l interacting
subsystens (agents) that c¡n be exocut€d in parallel
processing: Supenisory-KBS, Wal€r lineKBS,
Numericsl Control module, C¡sÈ'bås€d learning
module, Acquisition module, Intsrfrco module,
Explanation module, Actr¡¿tor cystem, Dat¡ Base
Management System end Wster line Dat¡ go¡scting
system.

The Supenisory-IGS is the n¡enager of the
distributed syst€m ¡nd ¡cts ¡s ¡ msster. It ræeives
the diagnosis information from rteter line-KBS ¡nd
¡imilar c¡ses retrieved from C¡sê-b¡sed leaming
module. If the diagnosed worting siu¡¡tion of the
plant is normal, then the numeric¡l Control Module
is ¡ctivsted. Otherwise, the Supervisory-KBS notifiec
the actual sitnâtion ûo the operator of the plant,
suggesting or actuating directly !o the sysÞm.

ThÊ wster lino-KBS is r tnowledgeå¡sed system to
diagnoso tho dsto of tho w¡ter line nrbsystem. It
rocslls d¡t¡ infornåt¡on from the enolutionery real
tine dst¡ base ¡¡ descri,bed in (Sànchez d aL 1992,
Slnchea l99l).

The Nr¡æric¡l Cont¡ol module implemente -explained

in (Sern ct al 1993, Moreao a cL l992l e
dissolved oxygeû @O) control scheæ based on four
rn¡in blocks: the m¡¡hem¡tic¡l Eodêl of the process;

the æftrv¡re ser¡sof ûo estim¡þ the oxygea upt4rc
raÞ; e continuoru-rrnge optimiz'tis¡ procedure rnd
rn elgorithm th¡t 'sirg the contin¡¡otu-r¡nge optimqt
conhol velue computed by tho previotu block,
geûer¡tes e discreto-nage nrboptimrl control velue,
suit€d ¡o be rpptied by the ¡eration mtors.

C¡se-b¡sed reasoning rnd learning module manages r
C¡se Base. This Csso Bgsp cont¡.in¡ information ¡bout
previously d€tect€d siü¡stions and the solutions given
ûo them ¡s \r,ell ¡¡ their efficiency. A C¡se"b¡sed
reesoning will be implercnted in order !o b€ûsfit
from these past experieocee ¡nd c¡ses. The C¡se B¡Ee
will be modified rccordingly with the rrew
inform¡tion (A¡Eodt a aL 1994).

The Acquisition module is bssed in receat
deveþments in knowledge ecquisition. This Eodule
uses the sofüra¡e LINNEO+ @éjar a aL 1992) for
tho ¡¡rlomatic generation of inference n¡les ¡s the
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r€sult of r clsssification proaess of experte' defircd
ettributes ¡¡d observations.

The Explanation module gives soæ explanationr
about the reached conch¡sions of the different KBS of
the sysûem (wster lin*KBS, zupervieory-KBs' etc)

¡nd could give some required feports ¡bout the

deductive proc€sses.

Dsts Bsse mgnqgemert syúem controls the ¡cceeg of
the several KRS, the CBRL module, the supervisory-
KBS to the evolutionery (real-ti¡rc) D8t¡ Brsô ûo

warrant the consistency end reliability of the system.

Water line Dat¡ Collecting eystem p"tiodicrlly
rec¿ives 'lqt¡ from the on-line eeosoß of the plaat
e¡rd sends them !o the D¡ts Base through the Dat¡
Base managemeût system- The Intafaæ ntdule
provides interaction between tho operator ¡nd the

system through the visrulization of ¡ c,hart of the

plant, qslcing and answering to the aystem inquiriee'
evolution of the system, detectêd eiF'ation of
working, integration of process' date obteined off-line
in the lsboraiory, e/r.. ttle Aauator systcm lds the

system to Eodify the on-line working parameters of
the plant (nrbines o¡/off, recircul*ing flow' etc)

with the zupervision of the operalor. The scherc of
the implementation in Man¡es¡'s wsste water
treatment plant of lsst three zubsystems is úown in
Fig.3.

Statr¡s of hubines, pumps, ruûom¡tic grids, elc. rre
take¡ from the conhol panel with 6 PLC's (SISTEL
8512). The vslue of these 96 digital sienÂls 8rÊ

transmiüed through RS422 to the computer for
moniøring end cont¡ol. It ¡lso receives 9 enalogicd

eignels (inflow, weeting flow, recirculetionflow,biogas
produced, DO.lino-l, DO.lino-2, pH, ùemperaülro-

digesûer-l end tenpenturadigester-2) converted by
¡n ADIDA c¡rd. This computer h¡s in re¡l time the

information of the plsnt, ¡nd i¡ ¡ble to plot the
evolution of these panneters for the lest hour, dey or
weelc It ¡ccr¡mulales the running ti'"" for ¡ll the

molors of the plent; ¡ctiv¡tes different lrind of rl¿¡ms
when soæthing wrong is detected ¡nd s\yitchs the
¡¡¡bines of the biore¡ctors. In e higher level, it is
connected through ¡n ethernet link !o m¡in soryuter
(SIJN Sperc *etion) where ¡re running tb other
nrbsystems (Knowledge Brsed systems over G2
shell,etc.).

¡1. TEE SUIERVISORY CYCX,E

The sydem ¡ctiv¡tes e new nrpervisory cycle et fixed
inþrvals of t¡r"e. Eech cycle is formÊd of 4 phases:

diagnose or ev¡lu¡tion phrsc, leaming md rcasoning
phase, zupervisory ¡nd commr¡nicstion phase end

¡cb¡ation phase.

Diagnæe on evah¡¡tion phasa In ¡ new cycle the
Supendsory-KBS ¡ctivetee tbe weter lins-KBS !o
diagnose the stato of the different nrbsystems of the
plant (Í. c. , niuobiologicsl identiñcstion). This æanr
concurreat processing of ¡ll KBS involvod.
For this purpos€ it ir necessary to lmow sore vah¡es

for certain vsriables of the process. All this d*t¡ con

be extracted from the ovolutionar¡l Dsts Base, fis€d
either with the on-line aenÊors veh¡es coming from the

d't¡ collecti¡g systems or with soæ other fea!¡¡es
provided by the operator (ike e leboraøry enalysis'
qualitative observetion, etc).
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IÆxing and reasoning pbase: At the ssre time of
the diagnose phase -in concurreat executior the
Csse-Based Reasoning and Iæarning module (CBRL)
is activated to retrievo nimils¡'css€s recorded in tho
C¡se Base. Next, is uÉt€d the most simil8r one in
order to adapt it to ¡cû¡al situation of the planl For
this task, needs to ¡ccess to Dat¡ Base. The resulg
¡re commr¡niceted to the Supervisory-IGs.

Supervisory ¡nd ssnprrnis¡Jisn phase The
Supenisory-I(BS combine ¡ll information from the
sever¡l KBS ¡nd from the CBRL module to infer the
rcnnl global ¡in¡ation of the plant ¡nd the zuggested
¡ctions ûo be taken. It sends this inform¡tion ùo the
op€rator through the User Interfece module. The
system can be inquired in soæ ways ¡s rsJ.ing for
expl"rqtions, retrieving certain velues, elc.

Actr¡ation phase If the norm¡l eib¡8tion h¡s b€€n
detected then the er¡ùom¡tic control is nsintained. In
anotber situations, The Supenisory-KBS waits for
the operator's v¡lidation of ¡ction¡ to bc t¡ken to
update the ¡ch¡al working state of the planl If the¡e
are on-line lcûrators, the plant cgn be updaled
auüomatically through the Acü¡stor system. If not,
manual operation is required.

5. A CASE STT'DY

A csse study is now reported to úow the reel Ërn
interaction a¡nong the plant, the eystem ¡nd the
operator. Sib¡ations considered by the system ere:
normal, rototion-band+rash, su¡rur¡er, winûeî,
by-pass-bad-closed, ûoxic-loading, bulking, atorm,
rising, ovedoading, û¡¡bines*rash, overaeration,
feaming, etc. and it hâs b€en chosen one of them.
The Diagnose or evaluation phase súarts, end the
value of Volatile Suspended Solids (VSS) et tho
effluent is high (>35 ngn) nevertheless the qrulity
of the inflow is normal. The system sesrchs tho
possible ceuses consulting the v¡Iues recorded in the
Dat¡ Base sþtaining: Weter temperahre is higb (18
oC), DO in bioreactor is lightly high (2.5 ppm) end
the age of the sludge SRT is hieb (8.4 days). At thir
step, the Kbs iB not ¡ble ûo identify the siuution, aad
requires more information from the ovolutive D¡t¡
base: emmonia ¡t the input of the plant is really high
(52 mgn) ¡nd ¡mmonis rt tho ouþut is low (9.6
mg/l). Then the KBS concludes that probably tho
sitr¡ation could be nitriñc¡tion (conversion from
¡mmonia to nitrat€ in ¡erobic bioreactors) followed
by denitriñcation (conversion from nitrate to nitrite
in ¡¡oxic conditions ¡s in cla¡iñers), end asks to the
operator for nit¡ates velues, th¡t ¡¡e EÊ¡stued
off-line in laboratory.

At the sam tirno, the system st¿rts tho socond pbaso

looking for most simil¡¡' c¿ses in CBRL. In this

exrmple it finds rh¡r ¡ sirnilr¡ siü¡rtion hspp€nd in
the s¡mær of 1991, whea tbe frct of e big entrence
of ¡mmni¡ to ths plant -wasted from ¡ loc¡l
indt¡stry- combined with higb SRT ¡nd high
Þmperaùres, c¡used nitrogen bubblee in secondary
clariñers. This problem, known u risìng, provokes e
bad sedimentation of biom¡ss with ea increasing value
of the VSS et the ouþut.

Mth ¡ll thi¡ inform¡tion ¡nd ¡s ¡ vrlid¡tion of the
s¡sp€ctd worting sib¡stion, tho eyetem consults ths
operator 3o tnow soæ fesû¡ree ¡s thc presencc of
br¡bbles whea the V30 is done.

The conclr¡sicn provided by the lVst€r Line KBS iB:

it ie very possible tb¡t thÊ siûretion wes ririzg.
Proposed ¡ction¡: tho ñrct o¡¡c is ûo incrÊrso tho
recirculation flow in order ûo rodr¡ce ths ¡mr¡nt of
aludge in the cleriñers, ¡nd thÊ ¡econd one is to
inc¡e¡se tho ìr/¡sdn8 flow ûo h¡ve r lower SRT in
order to w¡sh-out the nitriñers of the plant.

6. CONCX,U$ONS AND FTJTT]RE }ryORK

A re¡l tirno s¡pen¡ision AI srchitêch¡ro for
w¡stewster trestn€rt plaûts h¡s beea designed rad is
curreatly being developed. Mrin outstrnding
ch¡racteristics ¡re re¡l tinp ¡¡rd distribution: firsú
feaü¡re providee ¡n effective control system for ¡ re¡l
process (wasteweter tre¿tment plånb) ¡nd tho second
one provides concurreût execution.

This epproec,h h¡s seve,r¡l rdventages th¡t måke it
mre powerful th¡n other Þchnologies epplied ø
wastew¡ter t¡eetmeot plants: mre efficiency through
concurreat computation; modulerity, f€t¡ssbility ¡nd
exùeadibility (easy ûo export to ¡ny wsstawster
trectmeût plant with minor chenges); leerning from
cxperience; r knowledgo rcquisition module; ge$ing
experience from different people with differat
backgrounds (MicrobiologisÇ Chemic¡l Eng., Expert
operators, Conhol FnB., C.omputer Scienco AI
researchers); quantitative end qrulitative inforr¡¡¡tion,
both usod ûo recl time plant nrpervision.

By the other hend, desiSn end implerentation of tbe
syst€m becom more difñcult ¡nd complex. In
rddition, ¡ comrmn aease (model-bssed) reesoning
sometiæ could be missd wheo ¡either the
Supervisory-KBS nor the CBRL module ¡¡e ¡ble to
zuggest any eolution ûo ¡n ¡ch¡el worting sib¡¿tion of
the plant.

with this sysÞm, mre det¡iled tnowledge ebout
worting sih¡ations h¡s beea obt¿ined (e.g. section 5).
AIso the integration of signql tregtm€nt with rymbolic
knowledge results with ¡n increesing performance of
this wssþwater trestmsrt eystem-
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A¡ fr¡ture work i¡ needed ûo build the Sludge
lin+KBS and another modules of the ¡rchit€cturÊ. It
will be interesting to study tho possibility of
integrating 8 eomrnon sense reasoning module to the
¡rchitecure. Some other new direction points to
consider that Knowledge Ba,ses would not be static¡l
in future but dynåmicsl ones. While CBRL is
updating the Case Base to ¡dåpt it io new cases, it is
not eilly ûo consider th¡t expert or coat¡ol rules
(Ifuowledge Bases) could bs ¡dåpt€d rccordingly.
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A HYBRID BXPERT SYSTEM FOR VOLTA/AR CONTROL IN
POWBR SYSTEMS

F. PIGLIONE

Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettrica Industriale, Politecnico di Torino, I-1029 Torino, Italy

AbstracL The paper pressrits a hybrid expert systen\ based on the joint use of a besþfirst search sÍateg/ and â

neural network model of the power system voltage/reactive power relationship. which assists the s.vstem operator in
the voltage protle control task. A Prolog prograrq based on the proposed stratery, has been dweloped. Many tcsts

carried out on standård systems have shown promising resuls.

Key Words. Power systern control, Expert systems, Neural nets, Voltage control, Prolog

I.INTRODUCTION

The voltage/reactive power (V/Q) control problem,
once considered as a secondary issue which could
be solved on a local basis using locally available
compensation devices. is now a large scale problem.
Indeed. the continuous increase of the load demand
has brought transmission systems to operat€ near to
their orvn security limits. Moreover, the growing
complexit-v and interconnection of power networks
has made the traditional local voløge regulation a
'r,ery difficult task. The problem is not only
Çoncerning the planning studies. where full
algorithmic methods are available, but particularly
the on-line system control, when the control centrels
operator must quickJy face vollage limit violations
caused by load deviations from their progranì
values.

When a bus voltage exceeds its functional limits, the
operator undertakes a compensation manoeuvre
acting on the available voltage controllers (voltage
regulated buses, shunt capacitor and reactor banks,
load tap changing transformers, static VAR
compensators). Of course, the selected control
devices should have enough regulation capability
within its own functional limits. Moreover new
violations in other buses should not arise in
consequence of the cornpensation action undert¿ken.
Therefore voltage regulation task concerns the rvhole
power system, but it still presents local peculiarities,
because only the electrically nearest controllers can
significantly influence the regulation process.

The problem approach is traditionally heuristic: the
operator employs his own physical problem and
specifical network knowledge to eliminate the
detected violations, acting on the existing control

devices, Control strategy is then checked by a full
AC load-flow, to detect possible residual violations.
However, the increasing complexity of the modern
transmission systems made the human expert
approach very difücult. Linear programming
methods have been developed to systematicalll'
solve the VQ control problem on the whole system.
achieving also further purposes, as the minimisation
ofthe branch losses caused by reactive porver florvs.
Nevertheless these methods, if applied to real size
systems, are quite time consuming and therefore
they are used only tbr large and spread violations.
On-line control. instead. requires fast decisions.
often even taking into account several possible
system configurations.

Applications of Artificial Intelligence techniques to
power system problems have attracted large interest
in recent years. The heuristic human approach that
is employed in many power system problems to find
fast approximate local solutions, avoiding the full
algorithmic solution, is well suited to automatic
implementation by Expert Systems (ES). Indeed an

ES emulates the human expert specific knowledge
and empiricai rules by a solution search strategy in a

knowledge base. Unlike numerical algorithms, ESs
can explain their results to the user in terms of
heuristic choices. Therefore they do not substitute
the operator, but they work as advisors, malang
easier the human supervision of the decisional
process.

In last years many ESs and knowledge-based
methods have been proposed to assist the system
operator in V/Q control task. Some authors (Liu and
Tomsovic, 1986; Tweed and Weatherwa¿ 1988)
employed general purpose ES shells to build
production systems based on rules written in
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natural-like language. Cheng et ø1. (l9gg) used
instead appropriate heuristic search strategies,
directly coded in a declarative language. Although
the former approach scems very direci and simple,
the latter is often more effective in tenns of codìng
task and operating performances.

Neural Networks (¡IN) are another Artificial
Intelligence domain which gained broad popularity
in last years. Roughly speaking, wheìeås ESs
efïìciently carry out logic tasks, NNs emulate
instead the intuition capability of the human brain.
Therefore the integration of the peculiarities of both
nlethods seems very attractive. In power system
domain, Khosla and Dillon (lgg4) shorved that
many classical problems could be effectively faced
by integration of ES and NN capabilities.

This paper presents a Hybrid Expert System (HES)
for the V/Q control task, It uses a-modiied best_fìrst
search strategy to explore the state space of a linear
model of the relationship among voltage control
devices and bus voltages, r"u..hing for feasible
solutions. The search is guided by an index,
representing the V/Q violations amount for each
state. The search strategy has been coded in prolog,
la:rguage highly oriented to state space searchin!.
The ¡elationship among power systèm load profiie
and linear model parameters is modelled Uy ã XN,
therefore avoiding direct computing for ãiff"r.nt
operating points. In the following sections. after
some detail about V/Q control problem, the search
strategy and the NN-based model will be described,
as rvell the realised program and some numerical
results on test systents.

Zaborszky. 1987). These factors form a Linear
Model (LM) of the V/e relationship thar can be
described in matricial form:

av" S", S"¡ Sr,
av.

AB,.

atu
4ec sn* squ sq,

2.THE V/Q CONTROL PROBLEM

Power system variables (bus voltage magnitudes.
line cunents, active and reactivã ,ynãhronow
machine generation) are subject to functional limits.
The well known Load-Flow (LF) equations show a
typical decoupling between active (active power,
voltage phase) and reactive (reactive power, voltage
magnitudc) variables which greatly simpllfies the
V/Q_ control problem. Therefòre ii is possible to
regulate voltage profile and reactive generation
without appreciably modiS active pow-er flows.
From this viewpoint, the V/e control distinguishes
the involved variables in depèndent variable! qload
bus voltages V¡^ generator bus reactive powers e6)
and control variables (generator voltages V6, shunt
capacitor values B¡ and transformer set points t¡).
Both dependent and control variables are subject to
physical constraints.

Because the relationship among V/e control and
dependent variables is hidden in LF eqìations and ir
is not available in closed form, contål actions arc
evaluated by sensitivity factors, calculated using the
system decoupled Jacobian matrix (Ilic-Spong and

where the sub vectors ÁV¡ and Áe6 represent
changes in dependent variables caused by vaiiations
of control variable sub v-ectors ÁVc, ABI and Àt¡.
11". luo.,-u,rice1 .\t, lo, s* and sqg, squ, sqt
conu¡¡n tne sens¡llv¡ty tactors among control and
dependent variables. The LM has the hvofold
purpose of calculating the compensation action
magnitude and evaluating the consequences that
every control variable variation produces on all
dependent variables.

lhe V/Q conrrol problem is then solved adjusting
the control variable values inside their operatin!
limits so that the constraint violations of dependent
variables are eliminated or at least reduced.
Moreover new violations must not arise in buses
electrically near to the adjusted controllers. System
operator carries out this task heuristically,
developing a control strategy based on his own
experience and then resting it by a full AC LF.

3, THE EXPERT SYSTEM APPROACH

Ifseveral dependent or control variables are near its
own functional.limits, a deadlock condition could
occur, where apparently every attempted
compensation manoeuvre fails. since it causes new
violations in other buses. problem solution, if it
exists, requires the assessment of several alternative
hypotheses, and also an expert operator could not
succeed in keeping track of all of them. In these
cases an ES can assist the system operator, quickJy
assessing several control hypotheses-and presenting
its results in terms of heuristic choices.

The ES emulates the operator's behaviour, using a
solution search strategy which takes the place ofihe
empirical c_ompensation rules and a LM iepresenting
the specific operator knowledge of the po*er
system. Because the LM depends on the sì,stem
operating point, it should be recalculated when the
operating point changes.

NNs have been often emptoyed for function
approximation. In general terms, NNs can easily
approximate complex relationships after a suitable
learning session based on a set ofinput-output pairs
obtained from the relationship itself. It'is then
possible to use a NN fo; approximate the
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layer, that transmits input vector to each PE of the
hidden layer. The hidden layer is fonned by /r
competitive Kohonen PEs, which are fully connected
lo lhe m Grossberg PEs of the output layer. Of
course, n and nt are respectively the dimensions of
input and output veclors.

When an input vector is presented to the ilput laycr,
Kohonen PEs compete and the PE having lower
Euclidean distance with the input vector is selected.
The selected PE output is then set to one, whereas
the other outputs are set to zero. Therefore only
connections from winning Kohonen PE toward the
output layer are activated. The output vector
components are just the weight values of these
connections.

Learning procedure assigns connection weights of
the Kohonen and Grossberg layers minimising the
global prediction error on the TS samples. ln this
rvay, each Kohonen PE represents a subset of the
input space where some TS samples are clustered.
The corresponding output is then the centroid of
sample output vectors belonging to the cluster.
Learning is accomplished in an iterative way,
repeatedly presenting TS samples until the global
prediction error falls below a predefined threshold.

In the proposed application, the input vector is
formed by reactive loads of the system load buses,
whereas the output vector components are the
sensitivity factors. This choice has proved to be the
most suitable one to represent the system operating
point for V/Q control purposes. Details on the
developed NNMs will be presented in the following
section.

5. NUMEzuC RESUI-TS

A test program based on the proposed search
straregy has been developed in a 486 Personal
Computer environment. The Search Strategy module
has been coded in PDC Prolog, a Prolog dialect with
powerful man-machine interface facilities. The
Search Strategy module interacts with the NNM,
implemented by a C-coded program executing the
CPN rc¡qll nhocp Ä I E' F^.t."- Þvê^i!tê.

power system simulation and check calculations.
CPN training sessions have been carried out ofËline
by a NN development package. Many tests have
been executed on the st¿ndard networks IEEE 14-
bus and IEEE 30-bus. Summary results and some
significant cases will be now presented.

In Table I main data concerning the two developed
NNMs are summarised. For both systems, a 1000
sample TS has been generated uniformly varying in
a random way all loads and generations for an
amount of t 300/o with respect to their base values.
Afterwards each load value has been again
randomly varied adding up a npise equal to *. 50o/o

of its amoun! and balancing then the generation.

For each sample case the corresponding sensitivib,
table is calculated. Finally, each pair of load and
sensitivity factor veçtors has been recorded in TS.

Table 1 Summary of devetoped NNM features

System lnputs OuÞuts Hid. PE's Rlr4S eno¡ max error

IEEE-I4 8

IEDE-3O 21 277 9

5.'14 rc'4

8. 1 4 10'4

3.34 10-2

6.11 i0-2

74 5

For the studied systems, Table I reports the numbcr
of input output, and hidden PEs of the
corresponding NNM. Global root mean square error
and maximum sample error obtained in learning
session are aiso reported.

In Table 2 and 3 are summa¡ised two examples
carried out on the studied systems. In columns are
repoled vanable related bus number and ry-pe,

variable values before and afterwards the HES
control action, variable functional limits. Last
column specifies the variable category, control or
dependent (c/d). All values are measured in per unit
on the basis of 100 MVA and 250 kV.

First example, developed on the IEEE-14 bus
system, is shown in Table L The operating point
corresponds to base case, which presents four
voltage violations in buses 7, 9, 11, 12 and a
reactive power violation in generator bus 2. The
proposed control action moves voltage set points of
generator buses 1, 2, and 8, and transformer taps,
increasing also the reactive power generated by the
capacitor bank in bus 9.

Table 2 .Example on IEEE-l4 bus s-vstem

Var. # Type original correct max rnin clð

4vL
5Vr
7Yt
9VL

l0 V¡
1l V¡
12 V¡
13 V¡
14 V¡
lQc
2Qo
3Qc
6Qa
8Qc
lVc
2Vc
3Vc
6Vc
8vc
9BL

4-9 Tii
5-6 Tii
4-7 Tii

1.0138
1.0166
1.0596
1.0539
1.0493
1.0560
1.0549
1.0499
1.0332

-0.1238
0.5197
0.2825
0. I 501

0. l 880
1.060
1.045
1.010
1.070
1.090
0.190
0.969
0.932
0.978

1.0263
1.0243
0.988 r
0.9938
0.9994
1.0304
1.0504
1.0409
0.9947
0.3473
0.2010
0. I 547
0. l 536
0.1846

L090
1.055
r.010
1,070
t.020
0.230

1.10
0.90
1.09

1.05
1.05
1.0s
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05

1.05
1,05
0.50
0.50
0.40
0.24
0.24
l. l0
l. l0
1.10
l.l0
1.10
0.30
¡'l0
1.10
l.l0

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
-0.40 d
-0.40 d

0d
-0.06 d
-0.06 d
0.90 c
0.90 c
0.90 c
0.90 c

0.90 c

0c
0.90 c
0.90 c

0.90 c
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A second more difficult case is depicted in Table 3.

Starting from the base case, active and reactive loads

of the IEEE-30 bus system have been randomly
increased ofan amount of I00% oftheir base value,

Lorv voltage violations arise in buses 18, 19,20,23,
26. 27, 29 and 30. Moreover two reactive power

violations occur in buses 2 and 8. The HES control
strategy solves all violations increasing generator

voltage and capacitor bank set points and slightly
adj usting transformer taps.

Table 3 Examole on IEEE'30 bus s.vstem

Var. # Type original conect max min cld

operating point.

A neural network has been trained to model this
relationship. so avoiding the time consuming

calculation of sensitivit-v factors in on-line operation.

For this purpose, a CounterPropagation netwo¡k
seemed to represent the best compromise between

learning session speed and recall phase accurac)¡.

Disregarding sensitivity factors below a predefined

threshold. the sensitivity table becomes rather sparse

and the neural network approach could be applied

also to real sÞe power systems'

The proposed search strategy, based on recursive

calls and backtracking cycles, has been coded in
Prolog, language highly suitable for these purposes.

An experimental envi¡onment has been built, where

the Prolog search strategy interacts with the C-coded

CPN routine and a Fortran load-flow program for
power system simulation and check calcutations.

Several tests performed on many standard systems

have shown encouraging results. The proposed

search strategy is basically applicable to real size

systems, but further work is still necessary in the

user interface module, so that expert systom results

can be clearly explained to the operator in terms of
heuristic choices.
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3vL
4VL
6Vl
'l Yt
9Vr
10 V¡
12 V¡
14 V¡
15 V¡
16 V¡
17 V¡
l8 V¡
19 V¡
20 V¡
2l V¡
22 V¡
23 V¡
24 V¡
25 V¡
26 V¡
27 V¡
28 V¡
29 V¡
30 V¡
lQc
2Qc
5Qa
8Qc

ll Qc
13 Qc
lvc
2vc
5vc
8Vc
11 V6
13 V6
t^ D,IV DL
24 B¡

4-12 Tii
6-10 Tii
6-9 Tii

27-28 Tii

1.0008
0.9900
0.9930
1.0000
1.0128
0.9975
1.0063
0.9614
0.9597
0.9901
0.9898
0.9180
0.9334
0.9482
0.9876
0.9858
0.9409
0.95s6
0.9628
0.9440
0.9434
0.9783
0.9217
0.9091

-0.0482
0.8732
0.0747
0.8878
0.3887
0.5304

1.050
1.045
1.0r0
1.010
1.050
1.050
n to
0.04

0,932
0.969
0.978
0.968

1.0246
1.0082
l.0058
1.0075
1.0516
l.0489
1.0382
1.0004
1.0036
I.0308
1.0383
0.9678
0.9845
0.9995
1.0445
1.0442
1.0012
1,0347
1.0192
1.0015
0.9873
0.9919
0.9666
0.9547
0.8728
0.1183

-0.0415
0.5067
0.4568
0.3676

1.1

1.055
l.0l
l.0l
l.l

1.06
nte
0.27

0.922
0.969
0.988
0.968

1.05
1.05
1,05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
r.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
I.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
0.90
0.60
0.63
0.57
0.46
0.57
l l
1.1

l.l
1 l
1.1

l.l
ô?

0.3
I.l
l.l
l.l
1.1

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d

-0.40 d
-0.20 d
-0.15 d
-0.l5 d
-0.10 d
-0.15 d

0.9 c
0.9 c

0.9 c
0.9 c
0.9 c
0.9 c

ôn

0c
0.9 c

0.9 c
0.9 c
0.9 c

6. CONCLUSION

An hybrid expert system that assists the systom

operator in V/Q control task has been presented.

The proposed method uses a modified best'first
strategy to explore the state space of a linear model

of the voltage/reactive power relationship, searching

for feasible solutions. The linear model is based on

sensitivity factors and it depends on the syst€m
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NEURAL NETWORK MODEL FOR DISSOLVED

OXYGEN CONTROL IN A BATCH FERMENTER

Geng-Ware Hwang, Jinn.Jong Wong, Shu-Chen Chang, Kin-Ching Young
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Abstract. This work is ro study the applicarion of neural network model in self-learning conrrol
for batch process. A neural network model is developed to simulate the empirical control strategies

using by a control engineer. The process system status and time varying set-point values are Lrea¡ed

as input variables of the model. The manipulated variables are used as outpul variables. A

moving-average method is used to describe the batch process dynamics and to condense the past hislory

of process responses. Both efficiencl, and effectiveness of our neural network model are validated by

plentiful experimental data from an E. Coli barch fermenter.

Key WOrds. Neural nets; adaprive control; barch process conrrol; biocontrol; computer control;
dynamic response; ferment.ation processi learning syst.em; model reduction; model reference control.

1. INTRODUCTION

Advance in artificial intelligence allows the neural

network te{hnique to provide a self-learning

method in adaptive control. Neural network model

is a computational model in resemblance to human

brain. Its architecrure (Hechr-Nielsen, 1990;

Kosko, 1992) consists in three or more layers, each

layer is formed by several nodes, also called
neurons or processing elements. The first network

layer and the last network layer of a neural network

model sfånd for network computâtion inputs and

outputs. In each netvyork nodes, input signals are

multiplied by connection weights, summed up and

transformed by a linear or nonlinear function, then

transfer the output signal to other nodes.

The adaptive part of a neural network is in its
layer-to-layer connecfion weights. In the learning
phase of neural network compumdon the

connection weights are adjusted automatically to fit

training examples. After learning, the learned and

unlearned data a¡e sent into the neural net\4/ork to

perform recall test. The advantages of neural

network are its quantitative reasoning and adaptive

learning abilities. There a¡e a number of articles

on control applying neural networks such as in
Miller et al. (1990), and in IFAC Symposium

(1992) because of these advanrâges.

This research is to study the application of neural

network model for nonlinear batch process conEol.
In general, biochemical processes are multivariate

and highly nonlinea¡. A batch fermenter is

difficult to conrol through conventional control

techniques. So a neural netlvork model is

developed to simulate the empirical control

strategies using by a control engineer. The process

system dynamic ståtus and time varying set-point
values of controlled va¡iables a¡e treated as input
variables of the proposed neural netv/ork model.

Computed values of manipulated variables are used

as output variables. A refined model with the
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A second more difficult case is depicted in Table 3.

Starting from the base case, active and reactive loads

of the IEEE-3O bus system havo been randomly
increased ofan amount of 100% oftheir base value.

Lorv voltage violations arisc in buses 18, 19,20,23,
26. 27, 29 and 30. Moreover two reactive power

violations occur i¡r buses 2 and 8. The HES control

strategy solves all violations increasing generator

voltage and capacitor bank set points and slightly
adj ustin g transformer taps.

Table 3 Ex¿mole on IEEE'30 bus s.vstem

Var. # Type original conect mÐ( min cld

operating point.

A neural network has been trained to model this
relationship, so avoiding the time consuming

calculation of sensitivit"v factors in online operation.

For this purpose, a CounterPropagation network
seemed to represent the best compromise between

learning session speed and recall phase accurac);.

Disregarding sensitivity factors below a predefined

threshold. the sensitivity table becomes rather sparse

and the neural network approach could be applied

also to real size power sYstems.

The proposed search strategy, based on recurslve

calls and backtracking cycles, has been coded in
Prolog, language highly suiøble for these purposes.

An experimental environment has been built, where

the Prolog search strategy interacts with the C-coded

CPN routine and a Fortran load-flow program for
power system simulation and check calculations.

Several tests performed on many standard systems

have shown encouraging results. The proposed

search strategy is basically applicable to real size

systems, but further work is still necessary in the

user interface module, so that expert system results

can be clearly explained to the operator in terms of
heuristic choices.
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3vl
4Vt
6Vl
7Yt
9vL

10 V¡
12 V¡
14 V¡
15 V¡
16 V¡
17 V¡
18 V¡
19 V¡
20 V¡
21 V¡
22 V¡
23 V¡
24 V¡
25 V¡
26 V¡
27 V¡
28 V¡
29 V¡
30 V¡
lQc
2Qc
5Qo
8Qc

ll Qc
13 Qc
1Vc
2vo
5vc
8vc

ll V6
13 V6
10 Bl
24 B¡

4-r2 Tii
6-10 Tii
6-9 Tii

27-28 Tii

1.0008
0.9900
0.9930
1.0000
1.0128
0.9975
1.0063
0.96r4
0.9597
0.9901
0.9898
0.9 1 80
0.9334
0.9482
0,9876
0.9858
0.9409
0.9556
0.9628
0.9440
0.9434
0.9783
0.92t7
0.9091

-0.0482
0.8732
0.0747
0.8878
0.3887
0.5304

l.050
1.045

1.010
1.010
1.050
1.050

0. l9
0.04

0.932
0.969
0.978
0.968

1.0246
1.0082
1.0058
1.0075
1.0516
1,0489
1.0382
1.0004
1.0036
1.0308
l.0383
0.9678
0.9845
0.9995
1.0445
t.0442
1.0012
1.0347
1.0192
1.001 5

0.9873
0.9919
0.9666
0.9547
0.8728
0.1183

-0.0415
0.5067
0.4568
0.3676

t.l
1.055

1.01
1.01

1.1

1.06
0.28
0.27

0.922
0.969
0.9E8
0.968

1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
r.05
r.05
1.05
1,05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
0.90
0.60
0.63
0.57
0.46
0.57

0.95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d
0,95 d

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d
0,95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d
0.95 d
0.95 d

0.95 d

0.95 d
0.9s d
0.95 d
0.95 d
-0.40 d
-0.20 d
-0.l5 d
-0.15 d
-0,10 d
-0.t5 d

0.9 c

0.9 c

0.9 c
0.9 c

0.9 c
0.9 c
0c
0c

0.9 c
0.9 c
0.9 c
0.9 c

0.3
0.3
1.1
1.1

1.1

1.1

6. CONCLUSION

An hybrid expert system that assists the system

operator in V/Q control task has been presented'

The proposed method uses a modified best-first
strategy to explore the st¿te space of a linear model

of the voltage/reactive power relationship. searching
for feasible solutions. The linear model is based on

sensitivity factors and it depends on the system
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NEURAL NETWORK MODEL FOR DISSOLVED

OXYGEN CONTROL ¡N A BATCH FERMENTER

Geng-Ware Hwang, Jinn-Jong Wong, Shu-Chen Chang, Kin-Ching young

U nion Chemical L,aboratories, Industrinl Technology Research Institute, Hsinchu,Taiwan 300, R.O.C

Abstract. This work is to study rhe application of neural nerwork model in self-learning conrrol
for batch process. A neural network model is developed to simulate the empirical control straregies

using by a control engineer. The process syslem status and time varying set-point values are treated

as input variables of the model. The manipulated variables a¡e used as output variables. A

moving-average method is used 1o describe the batch process dynamics and to condense the past history

of process responses. Both efficiency and effectiveness of our neural network model are validated by

plentiful experimenral data from an E. Coli batch fermenrer.

Key WOrds. Neural nets; adaprive control; batch process control; biocontrol; computer control;
dynamic responsei fermentation processi ìearning system; model reduction; model reference control.

1. II\TRODUCTION

Advance in artificial intelligence allows the neural
network technique to provide a self-learning

method in adaptive control. Neural network model

is a computational model in resemblance to human

brain. Im archirecture (Hecht-Nielsen, 1990;

Kosko, 1992) consists in three or more layers, each

layer is formed by several nodes, also called
neurons or processing elements. The first network
layer and the last network layer of a neural network

model stand for network comput^ation inputs and

outputs. In each netv/ork nodes, input signals are

multiplied by connection weights, summed up and

transformed by a linear or nonlinear function, then

transfer the output signal to other nodes.

The adaptive part of a neural network is in is
layer-to-layer connection weights. In the learning
phase of neural network computation the

connecl.ion weights are adjusted automatically ro fit

training examples. After learning, the learned and

unlearned data a¡e sent. into the neural network to
perform recall test. The advantages of neural

network are its quantitative reasoning and adaptive

learning abilities. There are a number of æúcles

on control applying neural networks such as in
Miller et al. (1990), and in IFAC Symposium
(1992) because of these advanrages.

This research is to study the application of neural

neiwork modei ior noniinea¡ batch process conEoi.

In general, biochemical processes are multivariate

and highly nonlinea¡. A batch fermenter is

difficult to control through conventional control

techniques. So a neural network model is

developed to simulate the empirical control
strategies using by a control engineer. The process

system dynamic ståtus and time varying set-point
values of controlled variables are treafed as input
variables of the proposed neural network model.

Computed values of manipulated variables are used

as output variables. A refined model with the
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three-moving-average method is developed to

describe the batch process dynamics and to

condense the past history into represenmble

average values. Both efficiency and effectiveness

of the proposed neural network model are validated

by E. Coli batch fermentâtion experiments.

2. NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

A neural network model is proposed to achieve

adaptive control for batch fermenhtion process.

Experimental dara collected include the following

process variables: time (t), optical density (OD),

agitator speed G.PM), air flowrate (AF), dissolved

oxygen concentration (DO), temperature, and pH.

The optical density is an indirect measurement. of

cell density in our experiment. A dissolved oxygen

control system is chosen as the demonstration

example. The cont¡olled variables are dissolved

oxygen concentfation and optical density. The

manipulated variables are agitator speed and air

flowrate. Two other variables, temperature and

pH, are kept constånt in our experimenls. Glucose

concentration, an important process variables, is

unmeasured in our experiment and is considered as

unmeasured disturbance.

2.1. ßasic Model

The back-propagating network model is chosen to

learn Lhe operator's control strategy. The empirical

control strategy is learned in an quantitative

manner. Though the multivariate conelations of

process variables a¡e in a cont¡ol engineer's mind,

such nonlinear and implicit correlations can be

iearned by a neurai nefwork model ihrough

voluminous operating data examples. A basic

model for dissolved oxygen control is shown in

Fig, l. This model can be applied to steady process

conveniently. The basic model is not suitable to

batch process because the connol model must

depend on time-varying process behavior. The

model parameters (connection-weights) have to be

time dependent since the process itself is changing

with time. In order to make the model easy to be

used, it is desirable to keep the conLrol model in a

stationary manner. In this sense, the past process

responses should be involved in the inputs to the

model to cancel out the time-varying process

characteristic.

Sel-points
ooß), Do(0

Manipulated
RPM(r), AF(r)

Fig. 1. A basic model for dissolved oxygen control

2.2. Improved Model

An improved learning model is proposed to meet

the requirement of batch process. The batch

fermentation process model is assumed to

time-independent if the model was correlated ûo

past time-series values. The recent manipulated

variable values (AF and RPM) are determined by

the new set-points (OD and DO) ogether with past

time-series values (AF, RPM, OD, and DO). The

improved model, considers the past process

responses, is illusrated as in Fig. 2.

Set-po¡nts Manipulated
oD(r), Dq0

RPM(r), AF(r)

Trends

oD(r-r,...1, 0o(r-1,...)

RPM(r-1,...), AF(r-l,...)

Fig.2. An Improved model with uends for dissolved oxygen

control

The past historical values of OD, DO, RPM, and

AF has to be condensed to enhance the computing

speed and memory saving for the improved model.

The influences of correlated historical values may

be slow in the growing phase of fermentation but

fast in the starting phase. In a batch process, the

process responses may be influenced by both

long-lag and short-lag disturbances simultaneously.

Therefore, it is difficult to estimate appropriate

learning sampling time intervals and conelating

periods of past time-series values for each process

variables. The sampling time intervals for network

learning has to be as large as possible so as to save

the network learning time required for the whole

batch duration. The small correlating periods of

Neural Network Model
lor D.O. Control

Neural Nelwork
Model

lo¡ D.O. Contro¡
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past values can improve computing spe€d in each

sampled point learning.

2.3. Refined Model

A convenient but heuristic method, the

three-moving-average method, is developed here to

overcome dilficulties imparted by various lags

(discussed in 2.2). Three representative moving

averages with short-f,erm, medium-term, and

log-term averaging periods are computed to cover

correlated historical values for each process

variable. Each short-term moving-average value is

computcd within an averaging period of 0.001 of
the batch cycle-time. The medium-term

moving-average value is computed within an

averaging period of 0.004 of the cycle-time while

lhe long-term moving-average value; within 0.016

of the cycle time. To enhance the generality of the

moving-average method, the batch cycle time is

chosen to be the time basis. 0.001 for the

short-rcrm averaging period is suitable for

rapid-response processes, for example, E. Coli

fermentation. A value higher than 0.001 for

short-term averaging period may be required for

slow response processes. The refined modcl with

moving averages is shown in Fig. 3.

Set-po¡nls
oD(r), oq0 Manipulated

RPM(t), AF(r)
Moving Averages

oD(Tl), OD(T2), OD(13)

oo(T1), Do(T2), DO(13)

FPM(Tl), RPM(T21, RPM(T3)

AñTl), AF(T2), AF(T3)

Fig. 3. A refined model with moving averages for dissolved

oxygen conlrol

3. APPLICATION RESULTS

E. Coli experiments are carried out in a fermenter

in laboratory. Plentiful data are obtained from the

on-line monitoring system to demonstrate the

effìciency and effectiveness of our neural network

model. A series of computer programs are written

for on-line data collection, data transformation t¡r

neural network model input format, recall result

charting, and numerical analysis for this

application.

Table I Training data summary

Bsrch No. of Bâtch
no. pb duEtiø'

OD' DO' RPM, AF"

Avg Mh Mq Avg Mh Mu Avg Min Ma Avg Mh Ms
8m606

80õ13

80614

806r9

E06æ

tUúU

60625

actr2ß

8ffin
8010r2

80r0?3

0.17 0 03 023 0 I 0¡2 0.05 09r 0¿5 0 0.85

0.13 0 0.44 0.93 0.62 l 0.41 0 0.62 0.2 0 025

039 0¿3 051 093 0.9r 093 0/8 o.ct 058 005 0 025

0980.01 I 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0

03801058010J010301
0501037010 00,40 0 0

0.04 0.01 o.ffi 0.4a 03 0Jó 028 0 r 0.15 0 I

0.13 0 0.2¡ 0.19 0 I 052 0.o7 r 0.1 0 0ó

0.13 0.04 0.19 0,t7 0 I 0¡7 0.06 0.94 0.15 0 0¡5

0.01 0 0.13 0t9 0.04 I 032 0.1 0J9 03 0.05 0¿

on 0 0A40.4 0 I 0.6-/ 0 t 0r5 0 05

2562

23t

346

1J90

2,m

n9

sÅ

?G

ln
439

1,80ó

0.88

0J1

0r8

0J8

1.09

o22

0.95

0.94

o22

0.r3

0.4'1

All values a¡e normalized.

Some 10,600 dara points in more than ten batches

of experimental data a¡e collected by on-line

monitoring of the E. Coli fermenter. The

experimental data collected for network training

are summarized in Table 1. It has been noticed

that, experimental data of two batches (800619 and

800624) are not in good control. But data of both

batches are taken as disturbances to cont^rol strategy

learning. Part of experimental data (Batches

800606 to 800627) a¡e taken as learning examples

while others (about 2,200 points) are treated as test

daø for alike-case reasoning. In order to check the

alike-case applicability of our neural network

model, part of the experimentål datå are retained

and not included in the learning examples.

The commercial software NeuralWorks

Professional II is used in neural network

computâtion. The back-propagating network

a¡chitecture is applied in this work. The most

time-consuming stage of back-propagating network

model computation, the learning stage of our

network model, is 1,000 times faster than the

actual process when runs on a 486 personal

computer. The total operation duration for the I I

batches is about 65 hours. The learning phase of

the refined network model takes only about 4

minutes.

Neural Nelwork
Model

lor D.O. ContÌol
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After lea¡ning, part of the learned examples are

recalled !o test the recall power of the refined

model. The recall result of Batches 800606,

800620, and 801023 are illustrated in Fig.3,4,and
5. The former two batches (800606 and 800620)

a¡e learned before recalling. But the Batch 801023

is not. learned before recalling to test alike-case

reasoning.

ß
t4õÐe¡b FO"

ê

ô

t
lô

¡
q."""""' _¡-_--#

J
ffiiæ

I
,'^^-

I'r@ #o

'6íe'"*

8
t

É

o

Fig.4 Recall result ofBatch 800606

L
o .Fæ

4

Fig. 6 Recall result of Batch 801023

A basic stâtistical analysis is carried out to

comprehend the recall error distribution. Both

learned and unlearned data examples are

recall-tested. After sutistical analysis of recall

results, as shown in Table 2, the averages of RMS

(root-mean-square) recall e¡rors are about 2Vo for

learned points and 4Vo for unlearned points.

Table 2. Recall result summa¡), of the refined

model with moving averages

Batch tro. ltñd RPM AF AwEgc

RMScnø St¿dcv, RMScrú Stddcv. RMScnø

I
ci

f

Íñ.

Y

Y

N

N

8
o

t

8ffi06

80õ2¡

801012

801023

0.021

0.0æ

0.017

0.0?0

0.017

0.020

00r6

0.051

0.û30

o.ú22

0.014

o$n

0.025

o.ç21

0.015

0.048

o.tn

0019

0.013

0.021

As discussed in Section 2 ('Neural Network

Model'), the basic model is not suiøble to batch

process. It is noticed that the recall error for the

basic model is large. The recall results for the

basic model ¿ìre summarized in Table 3. The

recall-error averages are about l5Vo for learned

points and l57o for unlearned points.

Table 3. Recall result summary of the basic model

B¡tch no. I¡¡æd RPM AF AEr¡ßc

RMScrc Stddcv. RMScnø Stddcv, RMScnc

Fig. 5 Recall rcsult of Batch 800620

Y

Y

N

N

0.180

0.120

0.t52

0.141
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0.149

0.132

0.155
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0.090

0.109

o.t?2

0.183

0.099

0.1?3

o.tn

0.179

0.099

0.146
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4. CONCLUSION

Owing to the quantitative reasoning and

self-learning ability, this work apply successfully a

neural network model to establish a fermenter

conEol system so as to overcome the complexity of
biochemical process control.

Considering the time-varying characteristics of
batch process control, we combine the

three-moving-average method and back

propagating network model to form the

neural-network cont¡ol system architecture.

The proposed neural network model is tested more

than ten batches on experimental data from an E.

Coli fermenter. According to the application
results, we think the accuracy and speed of the

refined neural network model can achieve

requirements of real- time industrial applications.
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RULE BASED INTERPOLATING CONTROL
- FUZZY AND ITS ALTERNATIVES

Mikael Johansson
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Abstract. Design of control strategies based on heuristics is discussed. The most well-

known example of this is fuzzy cont¡oì. Fuzzy logic aystems describe nonlinea¡ mappings

in terms of linguistic ¡ules and an interpolative reasoning method. Ä useful tool for

understanding advances in fuzzy cont¡ol is proposed by considering the similarity between

a fuzzy system and a look-up table with an interpolation method. This point-of-view also

results in an alternative ¡ule based paradigm consisting of crisp rules and an interpolative

reasoning method. Stripping the colo¡ful language, this is nothing but the classical function

approximation approach'

Keywords. Fuzzy Control, Fuzzy Systems, Interpolation, Approximation Theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy logic was introduced in the 60's [Zadeh,
i965] as a way to formalize reasoning with impre-
cise or vague information. Soon, the first labora-
tory experiments with controllers based on fuzzy
logic where presented [Mamdani, 1974]. An early
industrial application was control of a cement
kiln, where the fuzzy logic framework ïuas used

to mimic an experienced process oPerator's con-

trol actions [Holmblad and Ostergaard, 1982]. In
the last few years, the area of fuzzy control has

received renewed attention. This is partly because

ofits intuitive appeal to non-control engineers and

partly due to some successful commercial appli-
cations. However, current hype and oversell has

also resulted in an increasing amount of scepticism
towards fuzzy control [Bernhard, 1992] [Elkan,
1993]. Another important reason for this scepti-
cism is the lack of methods for comparing ad-

vances in fuzny control with ¡esults established in
the conventionaì control theory.

Special with fuzzy cont¡ollers is that the mapping
from process observations to control action is

described by a set of ¡ules. By describing how

rules and interpolation are combined in fuzzy
systems, this paper aims at narrowing the gap
between hype and scepticism. In principle, the

rules specify the mapping for a few characteristic
process conditions. Fo¡ other process states, the
control action is obtained by an interpolation
carried out by the reasoning process. From this

point-of-view, fuzzy systems is one of several
possibiliüies to combine linguistic rules and an
interpolative reasoning method.

This paper is organized as follows. First, control
strategies based on rules and interpolative reason-

ing is discussed in general. The discussion is made
more specific by describing how rules and inùerpo-
lation is combined in fuzzy systems. À piecewise

linearization of .fuzzy system mappings is proposed

as a useful tool for understandingfuzzy nonlinear-
ities. As an alternative to fuzzy systems, the com-

bination of linguistic rules and analytical interpo-
lation is suggested. Finally, some ïvork on adaptive
fuzzy systems is reviewed in terms of interpolation
systems.

2. RUIE BASED INTERPOLATING
CONTROL

If a mathematical process model is known, con-
trol theory provides a broad selection of design
routines for computing a controller from specifi-

cations. In practice, however, there exists several
cases when a valid or useful process model cannot
be found. These problems are often eolved by eim-
ply deciding a control strategy, possibly with a few
adjustable parameters. The parameters are then
tuned so that the controlled system behaves in the
desired manner, see Fig. 1. One control structure
often used in this way is the PID controller.

A somewhat difierent approach is based on the
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PlantControllor

Heurislics

Figure l. How can we control a plant for
which no mathematical process modcl exists ?

following observation: Even if the plant behaviour
fails to be adequately described by a mathematical
process model, it may often be controlled by a
skilled p¡ocess operator. A straight-forward way
to control such a process is to simply mimic the
process ope¡atorts control actions. If the operator
can state a set of rules that describes how to
cont¡ol the plant, a correct interpretation of these
rules gives an automatic control close to the one
performed by the human expert.

It is important to notice thai in the same way as
control theo¡etic approaches rely on the accuracy
of a mathematical process model, expert control
¡elies on adequate acquisition and interpretation
of expert knowledge. Insight in this problem will
be developed by noticing that "The problem of
learning a mapping between an input and an
output space is essentially . . . equivalent to the
problem of estimating the system that transfo¡ms
inputs into outputs given a set of examples of
input-output pairs. A classical f¡amewo¡k for this
problem is function approximation." [Poggio and
Girosi, 1989].

Inspired by this, the following requirements for
efficient design of rule based feedback controllers
may be postulated:

1. The behaviou¡ of the controller should be
described by a set of linguistic ¡ules. These
rules contain an expert's control actions for
some characteristic process conditions.

2. For cases where no exact control action is
specified, the system should be able to gener-
alize f¡om knowledge of the control action for
similar process conditions.

3. The linguistic description should have a
transparent influence on the controlle¡ non-
linearity. This facilitates efective controller
tuning.

The idea of mimicing a human expert's control ac-
tions has motivated several Al-based control ap-
proaches. One example is the BOXES algoriihm
used in [Sammut and Michie, 1991]. Here, the
rules define constant control action on rectangular
patches in cont¡olle¡ state space. Thus, the map-
ping described by a set of rules is interpreted as
a piecewise constant function. With a limited set
of rules, the BOXES algorithm is only capable of
representing a very restricted class of functions.

P (x)

I

0

0

Figure 2. Mcmbcrship fr¡nctions dcffning lin-
guistic valucs NL, ZE and PL uscd in thc fuzzy
PD controllcr.

Fuzzy systems, on the other hand, can theoreti-
cally represent every continuous function [Wang
and Mendel, 1992]. In order to understand what
can practically be achieved by fuzzy controllers, it
is important to understand how rules and interpo-
lation is combined in fuzny systems. This under-
standing will be developed next.

3. FVZZY SYSTEMS...

In fuzzy controllers, the fuzzy system is used to
perform a nonlinear mapping from the process
observations to the control action. A luzzy system
consists of a set of rules, each stating the control
action to be taken for a given process state, e.g.:

IF Error IS Zero TEEI{ Control IS Zero

In order to interpret these rules by luzzy logic and
approximate reasoning, each linguistic statement
is represented by a fuzzy set. For an introductory
to the restricted fuzzy logic used in fuzzy con-
trollers, see [Lee, L990].

The main idea of fuzzy set theory is that süate-
ments like Error IS Zero are not just simply
true or false but can be fulfilled to any degree.
As a consequence, several rules of the fuzzy rule
base may apply at the same time. This causes an
interpolation effect. The nature of this interpo-
lation is governed by ihe defuzzification strategy
used. This article will primarily be concerned with
product-sum inference, AND defined as a prod-
uct and Center-of-Gravity defuzzification, here-
after referred to as product-sum reasoning.

Describing a function with fuzzy logic based rules
is not very different from describing a nonlin-
earity by a look-up table with an interpolation
procedure. Roughly speaking, the fuzzy sets and
rules correspond to the table while the reasoning
method corresponds to the interpolation. The sim-
ilarity between the two approaches is especially
transparent in the case of product-Bum reasoning
and piecewise linear input sets with full overlap.
ping, see Fig.2. The relation between the fuzzy
system parameüers and the described nonlinearity
can be described as follows [Johansson, 1gg4]r

u

x

11
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¡ The input fuzzy sets partition the controller
hypersurface into a set of interpolation inter-

vals.

¡ The location of the output fuøzy sets deter-

mine the function values at the interval end-

points.

r The ratio between areas of the output fuzzy

sets determine the slope of the nonlinearity
at these endpoints.

The relation between the fuzzy system parameters

and the nonlinearity will be illuminated by a small

example:

Ex¡.1r,¡pl,p 1-A Fuzzy PD Nonlinearity

In a fuzzy controller of PD-type, the fuzzy system

is used to perform a nonlinear mapping from the

filtered control errors to the control action. One

such mapping (with poor transient behaviour) can

be desc¡ibed by the following nine linguistic rules:

error
NL ZE PL

error rate
PL 7,8 PL PL
ZE NL ZE PL
NL NL NL ZE

The linguistic values of each signal are defined by

standard piecewise linear fuzzy sets with full over-

lapping, see Fig. 2. The influence oî fuzzy set pa-

rameters on the nonlinearity is visualized stepwise.

Fig. 3 shows how the fuzzy input sets partition
input-space. Fig. 4 shows how the ¡ule base and

the output fuzzy sets determine the function val-

ues at some key-points. The interpolation carried
out by the reasoning process results in the final
nonlinearity of Fig. 5.

05

e

6

Figure 4. Thc rules specify thc function val'
ue¡ at oome kcy-points'

g

t

4.5
-l

q¡6tdø

z
6

Figure 3. The fuzzy input scts partition con-

troller statc-spacc,

The analogy with function approximation gives

good insight in practical possibilities and limita-
tions of fuzzy system mappings. For the widely
used class of. fuzzy systems described above, the
input fuzzy sets can be seen as basis functions for
the interpolation. From this obse¡vation, it is clear

Figure 5. The rcasoningprocc¡s intcrpolatca.

what happens if we use fuzzy sets of other shape

or distribution.

It is interesting to notice that for this class of
fuzzy systems, there exists an equivalent analyt-
ical description of the fuzzy system mapping in
terms of a collection of firsü-order rational polyno-

mials. The transformation from linguistic to ana-

lytical description of ühe nonlinearity can be used

for fast implementation on standard hardware [Je'
hansson, 1994].

4. ...IINEARIZATION ...

One reason for the current scepticism towards
fuzzy control is the lack of methods for classi-

cal control engineers to relate the advances in
fuzzy control to established ones in their own
fields of work. A possible remedy for this would
be a method to compute and visualize approx-
imate fuzzy nonlinearities which requires only a

basic knowledge of fuzzy systems. For this pur-
pose, piecewise linearization of the fuzzy system

mapping can be a very good tool. Piecewise lin-
earization provides a method to translate a luzzy

system design to a look-up table. The approximate
reasoning process is replaced with analytical lin-
ear interpolation in the table. The algorithm can

be formulated as folìows:

o5

{.5

0.5

-1
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A¡,conltn¡rr 1- Piecewise Linearization

1. For each input, create an input vector con-
taining the modal points of the fuzzy sets of
this input. The modal points of afuzzy set are
the points bounding the interval where the set
is the only set with non-zero membership.

2. For each point in the Cartesian space of the
input vectors, determine the corresponding
output. Since only one rule apply at these
points, the computation is trivial.

3. Use multi-linear interpolation to obtain a
control surface.

The algorithm will be demonstrated on the fuzzy
PD design of Example 1.

Exlup¡,n 2-Fuzzy PD continued.

To make a piecewise linearization of the fuzzy PD
design, Algorithm 1 is used:

1. Determine the modal points of the fuzzy sets
of each input.

rt=rz=[-1 _tl2 0 rl2 1]
\,u*,-

NL ZE PL

2, Since Center-of-Gravity defuzzification is
used in the original design, possible output
values are the centroids of the fuzzy output
sets, i.e.

o=[_213 0 213]

-/\,2\-,-NL ZE PL

For each point in Cartesian space I7 x 12,
determine the corresponding output. This
step uses the rule base to obtain the following
table mapping inputs to outputs:

T_

-213 -213 0 0

-213 -2/3 0 0

-213 o 2/3 213

0 213 2/3 213

o 2/3 213 213

3. Bi-linear interpolation is used in this table.

The resulting nonlinearity is shown in Fig.6.

Ifthe input fuzzy sets are triangular or trapezoidal
with full overlapping, the approach of piecewise
linearization can be shown to give the exact
mapping in case of (a) product-sum reasoning
and output sets with equal area, (b) product-sum
inference with singleton outputs and (c) Sugeno-
type control with constant outputs. By requiring
the output fuzzy sets to be rectangular with
no overlap, case (a) can be extended to other

Figure 0. Nonlinearity dcff.ned by piecewiec
linca¡ization.

NL ZE PL
x

-t01
Figure 7. Altern¿tive dcffnition of linguietic
values.

reasoning methods [Galichet and Foulloy, 1gg3].
Even if these requirements are not fulfilled, the
piecewise linearization gives a good approximation
of the fuzzy system mapping [Boverie eú at., lgg3].
For further literature on piecewise linear fuzzy
controllers, see [Meyer-Gramann, L993].

5. ...AND THE ALTERNATIVES.

Looking back at the previous sections, it is natural
to ask if it is motivated to use the complete ma-
chinery with fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic and approxi-
mate reasoning just to translate a set of linguistic
rules to a nonlinear mapping. Moreover, a fuzzy
controller has a very large number of adjustable
parameters. Although the rules have a local influ-
ence on the nonlinearity, to what extent can these
numerous parameters be tuned using heuristics?

The translation from linguistic rulee to a look-up
table can be made very directly and intuitively.
One way of specifying the linguistic statements
is simply to define the regions for which the
statement is completely true. Other regions are
left blank in order to indicate uncertainty or lack
of exact knowledge, as in Fig. 7.

It is probable that the expert can point out the
most characteristic features of the control strat-
egy. Straight-forward analytical interpolation be-
tween the key-points defined by the rules may thus
be a valid generalization of the stated knowledge.
The investigations in [Johansson, 1993] indicated
that the type of interpolation was of minor im-
portance. It is then natural to choose an interpo-
lation routine that is as simple as possible. Appro.
priate interpolation methods include multi-linear
or cubic spline interpolation. This combination of
linguisüic rules and interpolative reasoning gives
a transparent relation between the linguistic and

õ

ã

213

2/3

213

0

0
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Figure t. Nonlinearity dcfined by the rule
based paradigrn using anaìytical intcrpolation.

the analytical description of the nonlinearity. How

this method can be used for a rule based PD de-

sign will be shown in the following example.

Ex¡.lvrpl,p 3-Fuzzy PD continued.

A nonlinear PD controller is designed on a heuris-

tic basis and described by the nine linguistic rules

from Example 1. The designer of these rules is

then asked to specify for what inputs the control
action, the control error and its derivative can be

considered negative large, zero and positive large.

The ¡esult of this query is shown in Fig. 7. These

specifications are translated to a look-up table and

combined with bi-linear interpolation. This design

results in a nonlinearity in Fig. 8. Note the strong
similariiy with Fig. 6. The difference comes from
the difference in interpretation of the linguistic
values of the control variable.

6. NONLINEAR MODELERS

Much excellent work has been made in the field of
adaptive control of linear processes. An additional
tool of great use to a control engineer is a compo-
nent for adaptive modeling of static nonlinearities.
Such a component can be used for compensation of
nonlinearities on the input or output of the pro-
cess. This includes sensor linearization, adaptive
nonlinear feed forward and nonlinear process iden-

tification. Several indust¡ial applications of adap-
tive modelers are mentioned in [Heiss, 1994]'

As shown previous in this paper, fuzzy systems are

very similar to function approximators based on
analytical interpolation methods. Adaptive fuzzy
systems are in the same way related to adap-

tive function approximators based on analytical
interpolation. This section will brief some work in
adaptive nonlinear modeling and adaptive fuzzy
systems. In essence, the same component has been

developed under two different names and with
two different areas of use: fuzzy systems model
a complete control law while function approxi-
mators model some specific process characüeristic.
Further, the fuzzy systems approach provides an

Figure 9. Thc u¡Ìnown function (solid linc)
ia approximatcd by a lincar intcrpolation
(dash-dottcd linc) ueing thc tablc valucs ('o'),

intuitive front-end to obtain the initial function
approximation from a human exPert.

Consider the problem of approximating an un-
known function f(ø) using a look-up table with
an interpolation procedure. Typically, the table is
represented by an array of inputs and correspond-

ing output values. For inputs not expliciily stated
in the table, the output is interpolated using some

regularity condition of the unknown function. Of-
ten, the regularity condition is an assumption that
the unknown function is continuous of order ¿.
This results in spline interpolation of order ¿ * 1

[de Boor, 1978]. The problem of approximating
an unknown function by a piecewise polynomial
of order L is shown in Fig. 9.

The most straight-forward adaption method is

to only adjusi the function values in the look-
up table. One adaptive nonlinear modeler based

on this idea and linear interpolation was derived

in [Åström, 1985]. Similar adaption is used in
adaptive fuzzy.systems, see e.g. [Wang, 1992].

Obviously, the accuracy of these apProximationg
is highly dependent on the partitioning of the in-
terpolation intervals. One way to allow for higher
accuracy is to insert new control points at the in-
put values for which the approximation error has

its maximum [Kincaid and Cheney, 1991]. Kavli

[Kavli, 1990] has developed a learning method
that, given a set of input-output pairs, iteratively
inserts control points nonuniformly to achieve the
prescribed accuracy of the mapping. The parame-
ters of the approximation are adapted on-line us-

ing a steepest descent method.

The insertion of new knots in a spline approxi-
mation corresponds to generation of new rules in
a fuzzy design. Automatic rule generation is in-
cluded in a fuzzy modeling algorithm presented in

[Katayama et aL.,1994). This algorithm uses a con-
strained optimization procedure to adjust both in-
put and output fuzzy sets so that the fuzzy syetem
mapping matches a set of input-output pairs. If
the prescribed accuracy is noü achieved by the op-
timization procedure, additional rules are inserted
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to describe the region where the approximation er-
ror has its maximum. In the function approxima-
tion framework, this algorithm adjusts both the
location of the control points and the correspond-
ing function values. Further, new control points
are inse¡ted if necessary.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Fuzzy control was considered one of several pos-
sibilities to combine a rule based formalism with
an interpolative reasoning method. Three reason-
able requirements were postulated for effective
rule based controi design.

Insight in fuzzy systems were developed by notic-
ing thai describing a control strategy by a set of
rules is equivalent to the function approximation
problem. The most widely used classes of. fuzzy
systems where expiained being very similar to in-
terpolation systems based on splines. This analogy
was late¡ used to develop an understanding of ad-
vances in adaptive fuzzy systems and relate them
to othe¡ techniques for modeling static nonlinear-
ities.

For control engineers with no fuzzy systems back-
ground, piecewise linearization was proposed as a
tool for understanding and visualizing nonlineari-
ties offuzzy controllers. As an alternative to fuzzy
systems, an intuitive and simple way of mapping
linguistic rules to a look-up table was described.
Using analytical interpolation in this table results
in systems with similar approximation capabilities
as fizzy systems.
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A REAL-TIME EXPERT SYSTEM FOR PROCESS SUPERVISION
AND ITS APPLICATION IN PULP INDUSTRY
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.- SCA Research AB, Bor 3054, S-850 03 Sundsuall, Sweden

Abstract,. We have developed an expert system for continuous supervision of part of a pulp
process. This is part of a prototype of Ktr 2000, a workstation for process industry developed

by the Computing Science Department of Uppsala University and SCA Research AB. The
sys+-em ran continuously in an operator control room at the SCA Östrand pulp plant from
early 1991 to mid 1993. In this paper we evaluate the experiences gained so far.

Keywords. Alarm systems, Artificial intelligence, Expert systems, Knowledge Engineering,

I\Ian-machine systems, Process control, Pulp industry

1. BACKGROUND 2, WHY USING KBS TECHNIQUES

The underlying rnotivation for the work described
herein is to change the role of operators in pro-
cess industry. Currently much of their time
is spent passively monitoring instruments and
screens. Our objective is to give the operators
the opportunity to have a more active role in the
supervision and maiutenance of the process. Some

examples of such activities are:

o Self-paced continuous education.
o Investigating unexpected process behaviour.
o Following up measures taken for improving

process behaviour.
o Testing and further developing one's knowl-

edge about the process.

In order to make such activities possible we must
provide certain resources, such as:

o ÀIore sophisticated supervision systems to
take over much of the routine monitoring, po-
tentially also part of control.

r Course material, possibly, and maybe even
preferably, computer-based.

o Toois for analysing process conditions and be-
haviour.

o Simulators, etc., for experimental activities.

\\¡e have, in collaboration with SCA Research AB,
developed the KE 2000 concept. It is intended
as a u'orkstation for process industr¡ capable of
providing certain services in a uniform environ-
ment. The current prototype for KE 2000 includes
an expert system for process monitoring, software
for self-studies, a simple simulator and standard
tools such as spreadsheet and word processing pro-
grams.

The role of the expert svstem in KE 2000 is not
only that of automatic process supervision. Given
appropriate tools, an expert system can also be

used to test and deepen one's understanding of
the problem domain. Briefly, the procedure is a
repetition of the following steps.

o Formalising one's intuitive understanding of
the process as rules in a knowledge base.

o Comparing the predictions of this knowledge
base using (recorded, simulated, or live) pro-
cess data, against those of other knowledge
bases and human judgements.

Moreover, it is expected that a knowledge base can
serve the purpose of preserving valuable knowl-
edge that would otherwise be lost when expe-
rienced operators leave. We predict that stud-
ies of other operators' formalised knowledge will
cause fruitful interaction and further advances. Of
course such a repository of knowledge is also valu-
able when educating new operators.

To summarise, including an expert system compo-
nent in KE 2000 is intended to give the following
results.

o Automatic detection of routine process dis-
turbances. A future possibility is to provide
some means for automatic corrections as well.

o Advance warning of infrequent or serious pro-
cess disturbances.

o Preservation of knowledge about the process.
r Preservation of discussion and stimulation of

the operators' interest in the process.
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¡ Being a tool for operators for formalising and
verifying their orvn knowledge about the pro-
CESS.

Complete accomplishrnent of the first three goals
for a non-trivial domain would have required sub-
stantial resources that were not available for de-
veloping the KE 2000 prototype. For the proto-
t¡'pe it rvas not considered worthu'hile to build a
production qualitl' knorvledge base. As a conse-
quence, the prototype was primarily intended to
achieve the last two goals above.

3. OVÐRVIEW OF KE 2OOO

3.1 Requirements

In order to be useful in this kind of project, it
was required that KE 2000 satisfy the following
requirements.

o High reliability in terms of continuous oper-
ation.

o Extensibilitlr
¡ Ease of operation for all its intended users.

3.2 Seruices

Some examples of services to be provided by KE
2000 are:

o autornatic process supervision,
. computer aided instruction,
. suulmary of the process state,
r simulation,
o statisticaì analysis of data,
. spreadsheets, and
o n'oLd processing.

3. 3 Design Considerations

There existed no single tool that couid offer the
services mentioned above. It was therefore de-
cided to let the main functions of KE 2000 be
provided by distinct programs, through a consis-
tent user interface. It rvas therefore possible to
address eacli function separately

4. THE EXPERT SYSTEM

l. 1 Desi,gn Pri,nc.iples

For tlie expert subsvstem there exist a number
of tools in the market, most notably G2 (Moore
el a/. 1988), a further development of PICON
(LISP lt{achines Inc. 1g86). Some of our experi-
ences rvith using PICON have been reported ear-
Iier (Hjort and Pavek 1988). The choice was be-
tween using G2 and developing our own tool for

automatic supervision. Some circumstances i.nflu_
encing our decision were:

o The intended use of the expert system re-
quires that operators are able to easily de-
velop and modify knowledge bases. It is nec-
essary that the knowledge language is simple
and not in a foreign language.

¡ It wa-s also required that operators be able
to write and test their orvn knorvledge bases.
It must be possible to run and modify one
or many alternative knowledge bases simulta-
neously with a distinguished ,,official" main
knowledge base without risk of confusing
their output, nor of inadvertently modifying
the official one.

o For reasons listed above we preferred to use
Macintosh workstations and the high memory
requirements, etc., of G2 made this impossi-
ble. Currently G2 is not even available on the
N4acintosh.

Our choice was consequently to develop our otvlì
tool set for building the expert subsvstem, accord-
ing to the principles described below.

Modularity. Developing a tool set for expert sys-
tems from scratch is an enormous effort and it
could not possibly have been done within the du-
ration of the project. We therefore decided to
use existing toois wherever possible and to link
all subprograms, or modules, with a simple byte-
stream protocol.

This modular approach has several important ad-
vantages, for example:

o The development time for the tool set can be
greatly reduced by enhancing commercially
available tools with communication facilities
instead of developing new tools.

o A module can easily be replaced by a neu' ver-
sion. This can be done without any change
at all to the other modules as long as the
new version of the module follows the estab-
lished protocols when communicating with
the other modules. Provided that this is true
the new version does not even have to be im-
plemented using the same tool as the old ver-
sion.

o This, in turn, means that the system can con-
tinuously be upgraded with new technology
for each module as soon as it becomes avail-
able.

o Provided that the communication facilities
support communication within the same ma-
chine as well as between distinct machines, it
is possible to distribute the modules and thus
the expert system over several machines. For
a discussion of such distributed systems, see
below.
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Di,stributed system,. There are several good rea-

sons for choosing a communication system that
allorvs modules on distinct machines to commu-
nicate. Some advantages with spreading modules
orrer several machines are:

o The svstem can be made more robust, since
most or all of the functionality of the systern
can be retained when one machine is stopped.
hi KE 2000, for example. it is very important
that the expert system keeps running even

if sorne other subsystem fails and possibly
causes a machiue to stop temporarily.

¡ A related issue is that of redundant function-
ality. In order to increase robustness it is pos:
sibie to duplicate moduies and let them run
on distinct machines. In this way the fail-
ure of one machine need not affect at all the
functionality of the whole system.

o Nfore computation po$'er can be added when
necessal'y by adding new machines and mov-
ing modules to run on distinct machines.

r The user needs only see a machine that runs
user interface modules. By duplicating these
machines, many users at different locations
can ¡¡'ork with KE 2000 siniultaneously and
access the same information, without signifi-
cantly' decreasing performance.

o It is possible to monitor the system from a
lemote Iocation.

Logic program.ming. \\¡e decided to base the rule
Ianguage on Horn clauses because they have sim-
ple semantics and it is knorvn horv to run them
efficientlv on computers as exemplified by numer-
ous Prolog iniplementations.

Tlie Computing Science Department has long ex-
perience of Prolog implementation. We therefore
chose to enhance the in-house Tricia Prolog sys-

tem (1988) with communication facilities and use

it for building the inference machine modules.

In,terface to Eri,sting Systerns. KE 2000 can be

used in environment rvith quite varying and het-
erogeneous existing instrumentation and com-
puter systems. The presentation of conclusions,
etc., should be uniform and independent of the
data sources used. \\¡e have therefore decided
to let the interface of the expert system to such

equiprnent be a separate module in order to min-
imize the need for customisation.

1.2 Operat'ion

The expert system is based on rules, each having
a set of conditions and a set of conclusions. A
conclusion of a rule may be used as a condition
in another rule, but it may also be reported to
alert the operators of a present or future process

Opcrattr Machinc

Background machinc

Fig. 1. Overview of the system

condition.l The rules are written in a high-ievel
(natural) language and must be translated intc¡

a runnable version before being loaded into the
inference machine. The installed prototype cur-
rently uses Swedish as the base language.

New data is continuously brought into the system.
The inference machine is invoked periodically and
computes the conclusions which are valid given

the current set of data. This set of conclusions is

compared with the previously valid set and any
differences are sent to the user interface for noti-
fication.

l. 3 Archi,tectural Oueru'iew

As was noted before, the system consists of com-
municating modules, distributed on several com-
puters. Fig. 1 is an overview of the system.

The software components have been buiìt using
the programming languages Prolog2, Think C3

and SuperCard4. More details are available else-

where (Mildner and Barklund 1992).

Graphi.cøl User Interface. A user interface module
provides the following functions.

lThese process conditions typically indicate problems
with the process but could in principle be any events im-
portant enough to report.

2Tlicia Prolog follows de facto standards for Prolog,
but has been extended with network communication. It
was developed at the Computing Science Department of
Uppsala University (Barklund and Miliroth 1988). It is
available by anonymous ftp from ftp.csd.uu.se.

3Think C by Symantec is a development system for C
progÏams.

4SuperCard by Aldus is a specialised environment for
building user interfaces. Our experience is that it is a useful
tool for rapid development of prototypes but the resulting
programs are too large and slow to be of production quality.

[d'(ût

Uset Iùrcrface (Supercard) KiloÃledqe base
Conpiler (ProloB)
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. Presenting to the user conclusions, and in-
formation about conclusions, reported by the
inference engine.

o Displaying and providing interaction with a
process schema that details the flow of sub-
stances, energ)/, etc., in the process.

r Displa¡'ing data from the process, such as val-
ues from sensors monitoring a part of the pro-
cess.

r Displaying charts plotting current and past
values of sensors and other data as a function
of time.

o Providing an editor for the information in
knorvledge bases.

o Displaying an overvierv of tlie status of the
process.

One user interface (presumably in the operator
control rooni) is defiued as the primary interface
and is tlie only one allou'ed to perforrn certain
operations, e.g., installing a new rnain knou'ledge
base. Anv number of observation-only user in-
terface moduies can be connected. It uould also
be possible to have specialised user interfaces for
certain categories of users, €.g., a small alert-only
intelface.

ReaL Time Data Acquisition,. A real time mod-
ule is lesponsible for tirnely retrieval of data from
the process being monitored. It periodicallv sends
ueu,ly retrieved values to those inference engines
subscribing to its services.

There are currently two kinds of data sources,
those that the real time module has to poll for
data. and those that are input-only. The latter
ale used for data provided by any external mod-
ule rvith ¡¡'hicir the real time module cannot, or is
not allowed to, have two-rvay communication.

Data items provided by the real time module (as

opposed to named expressions, which are com-
puted b1' an inference engine) are referred to as
plimitive data items.

Kn.outledge Bases. A knorvledge base contains for-
mal and informal knori'ledge about some part) or
related parts, of a process. The formalised knowl-
edge in a knowledge base includes rules, writ-
ten in a subset of Swedish or some other natu-
ral ianguage, which encode knowledge and beliefs
about the process. The rules are translated into a
runnable form by a knowledge base compiler and
are subsequently given to an inference engine. The
iuference engine computes indications of "interest-
ing" process states based on the rules. The lan-
guage is described elsewhere (briefly by Mildner
and Barklund (1992); extensively in Swedish by
Barklund (199i))

which documents the process states, indications
and rules in the knowledge base. The informal
knowìedge is not used directly by the expert s1's-
tem but is accessible to the user.

Knowledge Base Comp,ilers. Our compiler takes
as input a knowledge base with natural language
syntax, parses, analyses, and outputs it in a form
suitable as input to the inference engine (t\filtlner
and Barklund 1992).

Inference Engines. An inference engine ìoads the
runnable version of a knowledge base. It periodi-
cally receives data from the process and contputes
all current indications. Indications that have be-
come valid, or have ceased to be valid, are re-
ported to all "listening" user interfaces if the in-
dications are so marked in the knowledge base.

An inference module also collects and provides the
data needed for user interfaces to plot how prim-
itive and derived values have changed o-"er time.

A system contains more than one inference engine
when several knowledge bases are used simultane-
ously. This is the case when testing a new knowl-
edge base and potentially also when a knowledge
base is split into parts, e.g., belonging to different
parts of the supervised process.

/t.4 Commun'icati,on

The high level communicatio¡r protocol is as¡'r1-
chronous (i.e., a module always proceeds immedi-
ately after sending a message, never waiting for a
reply). This is more difficult to implement than
synchronous communication but allows the oper-
ation of each module to be independent of the
response time of any connected module (which
might be virtually infinite if a module is unreach-
able).

The protocol is text-based, making it easy to mon-
itor and debug the communication. A byte-stream
protocol was chosen as underlying protocol also
because it is a type of protocol available on most
platforms and from most languages.

The messages sent and received by each module
have been decided for each pair of communicating
modules separately.

Communication in modular expert svstems is
discussed more thoroughly elsewhere (Wünsche
1990, Barklund et a|.1991, Barklund et a\.1992).Knowledge bases also contain informal knowledge
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5. ARCHITECTURE OF THB PROTOTYPE

5.1 PLatform

Our main criteria for choosing hardware were:

¡ Existence of a large softrvare base and good
program development tools.

o Ease of operation also for users with littie or
no previous experience of computers.

o Availability of sofbware for rapid development
of sopliisticated user interfaces.

o Existence of national language support both
in s1's¡sm and application software.

o Simplicity of network operatlon.
. Stable operation and good support.

Our earlier experiments used LISP Machines-
q'orkstations built to run symbolic processing ef-
ficiently. Our experierlce was that these machines
were lacking in several of the criteria above.

We chose À4acintosh cotnputers because they were

adequate according to our criteria and superior in
so¡re respects, notably the user interface, com-
pared with the alternatives: PCs or UNIX work-
stations.

Tiie absence of a pre-emptive multitasking oper-
ating system on the lt4acintosh computers was a
source of difficulties. However, there were also ad-
vantages with having only Macintosh computers,
for exampÌe, the AppleTalk network protocol pro-
vided on top of the EtherTalk network provided
useful high level facilities.

5. 2 Di.stríbuted System

DistriÌ¡uted systems rvere advocated above. In
particular, it is advisable to run critical parts of
the expert system on computers not affected by
user operations (e.g., running computationally in-
tensive or unsafe tools). We will call these com-
puters background machines because the users
have no need to physically access them. The oper-
ator machines can then be restarted at will, also
s'ith no effect on the background machines and
thus on critical programs.

5.3 Configuration

The prototype system has one background ma-
chine (see Fig. 1) and can handle up to three op-
erator machines.s Each of these machines is an
Apple lvfacintosh II computer. The machines are
connected by an Apple EtherTalk network. Using

sThree operator machines was sufficient for testing the
prototype but a marginal further effort would be sufficient
to handle an arbitrary number of operator machines.

fast modems and bridging software, the netrvork
can include machines arbitrarily far apart,6

Background machines have no direct interaction
with operators. An alternative would thus have

been to use, e.g., a UNIX workstation as back-
ground machine while still having Macintosh op-
erator machines.

6. CURRENT STATUS

The KE 2000 prototype has been installed at the
SCA Ostrand pulp plant. Engineers and operators
at the plant have been developing a substantial
knowledge base for the prototype. But at the end
of 1993, the process and the basic process instru-
mentation were changed. The knowledge base in
the KE 2000 expert system became obsolete and
had to be disconnected. The expert systenr has

not yet been restarted. One reason is that work
force at the mill became significantiy reduced.

We are now continuing our work within a project
funded by the Swedish National Board for Tech-
nical and Industrial Development (NUTEK)7. In
this project we will, among other things, de-

velop more powerful languages for expressing var-
ious knowledge about an industrial, or other real-
world, process. One of our approaches is to pro-
vide means for expressing, more directly, knowl-
edge about causal connections between process en-

tities.

7. EFFORT

KE 2000 is the latest result of a collaboration be-

tween the Computing Science Department of Up-
psala University and SCA Research AB which has

been ongoing for seven years. It is therefore diffi-
cult to assess exactly the total effort spent on KE
2000.

However, we estimate that we have spent what
amounts to four person-years on developing the
expert system part of KE 2000, including its user
interface.

Unfortunately, due to factors external to this
project, the engineers and operators at the SCA
Ostrand plant were not able to allocate enough
time for developing a high-quality initial knowl-
edge base. As a consequence) the output from the
expert system is not as good as we expect that it
could be.

6This facility was particularly useful during the devel-
opment of the system. It has been possible to investigate
problems with the system in Timrå and upgrading it from
the Computing Science Department at Uppsala University,
approximately 400 km away.

TContract No. 93-3113, Intelligent Real-Time Systems.
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8. EVALUATION

The system has proven very reliable in terms of
up-time. The expert system have had virtually
no unscheduled stops in the first eighteen rnonths,
yielding a up-time ratio close to 100%, clearly
above the target of 98% for the prototype.

The I{E 2000 prototype operator machine ha"s

been used eight hours per twenty-four hours (as
shon,n b1' the activity logs maintained by the sys-
tem). Possiltl¡', some of this time has been spent
using programs not directly related to the expert
system. However, whenever the operator machine
is running, the expert system user interface is ac.
tive anci visible on a separate screen. Therefore,
if operators are using the machine, they will pay
attention to output from the expert system.

It is important that the running knowledge base
can be rnodified without stopping the expert sys-
tem. This possibility has the added advantage of
speeding up the process of experimenting with,
and developing, a knorvledge base. Horvever, in
the KE 2000 prototype, the rather slow knowl-
edge base development subsystem turned out to
l¡e a source of irritation.

As notecl above, the quality of the main knowl-
edge base and consequently the output from the
expert system has been unsatisfactorv. The en-
gineers and operators have had no problems in
understanding the knowledge base and in using
the language of the expert system, but developing
and structuring an accurate knowledge base has
proved difficult. It is important to realize that
the plocess logic can be very complicated and not
easy to catch in a few rules. The process operators
and engineers sliould be supported by a knowledge
engineer rvho is able who is able to introduce AI
techniques. The knowledge engineer has to edu-
cate and advise the personnel, and promote the
expert s)¡stetn techniques. This need not be a full
time job in a plant. Possibly a process control en-
gineer could be given the opportunity to study AI
techniques, e.g., at university, and on part time
introduce and maintain this new field in the pro.
duction environment.

There is a need for continuous work with the rules
of the knowledge base in order to adjust them to
slnall or big process changes. The process engi-
neers and the operators have to cooperate in a
much more formal and basic manner than before.
This can. of course, lead to many problems. The
language used by engineers is not the same as the
Ianguage of the operators, but rules are an ac-
ceptable language for all parties although not a"s

precise as the process models of the engineers in
mathematical form. A knowledge engineer could
play a useful role also in this communication, The

work with KE 2000 at the mill so far has shown
that the engineers and the operators are getting
closer to each other, but there is still a long way
to go.

The system appears to have been successful in rno-
tivating operators to use new technologv, as well
as having been instrumentaÌ in providing a ground
for discussions about the process. One probiem is
that some of the operators are not willing to par-
ticipate in this kind of activity.
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Abstract. An operator guidance system has been developed and taken into operation atthe No, 2 blast fumace at

Swedish S1eel. SSAB, in Luleå. The reasoning model expressed by the personnel and used in an early prototype

had to be modified in order to make the reasoning easier 1o understand. The performance of the system is

satisffing with suggestions ofthe same magnitude as the actions undertaken by the operators but oflen with befer
timing. Important issues when the system is further developed are establishing manual evaluation routines and

eslablishing criteria forjudging a suggestion on its merits.

Ke¡. \\,ords. Expert systems; guidance systems; human factors; process control; blast fumace; steel industry

1. INTRODUCTION

The blast furnace is a countercurrent process

rvhere iron ore, slag formers, and coke is

transported in skips and charged at the top ofthe
fumace. Hot blast and pulverized coal is blown
tlrough nozzles in the lower part of the furnace.

The ore is reduced to liquid iron and slag which
is tapped through a tap hole near the bottom of
the furnace. Fizure I shows the principle of the

process rvith the main reactions given. The

thermal condition in the furnace is primarily
determined b1' the ore 1o coke ratio and the

efficiencl' rvith which the reduction work is
taking place. These parameters may change

tvithout the operators knowledge with changes

of fumace heat level defined as changes in hot

metal quality as a result.

The time lag betrveen a change in ore to coke

ratio and a change in hot metal quality is

approxiniately fit,e hours and before the

operator gets a ne\r hot metal temperature and

analysis it can take another one to two hours.

This time lag, the complexity of the process and

the large potential of savings that can be made if
the process could be kept in a stable state has

made the blast furnace process a topic for
computer modelling since the mid sixties.

The development of knowledge based systems

for blast furnace control started in Japan in the

mid eighties which inspired activities at the

Su'edish Ironmasters Association. In 1988 a

resea¡ch proiect was initiated at the Royal

Institute of Technology KTH, in Stockholm,
Sweden, in collaboration with ,&bo Akademi,
Åbo, Finland. The project resulted in an off-line
prototlpe which was evaluated at the No. 2 blast
furnace at SSAB Tunnplåt AB in Luleå during
spring 1991.

Materidl Gas

Fe203+CO=
2FeO+C02

Schaft

FeO+CO=
Fe+C02

Belly

FeO+C=
Fe+CO

Bosh
Air I100 C

Hotmelal
1500 c
Slag

"Coal powder"
2C+O2:2CO

Hearth

Fig. l. The principle of the blast furnace process

After the evaluation a development project
started at SSAB and an on-line system for hot

metal and slag quality control named

90ô c 900 c
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MASMESTER was designed and programmed.
This sl'stem analyses data from the .process

database every minute and if an action should
be undertaken a suggestion is presented to the
operator.

MASMESTER was taken into test operation in
September 1993 and operation results are
promising. The system and the operators seem
to have the sane opinion about what actions
should be undefaken though the system is often
a couple ofhours ahead ofthe operators.

This paper aims at describing the
MASMESTER reasoning mechanism, the
s1-stem confìgwation ald results from the first
1'ear of operation. The authors experiences from
performing this kind of development in an
industrial environment is presented.

2, PROCESS CONTROL

The blast fumace is operated as a continuous
process u'here the amount of hot air supplied
detemines tìe production rate. The operational
goal is 1o produce a correct amount of hot metal
rvilll lon,est possible deviation in quality. Like
in most metallurgical processes it is difficult to
make measurements inside the reactor due to
tenlperatures of 1000-2000 degrees C. Another
problem is that the lagre amount of raw
materials can not be analysed continuously
since that rvould result in considerable costs. As
a consequense of these and others conditions the
hot metal quality varies with time even though
the production is considered to be normal.

In daily operation this va¡iation is continuously
evaluated by the persorurel. When operators
decide to charge more coke or inject more coal,
to correct the furnace heat level, lhe decision is
mainh' based on va¡iations in the hot metal
temperature ald alalysis i.e. carton, silicon and
sulphur content. If e.g. the temperature of the
hot nletal suddenly drops the operators must
decide if this der,iation should be considered to
be tempora¡' or not. In deciding about actions
also the uncertainty of the temperature
measurement must be taken into account. If this
is the first indication of a lower heat level and
the previous temperatures and anlyses indicate a
historic normal heat level, no action is probably
uudertaken even though the deviation is not
neglectable. The reason for this practice is the
abilitl' of the furnace to recover from a
devialion in heat level rvithout any operator
action. The probability for the furnace to
reco\¡er increases u'ith a past high heat level and

a high coke to ore ratio. But if the next piece of
information recieved on the hot metal confirm a
lower heat level the reason for a corrective
action becomes stronger.

The core knowledge in blast fumace heat level
control lies in grasping tle complexitl of this
dynamic behaviour.

3, INITIAL DECISION MODEL

An initial decision model was developed based
on interviews with blast furnace managers zutd
researchers (Gyllenram et al., 1991; Sandberg"
1992), Important input parameters. for
decisions, were identified as the hot metal
temperature (T) and the silicon anall'sis (Si).
The ouçut of the model was decided to be
suggestions regarding changes of coke, extra
skip of coke and moisture addition.

The model was rule based in a way rvhich
corelated well to how the personnel described
the decision process. Although rules were used
the model could be described as a matrix with T
as ordinate and Si as abscissa. Only a few cells
in the matrix contained suggestions.
Surrounding cells were empt-y. If the input data
hit an empty cell the suggestion was calculated
by a linear interpolation using the values from
the surrormding filled cells.

The problem of taking the process history into
consideration was solved by filtering the input
data with a first order filter. This smoothing of
data also décreased the negative impact of
uncertainty in data. The personnel also dealt
with this problem by applving half of the action
to begin with and later, when more data
confirmed the initial judgement, applying the
rest. This reasoning stmtegy was also adopted in
the model.

The model was tested on real process data, off-
line, and evaluated by the personnel. The
performance was acceptable but on some
occasions more data was used by the persornel
than in the model. A number of olher reasons,
like problems with how to adjust the model for a

desired ouþut, explaining why input data
resulted in a particular suggestion and how the
history was considered, resulted in the decision
to search for a new approach in the modelling.
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4. MODIFIED DECISION MODEL

With the experiences from tle initial model a

nen' model s'as created (Tivelius et al.,l99l).
The model rvas based on the same knou'ledge

but reformulated in order to overcome the

discovered drawbacks. An extensive process

evaluation indicated the possibility of
introducing three reasoning modes, cold, normal

and u'arm, when modelling the dynamics of tle
process.

p p

m

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the different reasoning
modes of MASMESTER

Fisure 2 describes the different reasoning modes

of MASMESTER. In the model no restrictions
are set on possible paths between the lluee
modes. Hon'ever, it is not like1y in actual

operation u'ith a direct shift of the fumace's heat

level e.g. from rvarm to cold, The furnace
follou's, according to experience, the atrows
marked u'ilh a p but again the model may use

the arrorv marked with an rt. ln operation, at

certain conditions, it is possible 1o decrease

coke or coal porvder although the quality of the
hot metal is acceptable. This strategy falls in the
optimization state which is not considered in the
MASMESTER s1'stem.

The model consists of five parts, an initial group

of rules for deciding the historic heat level
giving the reasoning mode, three matrixes each

representing one historic heat level and a group

of rules for final adjustment of the proposal

from the matrix.

The inital group of rules contains criterias for
classification of the historic heat level as cold,
nomral or warm. Data used in this classification
a¡e hot metal temperature, silicon (Si), carbon
(C) and sulphur (S) content.

cokl Si Normal Warm

Inorease coke and add extra skip

Increase coke

Decrease coke

Decrease coke and add moisture

Fig. 3. Action matrixes with action profiles for
different reasoning modes..

Fieure 3 describes the three matrixes in a

general way. As in the initial model the

temperature (T) and the silicon analysis (Si) is
used as heat level descriptors of the hot metal.

The output of the model is represented in Figure

3 by the different grafic patterns. In every cell.
800 in every ntatrix, a suggestion on a

corrective action is found. The tlpe or
magnitude of a suggestion for each combination
of temperature and silicon differ between the

ürcc matrixes. Each matrix represents a

different action profile suitable for a qpecial

heat level history. The straight fonvard idea in
the model is that the latest data of the hot metal,

T and Si, must be interpreted differently
depending on.the heat level history. Henceforth
has the warm matrix alarger acceptance e.g. of
a temperature drop than the normal matfix, see

location of white areas. The underlying belief is

that with a historic high heat level of the

furnace, the furnace has a higher ability to

recover from a temperature drop. As the heat

level decreases the model will change matrix
from \ilarm to normal to cold and the
correqponding suggestions will increase in
magnitude.

A proposal from one of the matrixes is only
preliminary. Since the rate of throughput of the
furnace is 5-7 hours the proposal needs to be
compared with and adjusted for already
performed changes in operation. The result of
this comparison is a final suggestion.

Although this was a new way of describing the
reasoning mechanism it emmidiately \ryon

acceptance. A particular suggestion could be

Wait

%
Ø
n
ffi
ffi

Optimizing

history

Warm
history

Cold
histo4'
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explained u'ithout any calculations and the rules
a¡d the matrixes could quickll'be altered.

5. THE FUNCTION OF MASMESTER

MASMESTER is an operator guidance system
(OGS) I'ith presentations of suggestions
combined rvith background information. The
s)'stem is integrated with the plant process
relational database at SSAB. MASMESTER
reads data every minute, evaluates this
information, stores and presents the result of
reasoning on a screen in the operator room. A
number of important evenfs such as changes in,
coke. coal pou'der, extra skip of coke, recipe
and burden calculations are detected since lhey
are necessa-ry in the decision making. An
important feature is the modelling of the time
lag associated u'ith each event. By keeping track
of each skip of charged malerial a time concept
'n'as introduced ttrat is independent of different
production rates.

MASMESTER is implemented on a Microvax
3100 ard developed rvith an object orientated
tool. a relalional database and rvith C as 3GL. A
character based user interface based on
Windol's lechnologl' has been used.

As the structure of MASMESTER is distributed,
data source, reasoning and presentation at three
different locations, disturtances are unevitable.
A hierarchv of programs for supen'ision with
inter process message passing has successfully
been developed and applied.

6. RESULTS OF OPERATION

MASMESTER is today in continious operation
and interaction ç'ith operators. A comparison of
MASMESTER's suggestions and actions
performed bY the operators, over a period of
tlree monts, is presented in Table l. The base
of the comparison is the performed corrective
actions ard the result of these. An action is
considered as correct only if the change was
favourable in a longer time perspective.

MASMESTER has as an average, during the 90
davs. presented little less than two suggestions a
daj'. In actual operation, regardless of the
a\¡crage value, many da1's may pass without any
actions orproposals.

The suggestions from MASMESTER have been
put into 4 categories. Category I holds the 94
best proposals from MASMESTER. Both size

and direction were equal to the operators, choice
but each proposal rvas given at a time rvhen no
action was taken. This time varies from minutes
to several hours.

Performed changes of operation
by the operâtors

84

Total number of advice from
MASMESTER

t'74

Correct size, direction and earlier 91

Correct direction, eadier but
sligtly loo large

61

Preliminary direction cor¡ect, final
direction wrong

11

Unrealistic 2

Table l. Operational results from tlree montls
of operation.

In most cases the operators waited longer than
MASMESTER, long enough to recieve a second
or third proposal from the system, before
deciding on a corective action. Sometines
these advice were too large. Category 2 hold all
67 proposals of this kind.

In situations where the operators have decreased
the coke to ore ratio, because of the hot metal
bcing too warm, the matrix model has also
suggested a decrease. If the actual performed
decrease is larger than the suggested
MASMESTER will as a final suggestion
propose al increase. These increases were not
necessar-)'. Category 3 holds 1l suggestions of
this type.

At two accasions the set point of lhe coal
powder injection was drastically decreased.
Since the operators knew this \ryas only
temporary no compensation was made.
MASMESTER proposed an increase of the coke
to compensate for the loss of coal powder. In a
longer time perqpective these suggestions would
have been correct but not in a shorter time
perspective.

An example of the operators' interaction with
MASMESTER is shown in Fizure 4. The system
has come to the conclusion that the heat level
has to be adjusted and a suggestion is proposed.

The suggestion is divided into three main parts.
At the top part the preliminary tactic and
proposal from the matrix model is presented. In
the middle part it is possible to see if the system
has detected any control actions and if these still
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ma)' effect the heat level. At the bottom is the
final tactic and suggestion presenled.

Suggesfion hot metal qualitv Masmester 1

Prel. tactics:

Prel. suqqestions:

Increase coke and add exlra skìp

6 0

Perl. aclions:

Sum of actions:

drop in 1emp. (1463->1436 C) is caused by a

stop and a peak in the heal load ofthe
the BF also is ìn good balance our decision

to wail, sta], in touch. the heal will come!

0 0

Final tactics:

Final suggestions:

Increase coke and add extra skip

6 I

No r 436 Si ),40 M trl0:00

Fig. 4. An advice regarding heat level control
$'ith an operator comnìent in a pop-up windorv.

The operator has given a comment to this advice
because he does not intend to follow the
reconlnendation. Acccording to the rules in
MASMESTER this deviation is too large and

tïe firnace is not believed to recover. A few
hours after this proposal was given the heat

level returns to a normal level. The operator
seems to have made the corrrect decision at this
point. After some time, though, the heat level
drops again. The evaluation classified this
advice as slightly too largebut correct regarding
lime and direction.

7. ACHIEVING ACCEPTANCE FROM TFIE
ORGANIZATION

MASMESTER is a guidance system and not a
closed loop control system. The operators and

foremen are always fully responsible for all
actions undertaken and as a consequence they
n'ill onlv accept and use a system that they
either fully understand or is always colrect.
Since events of importance for the
decisionmaking may occur which do not show

in the database the system may err and therefore
the first altemative mentioned above must be
fulfilled.

The reasoning model in MASMESTER is based

on the heuristic knowledge of the operators,

foremen and managers ât the blast furnace.
They are all skilled craftsmen and the system
development team has dealt with their main
resource, their knowledge and experience of the
process and the furnace equipment. Although
the rvillingness of the personnel to participate in
the development process and to share

knorvledge and ideas has been outstanding
throughout the project the team has been forced
to cope with some major problems concerning
knowledge acquisition and system accptance.

The first problem is that when discussing the
fumace operation it has been easy to confuse

how things are actually done and horv things
should be done according to instructions or lhe
opinion of the personnel. Reasoning often seem

to start from some sort of ideal situation which
is very seldom prevalent.

Another problem is that although a vast amount
of data is available about the furnace only a

very limited amount of this data is suitable for
the day to day control of the fumace. This is due

to the compleúty of the process but
nevefheless it is annoying for a craftsman to
accept that measured values from the process

can either be interpreted in so many ways that
they cannot be used or do not give any

additional information about the process or
both.

An interesting example of the latter is the ad

hoc attribution of phenomena or process states

to certain data or pattems in data in order to
explain \ryhy a suggested action is not

undertaken. The main reason may be a

reluctance to make changes and a wish for more
indications that the action is really necessary.

An important problern when you are dealing
with a system developed for decisionmaking
under uncertainty is that there always will be
occurances where a suggestion given by the
system does not show out to be successful.

Since MASMESTER seem to be more eager

than the operators to perform changes it is
reasonable to believe that future evaluations
have to judge between costs for urmecessary

actions and costs for late actions. The
psychological dilemma is that a singel action
that has to be nulled by a counteraction is easily
remembered as an event but a practice of
waiting a considerable longer time before the
actions will not be remembered since the
actions are correct when they at last are
performed.
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In ûre futue development of MASMESTER
effort is put into finding objective measures to
evaluate tlte operation and to judge the
suggestions and actions on their merits. The
challenge nou'is to establish a control practice
rvhere a correct behaviour is to follorv the
suggestions unless hazardous and then
improving the practice step by step.

This effort is supporled by the comittment of
SSAB to further development of quality
assur¿nce systems making control room practice
a management issue. Another factor supporting
further development is the possibilitv to
delegate most of the decisionmaking about day
to daY heat level control from the foremen to the
operators.

8. FURTHER R&D

This project is an example of an academic
research project that has found its rvay out to lhe
induslry. Although MASMESTER today is a

concern of SSAB the research and development
activities regarding the use of hformation
teclurologf in process industry contiues in the
project "Intelligent Alarm Management" at
SSAB, Mefos and the University of Luleå with
the SSAB blast furnaces as the target process.
Examples of activities in this project are
developr.nent of FDl-methods for asynchronous
nlotors, metallurgical prediction models using
neural nets and human factor studies.

A major experience that is carried from the
MASMESTER project to Intelligent Alarm
Management is the importance of industrial
engagenìent in academic resea¡ch projects. The
reason is threefold. Learning about the methods
used at the university and understanding how to
use them in an industrial environment takes
time as u'ell as teaching the researchers about
1-he industrial realities and providing them with
data and expertness. Finally preparing the
organization for a new technology and new
concepts must start at about the same time as

the research proj ects.

9. CONCLUSIONS

MASMESTER today is a system that can
conpete u'ith a skilled operator or foreman in
controlling the heat level of the furnace.
Suffìcient knowledge combined with the
computer systems admirable ability to be alert
even during the worst hours of the night shift

makes MASMESTER sta¡d a good chance of
becoming an accepted and desired working tool.

With the introduction of MASMESTER several
other operation guidance system projects
followed at SSAB Luleå for other segments of
the production route. No doubt the existence of
a pilot project capable of breaking ice has a
great importance to free creativity ald promotes
activities in an organization.
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Abstract. This paper proposes "fuzzy persistence", whereby afuzzy logic network used for process

protection can impose a delay time which depends on the severity of the off-normal situation. This

technique is familiar in electric circuit protection, in which a ci¡cuit breaker or fuse responds more quickly

to clear a more severe fault. Here fuzzy persistence is implemented as an extension of a protection system

for a batch chemical reactor.

Key Words. alarm systems; artificial intelligence; expert system s; fitzzy control; batch process control

1. INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy logic is proposed as a remedy for this
problem. A statement like "The reactor is

approaching an unsafe condiúon" or "The reactor

has achieved an unsafe condition" may be

assigned a truth value, by convention a number

from 0.0 (completely false) to 1.0 (completely

true). A complete reactor protection system

would retain the simple and absolute interlocks
discussed above, with thresholds set to avoid
fatse alarming and actions, and would addfuzzy
logic calculations to reliably warn of the

impending action of such an interlock. In the

discussion that follows it is assumed that the

lowest-level interlocks, not otherwise considered

here, are always active.

Basic protection of process units is provided by
interlocks, the "lowest" level of controlr.
Interlocks typically serve to prevent the process

unit from reaching an unsafe state, or when an

unsafe ståte is reached, they alert plant personnel

to this fact and attempt to retum the unit to safe

operation.

Interlock systems often deal in absolutes. A
temperature measurement slightly below the

threshold for alarming or emergency action,
causes no response: but a value at or slightly
above the threshold results in the maximum
response possible. The success of such an

¿ur¿tngement is strongly dependent upon the
proper selection of thresholds - if they are too
loose dangerous conditions may fail to be

detected, but if they are too tight, operators may

simply disconnect the interlock system to
prevent recurring false alarms or spurious

automated safcty actions. Further, in the case of
batch process units, excursions representing a
genuine approach to unsafe conditions must be

distinguished from the routine variations inherent
in batch processing.

lRosenof & Ghosh, Batch Process Automation:
Theorv & Practice. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., New
York, NY, 1977

1.1. Batch Temnerature Monitoring

Batch exothermic reactions may be subject to
"thermal runavr'ay", a condition in which heat

evolves more rapidly than it can be removed by
the reactor's cooling system. This is a positive

feedback situation. The evolving heat raises the

reaction rate, which further increases temperature,

until the reactrants are exhausted. Within limis
the reactor may be self-regulating (increasing

temperan¡re leads to increased heat transfer to the

cooling medium) but under some conditions the

evolved heat can exceed maximum cooling
capacity. Much of the reactor's inærlock
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anangements are in place to predict and if
possible prevent or suppress thennal runaway
when this condition is not desired.
Several mea^surernents a¡e available for this,
including a sirnple monitoring of the control
signal attempting to set the position of the
coolant control valve - a high demand for cooling
implies that the limits of cooling are being
approached. The most obvious measurement is
temperature, of course. With simple interlock
logic, when the temperature exceeds its threshold
an al¿urn or emergency shutdown action is
initiated.

However, temperature alone is not a reliable
predictor of this condition. During rhe
exothennic reaction a compffatively low
temperature may be dangerous, but once the
reaction is complete a higher temperature may be
safely used. It may practical to include a
"maxirnum temperature" specifìcation in the
recipe or formula for each phase ofproduction,
but this technique is subject to errors, errors that
might not manifest themselves until ¿ì dangerous
condition is reached.

Rate of change of lemperature c¿ut indicate
thermal runaway, since thermal runaway is
accompanied by a rise in temperature. However
this calculated variable if used alone can also lead
to false results, such as by alanning on the
increase in temperatue that may be experienced
by a cold reactor chnrged with wa¡med material.
Therefore, when rate of change is used it is
nonnally applied only when the reactor
temperature is above a specified value. The
calculated rate of change may also have to be
adjusted to remove the effects of the reactor's
response to deliberate changes in its temperature
setpoint.

If the temperature is slightly below above the
alann threshold, no value of rate of change will
initiate the alarm. When the temperature is
slightly above the threshold, the alarm logic's
sensitivity to rate of change is the same as when
the temperature is well above.

This alarm logic can be improved with fuzzy
logic. First the statements "the reactor is hot"
and "the rate of change of reactor temperature is
high" are represented as fuzzy logic statements,
each with truth a value between 0.0 to 1.0
inclusive at any one time. The truth value of the
first statement, for example, may be 0.0 for
temperâtures below 80 C and rise monotonically
(typically, but not necessarily, linearly) to 1.0 at
120 C.In words, this means thar the statement
"the reactor is hot" is completely false through

80 C, is increasingly true (and decreasingly false)
through 120 C, and completely true at ¿md above
120 C, Similarly, the statement "the temperature

of the reactor is increasing quickly" may be
completely false below 0.5 Cirnin alld
completely true above 1.5 C/min.

The two signals are then combined to characterize
reactor conditions in one value. and this value
compared to a threshold.Fuzzy logic offers two
possibilities - the fuzzy OR which, by
convention, transmits the most true input to its
output, and the fuzzy AND, which transmits the
least rue input ro irs output. (If the only
possible input values a¡e 1.0 and 0.0, these fuzzy
gates act as conventional OR and AND gates.)
The AND function is not desi¡able because
failure of one input (for example, so that its
output were stuck at "completely false") could
prevent the logic nefwork from achieving an
alarm state. OR logic would work better, but is
sti[ not ideal, because any value of one input
below the threshold would leave the network
with the same sensitivity to the other inpur.

A better logic function would be one in which a
relatively high (i.e., more true) value of one
input would result in an increased sensitivity to
the other input: If the temperatue of the reactor
is low a relatively high rate of change would be
required to institute the alarm, but if the
temperature is high, only a small rate of change
would be required for alarming. The arithmetic
average of the two variables would fulfill this
function, but the author has suggested in a
previous paper2 that the Eucüdã¿rn mean, rhe
square root of the sum of the squa_res of the truth
values, is a particularly good choice. Thus the
function

C (Tl, rZ) = 0l{z) * tfil* <r2rl (1.0)

takes on values in the range of 0.0 to 1.0 when
the truth values are within the same limits.

The threshold value, that is the value of C (T1,
T2) which causes an alaÍn action to occur,
should be set low enough so that if one of the
input values fails at 0.0, the alarm action should
occur when thu other value is less than 1.0. The
threshold value should be less than

2 Rosenof, H.P. "A Prototype Fuzzy Controller for
an On-Off Load", Engineering Society of Detroit
Inte¡national Programmable Controls Conference,
Detroit, MI, April 8, L992
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C (0.0, 1.0)= l:'f[t) =0.707 (l.l)

Fig. I shows alarm regions for va¡ious

thresholds, and Fig. 2 shows the threshold

required for a given truth value for one input,

when the other input is failed at 0.0. Combining

two inputs, it is necessary to choose between the

possibility ofa false alarm or safety actuation if
one of the inputs fails high, and the possible

failure to t¿ùe a safety action if one of the inputs

fails low. The former is normally preferable.

1.2. Fuzzy Persistence

It is common to filter inputs to an alarm

mechanism, so that the alarm does not respond to

short-term changes which may be the result of
electrical or mechanical noise rather than a

genuine alarm condition. In discrete alann

systems, this filtering is often achieved by

requiring persistence, that is requiring the alann

condition to be asserted for a specified time

before the alarm is communicated to the

operators.

"Fuzzy persistence" recognizes the severity ofan
alarm condition and imposes a relatively long

persistence requirement if the condition is not

severe. The persisten ce requirement decreases

with increasing severity of the alar¡n condition.

Returning to the batch temperature monitoring

exarnple, assurne that at a combined truth value

of Cg = 0.7 the alann or safety actuation should

be irnlnediate. This will permit a prolnpt

response to an exEeme high-temperature or high-

rate condition if the other sensor channel fails

low. At the other exEeme, there should never be

a response for C¡ < C (0.5,0.5) since this is a

no-alarm condition. This conesponds to

c (0.5, 0.5 ; = 9.5 (1.2)

In use, such an ala¡m system would begin

acculnulating time T once C exceeded 0'5. When

T exceeds the threshold corresponding Ìo the

current value of C, the alarm or safety actuation

is initiated.

2. IMPLEMENTATION OF WZZY
PERSISTENCE

C (T1, T2,T3) =

1rdã) * tvtvrút (2.0)

T3 represents accumulated time, and is the fuzzy

truth value of the statement "the possible fault

condition has persisted for a significant duration"

T is the accumulated time after which T3 shouid

equal 1.0 when C (Tt, TZ) exceeds 0.5' The

value of T3 increases from 0.0, starting from the

time that C (Tl, T2) > 0.5, up to 1.0, after T
seconds. Thus

T3 = min (1.0, r/t) Q.l)

where I is the accumulated time during which C

(Tt, TZ) has exceeded 0.5.

With T3 = 1.0 and C (T1, T2) = C (0.0' 1.0) =
0.7 (to avoid a failure to function in case one

sensor channel fails low),

c (0.0, 1.0, 1,0) =

(1/\/_Ð * (0.02)+(t.02)+(1.02) =

"{ù"ti = 0.82

To determine the time delay associated with

given values of T1 and T2, it is necessary to

so-Lve-sq. 2.0 for T3 when C (Tl, T2, T3) =

^tù^,tl'

(2.2)

(t/{-g) * ,únúnrft¡ = {zr{1 {z.zt

or

T3=
2

))
T'r+ri

(2.4)

Solving eq.2.4 for tff when T1 = 1'0 and T2

= 0.0 yields

lr=^{lorr=T{ã. (2.5)

Therefore if it is desired that a delay of 14.14

seconds be experienced when T1 = 1.0 and T2 =
0.0 then a delay of 10 seconds will be

experienced when T1 - TZ = 1.0. This
relationship is shown in Fig. 3.

The relationship can be exaggerated by

substituting for eq. 2.1

Tg = max (1.0, (t/T)n)

The three¡erm version of eq. 1.0 is
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where n>l. This will result in smaller values of
T3 when I is small. For n=2, Eq.2.4 becomes

4
T3= 2

(2.7)

ú.rtr
For example, eq.2.l yields T3 = 0.5 for ¡Æ =
0.5, but for n=2 in eq.2.6, T3 = 0.25. This
relationship is shown in Fig. 4. Between Figs. 3

and 4, twice as much time is required to actuate
the alarm condition when T1 = T2 = 0.5.

3. CONCLUSION

Fuzzy persistence is proposed as a means to
reduce false alanning while responding more
quickly to a severe problem. Fuzzy persistence is
not proposed to replace conventional safety
interlocks; rather to work with them. Time
sensitivity can be changed by manipulating a
tenn in the equation with which persistence is
calculued.
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QUALITATIVE FAULT DETECTION BASED ON LOGICAL
PROGRAMMING APPLIED TO A VARIABLE AIR VOLUME
AIR HANDLING UNIT

L. Fornera*, A.S. Glasst, P. Grubert and J, Tödili+

x via Case Conti 3, CH-6616 Losone, Switzerland
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Abstract. A qualitative approach for detecting faults or sub-optimal operation in a class of heating, ventilation &
air-conditioning systems is presented. In particular, qualitative models are used to describe the steady-state

operarion of a controlled central air-handling plant. Included among the variants of the underlying fault-detection

approach considered is one using a model-based predictor in a logical programming environment. The

predictions of the qualitative steady-state models are compared with numerical simulations of the dynamical

system behaviour.

Key Words. heating ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC), central air-handling unit, fault detection and

diagnosis, qualitative modelling, logical programming.

l.INTRODUCTION

We consider the feasibility of a qualitative approach

for diagnosing a class of faults in a variable air-

volume air-handling system. This paper reports the

results of some preliminary investigations making use

of logical programming methods (Fornera et al.,

1993).

The system considered is a simplified version of the

I.E.A. Annex 25 1 reference air-handling system

described by Kelly (1993). We deal with some

illustrative faults of the central air-handling plant

which result in deterioration of operation as distinct

from actual failure - indeed some of the faults

chosen reflect situations known to occur frequently in

practice.

Our investigations comprise simulation of the air-

handling system, with and without faults, an analysis

of the faults considered in terms of qualitative

models, and testing the models' predictions within a

PROLOG logical programming environment,

I l.p.R. is an abbreviation for the tntemational Energy Agency

Annex 25 is part of the l.E.A. programme, "Energy
Conservation in Buildings and Community Systems"; and is

specifically concemed with "Real-time simulation of HVAC
systems for building optimisation, fault detection and

diagnosis".

In what follows, we begin in $2 by describing the

system modelled, as well as the simulation methods

employed. In $3 the relevant features of the steady-

state behaviour of the CAHP system is discussed.

Section 4 deals with the detectors themselves,

including some relevant examples. Finally, we

present our conclusions and outlook for future work

in Sectionb 5. The results of the quantitative

simulations are included in the appendices.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE AIR.HANDLING
SYSTEM

2.1 The refçrence system

Our investigations have concentrated on the central

air-handling plant ("CAHP") of a simplified system

based on the I.E.A. Annex 25 reference system

described by Kelly (1993). The reference system -
with a slightly different notation from that used by

Kelly - is depicted in Figure 1.

The central unit comprises a bypass mixer and a
heating coil followed by a cooling coil in a single air

channel. The bypass dampers are controlled to

provide a mixture of outside air and recirculated air;
the amount of outside air may vary between 2OVo of
the maximum airflow through the CAHP and 100Vo.
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Fígure I
r-
I

The air for each of the three zones is processed
through a variable air volume ("VAV") box
containing a damper and a re-heating coil. The
airflow to each zone as regulated by the damper may
vary between 40Vo and 100Vo of the specified
maximum. In point of fact, the maximum flow from
the CAHP is not sufficient to provide maximum flows
through all three zones simultaneously, so limiting
effects could occur.

attain the required temperatures and airflows in each
of the three zones. Refening to Figure l, Controller
C1, which mainly regulates the CAHP, attemprs ro
maintain the supply air temperature T" at its set point
by operating the preheating coil, dampers and cooling
coil in sequence. Controller Cr, which regulates a

single zone, attempts to maintain the zone
temperature T, af its set point by operating in

sequence the damper and re-heating coil in the VAV
box. Controllers C, and Cn regulate the airflow
through the CAHP: C3 attempts to maintain the

pressure P" in the main supply air duct at its set

point, and Cn controls the return fan airflow rate so

as to ensure that the difference ñ* - ú" between

the return and supply airflow rates is a fixed, positive
amount.

Controller C, actually consists of two cascaded

controllers: the main zone controller attempts to
maintain the zone temperature T, at its set point by
acting in sequence on the reheater coil and a

secondary controller, to which it supplies the zone
air-flow set point. The secondary controller attempts
to maintain the zone air flow at that set-point value.

The discriminator Dr receives information from the

various zone controllers C, and determines the

highest supply air temperature set-point in a fixed
range (13.9"C-18.3'C) compatible with ensuring that
the demands of all the zones can be met.

2.2 The simplilied system

The system that we have modelled thus far differs
íÌom the reference system in a number of points.
First and foremost, for reasons of tractability, neither
the component models nor the control strategies have
yet been implemented in full detail. Besides that,
there are some minor differences in the details of the
control strategies used.

The modified system is illustrated in Figure 2. It
differs from the reference system with regard to the
following points:

1. All heating coils and cooling cools omit the actual
physical heat exchange between the air and the
hot water or coolant. The effect on the air of a
prescribed heat transfer rate is modelled.

2, No reference to pressure is made in this model.
Simulation models for pressure-dependent
airflows have been developed, but have not yet
been integrated in the present system.

3. The difference between supply and return airflows
is assumed to be 0 (rir = riro = rils ). Vy'e neglect

air losses through open windows, leakage, etc.
The total airflow through the CAHP is assumed to
be the sum of the flows through the various zones.

The LE.A. Annex 25 standord air-
hundlins svslem

---*-l

t-
Tü

Figure 2 The Simplified System
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Table I Notation used

Five controllers share the task of regulating the fans,
dampers, heating coils and cooling coils so as to
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Quattitl Symbol IUnitsl
Corresp, Symbol
in Kelly ( I 993 )

Outdoor air temperature Too [.C]
Supply air temperature Ts ["C]
Return air temperature TR ["C]
Zone temperature Tz ["C]
Supply airflow rate rir" [kg/s]
Return airflow rate rir" [kg/s]
Airflow rate to zone rh, [kg/s]
Pressure in supply ducr P. [kg/s]

TI
T5

T2

T6
Pl (vol. flow rate)

!/ (vol. flowrate)

VP (vol. flow rate)

SP
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' -rhz, +m4+mz, (t)

4. Controllers C3 and Cn have been replaced by an

idealized "f'low control" which ensures that the

flows rirr, , rirr, and rirr. meet the requirements

set by the zone controller, subject to the limitation

that the resulting total airflow rh through the

CAHP does not exceed a specified maximum.

Whenever the total demand exceeds this limit, the

maximum available flow is shared among the

three zones in proportion to the requirements set

by their respective controllers.

5. Discriminator Dr has been omitted. At the

moment, the correct supply temperature set point

is assumed to be fixed. It is planned to add the

discriminator to future versions of the simulated

system.

6. Controller Cr, the zone controller, does not

include the zone airflow among its inputs. It is

assumed that the zone airflow control operates

ideatt¡'so as to maintain the zone airflow at its
prescribed value rhr, as described in Point 4

above.. In its current implementation, however, it
includes an economy mode feature not prescribed

in the reference system, and therefore takes the

supply air temperature into account.

7. Controller C,, the CAHP controller, functions

similarly to its reference system counterpart

except for the fact that the supply air temperature

set point is presumed constant (as mentioned in 5,

above) and except for the differences in control

strategy mentioned below.

8. When Controller Cr operates the dampers in the

bypass mixer, the minimal proportion of outside

air is 20Vo of the current total flow, whereas the

reference system sets a minimum of 20Vo of the

maximum flow. The reference system

specification will be implemented in future

versions.

9. In our implementation of the economy control,

reversing the direction of operating the bypass

dampers occurs when the outside air temperature

Too matches the return Qir temperature T^ rather

than the fixed value of 22.2'C as proposed in the

reference system specifications.

2.3 Simulation

For our preliminary investigations, the layout shown

in Figure 2 was simulated on an Apple@ Macintosh@

IIfx computer using the SIMULINK'" applications

software package2. The simulation program was

used to investigate the quantitative dynamic

behaviour of the system under the various fault

conditions discussed in the following sections'

In addition, a MATLAB"'program was developed to

investigate the steady-state behaviour of the system.

Such investigations are extremely useful in assessing

whether the specified design conditions can be met'

In our case, pending a working simulation model of

the discriminator Dr, such analyses were helpful in

deciding what supply temperature set-points would

ensure correct operation of the system in given

situations.

3. THE STEADY.STATE BEHAVIOUR OF THE
SYSTEM

We consider the operating regimes of the CAHP

controller Cr under steady-state conditions. In order

to optimize energy consumption, the controller

attempts to mix the outside air and the return air so as

to ensure that the temperature T" of the mixed air is

as close as possible to the supply air set-point

temperature. If the fraction of outside air in the mix

is given by 1 , the temperature of the mixed air is

given by

Tr,¡ = XTo¡ + (t - 1)f:", (2)

where 1 is constrained between a specified minimum

1-u, and maximum X-*.

O<Xr"<X<X-*<l (3)

In our case, Xmin. = O,2 and X-* = I'O.

Since it is the temperaiure dffirence between T" and

Ts that is crucial, the various situations that may

occur can be visualized in terms of a graphical

representation with axes Too - T" and T" - T" as

depicted in Figure 3.

Combinations of Too and T* yielding a given mixed

air temperature corespond to straight lines in this

representation. Combinations in which T" = Ts âre

straight lines through the origin' However, in view of
the constraints imposed on I, only those lines with

slopes between

X,min

1-I-t
X^o

l-X-* and (4)

conespond to situations in which the supply

temperature can be achieved by operating just the

dampers, Otherwise, depending on whether or not

Program for the simulation of dynamic systems; one of the

optional facilities offered with the MATLAB "" software

package from The MathWorks, Inc.

a
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Too I To and T" < T*, the optimal damper setting
will conespond to X^, oÍ X_u.

T.T

Cooling
(Z=/ï 

,. )

Hoaling
(r7,,*)

Fígure 3 Graphical representation of CAHP
controller operating regimes in terms of
steady-state temperature conditions.

The various regimes are depicted in the diagram.
The line Toa = T^ determines when X should be

switched from X-, to X.* or vice versa. The white
regions are those in which it is only necessary to
operate the dampers to achieve the desired effect.
The shaded regions in the upper right sectors require
cooling, with X = Xmu, if ToA S T^, or X=X^r,
otherwise. Similarly, the shaded regions in the lower
left sectors require heating, with X = X^n, if
Too S To, or X = X^* otherwise. We summarize
the six operating regimes:

L Too S T* and Too comparatively low: dampers
set for minimal outside air and controller operates
heating coil.

2. Too < T^ and Trø = Ts can be achieved within
the operating range of the bypass dampers:
heating and cooling switched off and controller
operates dampers.

3. Too < T* and Too comparatively high: dampers

set for maximal outside air and controller operates
cooling coil.

4. Too > T* and Too comparatively high: dampers

set for minimal outside air and controller operates
cooling coil.

5. Too t T^ and T" = Ts cân be achieved within
the operating range of the bypass dampers:
heating and cooling switched off and controller
operates dampers.

6. Too > T^ and Too comparatively low: dampers

set for maximal outside air and controller operates
heating coil.

However, Cases 5 & 6 above can normally be ruled
out. The VAV boxes are not equipped to cool the
only cooling effects in the zones are thermal losses
when either the outside air is cold or the walls are
cold. Thus, in steady-state situations, we would only
expect To < T, to occur if the outside temperature is

sufficiently cold that Too < T*. In fact, barring
transient effects (taking the complete system into
account), no temperature states may be expected to
be found anywhere in the lower right quadrant of
Figure 3, so that the main cases of interest are Cases
I to 4, which correspond to the four operating
regimes prescribed for Controller C, in the reference
system (Kelly, 1993).

4. DESIGN OF QUALITATIVE FAULT
DETECTORS OF THE CENTRAL AIR

HANDLING PLANT

4.1 General structure of the fault detector

The task of a fault detector is to recognize those
changes of transient or steady-state behaviour of the
air handling system which arise from faults. The
types we describe operate on the central air-handling
plant and are fault detectors in the strict sense: they
only detect the presence of faults, without attempting
to diagnose possible causes. They are particularly
simple illustrative examples and are not capable of
localizing or diagnosing faults. We consider three
qualitative model-based fault detectors.

Figure 4 A qualitative model-bøsed fault detector

U T

I
I
a
I

quanlitative
values

------. qualilat¡ve
values

L€rf

U;e {MlNo,8Etw, MAXo}

U;€ {cLO, NcLo}

U¿o€ {CLO, NCLO)

The overall structure of such a qualitative model-
based fault detector is shown in Figure 4. This
conforms to the structure of the so-called general
diagnostic engine ("GDE') (de Kleer and ÌVilliams,

ANALOG
PRÊ.PROCESSOR
(SlEADY.STATE
DETÊCTlON, elc.)

MODEL.BASED
PREDICTOR

I
I
II III

BEHAVIOURAL
DISCFEPANCIÊS?
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1987, Dexter and Glass, 1993). The fault detector

models we consider are also related to the generic

fault detection and diagnosis ("FDD") scheme

proposed by Rossr and Braun (1993).

From the central air handling plant the observed

values of the temperatures Tea, T*, T. and the

control variables UH, UD, U" are obtained and fed

into the detector. There they are used in the steady

state detector which initializes both the

transformation of the quantitative control values U"

and Uo, U" to qualitative values Ug, Ug and U$

and, at the same time, the generation of the

corresponding predicted values Ûfl, Û$ ana Û$.

The qualitative values of the outputs of the

transformation and predictor blocks are chosen from

the following sets:

Iu3 e tcl-o.NCLo].

]u$ e {rrarNo.BErw,MAXo}, (5)

Iu! e {cl-o,NCLO}.

fûff . {cr-o,NCLo},t^
]ûß e {tt¿tt¡o,BETV/,MAXo}, (6)

lû3 .1cr-o,NCLoÌ.

This conesponds to the idea of defining qualitative

values in terms of so-called landmarks (Kuipers'

1984, 1985, 1986; Dexter and Glass, 1993)' the

landmarks in this case being provided by the extreme

settings of the various actuators in the CAHP.

The predictor block is based on a qualitative

prediction model of the plant to be supervised. The

steady state behaviour of the central air handling

plant is used as prediction model with the

temperatures Too, T* and T. as inputs and the

predicted control variables Û9, ÛB and Û! as the

outputs. The outputs of the transformation block and

the predictor are then compared and checked for

behavioural discrepancies as can be seen in Figure 4.

The differences among the three detectors presented

here concern the predictor,

4.2 Fault Detector I

The first type of fault detector uses the graphical

representation of Figure 3 as the prediction model'

For each temperature triple Too , T^, \ a point in

the plane of Figure 3 can be determined whose

location fully determines the qualitative outputs Ûff,

Û$ and Û! of the predictor. Figure 5 shows how the

plane of the graphical representation of Figure 3 can

be partitioned into regions according to the predicted

actuator settings. Each region is labelled with the

qualitative predicted actuator settings that correspond

to the correct behaviour of the plant. The predicted

actuator settings are also shown on some of the the

lines separating the regions. On the line T* = Too,

however, the predicted values of Û$ u." ambigouous.

(û:,û;,ûÐ =

íCl..O. BFTì¿V. CI.O)

*e.i$s,u Ex.1
Ex.3

(CL r,l, I'ii I N"O, NCi-Ù ).

T.TôÀs

T.TÊs

(cr.o, r",lAXo, Ncr.oì

!¡

:(NCr.O, [1rNO.
-'rì;-

(clo. BETIT. CLO)

(r.lCLO, ¡iÁXO. CLO)

Fisure 5 Graphical representation of predicted

qualitative actuator settings in terms of
steady-state temperature conditions.

Three examples illustrate how Fault Detector 1

works. The corresponding steady-state temperatures

are shown in Figure 5.

Example I

A steady state with the following values is detected:

1t¡ = t, Too <T*, fault: none (7)

It follows that (as indeed the simulations confirm)

Ur¡=O, Uo=l, Uc=O (8)

The transformation block generates the following
qualitative control values:

UE = CLO, Uß = MAXO, U3 = CIO (9)

The steady state temperature, which are fed into the

predictor lead to the points labelled "Ex.1" in
Figure 5. This produces the qualitative prediction

values:

ûl =cLo, û3 =u,qxo, Û3 =cLo (lo)

No discrepancy is found, so no fault is detected,

which is indeed correct.

Examnle 2

A steady state with the following values is detected:

Too < T5, ToA < TR, fault: cooling valve

cannot close if
Uc = 0 (11)
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e.g.i

To¡=-l5oCl \=18'C; Tn=20oC (12)

Simulation yields the result that

Un = 0.593, Uo = 0.2 (min.), Uc = 0 (13)

The transformation block now generates

Uff = NCLO, UB = MINO, UB = CLO (14)

The steady state temperatures, which are fed into the
predictor lead to the points labelled "8x.2" in
Figure 5. The prediction is

ûff = NcI-o, û3 = MrNo, û3 = clo (15)

No discrepancy is found, so no fault is detected,
although one is in fact present. Thus, in this
particular operating steady state, the fault described
cannot be detected. The air is unnecessarily heated up
and cooled down, which results in wasted energy. In
the simulation of the above example without the fault,
the steady-state heating valve setting turned out to be
UH = O'514 '

Example 3

The same steady state is detected as in Example l,
but this time the fault of Example 2 occurs, namely
the cooling valve cannot close completely if U" = Q.

To¡ = T,, lbo < T" fault: cooling vah,e

cannot close if
Uc = 0 (16)

Simulation yields the values

UH = 0, Uo = 0.916, Uc = 0 (17)

The transformation block generates the following
qualitative control values:

Uff =CLO, Uß =BETW, UB =CLO (18)

The location of this steady state in the diagrams of
Figure 5 is the same as in Example l. Consequently,
the predictor produces the following qualitative
predicted control values:

ûf =clo, û3 = r'lnxo, û3 = cr-o (19)

In this case the first predicted value differs from U$.
That means a fault has now been detected.

If in Figure 3 the separation line representing the
minimal damper position is missing or not known
exactly, a reduced version of Fault Detector I can be

derived, which is simpler. The reduced version is

also able to detect the fault of Examples 2 and 3. This
remark applies especially to the situation occuning in

the reference system, in which the minimal outside air
flow is absolute (20Vo of the maximum flow) rather
than proportional. In this case, the slope of the line
conesponding to Xmin will depend on the

instantaneous total airflow through the CAHP.

Figure 6 PROLOG program3 for
Fault Detector 2

3 Not" that the order of the controller outputs in this program is
(Uo, U" , U" ) , whereas throughout the remainder of rhis

paper we have shown the outputs in the order corresponding
to the cont¡oller sequence, namely (U" , Uo, U" ) .

airhandler(AirhandleStâte,Ud,Uh, Uc,D_as,D_rs,D_ra) :.

sum(D_rm,D_ms,D_rs),

sum(D_am,D_ms,D_as),

sum(D-mh,D_hs,D_ms),

dampe(DampState,Ud,D_am,D_rm),

heate(Heatstate,Uh,D_mh),

coole(CoolState,Uc, D_hs),

conlrolle(ConlrState,Ud,Uh,Uc,D_ra),

sum(D_ra,D_as,D_rs),

airhandlcond(AirhandleState,DampState,HeatState,

CoolState,ContrState),

%airhandlcond(AirhandleState,DampStale,HeatSlate,

CoolState,ContrSlate). airhandlcond(ok,ok,ok,ok,ok).

%damper (DampState,Ud,D_am,D_rm)

dampe(ok,maxo,zero,Temp) :- anyTemp(Temp).

dampe(ok,betw,neg,pos).

damper(ok,mino,neg,pos).

dampe(ok,betw,zero,zero).

dampe(ok,mino,zero,zero).

dampe(ok,betw,pos,neg),

dampe(ok,mino,pos,neg).

%heate(HeatState,Uh,D_mh).

heate(ok,clo,zero).

heate(ok,nclo,neg),

%coole(CoolSlate,Uc, D_hs).

coole(ok,clo,zero).

coole(ok,nclo,pos).

%controlle(ContrSlate,Ud,Uh, Uc,D_ra)

controlle(ok,mino,nclo,clo,pos).

controlle(ok,DampPos,nclo,clo,zero) :- anyDampPos(DampPos).

controlle(ok,maxo,nclo,clo,neg).

conlrolle(ok,maxo,clo,nclo,pos).

controlle(ok,DampPos,clo,nclo,zero) :- anyDampPos(DampPos).

controlle(ok,mino, clo,nclo,neg).

controlle(ok,DampPos,clo,clo,Temp) :- anyDampPos(DampPos),

anyTemp(Temp).

%rest

sum(X,X,X) :- anyTemp(X).

sum(X,zero,X) :- anyTemp(X).

sum(zero,X,X) :- anyTemp(X).

sum(neg,pos,Temp) :- anyTemp(Temp).

sum(pos,neg,Temp) :- anyTemp(Temp),

anyTemp(neg).

anyTemp(zero).

anyTemp(pos).

anyDampPos(mino).

anyDampPos(betw).

anyDampPos(maxo).
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4.3 Fault detector 2

The design of Fault Detector 2 starts by describing

the qualitative behaviour of the components of the

central air handling plant: damper, cooler, heater and

controller. Then the interaction of these components

among themselves is described by defining the

structure of the system incorporating them' The

resulting qualitative prediction model is represented

by logical clauses.

The form of the clauses is such that it can be executed

as a PROLOG program, which is shown in Figure 6.

It is structured as follows: in the first part of the code

the structure of the air-handling unit is programmed -
i.e. the way in which the components are linked. The

second part deals with the components: damper,

heater, cooler and controller. Finally, there are some

auxiliary statements needed for the logical clauses.

Figure 7 Structure of the predictor for
Fault Detector 2

Too Ts

Too-T. T^-läo

T^-T"

Áqo

The overall structure of the predictor is shown tn

Figure 7, It makes use of the auxiliary temperature

differences

Âor=Too-\; Â"r=T*-\;

Â*o = T* - Too. (20)

The qualitative predictor consists of the qualitative

prediction model and the PROLOG interpreter.

In the qualitative predictor block a prediction-type

question such as

?-airhandler("1, Ûf;,Û$,Û!, o,por,por) QD

is posed to the PROLOG program. The predicted

controller states compatible with faulçfree operation

are shown in Figure 8, based the graphical

representation of Figure 3. It differs from Figure 5 in

that the plane is subdivided into regions according to

whether the auxiliary temperature differences Âor,

A*. and Â*o are postive, negative or zero As a

result, three different qualitative controller states may

be predicted for steady-state temperatures in the

upper left or lower right quadrants.

.T
sT

(û:,û;,ûå = ...

{CLO, BÉTIV, C,LC})

or (OLO, Mlì'lO. CLO)
or iNCt.O, tllliO, llt.O)

a Ex.2

(c1('), ¡,4AXO, NCL.())

(tlo, l"{lr':c, NcLcì)

Ex.1
Ex.3

qff,û.ß,Û3
predicted resutt

T-ToAs

T=T

(cLo. h4rNo, NcLo)
or (CLC), ¡,1lNO, tLOj
cr lct.í), BFT'¡J, Cl.Oi

(t'rcìLo. r,1Axo. clo)

Figure I Graphical representation of predicted

qualitative actuator settings in terms of
qualitative steady-state temperature

conditions (classified in terms of the

signs of Ao., A*, and Ap6 ).

We illustrate the operation of Fault Detector 2 using

the same three examples as for Fault Detector l.

Example l'

The steady state is as in Example 1. The following
qualitative controller values are observed:

Uff = ClO, Uß = MRxO, UB = CLo (22)

From the temperature measurements the qualitative

values of the three temperature differences are

calculated as:

Âos = 0, Â*, = pos, A"o = pos (23)

With the assumption that the behaviour of the air
handler is OK, the following predictor type question

can be asked:

2
i
O

TR

¡-
I

t-

? = airhandler ok.
I

0, pos, pos

--/J

measurements
(24)

assumPtion

The result of the PROLOG program is (see appendix)

ûff = cLo, Û3 = unxo, Û3 = cLo (2s)

So again there are no discrepancies. Therefore no

fault is detected, which is corect.

generation ol axis of
graphical representat¡on

T*-T"

generation of aux¡liary
difference T^-Too

Too-T"

lrånsformation to
qualitative values

Âo. Áqs

J
predictor (based on a
qualitative model)
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Erample 2'

The steady state is as in Example2. The observed
qualitative controller values are the same:

Uf = NCLO, Uß = MINO, U3 = CLO (26)

The qualitative temperature differences are:
Ao, = neg, Á*, = pos , A^o = pos (27)

The question posed now is

? = airhandler s!' û3,û3, , neg,pos,pos
predictedresult measuremenls

assumption

(28)

The result of the PROLOG program is (see appendix)

û3 = Ncr-o, û3 = MrNo, û3 = clo (2i)

Again the fault remains undetected, because no
discrepancies are observed.

Exanryle 3'

The steady state is as in Example 3. The same
question is asked with the same input arguments
generating the same predicted qualitative control
values. The check for the behavioural discrepancy
leads to the same result as in Example 2: the fault
detector has detected that there is a fault.

Modelling the prediction model in this way has been
motivated by work of Bratko et al (1989) and
Burkhard (1992). But in contrast to the larter's work,
the plant has been modelled here in a way that is
independent of the particular sizing of the plant being
monitored. This is important, since the adaptation of
the fault detector (or FDD-system) to the plant should
be as simple as possible and, furthermore, be based
on easily available information.

4.4 Fault detector 3

Fault detector 3 is the same as Fault Detector 2 but
the predictor part is in a compiled form, i.e. the
predictor is in a form which, for a given input (Âo.,
A*, Â^o), outputs the corresponding possible

controller states 1Û$, Û3, Û31 Such a form is, for
example, the decision table shown in Table 2.

This table has been derived by posing for each
possible input to the predictor a predictor-type
question to the PROLOG program. For two input
cases this Ieads to situations with three possible
predictions (see Table).

Exantoles:

If we consider the same examples as for Fault
Detector 2 we obtain the same results.

Table 2 Predictor part of Fault Ðetector 3,
realized as a decision table (positions
marked in brackets are

4.5 Comparison of the three fault detectors

1) As mentioned before, all three fault detectors
have the structure of a GDE and all distinguish
the same qualitative values for the control
variables U9, U9, U$. fireir differences lies in
the predictors.

2) Fault Detectors 2 and 3 are equivalent in their
overall behaviour. This means that they give the
same output in the same situation. Fault detector 1

however is not equivalent to Fault Detectors 2 and
3. It generates different answers in some
situations. This can be seen by comparing the
graphical representation of the predictor of Fault
Detector 2 or 3 with the graphical representation
of the predictor of Fault Detector 1. The
comparison shows that the predictor of Fault

Âo"
^Rs

Âoo
Pred-

iction

No.
ûg ûg o

cU

p0s p0s p0s 1 cL0 MAXO NCLO

p0s p0s 0 1 CLO

0r

BETW

0r

MAXO

MINO

NCLO

p0s p0s neq 1 cLo MINO NCLO

p0s 0 (neo) 1 cLo MINO NCLO

p0s neg (neg) 1

2

J

cLo
cL0
cL0

MINO

MINO

BETW

NCLO

cL0
cL0

0 neq (neq) 1 cL0 MAXO cLo

ne0 neq neq 1 NCLO MAXO cLo

neg neg 0 1 NCLO

MINO

MAXO

0r

BETW

0r

cL0

neq ne0 p0s 1 NCLO MINO cL0

neq 0 loos) 1 NCLO MINO cLo

neg p0s (pos) 1

2

J

NCLO

cLo
cL0

MINO

MINO

BETW

cLo
cLo
cL0

0 D0s (oos) 1 cL0 MAXO cL0

0 0 (0) 1 cL0 MAXO

0r

BETW

0r

MINO

cLo
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Detector 2 and 3 conesponds to the reduced
version of Fault Detector 1. But although Fault
Detector I is not equivalent with Fault Detector 2

and 3, there is no contradiction in their behaviour.

This verifies our derivations of the fault detectors,

at least to some extent.

3) The difference between Fault Detectors 2 and 3

lies in the predictor. The predictor of Fault

Detector 2 has to run a PROLOG program in
each detected steady state of the central air

handling plant. In contrast to this, the predictor

of Fault Detector 3 has only to look up some

values in a decision table. The predictor of Fault

Detector 2 is model based and the model is a

deep model in the sense that it is composed of
component models and a description on how the

components are linked together. In contrary the

predictor of Fault Detector 3 does not explicitly
contain a deep model even if it is derived

originally from a deep model of the plant.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

As is evident Íìom the examples discussed, it is

possible to define a fault detector for a central air-

handling plant based solely on qualitative observable

features. The results of the predictions using this

qualitative model are in agreement with the

quantitative simulations carried out.

As the examples show, qualitative tests require only a

mininlal knowledge of the system parameters. On the

other hand, as expected (Dexter and Glass, 1993), the

qualitative tests investigated here were not always

able to discern faults that quantitative methods might

have identified. Moreover, a potential limitation of
the method tried is that the particular steady states of
the system that lend themselves to such diagnosis

may occur very infrequently in normal operation.

One way of overcoming such a problem would be to

devise active tests - say during the time when a

building is unoccupied - to set up the conditions that

allow for such fault detection.

This work is being continued by implementing a

steady-state detector in the simulation program being

developed, and linking the diagnostic tests with

actual simulations (Glass et al., 1994). It is also

planned to implement the types of active diagnostic

tests mentioned in the previous paragraph. As the

research work progresses, the methods developed for
the CAHP will be extended to the full reference air-

handling system and to the actual localization and

diagnosis of faults [e.g, using an assumption-based

truth maintenance system (Gelle, 1993)1.

The fault detectors considered here detect faults by

analysing one steady state of the plant (or a

subsystem of the plant). We shall consider

qualitative fault detectors which also detect faults by

comparing two (or more) different steady states

together or by analysing transients. Knowing that a

function is monotonic, for example, can be exploited

in many cases [cf. work by Koch (1992)].
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ANNEX I

PROLOG Program Pertaining to the Decision
Table of Fault Detector 3 (cf. Table 2)

:- airhandle(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, pos, pos, pos)

3 times Ud=maxo,Uh=clo,Ucnclo

:- airhandle(AirhandleSlate, Ud, Uh, Uc, pos, pos, zero)

3 times AirhandleSlate=ok,Ud=maxo,Uh=clo,Uænclo

3 times AirhandleState=ok,Ud=betw,Uh=clo,Ucnclo

3 limes AirhandleStale=ok,Ud=mino,Uh=clo,Uenclo

:- airhandle(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, pos, pos, neg)

3 times Ud=mino,Uh=clo,Uænclo

:- airhandler(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, pos, zero, neg)

1 time Ud=mino,Uh=clo,Ucnclo

:- airhandler(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, pos, neg, neg)

3 times Ud=betw,Uh=clo,Ucclo

3 times Ud=mino,Uh=clo,Ucclo

l lime Ud=mino,Uh=clo,Ucnclo

:- airhandle(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, zero, neg, neg)

9 times Ud=mâx0,Uh=Clo,Ucclo

:- airhandler(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, neg, neg, neg)

3limes Ud=mâxo,Uh=rìclo,Ucclo

:- airhandler(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, neg, neg, zero)

3limes Ud=Íìaxo,Uh=nclo,Ucclo

3 times Ud=betw,Uh=nclo,Ucclo

3 times Ud=mino,Uh=nclo,Ueclo

:- airhandle(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, neg, neg, pos)

3 times Ud=mino,Uh=nclo,Ucclo

:- airhandle(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, neg, zero, pos)

l time Ud=mino,Uh=nclo,Ucclo

:- airhandle(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, neg, pos, pos)

3 times Ud=betw,Uh=clo,Uæclo

3 times Ud=mino,Uh=clo,Uc=clo

1 lime Ud=mino,Uh=nclo,Uc=clo

:- airhandler(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, zero, pos, pos)

9 times Ud=maxo,Uh=clo,Ucclo

:- airhandle(ok, Ud, Uh, Uc, zero, zero, zero)

infinitetimes Ud=maxo,Uh=clo,Ucclo

inlinitelimes Ud=belw,Uh=clo,Uæclo

infinìte times Ud=mino,Uh=clo,Ucclo

ANNEX II

Simulation of the simplified reference Air-
Handling System

The dynamic behaviour of the simplified reference
system was simulated numerically using the

SIMULINKTM package using the physical parameters
specified by Kelly (1993). In each simulation the
outside air temperature To¡ was constant and the

initial temperatures of the zones was 15oC. The
system was allowed to run for a simulated time of 30
min with the zone controllers acting to try and
achieve a set-point temperature of 20"C and the
CAHP controller acting to try and achieve the supply-
air temperatures noted below.

Simulations for 112 hour, requiring about l0-15 min.
to reach steady state in both the central air-handling
plant and the zones. In all cases, zone temperatures
acceptably close to 20'C were achieved within
approximately 10 min and the zone controller outputs
attained an acceptable equilibrium within 15 to 20
min. The supply-air set-point temperatures were, as a
rule, attained much faster.

Example I
Relevant inputs:
Outside air temperature
Supply air set point temperature

Zone set point temperature

Faultsz none.

Too

Tf'
q:

14.5'C
14.5'C

20"c

Values of relevant quantities attaining steady state.
Return air temperature TR 20.001'C
Supply air temperarure Tr 14.500'C
Controller outputs UH 0.000

uD 1.000
uc 0.000
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Figure 9

Fisure I0

30

20

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.4

0.2

Simulation of the CAHP in Example 1,

showing Too, T, & T* (upper plot) and

Un, Uo, Uc & rh/ñ,* (lower plot).

Figure 11 Simulation of the CAHP in ExamPle 2,

showing Too, \ & T^ (upper plot) and

UH, UD, Uc & ri/rh.o (lower plot).

Data Set CSM3-TÍ3: CAHP

10 15
r (min.)

20 25 30

10 15
r (min.)

20 30

Example 3

Relevant inputs:
Outside air temperature

Supply air set point temperature

Zone set point temPerature

Fault: cooling valve cannot close completely '
cooling coil operates at a minimum of 2'57o of its

40600 kW capacity.

Values ofrelevant quantities attaining steady state.

Return air temperature
Supply air temperature

Controller outputs

Figure 12 Simulation of the CAHP in ExamPle 3,

showing Too, T, & T* (upper plot) and

U¡1, U¡, Uc & ñ/ril,* (lower plot).

Dsla Sel CSM3-T07: CAHP

10 't5

r (min.)
20 30

OataSetCSM3 T02: CAHP

l0 20 30

0

15
t (mìn.)

15
t (min.)

20 30

Simulation of one of the zones in

Example 1, showing T, (upper plot) and

the VAV controller outputs UH & Uc

(lower plot).

Oala Sel CSM3,Ì02: zone I

10 25 305 15
l (min.)

20

14.5"C
14.5'C

20'c

Too

q'
T;'

TR

\
UH

UD

uc

20.001'c
c. 14.5'C
0.000
0.916
0.000

0 2010 25 30
t (min.)

Example 2

Relevant inputs:
Outside air temperature Too -15'C

Supply air set point temperature Tft l8"C

Zone setpoint temperature T;: zO"C

Fault: cooling talve cannot close completely -

cooling coil operates at a minimum of 2'5Vo of its
40600 kV/ capacity.

Values of relevant quantities

Return air temperature

Supply air temperature

Controller outputs

attaining steady state:
TR c.20'C
Ts c.18oC
uH 0.593
uD 0.200
uc 0.000

0
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PROCESS DIAGNOSIS IMMUNE FROM SENSOR FAULT BY SELF-ORGANZATION

Y. ISHIDA. and F, MIZESSYN**
*Graduate School of Information Science, Nara Institute of Science and Technology,
Ikoma, Nara, 630-01 Japan**Lafarge Coppec Recherche, BP 15, St. Quentin Fallavier, 3829I La Verpilliere Cedex, France

Abstract. We discuss modification and extension of the immune net model to apply it to on-line
real-time diagnosis of processing plants. The immune net models the recognition capability
emergent from cooperative recognition of interconnected units. We also implemented a system
on lvhich \ve can build an immune net lvhen the relations among process variables are given.
Further, this approach is compared rvith that by the knorvledge-based systems and that by the
neural netlvorks.

Key l{ords. Process diagnosis, immune net, self-diagnosis model

1. INTRODUCTION

Information processing of biological systems
often gives insight for treating with
compiex systems. The immune network
model, presented in this paper, focuses on

the feature of mutual recognition 1, based on
the analogy of the idiotypic network by
Jerne (1973). That is, system levei
recognition is attained as an emergent
phcnomenon from unit level interactions.

For this immune netrvork model, learning
algorithm similar to those of neutal
netrvork has been developed by Ishida
(1990), Ishida and Mizessyn (1992).
In this paper, we rvill show that this
algorithm rvith modifications can be
applied to sensor diagnosis in process
instrumentation systems. We also discuss
the extension for the process fault
detection.

Consider the following problem. M*y
suspects said that some other suspects are
(or aren't) criminal. The problem is to find
the criminal based on the testimony. If a
suspect is the criminal, he/she may lie.
However, if a suspect is innocent he/she
will teil the truth.

We can find such mutual testing models in
fault diagnosis theory. Diagnostic
algorithms for distributed diagnostic
models have been studied, mainly from a
viervpoint of attaining fault tolerance in
distributed systems or distributed
processing. The immune net model stated in
this section is based on a distributed
diagnostic model. There are many
algorithms for this problem. We presented
an algorithm by self-organization (Ishida
1990).

Preparata et al (1967) proved that if every
suspect is tested by more than t other
suspects, then the criminals can be
identified with the presence of less than t
criminals.

2. MUTUAL RECOGNITION NETWORK
MODEL

2.1. Parallel P¡ocessing in Mutual
Recognition Network

Section 2 presents some results obtained fo¡
immune net, which are required in the
diagnosis discussed in the following
section. Section 3 modifies the immune net
model for process diagnosis. Section 4
presents the application to sensor fault
diagnosis of processes. The extension to
process fault detection is discussed in
section 5.

1Oth.r than these two models, acquiring
diversity by combinatorial generatioi may
potentially give insight to building new
information models.
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We use the following notation. eij
indicates the test on the unit uj done by the
unit ui, Thus, the test outcome Tij of the
test eij is defined:



. Tij:-l rvhen testing unit i is fault-free
and tested unit j is faulty,

. Tii=1 rvhen both units are fault-free,

' Tij=-l/ 1 otherwise.

ln order to give a self-organizing capability
for each unit, we suppose each unit has a

simple information processing capability
other than testing other units. That is, each

unit decides its reliability by observing
opinions of other units adjacent to the unit.

.dri(t)/dt =IjTijRj +[jTjiRj -1l2
I tlij* ())tfij+1) for i:1,...,n (1)

.Ri(t) = 1/(1+exp(-ri(t))) for i:1,...,n

Wc have shown tl'rat this model rvill
converge by the follolirrg energy function of
the system in the same manner as that of
Hopfield Net Algorithm.

2.2. The Function of a Unit

Focusing on the processing of one unit may
help to understa¡rd the processing of
immune ncttvork model. Since the immune
nctrvork model is a homogeneous parallel
proccssing model, all the processing done by

each unit are the same. it should be noted
tlrat the reliability of one unit is evaluated
not only from the opinions of other units
testing the unit, but from the opinions of
rvhat the unit said to the other tested units.
The former corresponds to the first term of
the right hand side of the model (1) and

the latter to tl'rose of the second and third
terms. We call the lalter reflectíon effect .

The reflection ffict is somewhat similar
to the situation that tf one say bad

criticism on the highly evaluated person, it
affects one's own credit not the person one

criticized.

3. MODIFICATIONS ON THE MUTUAL
RECOGNITION MODEL

So far, lve have assumed that the test done

by fault-free unit is alrvays reliable. That
is, if I(i = 1 then Tij = 1 implies that Rj =
1 and that Tij = -1 implies that Rj = -1. In

existing systems, horvever, this is not

always the case. As will be seen in the

sensor diagnosis application, test may not

be reliable even if it is done by fault-free
unit due to the sensitivity of test. Formally
said, even if Ri = 1 and Tij = 1, it may be the

case that Rl = 0 because of the

incompleteness of test. The test outcome,

then, is defined as:

' Tij=-l rvhen sensor i is fault-free and

sensor j is faulty,

' Tij=-l11 otherwise.

It should be noted that the diagnosis rvith
this incomplete test becomes more difficult
than that rvith complete test, since the

information obtained from test results is
less (i.e,, even if we knolv the testing urut
ui is faulÞfree and test Tij = 1, we cannot

say that the tested unit uj is fault-free.).
Further, with incomplete case E < 0 holds.
This means, it is not possible to get any

evidence from the test results Ti for
believing some units fault-free, although
the evidence of believing some units' faulty
can be obtained. Thus, the initial values of

the reliabilities are set to be 1, otlterrvise
there is no chance for tl're unit to be

evaluated as fault-free.

The immune. net model under incomplcte
test becomes simpler form:

dri(t)/dt = I Crij*0 or Tji * 0)flij+Tji-l)Ri(t)
for i:1,..,,n (2)

We can know the solution of the above

model converges on the consistent diagnosis,
by calculating the time derivative of the
Liapunov function.

Further modification is made on the above

models for the sensor diagnosis application.
Both (1) and (2) are designed to give clear
diagnosis, faulty or fault-free, not in
ambiguous state between them. That is, the
reliability hardly stays around the

intermediate values near 0.5. In some

situations, however, the information of
ambiguous state is also necessary rather
than making them black or white.
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The follorving model keeps the
information of ambiguous state of sensor
reliability.

dri(t)/ dt = I [Iij*0 or Tji * 0)[ij+Tji-1)Rj(t)
- ri(t) for i=1,,..,n (3)

We call the models complete, incomplete,
modified incomplete respectively by the
models (1), (2) and (3).

We have noted that the reasonable
candidate for the initial value of R is (I,
... 1), slnce this is always near to the
correct diagnosis assumìng the number of
faulty units is less than that of fault-free
units. In reality, multiple fault does not
occur at the same time. It often happerrs
that after one unit falls into abnormal then
another unit becomes faulty and so on. Thus,
another practical rvay to determine the
initial value R is to use the last value of R

before new fault occurs, We used this
strategy in the senso¡ netrvork simulation
in scction 4.

4. APPLICATION TO SENSOR SELF-
DIAGNOSIS

We applied these models to
instrumentation systems of processing plant.
ln this section, self-detecting sensory
netrvork for processing plants has been
proposed using the redundancy among
process values. Temperature, pressure, and
flolv measu¡ed independently often have
such interrelation, and hence interval
correspondence between them, e.g., between
high temperature and high pressure.

if the process value calculated from other
process value is not pinpoint, and only
plausìble interval is obtained, then we
must say that the test here is incomplete.
In that case, the model with incomplete
test should be adopted. As we wili discuss
in the following, the netrvork construction
is done by the inequalities.

Consider arr example of a heat exchanger of
the condenser type. Two florvs i.e,, the florv
of the shell side and florv of the tube sidc
exchange the heat. Steam enters from the
inlet of the shell side, then it is condensed,
and finally being cooled by the florv of the
tube side. The flowing object of the tube side
then comes out being heated by the florv of
the shell side.

Now, we consider the inequalities among
temperatures of these two flows.

Tho+20>Thi>Tho
Tli +10>Tlo>Tli
Tli +50>Thi>Tli
Tlo +40>Tho>Tlo

rvhere
. Thi : temperature at inlet of shell side,
¡ Tho : temperature at outlet of shell sidc
. Tli : temperature at inlet of tube side,
r Tho: temperature at outlet of tube side

Using these relations among sensors, sensor
network will be constructed. For example,
when the relation Tho + 20 > Thi > Tho
does not hold, then either Thi or Tho
can be faulty.
This means that the sensors measuring
values Thi, Tho are testing each other
through thió relation. The tests done by
these inequalities are incomplete, for even
if the tested sensor is faulty it will not be

recognized unless the tested sensor value
fails to satisfy the inequality. Thus, the
model under incomplete test should be used
for this case.

Fig. 1 shows sensor network created by the

immune Net Generator 2. Dark node
indicates that the sensor is diagnosed as

faulty and gray node as doubtful condition.
Other than mutual links shown in Fig. 1,

Immune Net Generator allows simple link
(one way link), self link (test of one node
comparing its value with some reference
value) and multiple link (test of more than
th¡ee nodes). Default tests for them are

ZTh. lmmune Net Generator is
implemented on Macintosh in colaboration
with Mr. K. Otuska at SMI.

Example 1
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I xi -xj I < e, I xi -Ml < e, and I f xi -Ml <e
respectively rvhere xi represents process
values, M represents reference value and e

some crror constant.

Fig. 2 shon's the time evolution of the
sensor Thi and its reliability output from
thc Immune Net Generator, computed by
the complete model. Fig. 3 also shoivs the
time evoiution and the reliability
computed by the modified incomplete
model. All the four sensors start in no¡mal
condition. After a while, the sensor Thi
stuck to the HIGH position (140) for a

rvl'rile, then goes back normal condition
(120) agairr. The otirer sensors remain
constant:Tlio (115), Tli (75) and Tlo (80).

It can be seen that the complete model
aln'ays tric's to make clear the black and
rvhite, rvhile the modified incomplete one

can keep the doubtful situation. The
modificd incompletc model can refleci the
situation rvhen the sensor becomes back to
thc normal condition.

It has been knolvn tirat the immune network
modcl rvorks well for more complex sensor
nelrvork in most of cases. We will show the
exampic of a cement plant in section 6.

Thi TI'ro

Tli Tlo
Fig. 1 Sensor Net of the Heat Exchanger
Example

Fig. 2 Time Evolution of the sensor value
Thi and that of its reliability computed by

complete model. The sensor Thi stuck to the
HIGH position (140) for a 'tvhile, then goes

back no¡mal condition (120) again. The
otìrer sensors remain constant:Tho (1i5), Tli
(75) and Tlo (80).

Fig. 3 Time Evolution of the sensor value
Thi and that of its reliability computed by
modified incomplete model. The sensor Thi
stuck to the HIGH position (140) for a

while, then goes back normal condition
(i20) again. The other sensors remain
constant:Tho (i15), Tli (75) and Tlo (80).

5. PROCESS FAULT DETECTION BY
HIERARCHICAL IMMUNE NETWORK

So far, we have discussed only sensor fault
identification. We will discuss horv a

process diagnosis including fault detection
of the process can be carried out by more
elaborate hierarchical sensor network. The
hierarchical sensor network can be

constructed by introducing the aírtual
sensors.

Example 2

As an illustrative example,
pipelines of confluence of

consider the
two in-flows
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(rvhose florv rate and temperature are Fi1,
Fi2 and Ti1, T2 respectively ) join into one
out-florv (whose flow rate and temperature
arc Fo and Tio respectively). We have the
follorving relation among sensor values by
the mass and energy balance.

Balancc Equations:
. Fi1 +Fi2=Fo
. Fi1 Ti1 + Fi2 Ti2 = Fo To

Furthcr, vve suppose the following relations
among the sensor values hold in a normal
condition of the process by the feature of
thc process and thc control structure.

Upstream Condition of the Process:
. Fil > Fi2
I Ti1 > Ti2

The first relation Fi1 > Fi2 means that if
this relation is violated, thcre are three
possibilities fo¡ that: (1) sensor Fi1 is
faulty, (2) Fi2 is faulty or (3) the upstream
process is abnormal.

Process fault disabling the relation Fi1 >
Fi2, in our immune netivork framervorþ
rvould disable the testing relation betrveen
Fi1 and Fi2. This type of process fault can
be dctected by considering the virtual
sensor inserted betrveen Fi1 and Fiz. The
reliability of the virtual sensor is actually
reliability of the relation Fi1 > Fi2 assureã
by the normal condition of the process, and
it can be calculated by the measure of
inconsistency betrveen Fi1 and Fi2:

-Tij Ri(Rj -|l2]ij + i)) -TiiRj(Ri -Il2]ji +

1))

for the complete model (1).

This measure of inconsistency is evaluated
high rvhen the values of Ri, Rj and Tij are
inconsistent; e.9., Ri = 1, Rj=l and Tij =-1.

Example 3

Thus, when we use these relations as sensor
netrvo¡k we must consider thc uirfual
sensors Ti1 Fi1, Ti2 Fi2 and To Fo.

Although these sensors do not physically
exist, the information of multiplied value,
not each sensor value, is used in the sensor

netrvork of these relations. Hence, we call
this type of virtual sensor the conùined
airtual sensors. The faulty of the conùíned
uirtuøl sensor is interpreted as faulty of
one of them.

ln case that more than th¡ee sensors appear
in one relation as in Fi1 + Fi2 = Fo. If rve
need construct a plain (as opposed to the
hierarchical) sensor netrvo¡k for some
reasons such as simplicity of model, then
these relations as Fi1 + Fi2 = Fo can be

deduced to several two sensor relations as

Fi1 < Fo and Fi2 < Fo. But in the
hierarchical view of sensor network, we cân
regard the relation Fi1 + Fi2 = Fo that the
virtual sensor Fi1 + Fi2 rvatching the other
sensor Fo and uice z)ersø .

This type of the virtual sensor cân be

attained by the multiple link facilitated
in Immune Net Generator.

The main characteristic of the immune
network approach to process diagnosis is
that this method admits only relative
relation between process values without
referring to the absolute value of the
process values, hence does not suffer from
the shifting of all the process values
(which occurs depending on the load to the
process or the change of environment such as
seasonal change). However, it is possible
for the immune net to involve the héuristics
which refer to absolute values of the
process values by the self link of the
Immune Net Generator.

6. APPLICATION TO THE INDUSTRIAL
PROCESS PLANT

Although we have applied the immune net
model more complex model of a steel
process, we show the application to a

a

0

Ti1 Fi1 < To Fo

T12 Fi2 < To Fo

By the balance equations
conditions we can deduce
relations:

and
the

upstream
following

Ti1 Fi1 > Ti2 Fi2
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cement process. In many cement plants,
sensors are used ln a severe environment
rvith dust. Piocess diagnosis including
sensor fault is needed. The immune net

model allorvs the process diagnosis
including sensor fault by taking consistency
among many sensor values into account.

Example 4

Fig. 4 shorvs a sensor netrvork generated by

the Immune Net Generator for the

preheating process of a cement plant.
Trventy-trvo sensors (thermometers) are

involved. ]n constructing sensor net, not only

process knorvledge but the experimental
knorvledge among sensor values is used to
obtain enough relations for diagnosis.

The performance' of the diagnosis depends

on the quality of the relations involved;
the diagnosability depends on the number
of distinct tests, and the reliability of the
diagnosis depends on the reliability of the
involved tests.

Fig. 4 Sensor Net of the Cement Plant
Generated by the Immune Net Generator.
The Value Inside the Node is the Sensor

Value at Some Snapshot time. The Node
lvith Dark Color Indicates the Sensor

Diagnosed to be Faul$.

The immune net model focuses the idea of

idiotypic network proposed in immunology.
We presented several modifications on the

immune net model to aPPIY the self -

organizing algorithm for sensor network in
the instrumentation qystems of processing

plants.

Further, we developed a more elaborate
hierarchical immune net model bY

introducing the virtual sensors. The

hierarchical immune net model can detect

not only sensor fault but process fault'

By the simulation for several existing

processes such as cement Process, the

capability of self-diagnosis and self -

elimination of the information of faulty
sensor is demonstrated.
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A shutdown in a process, e.g., a continuous casting
machine for billets, a paper machine or a stcel mill,
is usually very costly. Today, when a fault
condition is encountcred, the operating pcrsonncl
use rccorded data and measuremenß in combination
with scarching in conrol equipment and process
documcntation Lo arrive at some action to be taken.
This paper will describe techniques to acquire and
maintain knowledge in various processes in order to
foresee problems, make rapid fault-diagnoses and
take correct. and accurat.e actions, The
implementation of these funcf.ions is done using a
new knowledge-based system (KBS) environment,
First Navigator (FN), explained in more derail in
next section. Briefly, FN is a graphical interface to
a process database with an intelligent alarm handler.
The database consists of data about the process and
the control instrumentat.ion together with
documentation, used by the operator to diagnose
faults and take corrcct. actions. The objecs and their
aftributes in this database are needed when writing
the rules for the alarm handler,

The intelligent alarm handling tool is a specially
dcsigncd cxpcrt. system listening to and filtering
time-ragged events from the conl¡ol system. The
operating personnel can consult. the expert. system
to predict consequences in the process, suggest
actions to be tâken and explain causes of fault

AN IINTELLIGBNT ALARM HANDLII\G TOOL

J. KRISTENSSON*, G. BENGTSSON*, J. BARKLUND**, P. MILDNER**

*First Control Systems AB, Klc,ckartorpsg 14, 5-723 44 Vösterös,Sweden
** Uppsala U niversity, Computing Science Department, Box 3 I I , S-75 I 05 Ilppsala, Sweden

Abstract. In production processes it is of vital importance to be able to predict consequences such as quality
problems and shutdowns. First Navigato¡ is a knowledge-based system tool consisting of a visual proc€ss database
and an easily configurable "alarm-shell", The maintenance personnel will use decision trees for cÐnmon problems,
fault reports etc. to extract knowledge into rules. A speciaìly designed expert system will listen to and filter time-
taggcd events. When the operating personnel asks for advice, the expert system will predict consequences with time
estimates in the process.

Key Words. Alarm systems; artificial intelligence; knowledge engineering; prediction; sysrem failure and
recovery ; maintenance engineering; process control

1. INTRODUCTION conditions. The expert sys¡.em used in the KBS is a
dedicated tool for reasoning about time tagged
events, construcfed by J. Barklund and P. Mildner
at Uppsala University based on experience they
have gained in a project with a real time expert
system described by Barklund and Mildner (1994).
The expert system was developed as part of the
project "Intelligent Real Time Systems", supported
by the SwediSh National Board for Indusrrial
andTe¡hnical Development (NUTEK).

At the time this paper was written, the user
experience was limited to a field test including úe
graphical database part of FN. Process information
from a small chemical process was inserted into the
database and a graphical model was automatically
creâted. Another project to test the intelligent alarm
handling at a paper mill is planned.

2. FIRST NAVIGATOR

FN is a software prototype developed during the
project "Knowledge-based operator tools", as a part
of a development, program for the process industry
supported by Swedish NaLional Bo¿utl For Industrial
and Technical Development (NUTEK). Based on
the rapid prototyping soflware tool, HyperCard, FN
is running on Apples Macintosh computers. It, can
be seen as a graphical interface between the
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operator and the process database, also connected to

úe control system as can be seen in Fig. L

FN consists of two parts:
. integrated factory documentation
. intclligent alarm handling

MicroController

Macintosh

Fig. 1 Basic structure

2.1. VisualDatabase

In every process instrumentation project, a vast

numbcr of documents have to be constructed. What

kind of documents are needed is more or less

standardised. The instrumentation can be seen as a

modcl consisting of three diffcrent representations:
. proccss equipment,
. control equipment
. application programs.

FN has a skelcton ready to accommodate data for
any kind of process. Just enough dara has to be

inscrted by the user for the tool to be able to

automatically generate a visual model of the three

representations. Process equipment, e.9., pumps,

actuators, sensors and motors, vital for running the

process, are all represented in this daubase. Each

proccss object consists of several attributes or
signals, Detailed information, such as circuit-
drawings, functional descriptions, etc., can be

connected to appropriate places in this model.

The user can easily navigate in the visual database.

From schematic process-pictures, various kinds of
documents ( drawings, connection tables etc') can

be shown in windows.

2.2. Configurable "Ala¡m-shell"

The integrated factory documentation is a

prerequisite for the alarm handling tool. At the

same time the process is documented, a framework

of process-objects is created to which knowledge

can be connected. The connection to the control

equipment is already done in defining the process

database. A cross-reference table defines
connections between the process-signals
(knowledge-base ) and their place in a specific

signal package ( control equipment ).

Rules are written in a rule-editor using the objects

and their attributes present in the database. A
typical rule will have a main condition with an

event leading to a ståte or to an other event, wiül a

time estimate (see Fig. 2). The rule can also have

one or more secondary conditions.

Rule2 MotorADown
If Motor A Temp High is tue
Then Motor A Down is true
After 20 min
Provided Process-part B Running is tue
And Fan C On is false

Fig. 2. A typical rule

In the rule above there are three process objects
involved; Motor A, Process part B and Fan C.

These objects, together with their signals, have been

inserted into the process database at an earlier stage'

In writing the rule, the user has access to all this

data through pop-up menus. When the user is
satisfied, the rule is examined and the correct

synlâx for alerts, states and rules are generated

automatically. All rules are saved in a knowledge-

base which will be loaded when the intelligent
alarm handling is started.

3. KNOV/LEDGE ACQUISITION

Knowledge about the process is gathered in many

different ways. From the beginning, only the

obvious process connections will constitute the

knowledge-base. The operating and maintenance
personnel will have the key responsibility in

developing the knowledge-base. Fault trees and

fault-reports are two important sources. In a popup-

menu in the event list, an item lets the user save the

Communication

Communication

FirstDoc
pertsystem

First Navigator

Process-

Database

Knowledge-
Database
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culTent. event to a fault reporl. and make a short note
about the fault condition. The maintenance
personnel will look at. these reports and determine if
they shoukl be translated into new rules and become
part ol the knowledge-base. In this way, new
knowlcdge is acquired in a top down fashion.

4. DATA-COLLECTION TT{ROUGH EVENTS

The expcrt system works with event.s. All
calculations of variations in a process variable over
time is done in the control system, which has a

powerful module library, and capacity to perform
these tasks. In the control system, all dat¿ related to
a certain object are grouped together in a signal
package (see Fig. 3). This dcfinition consists of an

uniquc object id, a name and a number of signals.

NAME:
ID:
SIG 1:

SIG 2:

SIG 3:

MOTOR A
o1
TEMP HICH
DOWN
OIL LOIV

Fig. 3. Dcfinition of an object

When a process signal in such an object crosses any
of its limits, the whole signal package for this object
is transmitted by the control system to the KBS (see

Fig. a). This evcnt consists of the unique object id,
a name, a time-tag, a trig and sntus of the signals.
Thc trig is information about which signal caused
the evcnt.

ID:
TIME:
TRIG:
SIG 1:

SIG 2:

SIG 3:

o1
08:33:24
1

0

0
I

Fig. 4. Evcnt from the control-sysl.em

An event. is generatod and displayed in an event list
and the expert system will save the event in a

history memory. The expert system is operator
drivcn i.e. stays idle until the operating personnel

asks for advice. This division of tasks between the
expcrt syslem and the control system is natural and

imitates the way the operating personnel analyse the
process (scc Fig. l).

5. PREDICTING CONSEQUENCES IN TFIE
PROCESS

One of the main points in the intelligent alarm
handling tool is to predict consequences of events in
the process, with time estimates. In the main
connection of every rule, there is a time-interval
defined, which says how long a certåin ståte is
valid. There a¡e dilferent kinds of time-intervals:

. if A then B after xmin

. if A then B within x min

. if A thcn B between x and y min

The expert system will put all rules with valid
alerts on the agenda and try to ûig úem, provided
that all thcir conditions are satisfied. if the interval
for a certain alert has expired, the rules with this
alert cannot be put on the agenda. Each time the
expert system is asked what consequences could be

expected, all possible consequences based on the
event. of interest are calculated.

5.1. Examnle: Continuous Casting olSteel Billes

A steel plant has four objecs; Mof.or A, Fan B, Fan

C and the product, the steel Billet. Both Fan B and
Fan C provide Motor A with cool air. These objects
are defined in the database with their associated
signals according to Fig. 6. Fan B and Fan C have
two associated signals, On and Down. The signal
On indicates order to run and Down means out. of
order. If On is false, the fan is off. If both signals
are lrlre, the fan has a fault. In Lhe same way, Mol.or
A has three associated signals; Temp High, Down
and Oil Low. The last object is the product, the
steel Billet, with two associated signals, Break and
Thin. If the signal Break becomes true, the billet
casting machine is shutdown.

NAME:
ID:
SIG 1:

SIG 2:
SIG 3:

MOTOR A
ol
TEMP HIGH
DOWN
OIL LOV/

FAN
02
ON

B

DOWN

FAN C
o3
ON
DOWN

BILLET
o4
BREAK
THIN

Fig. 6. Definitions of process-objects

The current, knowledge-base consists of the three
rules shown in Fig. 7. Rule I reads, if Fan C is out
of order and Fan B is off then the temperature of
Motor A will go high after 5 min. The two other
rules can be interpreted similarly.
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RulelMotorAHot
ll Fan C Down is true
Then Motor A Temp High is true
After 5 min
Provided Fan B ON isfalse

Rule2MotorADou'n
ll Motor A Temp I'ligh is true
Then Motor A Down is true

After I min

Rule 3 Steel Billet ßreak
lf Motor A Down is true
Then Billet Break is true
After 0 min

Fig. 7. Rules in the knowledge-base

When the process is running, events containing
these objects are transmitted from the control
system (see Fig. 8). At a certain point, an event
contâining Fan C Down is True is t¡ansmitted. The

opcrator sees the event in the event list and wants [o
know what consequences can be predicted.
According to rule 1, Motor A will run hot after 5

min, according to rule 2 Motor A will go down after
6 min and at the same time, according to rule 3, the

steel Billct will brcak. The user intcrface is shown

in Fig. 9, To get further advice about actions to be

taken, the user can press the action button and the

expert system will provide him with a list of
actions. The why-button will list all rules activated

in the prediction.

Fig. 9. Dialogue connected to consequence inquiry

PREDICTION
P2: MOTOR A*
DOWN

EVENT
FAN B
OFF

ON=1->0 I

34:23 08:39:23

lmit+

DOWN= 0 -> I TEMP HIGII= 0 -> I

Fig. 8. Timc-diagram over predicted consequences

P3: STEEL BILLET,,*
BREAK

08:40:23

DOWN= 0 -> I*

BREAK= 0 -> l**

supervised process, the intelligent alarm handling

tool will provide âccurate predictions and
explanations, with estimates of time delays.
Because of the integration of the alarm handling

tool with the reference part of FN, the operating
personnel can directly associate the predicted and

otherwise mentioned events with parts of the

process and actual control equipment.

EVENT
FAN C
PROBLEM

CONSULTATION
OPERATOR ASKS
EXPERT SYSTEM
TO PREDICT
coNSEQUENCES

PREDICTION
P|: MOTOR A
TEMP TIIGH

6. CONCLUSIONS

The use of KBS such as the one described will lead

to bcttcr and morc consistent actions being taken by

operating and maint.enance personnel when
problems arise in lhe process. Provided that there is

an undcrstanding of the causal relationship in the

PREDICTED CONSEQUEI{CES

O3:2 FAN C DOWN 08

P1
P2
P3

Ymi40o 
-osúo0o

trme

Pl O1:1 MOTORA TEMPHIGH
P2 Ol:2 MOTOR A DOWN
P3 O4:1 BILLET BREAK

08:39:23

08:40:23
08:4rJ:23

Time scale:

c@@@c@

Event:

02
08:33:
I
0
0

0 1

o3
08:3423
2

1

I
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In order to build up the knowledge-base without
having to describe the whole process in every
detail, events are used. A basic structure is
introduccd, where the cont¡ol system is calculating,
comparing and analysing process va¡iables in order
to create evenls. These events are transmitted to the
KBS. Imitating the operator, lhe KBS reason about
these events to predict consequences. The KBS
intcgratcs a visual database of the process
informaLion, an expert-system, a knowledge-base
and a communication driver to the control system.
In this environment, the user can easily configure
an intelligcnt alarm handler for various processes.

A KBS-tool as FN will lead to lower costs for
maintenance and increased productivity due to
fewer unplanned process shutdowns.
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